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NADIDEVATA - RIVER GODDESS

The rivers of India have always been conceptualised as sustaining mothers. According to traditional

lore, the stream carries payas. This word stands for both water and milk. A Rushan sculpture symbolises Sri

as both river and mother goddess standing on a fullsome pot or pumaghata with lotuses. She extends her full

sustaining breasts by touching one of them, symbolising her as mother goddess feeding her children.

The Vishnudharmotta ra records the concept of the river goddess through descriptions of nadidevata.?

These are found translated in the Amaravati carvings that show her carrying a pumakumbha, a vessel

brimming with water. This is a symbol, not only of plentitude and suspiciousness but also of the river. It is

the earliest symbolic representation of the purifying presence of the river goddess who guards the temple

entrance on either side. This explains the pumakumbha flanking the doorway.

The saldbhanjika and nadidevata motifs often intermingle, underpinning the inextricable connection

between water and vegetation, A beautiful sculpture of the Sena period,now in the National Museum, New

Delhi, shows the goddess of River Ganga standing by a wish-fulfilling tree, the kalpavriksha. In her hand is a

pitcher which is the symbol of prosperity through abundance ofwater.

PRABHAKAR BEGDE

illustrations: Indrani Sen

Ganga under the Kalpvrjkgha, Sena, Bengal,

12th century' ad, National Museum, New Delhi.

Ganga is Shiva's aquatic consort, and wears a Shaiva

mark on her forehead. This representation of River

Ganga shows her standing on a full blown lotus under

a stylised ifflfpamksfifl. Her usual vahana, the makers or

crocodile is here substituted by a lotus pedcstal.

Pnosperity and abundance is suggested by the full pot

which she holds with both her hands. She stands in the *

tnbhtmga pose.
'

I

g ® Lakshmi and Lotuses, Mathura, Kushan. ^ J iu'

1st century ad. National Museum, New Delhi. !•

lr*\ This charming sculpture shows a standing female 1 '1

1

' f

f

L \ figure in spotted red standsfcone, typical of Mathura
j

|

sculptures. She is the Goddess of Fortune and Abun- ©jy>t=^L
j|j

dance in a new form. Her whole body emerges from

i the lotus plant She stands on a full pot, pumaghata,

/ overflowing with lotus flowers. Her left hand touches 6x3^
j 1 1 / jpygof

/ her right breast in the dugdhadkarini mudra or suckling
i

/ pose as in a benevolent mother. This is one of the

j loveliest representations of Lakshmi or Sri, recalling

the Sri Suite of the Rigveda

ft is appropriate to feature River Goddesses in our sculpture series, since this issue ex-

plpres, among other subjects, (he linkages of the environment to the overarching flow of

contemporary development. There are three otherfeatures on the different rivers as

deified in jndian sculpture. Thesefeatures are distributed through the issue, thus completing

——r tbiD nw+tfljim. eeries TJw «>w iccuf mi)/ rnrrw another concent of India} i sculvture .
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VV hy is the great voice of India silent?

Her ancient soul, the murmuring of her heart

Outflowing from between the crevices of rocks.

Rumbling within the outburst ofmonsoon clouds?

Oh, where is India's secret voice gone?

In which nook or cranny is her giantmind hid?

Like tumbling zones of fire did the mantras

Sung from time immemorial in the scriptures resound.

Like the placid surface of a lake

Bespeaks the myriad forms of life, which flash, throb, flow beneath its

surface.

Is India dead in pursuit of vain strivings?

Is India lost in quest of its own soul? Is India asleep?

No, India is awake in the toil of the ploughman
And the housewife over her woodfire;

India is awake in the restlessness of her people;

India is awake in the tears and laughter of her poor.

For India's soul, wealth is her poverty,

Her spirit of quiet independence,

Her dedication to truth,

For her voice comes from deep within,

The one true God who manifests in every stone and tree

And lives in the heart's mind!

Bulu Imam

A logo must convey the essence ofwhat it represents.

INDIA'S QUEST, is a path: a search. The being on this path of unending search is of far greater import

than its beginning or the summit. The hand drawn spiralling brush stroke of the logo besides having a

humanistic quality of form, attempts to convey this continuum. .

Neelima Rao
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India's Quest
err

f I I Anniversary
of Independence

fls India celebrates fifty years of its independence, it is inevitably a time for reflection and re-

affirmation. What it is to be Indian? What is the heritage that defines us and frees us from colonial rule?

What value does it have in a shrinking inter-dependent world?

INDIA’S QUEST, in this historic year, wishes to address a section of our society, largely

ignored by most, except of course, the market. This section constitutes the youth of this country who

are only long-distance witnesses to the entire freedom struggle. How much reflection do we see among

them on concepts such as ‘freedom’ and ‘democracy’? Can an individual quest for ‘success’ override

the need for a collective national quest? Does our system of education take upon itself the

responsibility of inculcating a moral order and laying the groundwork for an upright, enlightened

citizenry? And for those who are not thinking beyond their lifetimes, it is this segment of today’s youth

who will constitute and direct the course of our nation in the years to come.

So INDIA’S QUEST is a two year project conceived to reach the young. It will employ the print

and audio-visual media and carry out a fairly large campus outreach programme. The project will be

spearheaded by SPIC MACAY Publications and FUR—The Foundation for Universal Responsibility

(of His Holiness, the Dalai Lama.).

SPIC MACAY (Society for Promotion of Indian Classical Music and Culture Amongst Youth)

has, for over two decades, been active in the student world, inculcating a sense of responsibility in

young people to protect their culture. FUR has been working towards promoting a dialogue between

different religious faiths and developing a sense of secular values in the young.

The primary objective of INDIA’S QUEST is to initiate discourse in the campus on seven vital

national and global themes.They are:

1 . Cultural/Political/Religious Pluralism—To present the complexity of pluralism in India and

to stress on the co-existence and threat of militancy and homogeneity.

2. Governance—An exploration of polity, nationhood, responsible citizenship, leadership and the

definitions of democracy.

3. Education—The dangers of a hand-me-down education system, the differences between

information, knowledge and wisdom.

4. Sustainable Development/Environment/Technology/Livelihood—An exploration of the

meaning of work, the state of the environment, of the role of technology in the lives of young citizens.

5. Universal Responsibility and Non-violence—Within and outside the individual. A look at

violence, fragmentation and isolation. Conflict as part and parcel of modem life. A search for the right

moral order through truth, justice and responsibility.

6. Sacred India—A metaphysical look at the human condition, tradition and modernity,

aspirations of the youth in modem India.

7. Gender—The predicament and challenges for the contemporary Indian woman and man. A

survey of what the future holds in terms of empowerment.

We hope that our readers will contribute towards making these themes a part of the national

discourse and join us by making INDIA’S QUEST their own.

For more details contact THE EYE at its editorial office.
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Our Scholarsand FilmMakers
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Scholar: Dr. Tanika Sarkar
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ABOUT OUR SCHOLARS FORTMS ISSUE

Vandana Shiva

Dr.Vandana Shiva’s name isfamfearto anyone concerned about issues of

environment and development, bolt in tafia and abroad. She is a renowned

physicist, philosopher, feminist andecotogfet She is internationally recognised

for her pioneering work on eco feminism, bio-rSversity, intellectual property

rights and bio-piracy, tier's is one ofthe most strident voices in defence of

Third World environmental issues.

Vandana is the author ofa number ofwel known books which include

Staying Alive: Ecologyand Survival in India, The Violence ofthe Green

Revolution, Monoculture ofthe Mind,and Captive Minds and Captive Lives.

Gifted with indefatigable energy, she travels extensively, lecturing in many

universities all over the world.

Her consistentwork in these areas has won her several international

awards, not the least ofthem being the Right LivelihoodAward, Earth Day

InternationalAward and the Global 500Award. These awards endorse her dual

role in being able to combine intellectual activity with grassroots work.

She is the Director ofThe Research Foundation for Science and Technol-

ogy and Natural Resource Policy, Dehradun.

John Kurien

Dr. John Kurien is a well known environmentalist and social activist, recognised

and respected for his work with the fishing communities of Kerala. He has

always been a consistent advocate of the rights of small fishing groups in the

face of the onslaught ofmechanisation and industry.

Dr. Kurien is consultant to various national and international agencies on

issues related to small scale, indigenous community activity. He has set up a

non-governmental organisation (NGO) catering to research-action within the

fishing communities of Kerala, looking especially at the aquaculture problem.

Currently, he is Professor at the CDS (Centre for Development Studies),

Thiruvananthapuram, researching on the techno-economic, social and

ecological aspects of fisheries in India and Asia. Dr. Kurien has written exten-

sively on these subjects.

SACRED INDIA

Scholar Dr. Makarand Paranjape

Film maker: Rajiv Mehrotra

ProjectDirectors

Rajiv Mehrotra

Secretary

Foundation for

Universal Responsibility

Rukmini Sekhar

Editor

THE EYE, a SPIC MACAY Publication

ABOUT OUR FILMMAKERS

Ritu Sarin and Tenzing Sonam

Ritu and Tenzing are a filmmaker couple based in London and Dharamsala,

India. They have a number ofdocumentary films to their credit, including the

award winning The NewPuritans—The Sikhs of Yuba City. They have been

commissioned by the BBC to produce two documentaries for their prestigious

Everyman series. One of them, The Reincarnation ofKhensurRinpoche had a

successful run throughout Europe, Japan,Australia and the US. They are

deeply concerned about issues that affect society and the human being.

ABOUT THE FILM

Fish Tales looks at a fishing community in the village ofAdimalathura in

Kerala. It focuses on their everyday lives and the crisis of declining stocks that

they face; a crisis trigge by thirty years ofdevelopmental poldes that promoted

export-oriented free market and modem technology— not unlike what the rest

of the country is now undergoing—but failed to take into consideration the

needs of the fisherfblk and their special relationship with the sea. Despite their

desperate situation, the fisherfolk ofAdimalathura gt together and take the first,

positive step to rejuvinate their barren sea—a project to create artificial reefs

on the sea bed.



This generation may be the last to exist in any semblance ofa civilised world or it will be thefirst to have the vision, the

bearing and the greatness to say. T will play no part in this devastation of the land, I am determined to live and work for

peaceful construction for Iam morally responsiblefor the loorld of today and the generations oftomorrow'

Richard St. Barbe-Baker

It is an onerous task to put together an issue on Development without having to exclude several mandatory components.

'Development' is a word reviled by few though lauded by most. But we wonder whether, in fact, the word itself has not

become too simplistic, rather pass6, with many newer and more complex ones taking its place -globalisation being one of

them. In An Obituaryfor Development, Claude Alvares announces its death saying that 'the spirit flew out of the word, it lost

its soul', and though we seem to be liberated from the 'tyranny of the immediate past', we cannot ignore the 'tyranny of the

future'.

This issue of THE EYE is the story of this tyrannical Emperor and his hapless subjects.into the sub-text is woven the

presence of the liberator, which is the aware and enlightened human being. And like all good stories, there are many chapters.

In brief, this issue is a conceptual saga of development, its trials and tribulations. Many epochs later in cosmic time, humanity

shall look back and maybe remark, "Oh Lord, what fools these mortals be". But though we show through this critique of

development that we are madly and surely funning a suicidal race towards annihilation, ours is not a tale of doom, for each

article is a carefully packaged obstacle to waylay you before you before you reach the finishing line.

The fundamental editorial premise is that there is no 'sustainable development' without morality, however

'progressive' we might be. T. S. Ananthu says, that there 'are avenues of growth other than the material... 'mental, intellectual,

aesthetic, social, emotional, psychological, moral and spiritual....which are neglected and suppressed in modem civilisation'.

'Development and ecQlogy, like development and morality', he continues, 'are twains that never meet... If we want them to

meet, we have to recast our definition of progress to include non-material avenues of growth'. But, as Vandana Shiva, in the

lead article, points out, this cannot happen as long as corporate control over all forms of living replaces community control.

Free trade, she says, is an old instrument of monopoly control, as was clear from the functioning of the East India Company

during colonisation. Today, free trade in its new form, merely levels the economic field for multinationals, increasing the

'protectionism of the powerful' and unleashing 'the de-industrialisation and de-intellectualisation of Third World Countries

.

In a powerful section of her article, Rebuilding an Earth Democracy, where she sees modern development as a continuity of

colonialism, she exclaims, '[
development] has come to mean precisely the opposite of what the word originally meant.

Instead of being self-generated, development is imposed. Instead of coming from within, it is externally guided. Instead of

contributing to the maintenance of diversity, it has meant the creation of homogeneity and uniformity . Instead of protecting

the health and rights of people, the State has become protectors of the property and profits of corporations. It is time for India

to move away from an outward looking commercial paradigm that creates competition, aggression and exploitation of nature

and people and move towards a philosophy of inclusion.

Our readers will notice how, rather than enter into the endless world of micro introspection, we have lingered on a

critique of the macro, bringing into the discourse of 'development', the ingredients of ecology, economics, livelihood,

technology and culture. Our writers, on our request, have drawn invisible though indelible threads between all of them. It is

not difficult to see how development defines the nature of work and how careerism in modern management is mistaken for

leadership, as brilliantly explained by S. K. Chakraborty. This madly careerist human being is inevitably catapulted into a

speed trap. For Jay Walljasper 'a full throttle life seems to yield little satisfaction other than the sensation of speed itself’ and

for Ravi Sundaram 'Violence is Speed's great twin brother, a potent mixture of desire and death'. Our urban centres, as

Narayani Gupta writes, epitomises this speed and we see a proliferation of roads and flyovers. 'The compact beehive that was

the pre-automobile Indian city has gone' and we have allowed ourselves to be dictated by a 'two hundred year old culture

which builds chequerboard towns all the time'.

However, through the pall of despondency of modern development, pierces the enlightening rays of the sun and the

nealing waters of the pond as we look at the cosmologies of both. With a little ethical imagination, technology can be not only

great fun but also very caring says Shiv Visvanathan. The legal {read illegal) implications of development is lyrically

elucidated by Usha Ramanthan in Development Tales .

Collating this issue of THE EYE has been a difficult task for all of us given the number of topics that were begging to be

included. But paring them down has been equally exciting, bringing into focus the areas that really needed to be addressed.

The subject of development consumes us all today. Shall we drown or shall we swim ? Shall we willingly participate and

witness the conversion of humanity into insignificant and bonded players in the development mega-firmament ? Shall we kill

the tyrannical emperor and become liberators? .
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We dedicate this issue ofTHE EYE to . .

.

SANJUKTA PANIGRAH I

Sanjukta took Odissi dance to its pinnacle ofglory. HerMoksha transcended

the limits ofaesthetics and became a spiritual experience. Now she has attained

moksha .... Her movements breathed life into the temple sculptures.

Guru KelucharanMahapatra, The Times ofIndia

In the fickle world of fame which

constantly forgets its heroes, Sanjukta

Panigrahi's name will endure as the

undisputed First Lady of Odissi. Sanjukta

was one of the key figures in the post-

independence cultural renaissance which

saw this ancient teritple dance form

emerge from the shadows of obscurity to

occupy a prominent place among the

classical dances.

I recallmy first meeting with

Sanjukta in the early 1960's at a

get-together in Bhubaneswar. She greeted

me in chaste Tamil,

'

Namaskaram, Manni

( sister-in-law), Anna (elder brother)

saukhyama (Is he well)? Later I learnt that

she was an Odissi dancer who had spent six

years learning Bharatnatyam at

Kalakshetra in Chennai. Later she was to

marry Raghunath Panigrahi, who had

spent some years learning Carnatic music

from Madras Subbaraya Aiyar, reinforcing

the Chennai connection. I always remained

Manni for the couple.

Their marriage was a fortuitous

event which was to leave an indelible mark

onboth their careers. Raghunath, a master

in delivering renditions from the Geeta

Gooinda, diverted a major part of his time

and energies in singing'for Sanjukta's

performances. While the coining together of

two such great talents was inevitably

accompanied with friction, yet it made for a

potent combination on stage. Their

relationship endured till the end,

producing countless memorable perform-

ances. The Sangeet Natak Akademi award,

conferred on the couple jointly, was a

testimony to this fact. Sanjukta was also a

recipient of the Padma Shri.

Bom to anorthodox Brahmin

family, she started learning Odissi at the

age of six fromGum Kelucharan

Mahapatra. For her, theGum was su-

preme. In these times when career de-

mands and personal interests take their toll

on the guru- shishya relationship, her

unswerving loyalty to hergum was

laudable. Sanjukta once took part in a

dance drama alongwith almost forty other

students choreographed byGum
Kelucharan Mahapatra in a rather unflatter-

ing role as Surya, for the Konark Festival.

When I asked her why she had agreed to

do the part, her answer was, 'Guruji asked

me, and whatever my feelings, I cannot

refuse his command/

A traditionalist, she functioned

strictly within the parameters of classicism

as prescribed byGum Kelucharan

Mahapatra. She was not given to fanciful

innovations or daring. All her compositions

like Jagannathashtakam, Hanuman Stotra,

Shiva Panchaksharam, Vande Mataram, etc.

were done within the framework of the

Mangalacharan. Sita Haran based on

Chaupais from theRam Charit Manas formed

a regular part of her repertoire. A number

of items based on the verses of the Gita

,

Surdas Padavalis and songs by Tagore were

also performed by her.

Sanjukta's Odissi was a by-word

for anga-suddha. The complete control over

the dynamics ofmovement and dance

profile left one astonished, and no matter

what the speed and tempo, the perfection

of line never faltered. Her dance had a

quality of speed rather than langour and in

the pallavis in ragas Arabhi and Saveri, her

body would become a human dynamo,

unleashing rhythmic energy in a

blitzkrieg. During stiller moments she was

as unshakable as a rock, the poise arid

balance in the body reflecting her total

control over distribution of weight and

energy. She was the maestra of rhythm. In

themore expressive numbers, emotion

sometimes got the better of her. She once

admitted in a coversation that when in the

grip of an emotion she did get carried

away.

With an unquestionable dedication

to the art form and a rare mastery over

technique, she carved a niche for herself

which few will be able to emulate. Sanjukta

lost the battle for survival to cancer at the

age of 55, on the morning of 24 June 1997

and with her a glorious era in Odissi came

to an end.

LeelaVenkataraman
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PAULO FREIRE

The dependent society is, by definition, a silent society. Its voice is not an authentic

voice, hut merely an echo of the voice of the metropolis -in every way, the

metropolis speaks, the dependent society listens. . . . Only when the people ofa

dependent society break out of the culture of silence and win their right to

speak -only, that is, xohen radical structural changes transform the dependent

society - can such a society as a whole cease to be silent toioards the director society

.

Paulo Freire, Cultural Actionfor Freedom

Perhaps, nobody in this century has made the world so acutely aware of the

subversive potential of education as Paulo Freire. The Brazilian educationist and

thinker, who died at the age of 75 on 2 May 1997, made the classroom an arena of

empowerment for the poor and oppressed.

Sameera Khan and Usma Asher, The Times ofIndia

Paulo Freire's cries for education and cultural action for freedom takes off

from Brazil and finds echoes in several countries, including India. Through this

tribute to this great visionary, THE EYE expresses its solidarity with other Third

World Countries.

Here is a voice from that Third

World which is so often spoken of but itself

seldom speaks. What is more, this voice

speaks neither to the Third World alone

nor to the powers that be in the 'mother

countries' . It is not a voice of representa-

tion, petition or remonstrance. Its message,

which began to spread in Latin America

some years ago, is today being heard and

Editor, THE EYE

finds an echo among those sectors of the

First World which, for one reason or

another, feel attuned to the Third.

Something has happened since

Frantz Fanon wrote The Wretched ofthe

Earth

.

When that book appeared in the

early sixties, Jean Paul Sartre noted with

some alarm—he is not talking to us. In

Fanon, said Sartre, the Third World had

found itself and was speaking to itself; it

was not concerned with the master world.

Nevertheless, Sartre went on, the master

world, the Europeans, would do well to

take heed of what the man was saying, if

they cared for their own survival.

The thought of Paulo Freire is

essentially a situated thought and any

attempt to promote it to an abstract

universality, on the grounds of the

acknowledged efficiency of his literacy

method, at once misrepresents and

disfigures it. The situation which engen-

dered the Freire approach- as he himself

takes pains to explain in his introduction

—

is the emergence of the popular masses into

the national political scene in the so-called

'underdeveloped' countries, more precisely

in Latin America. In the global context, the

situation is that of the emergence of the

Third World onto the stage of contemporary

history. This is a situation pregnant with

the most exciting as well as the most dismal

possibilities. The decolonisation of the

Third World opens the way either to the

true liberation of all mankind or to its more

efficient domestication. It is a situation,

therefore, which calls for a reappraisal of

the meaning and methods of education.

In a way, this can be said to be what

the debate around development is all

about. Clearly this is more than just

another ideological debate. It is far more

than a struggle betweenopposing economic

or political interests. At issue are

divergent images of man, or more

correctly, an already established image

which its keepers are attempting to

prescribe for others and a new image *

.which is struggling to be. In thisway, the

thought of Paulo Freire finds its link with

what has been described as 'the making of

a counter-culture' and with the search for a

definition and method of radical education.

The debate carries us to the very sources of

our humanity. That is why Freire intro-

duces his method of alphabetisation with a

digression into the philosophical presuppo-

sitions of his pedagogy.

The cardinal principle of that

philosophy is man's vocation to more-

more, that is, than what he is at any given

time or place. There are thus no developed

men except in a biological sense. The

essence of the human is to be in a continual

non-natural process. In other words, the

characteristic of thehuman species is its

repeatedly demonstrated capacity for

transcending what is merely given, what is
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purely determined.

Man's vocation realises itself in his

praxis, which transforms and expresses the
world. In its turn, this praxis, which is

action and language, turns backuponman
and overdetermines him; that is to say, it

conditionshim and defines the horizon of

meanings within which his further action is

to take place. Paulo Freire's fundamental

thesis is that there is no neutral education.

Education is either for domesticationor for

freedom. Although it is customarily

conceived as a conditioning process,

education can equally be an instrument for
de-conditioning. An initial choice is

required of the educator.

Education canbe de-conditioning

because man, essentially a conditioned

being, is also essentially a being capable

ofknowing what conditions him, capable of
reflecting on his action and behaviour, and
of perceiving his perceptions. The key to

'perception of perception', and hence to the

recuperation ofhidden or mystified reality,

is problematisation. Problematisation,

which means both asking questions and
calling into question and is therefore a

challenging attitude, is, at one and the

same time, the beginning of an authentic

act of knowing and the beginning of an act

of subversion of 'overdetermination', that

is, subversion of praxis inverted upon man.

It is not surprising that the Rreiie

method has reportedlyproduced spectacu-
lar resultsamong illiterate peasants in

Latin America and has touched responsive
chordsamongmarginalor disaffected

groups in the industrial world. Norisit

difficult to seewhyamethod based on such
a philosophy would be received with
caution, if not alarm, by the holders of

political or academic power. The truth is,

that at the heart of the thought of Paulo

Freire there is a vivid perception of what
he calls the 'culture of silence' and at the

core of his project, the decision to subvert

it. This 'culture of silence' which is yet to

be accurately described and Structurally

analysed — has for its distinguishing

mark, its prescriptive character - it is

dictation, communique, information - in

short, pre-processed and pre-digested

reality.

The Third World has long subsisted
on such pre-empted definitions. Such
pre-masticated food is usually the fare of

dependent, 'object' beings, beingswho are

not, or not yet beings for themselves, but

for another. The Third World has not only
had its history made for it but the meaning
thereof defined by another. In fact, the

Third World could adequately be described

as the 'object' world par excellence: it is

the world which was 'discovered', invaded.

then educated,

convertedand'Mtfnfby another.

ThedtaOen^ttfP^ulo Freire - and
hiswas oneofagrowingnumber of voices

-is for the oppressed ofthe First as well

as theThird World torediscover that

history and its essentiallyinhuman
character, and to join hands in the construc-

tion of a truly human and universal

history.

There begin, however, to appear

signs that the 'object' world is stirring and
there is a spreading feeling that the truth

of the First World may not be found in its

own self-authenticated definitions but in

the lives and consciousness of its victims.

The examples ofChina, Cuba and Tanzania

have not been lost, norhave the unbeliev-

able suffering and courage of the

Vietnamese passed unnoticed. There are

people who are speaking of a new
language to redefine the reality which we
live. It is to them, wherever they are, that

the voice of Paulo Freire is addressed.

JoaodaVeiga Coutinho

Excerptedfromthe preface to Cultural
Actumfor Freedom

Well known books by Paulo Freire

1. Pedagogy of the Oppressed

2. Cultural Action for Freedom

3. Pedagogy of Hope

ACHARVA TULSI •

Acharya Tulsi is truly an architect ofa new era. He has raised the

Jain scriptures from the level of mere textuality to that of living

faith . He has made religious aphorisms a vehicle of purposeful
living, with the result that religion has been revitalised and

refurbished .

Jainendra Kumar, Hindi Litterateur

Acharya Tulsi is an institution in himselfand represents the best

and most radiant aspects of our ancient traditions .

H.H. Shri Vishveshtvar, Teerthswami, Udipi

Acharya Tulsi was the ninth head of the Terapanth sect of the

Jain religion. A monk since the age of eleven, the Acharya was
revered as a pre-eminent spiritual leader and selfless worker for the

good of not only his community but all forms of life. A strict adherent

of the austerevows ofJainism, his entire life was dominated by the

vision ofpeace and non-violence.

Acharya Sri Tulsi wasbom on 20 October 1914 at Ladnun,
Rajasthan. As a boy he came under the tutelage of the eighth Acharya
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of the Terapanth Sangh, Sri Kalingani. In

1936, Tulsi was nominated by Sri Kalingani

as his successor. Shortly after, when Sri

Kalingani passed away, Tulsi became the

head of the Sangh at the age of twenty-two.

In 1949, he launched theAnuvrat

(Little Vows) Movement, anon-sectarian

organisation.The movementwas a result of

the Acharya's realisation that independ-

ence would be futile unless the national

character was developed. He felt that real

progress was not possible without the

development of a just moral order. To this

end he advocated that people maintain a

code of conduct comprising of littlevows-

anuvrat, so that without compromising

human and moral values they could carry

on with their familial and social duties. He
once said that he and his followers did not

want accolades from men, but their

acceptance and practise of the vows of the

movement. He emphasised the need for

morality as the basis of any true human-

ism. Thus he succeeded inmaking the

religious movement a part of social

revolution.

Over the decades, his silent presence

made itself felt during crucial times in the

history of our country. True to his code of

simple living and decisive thinking,

Acharya Tulsi never ventured into politics.

But political leaders sought his equal-

minded, tolerant help and quietly articu-

lated wisdom often. He had a great impact

onmany eminent personalities and public

figures such as Gandhi, Vinoba Bhave and

Nehru.

Leaders and literary luminaries like

Purushottam Das Tandon, Shivaji Narhari

Bhave, Jaiprakash Narayan, Harivansh Rai

Bachchan, and Maithilisharan Gupta

thought of the Acharya as an erudite

scholar and a great spiritual leader who
was a worshipper of morality. And how
does the Acharya describe himself? T am a

human being first and then a religious

man. As regards my being a Jain and the

head of a Jain sect, I put these positions in

the third and fourth places respectively/

Author of over 100 books, he was

respected not only for his tremendous

scholarship, but also for his pioneering and

courageous attempts to reform the evils of

society. Acharya Tulsi was a fearless social

reformer particularly in areas concerning

the position ofwomen. He overturned age-

old norms in the face of great opposition.

He fought discriminatory practices like

purdah, child marriage and widow

ostracisation. He believed that 'a human

being is a human being first. He may be a

Hindu or aMuslim only after that/

Acharya Tulsi, theAnuvrat

Anushasta— the saint who marched barefoot,

walked over 100,000 km, exhorting people

to give up violence and hatred. Since his

initiation into monkhood, he had travelled

only barefoot in simple clothing, even

during difficult climatic conditions. In an

interview toTHE EYE he had said ' . . .there

is no doubt that walking is a spiritual

exercise ... I have had great moments of

inspirition and enlightenment while

walking'.

Acharya Tulsi was awarded the

Indira Gandhi National Unity Award in

1993 as an acknowledgement of his

contribution towards promoting religious

harmony in the country. He was also given

the title of Yug Pradhan by President

V.V. Giri in 1971. He also founded the

Vishwa Bharati Institute, a deemed

university at Ladnun in Rajasthan.

As a spiritual leader he transcended

the narrow confines of sects and religions

to become an inspiration for humanity

through the example of his life and work.

Acharya Tulsi passed away on the 23 June

1997, at the age of eighty-two.

Compiled byGautam Haridas
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AN OBITUARY FOR DEVELOPMENT
CLAUDE ALVARES

Development did die quietly some time ago—the

spirit dew out of the word, it lost Its soul ... it

died a natural death in people’s minds.

Development is dead. The news is more or less official. It should have been on the

networks and on Star TV, but the handover ofHong Kong grabbed all the world's

attention. Claude Alvares writes an obituary.

LtWorld Bank headquarters,

where 'development' was massaged and

worshipped even a decade ago, a new

baby called 'globalisation' has moved

centre-stage to become the new darling of

the age. The move took place almost

overnight. In our Brave New World of

instantaneousTV and satellite communi-

cations, the obsessions of one era can be

quietly replaced withoutmurmur by new

priorities and fresh illlusions at the flick

ofa remote control button.

So forget the carping critics of

development, forget themonotonous

voices

complain that development is actually

dis-ease. The global ruling and

controlling elite, Big Brother, has, in

essence, staged a coup. He has taken firm

charge of the way people will organise

their affairs henceforth in the twenty-first

century. Development is dead. Long live

globalisation. Bill Gates is the New Man,

drowning in an unprecedented pile of

dollars stretching upto Mars.

For some years now, I have been

writing about the demiseofdevelopment,

about the death of the deVelopment idea.

I am not suggesting that development

has lost its force, its appeal or currency.

In our time no idea, no image (except

perhaps the belief in 'progress') has

exercised such compellingpower and

influence over us all. Few human beings

have been able to resist its glib promises

or reject its bland invitations to utopia.

Its sex appeal charms both genders. For

several decades, the need of

development was seen to be so obvious

that any one wanting to disgrace it

risked being universally condemned as

an anachronism, resisting the inevitable

and desirable advent of the modem age.

And yet, development did die

quietly some time ago—the spirit flew
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out of the word; it lost its soul. That we
all know from experience- instead of

seeing development, we have seen large-

scale destruction-of people, of nature, of

heritage, of knowledge, of ourselves.

Development in almost all countries has

turned into a bizarre, mindless activity,

dissected from its original goals, with

crooked political leaders, contractors,

bankers and thugs as its greatest

beneficiaries. As such, development

sought to displace people, to eliminate

their survival niches... and so ... it died a

natural death in people's

minds. 1

Since Vj
development

has yet to be

given an
~~

/Sn! >
4y/ ml

official \ &G. V
burial and the

corpse is still hanging

around> the stench of it permeates the

environment. Even ifwe succeed in

burying it now, we must be prepared to

be burdened with the stink of it for some

time to come. But anything that dies

must first be bom. It must be conceived

at some time and ought to grow in age. It

must have a beginning for it to end. An
epitaph must not only declare the date of

death, it must also mention the year of

birth. So when was the idea of

develoment actually bom?
If we investigate the birth regis-

ters, we find that Development was bom
in one man's head in 1949. On 20

January, newly-elected President Truman

inaugurated his presidency by declaring

that America would 'embark on a bold

new programme for making the benefits

of our scientific advances and industrial

progress available for the improvement

and growth of underdeveloped areas.'

This, he added, would be carried out by

a programme of development. This was

indeed the first time in human history

that development actually entered the

consciousness of the age. But this was not

a natural idea. Instead of a well-devel-

oped baby an amoeba was.bom.
Since it was bom to a man as a

virgin birth, development remained

fundamentally patriarchal in its

orientationand bias, rightrhanded, one-

sided. In the world of development

discourse, those considered 'developed'

were given the status of fathers. Those

'developing' bedune children. Develop-

ment became a project through which

some societies (advertised as 'young* or

'new nations') were

® shownhowthey
\\ could become like

1

] their fathers.These

£J exercises were based

|
yk on the assumption

i yk that some societies

\ \\ ^ were more

The archival literature

on development will show

that different development

fashionsmaintained

influence atmost fortwo or

threeyears before being

swept into the dustbin.

Soonwe began to require

'development experts'who

would keep track of fast-

metamorphosingwords

and images.

familiar with themodem world because

they entered it earlier, whereas others

were unwittingly kept backby colonial-

ism.

Once it was able to stand on its

feet, development was sent around the

world, from the North to the South to do

missionary work. This amoeba took on

various shapes depending uponwho
could seize the microphone first. There

was a grand agenda-not just 'nations'

but 'citizens' within those nations had to

be developed. Even nature had to be

developed since it showed signs of

under-development.

At the national level, development

trashed concepts such as self-reliance and

self-sufficiency. Americawas threatening

(and using) food as a weapon. Self-

sufficiency in food was seen in terms of

the country reducing its dependence on

food imports. The strategy, however,

increased dependence on imported oil for

chemical fertilisers. Development

"missionaries also included a war on

poverty which eventually degenerated

into a war against the poor. Another item

on the agenda was to reduce gender

inequality, but could not do so because of

the burden of patriarchal technology.

Development was also to be a sustainable

process, though all advice on sustainable

development came from pundits holed

up in fundamentally unsustainable

economies. Development at the national

level was also associated with important

welfare objectives—subsidies on health

and education.

At the level of individuals and

communities, development dictats,*

orignally conceived in the 'advanced'

world, changed like weather-cocks every

few years. The archival literature on

dvelopment will show that different

development fashions maintained

influence at most for two or three years

before being swept into the dustbin. Let

us look at developmentjargon- at one

stage, development endorsed basic

needs, at another, appropriate

technology, then participatory action,

then people's empowerment, then

sustainable economy. Soonwe began to

require 'development experts' who
would keep track of fast-metamorphosing

words and images.

If you sit under a banyan tree in a

village on a hot summer noon, you may
see, from the comer of your eye, a small

whirlwind. It will soon move centre-
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stage, creating a storm, taking leaves

and dust with it, and just as quickly exit,

without a trace, leaving everything still

and unchanged as before its arrival. I

tend to think of the elaborate, word-

filled development strategies of the past

decades in similar terms. The banyan

tree, people, the village have remained

unchanged. It is thosewho came to

change others who have undergone the

largest quantum of changes.

The very idea of 'development' is

profoundly alien to Indian culture. See,

for example,how development discourse

had its birth in the English language.

The idea of development is not found to

exist in the twenty odd languages and

cosmologies of the sub-continent or in

other languages in other parts of the

globe. Yet its exotic character is

mesmerising. Thoughwe are aquainted

with what Indian culture was about, its

ideals, its richness and staying power

and even the considerable accumulated

grime needing cleansing at the edges,

we allowed ourselves to be tutored to

accept the dominion of an amoeba word

which had no known history, came from

a US President's power-filled head, and

was attractive simply because it was

associated with airports. Airports?

Yes, airports! Gautama Buddha

discovered the eightfold path to

liberation by experiencing first-hand, the

acute distress and pain being suffered by

his fellow-beings. Development came to

be promoted as another path to liberation

from pain because some people found

themselves intensely moved by the sight

of airports.

In the fifties, development votaries

stated that while the economies of some

nations were already air-borne, those of

others remained stationary on the

ground. Advisors wrote that once the

latter took flying lessons from

experienced instructors, they too would

be able to 'take-off'. This was the

celebratory economic imagery and theory

of 'take-off'. (It was not forseen that those

air-borne would at some stage have to

land ). Who is there among us that is

not wonder-struckby airports?Who
would not like ours to be as slick as

Schiphol or Changi, choking with duty

free shops or to fly carefree in the clouds,

served food at leisureby smartly dressed

good looking women? Is there any

among us that is not weary (or ashamed)

of dirt-tracks, bullock-carts, dhotis.

cowdung and ruaduidc dUbatlDmftwm
all nurse a private dream ofcnmmBag -

our ordinarybrown eyes (andsouh)Mfc
Ray Ban glasses? Arewe notaDgnawed

with anxiety thatwe are missingouton

something quintessentiallymodemby
not guzzling Pepsi ? In God ofSmall

Things, Arundhati Roy'sChacko delares

"Our minds have been invaded by a

war. A war thatwe have won and lost.

The very worst sort of war. Awar that

captures dreams and re-dreams them. A
war that has made us adore our

conquerors and despise ourselves."

assic statement

came from an African

leader who declared, "If

we are to drive ourpeople

to paradise with sticks,we

will do so for theirown

good and the good of those

who come afterus".

This disdain for the indigenous,

the local, the vernacular, the manually

made became the basis of a serious war

of vision between Nehru and Gandhi

during the years 1925 to 1945. Even in

his most depressed momentsGandhi

never lost faith in the fact that Indian

civilisation would re-establish itself as a

distinctive society within thecommunity

of nations, anchored in itsown roots.

However, post-independent India with

Nehru in command chose another path

that concurred with the assumption of

Macaulay and Wilberforce that India was

fundamentally deficient as a

culture.Therefore development sought to

treat this deficiency by cauterising,

uprooting and eradicating.A classic

statement of such an intent came from an

African leader who declared, "Ifwe are

to drive our people to paradise with

Idoso for theirown good
ofthosewho come after

jpkerS. N. Nagarajan has

Med the following as the

isofdevelopment:

Your cm}b srr useless.

Your crops ami plants are useless

.

Your Jdoi is useless.

Your homes and architecture are

useless.

Your cropping patterns and agricul-

tural patterns are useless.

Your education is useless

.

Your knowledge is useless.

Your religion and ethics are abso-

lutely useless .

Your culture is useless.

Your soil is useless.

Your medical system is useless.

Your forests are useless.

Your irrigation system is useless .

Your administration is useless .

You are useless .

Developmentbecame a pervasive

drive to replace everything indigenous.

Gandhi believed that this enterprise was

wholly insane and said so in Hind

Swaraj. One cannot transform 600 or

900 million Indians into carbon copies of

250 million Americans, Nature in India

cannot be modified to look like an

American landscape tortured by a

demented American science. America

was America and India was India. The

twain could meet. Butwhy should one

lose its body and soul to become a copy

of the other? Why should we follow their

dreams? The promoters of this model

should have called it not a Development

Model but a Replacement or Substitution

Model.

There is a revealing short sfory on

this theme titled Breeding Stock written

by a Thai writer, Khamsing Srinawk. In

the story, a woman is persuaded by her

husband to give up her country chicken

because it is small in size, and to take to

large fowls imported from America.A
few months later, she finds her husband

saying similar things about her pigs,

which naturally are also small and

therefore have to be replaced by large-

size American versions. A few months

later, it's the turn of her cows, forwhich

newbulk are being imported from

America. Says the husband: "The

Agriculture officer said that (tie
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Government ordered these bulls from lii

America because our own cows are good «
for nothing. They are old fashioned,

grow slowly, neither good for food nor ri

work." The bull, alas, is accompanied by ki

a huge American. The woman is ol

confused—she can understand the bull is m
to be used to improve the local cows, but C
what is the role of the huge American? a
So she asks her husband, "Will the la

American be also sent around the th

district?" si

Now that the scales have fallen, so ti

to speak, from our eyes, we can see the y<

wholesale absurdity of the development y<

project. We should have, following cc

Gandhi's advice, concentrated on fc

protecting and recharging ourown TI

unique qualities, the quintessential la

germplasm of our civilisation. We sought

to quash these instead. With freedom

bade in our hands, we opted to enslave

ourselves all over again.

And now, even as we try to

recover from the development

debacle, we are being quickly ' \ \ 1

hustled into a globalisation era, which

is a more dangerous form of the ,

Replacement Model. Under the develop-

ment regime, there was at least a

semblance of protection afforded to

human beings r-for instance,

government policy reserved certain items

for productionby only small scale

industries (a good example, is ice-cream).

Today, big actors, like the American Bull

can enter anywhere and everywhere,

into every district, into every village.

Almost every consumer commodity is in

the hands of multinational corporations,

which are really nothing more than

modem day equivalents of the East India

Company.

In the development era, there was

at least some allegiance, however

superfidal, to some declared welfare

values. Under the globalisation regime,

there is no such commitment at all. In

fact, there is a reversal, an overthrow.

Self-reliance has been replaced by the

'international division of labour', which,

interpreted freely, means 'they' do the

technology, 'we' produce the raw

materials. Government spending on food

and health has been cut since the new

regime does not like the poor to be

'assisted' to survive. Every policy is

justified on the grounds that we are now

a part of the global village. However,

linking up globally has literally meant

linking up with the global loo, since we
seem to be at the bottom of it all.

So development is dead, good

riddance.Now let us enter the new
kingdom of globals. No better declaration

of intent is available than the statement

madeby our FinanceMinister

Chidambaram who addressed a group of

corporates in Washington in September

last year with the following words, "To

those ofyou who wish to come to India, I

say come there for a long term. The last

time you came to India to take a look,

you stayed for 200 years. So this time if

you come, you must

come prepared to stay

for another 200 years. ‘ yf...

That is where the

largest rewards lie."

Because of thosewho

maintained faith in this

country's history, tradition

and culture,we survived to

write the obituary of

developmentThemore

critical question iswhether

we will survive-as India,

as a civilisation-to write

the obituary of

globalisation.

Is this a shameless plea for re-

colonisation after fifty years of

independence? Whatever happened to

swaraj? Do we wish to invite upon
ourselves impending slavery for another

500 years? Shouldwe not subject these

assumptions to a scorching critical

questioning?

For sooner or later, we will have to

acknowledge that we have to return to

file source, to ourselves, to our own
history and traditions, to our very own
ecologies, ifwe are to survive. In food,

health and the arts, we have retained our

awesome capacities. We have the

necessary intellectual equipment and the

philosophical baggage to reconstruct a

fresh world view that is both post

traditional and postmodern. We have

science and technology traditions,

\ ecological directives, and a histori-

IIK cally documented tradition of

IIIlii economic activity in which both

mlJK economy and nature grew in

<C| symbiosis.

CHECK
a

I
jj

I Finally, the bulk

I
jj

ofourpopulatior

still mocks at the

values of the machine—efficiency,

productivity, time.These are our

dvilisational strengths.

Ifwe accept the death of the
'

development idea, that will liberate us

from the tyranny of the immediate past.

Butwe must also note that up ahead lies

the tyranny of the future. Because of

those who maintained faith in this

county's history, tradition and culture,

we survived to write the obituary of

development. The more critical question

is whether we will survive- as India, as

a civilisation- to write the obituary of

globalisation^

Dr. Claude Alvares is an activist and

scholar. Author of books like Science,

Developmentand Violence and Damming

the Narmada, Claude is the editor of the

Other India Press which is the hub of

India’s alternative publishing movement.

He lives in Mapusa, Goa.

illustrations: Ripirt Kalra
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REBUILDING AN
EARTH DEMOCRACY

A 50TH ANNIVERSARY PERSPECTIVE

VANDANA SHIVA

Community control must replace corporate control in the globalisation era. People are

increasingly responding with a new politics of 'localisation which are re-defining the

principles ofgovernance and development.
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‘Development' is a beautiful word, whichsuggests evolutionfrom unthin.

It was, until the middle of the twentieth century, synonymous with evolution

as self-organisation. But the ideologyofdevelopmenthas implied the globalisation

of the prorities, patterns and prejudices of the Occident. It has come to mean

precisely the opposite ofwhat the word originally meant. Instead ofbeing self

generated, development is imposed. Instead of coming from within, it is

externally guided. Instead ofcontributing to the maintenance ofdiversity,

it has meant the creation ofhomogeneity and uniformity.

The author

Contemporary western civilisation is built ofbrickand wood.

It is rooted in the city. But Indian civilisation has been distinctive

in locating its source ofregeneration, material and intellectual, in

the forest, not the city. India's best ideas have come when man

was in communion with trees and rivers and lakes, awayfrom the

crowds. The peace oftheforest has helped the intellectual evolution

ofman. The culture oftheforest hasfuelled the culture ofIndian

society. The culture that has arisen from the forest Iws been

influenced by the diverse processes of renewal of life which are

always at play in theforest, varyingfrom species to species, from

season to season, in sight and sound and smell. The unifying

principle oflife in diversity, ofdemocratic pluralism, thus became

the principle ofIndian civilisation.

Rabindranath Tagore,

Tapovan

agore had identified

democratic pluralism and an ecological

culture as the distinctiveness of Indian

civilisation. Not being caged in brick, wood and iron, Indian

thinkers were surrounded by and linked to the life of the forest.

This intimate relationship between human life and living nature

became their source of knowledge.

Gandhi built his ideas and actions for freedom and

democracy on this distinctive understanding of nature. The

inexorable logic of resource exploitation, exhaustion and alienation

integral to the classical model of economic development based on

resource-intensive technologies led Gandhi to seekan alternate

path of development for India : 'God forbid that India should ever

take to industrialism after the manner of the West.The economic

imperialism of a single tiny island kingdom [England] is today

keeping the world in chains. If an entire nation of 300 million took

to similar economic exploitation, it would strip the world bare like

locusts.'

Independent India and
THE NEHRUVIAN MODEL

Official India which took over from British India

ignored the ecological foundations of Indian

knowledge in all its diversity and pluralism. It

ignored Gandhi's ecological insights and put

aside the energy of the freedom movement. It

followed Nehru's vision of imitating western

systems of production and consumption. Over

the last fifty years, the dominant paradigm of

development has treated nature as a colony, not

as a teacher, and therefore treated India's

ecological and cultural diversity as an obstacle

to progress. Nothing symbolises this shift more

than the temples at the sources of 'sacred rivers'

being substituted by dams-the 'temples of

modem India'.



Modem development bases itself on three great myths. It

believes that nature is unereative, unproductive, and valueless

until exploited as 'raw material' for industry.Therefore, cultures

and knowledge systems that build on nature's creativity are also

unereative, unproductive and valueless. Finally that there is no

knowledge, no economy, no culture, no rights prior to the

establishment of industrial civilisation.

Creativity was defined as the exclusive presave of western

reductionist science while productivity was defined as toe

exclusive preserve of western industrial technology.Value was toe

exclusive preserve ofmodem market economies which did not

have the capacity to measure nature's economy or people'

s

economy.

In India, toe last fifty years of maldevdopment have been

based on toe marginalisation of our indigenous ecological, scientific

and technological traditions, even though two-thirds of India is still

supported by these systems. It has also been markedby a take over

of the community functions by the State, hence the erosion of de-

centralised democracy and finally by an artificial support to a

capital intensive development paradigm through debt and

subsidies and its control through licenses and permits—toe 'license-

permit raj/

Fifty years after independence, this so-called Nehruvian

model is in dispute. It is being assaulted by the paradigm of

globalisation and free trade. Even though globalisation is projected

as a 'natural' 'inevitable' and 'evolutionary' phenomenon, it is not

something new. India has experienced globalisation and free trade

before. The 'new wave' of trade liberalisation is therefore not so

new.

...In India, free trade is not a

late twentieth century innovation. It

is a very old instrument of

monopoly control. It does not herald

the end of history, merely its

repetition. Itdpes not create new

erties for the ordinary Indian. It

ire-colonisation.

From Globalisation to
Globalisation

For us in India, free trade is not a late twentieth century

innovation. It is die re-emergence of a very old instrument of

monopoly control. It does not herald the end of history, merely its

repetition. It does not create new liberties for the ordinary Indian.

It can only lead to re-colonisation.

The GATT treaty might be more complex than the

Faruksheerfirman of 1717 granted to the East

India Company, and instead of one large

corporation, we now have many

transnational corporations. But in core

content and in impact, free trade in the

eighteenth century and free trade in the

late twentieth century do not differ very

drastically. The 1717firman granted by

Faruksheer, the great grandson of

Aurangzeb to The East India

Company, addressed to the

Governors of Bengal,

Hyderabad and Ahmedabad,

were recorded as follows:

Dilly, January Anno
1716-17

A translate ofthree

Phiramaunds granted to

the Right Hon. English East

Companyfor afree trade, by

Faruksheer, King of

Indostan.

The language and

concept of free trade was

therefore central to the East!

India Company policy for

laying the 'foundation of a

large, well grounded, sure

English dominion in India for

all time to come'.

Let us see how the East

India Company's first factory in

Bengal was established on 14 May

1653 at Hariharpur on the

Mahanadi delta. On 2 February

1634, the English obtained from Shah

Jahan, a /irman to bring their ships to

Bengal. In 1651, the English East

India Company was permitted by

Prince Shuja to trade freely in Bengal

in return for a fixed annual peshkash

(tax) of Rs. 30,000, on the basis of a

nishan or sealed permit. However,

the English were not satisfied with

freedom to trade in Bengal.

They wanted free

movement of

trade over the

entire country.
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The Company appomted a large number of who

advanced money to the weavers, obtaining from diem signed

chits, in the process, exercising a monopolistic control over them,

so that weavers were not permitted to work for others. On the

other hand, the weavers could not obtain a justprice for their

clothes. Bolts mentions that the 'English East IndiaCompany's

jaduatsdars in league with gumashtas fixed prices at least 15 per

cent and in some cases, even 40 per cent lek than the clothes

would sell in the public bazaar or market on a free safe'

.

With every species of monopoly, every kind of oppression

of manufacturers throughout die whole country increased. Of

weavers for daring to sell their goods, and datals and pykars for

having contributed to or connived at such sales—the Compan/s

agents frequently seized and imprisoned them, confined them in

irons, fined them considerable sums of money, flogged and

deprived them in the most ignominious manner, of what they

consider most valuable, their crafts. Weavers had been forced by

the Company's agents, universally known in Bengal by the name

of muldtulcdbs, to surrender their goods, or had them seized, and

Therefore, they asked the

Mughal emperor for a single

document which would

remove trade impediments for

the Company, and which

would give them legal and

moral justification to assert

their rights whenever they

came into conflict with local

and provincial authorities. The

1717firman was thus a

historical route to extra-

territorial power through free

trade. However, freedom for

the East India Company

implied the end of freedom for

local producers and traders.

AsRadhakamal

Mukheijee writes in Economic

History ofIndia, the Indian

merchants had to pay both

customs as well as transit

duties and other <hvgesi, finom

which the Europeans obtained

exemptions; they also lacked

the protection of the Mughal

fleet against attacks by

European frigates. So, while

the Europeans engaged in

piracy, the Indians were

prevented from protecting

themselves because of the 1717

firman* European piracy

gradually led to the shrinkage

of Indian foreign trade by

Indianmerchantsand Italian

vessels. Gradually, the free

tradefirman of 1717 led to the

rise in the monopoly of the

East India Company in trade in

manufactured goods as well as

in agricultural commodities.

Textiles were the most

important export item from

India. In Mughal times,

weavers manufactured their

goods freely. Master Weavers

often employed their own
capital to manufacture and

sell freely. Bolts mentions how

with the introduction of

monopoly, the entire weaving

population as well as

merchants and intermediaries

involved in the cloth trade

were subjected to oppression.

Coercingtheweaving

Mil—Mj wsi inlrinfrir tnthr

creationoffreedom for the

EasthidkCompany.

rum's warmm
mi aboutr

.As free

trade removes the

protection of the

weak, and

increases the

protectionism of

the powerful, the

de-

industrialisation

and de-

intellectualisation

of Third World

countries begin.

FHBB To W&T
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sold on the spot tomake good

the deficiency. Winders of raw

silk, called Nagdas, have been

treated with such injustice that

there have been some cases

where they have been known

to cut off their own thumbs to

prevent their being forced to

wind silk. The Nagdas were

pursued incessantly during

Lord Clive's government in

Bengal to increase the

Company's investment in raw

silk. It was common for the

Company's sepoys to break

open the houses of the

Armenian merchants of

Sayedabad (who from time

immemorial have been

concerned with the silk trade),

and fordUy take the Nagdas

from their work, and 'carry

them away to the English

Factory'.

Intheeighteenth

century,whenthe population

of file country was about 100

million, Bengalhad about a

millionweavers, and south

India had about half a million.

Their livelihoods were

sacrified for 'free trade'. The

year 1783 saw the introduction

of file first sample ofEnglish

muslin into Bengal. By 1800,

this national textile industry of

India which gave employment

to millions ofmen and women,

and almost held the monopoly

of doth and silk markets in

Asia, Africa and Europe was

on the road to ruin.

'Free trade' was at the

AND FRBS TO

HD6£
Profits

root of the loss of freedom for

India and her people, because

free trade is essentially

freedom for foreign trading

interests. 'Free trade' is

*

supposed to create a level

playing field and indeed it

does level the economic field

for multinational corporations.

However, free trade does not

create a level playing field for

all economic actors because it

puts small local producers and

traders at a disadvantage. As

corporations grow in freedom,

small producers lose theirs to

engage in economic activity on

their own terms and can either

become bonded or contracted

labour to fixe corporations, or

economically dispensable.

contemporary free trade as

creators of sustained markets
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forThird World manufacturers,

as the English East India

Company example shows. Let

us examine

'

protectionism' and
its implications vis-a-vis free

trade. The increased import of

Indian textiles through the East

IndiaCompany started to

affect the production of

woollen textiles in England.

Weavers in England therefore

went on riot and an act of

parliament prohibited the

importing of Indian calicos.

Later, heavier and heavier

duties were imposed on Indian

textiles in the interests of the

Lancashire mills and this

contributed to the reduction

and ultimately death of the

Indian trade.

Protectionism is

therefore an essential part of

free trade.The raising of the

issue of 'social clauses' and

'environmental clauses' at the

GATT meeting in Marrakesh

indicates that for the powerful

global actors who demand and
determine 'free trade'

structures, 'free trade' and

protectionism go hand in hand.

Free trade is not anti-

protectionist. It is the

protectionism of the strong and

powerful.

As free trade removes

the protection of the weak,

and increases the

protectionism of the powerful

the de-industrialisation and

de-intellectualisatioh of Third

World countries begin. The

free trade regime established

by the East India Company

reversed commercial

relations between India and

England. Balance of trade

which had been in favour of

India until die close of the

18th century began to turn

against her. From being the

industrial and trade centre of

the world, it was quickly

transformed into being a

supplier of raw material to

Britain and a market for

British goods.

Several social

movements of fee nineteenth and twentieth

centuries wen movements against die

usurpation and diversion of resources and die

destruction of peoples' livelihoods.

The export edcottonand indigo led to

new coerdveregimes in land ownership and

land use. The Mamtha uprising of 1875 was

intimately linked to die export of cotton. Cotton

prices whichhad sky rocketed during the

American Civil War in the sixtieshad fallen into

refused, slave drivers

kidnapped, flogged and even

murdered them. In 1860

hundreds of thousands of

peasants partfcipated in die

T.he Intolerance of diversity becomes

a new social disease, leaving communities

vulnerable to breakdown and violence,

decay and destruction.

a deep slump. Fanners cash incomes suffered a disastrous Mow.

Land revalue, which even in prosperous years was an

unbearably heavy burden, now became impossible to be met.

Nearly one-third of the cultivators were reported to be suffering

under heavy indebtedness. Their lands and houses were being

taken overby money tenders. Enraged at the loss of their lands,

the peasants of Poona and Ahmedragar attacked themoney

lendersand burnt thefr bonda, documents, deedsand decrees.

The Deccan uprisingwas a movement for secure land

rights.The indigo revoltsof Bengal and Bihar were linked to die

forced cultivation of indigo for dye for die textile industry.

Hundreds of thousands of peasants were forced to grow indigo

at very low prices for the British textile industry.When they

strike.The strike stopped

indigo planting in Bengaland

forced die planters to move
west to Bihar. Later,

Champaran in Bihar became

the ate of the famous

Champaransofyagrafai led by

Mahatma Gandhi in 1917-18.

Columbus arrived in

the New World 500 years ago

and left his legacy of

globalisation. This first

globalisation led to the

imposition of a world view. Let

us examine this further.

Modern
Development as
a Continuity of
Colon iausm
Development is a beautiful

word, which suggests

evolution from within. It was,

until the middle of the

twentieth century,

synonymous with evolution as

self-organisation. But the

ideology of development has
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implied the globalisation of the

priorities, patterns and

prejudices of the North. It has

come to mean precisely the

opposite of what the word

originally meant. Instead of

being self-generated,

development is imposed.

Instead of coming from within,

it is externally guided. Instead

of contributing to the

maintenance of diversity it has

meant the creation Of

homogeneity and uniformity.

The homogenisation

processes of development,

however, do not fully wipe out

differences. Differences persist

not in an integrating context of

plurality, but in the

fragmenting context of

homogenisation. Positive

pluralities give way to negative

dualities, each in competition

with every other, contesting for

the scarce resources that define

economic and political power.

Diversity is mutated into

duality, into the experience of

exclusion. The intolerance of

diversity becomes a new social

disease, leaving communities

vulnerable to breakdown and

violence, decay and

destruction. The intolerance of

diversity and the persistence of

cultural differences sets up one

community against another in

a context created by a

homOgenising state, carrying

out a homogenising project of

development. Difference,

instead of leading to richness

of diversity, becomes the base

for diversion and an ideology

of separation.

This is the reason

communalism and

fundamentalism are on the rise

in India. India's diversity and

pluralism is getting split into

fragmented, essentiahsed

identities through the

centralised state-driven

processes of development.

Development creates atomised

and fragmented communities,

relating directly to the State

and the Market leading to the

breakdown of communities, erosion of cultural norms, values

and identities and an erosion of community rights to vital

resources like land, forests, water and biodiversity. These

ecological and social costs of development are beginning to be

made visible by emerging movements of communities to regain

control over their resources and their culture, and through it,

build a de-centralised democracy, a sustainable economy and a

just society.

The war against diversity did not end with colonialism.

With the definition of entire nations of people as incomplete and

defective, Europeans were 're-incarnated' as icons in

'development' ideology, which endorses the salvation of the

Third World, based on generous assistance and advice from the

World Bank, fite IMF and multinational corporations.

T.he
McDonaldisation

of India has

begun. While

globalisation is

strengthening the

negative aspects

of the

development era,

it is dismantling

the positive

aspects of a State

which should

focus on the

r nmm'm
old wry
WIIHTHfc

iatest..
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Transnational corporate

freedom is based on the

destruction of citizen freedom.

Globalisation implies the

dismantling of die powers of

democratic institutions of

individual countries such as

local councils, regional

governments and parliaments,

which are then left crippled.

These governments cannot

cany out the will of their

citizens. As I have tried to

illustrate with the example of

Punjab, inmy book, The

Violence ofthe Green Revolution,

centralisation of power and

erosion of democratic decision-

centralised state structures, and production and. making, which cannot be

consumption patterns through wasteful and influenced by affected social

centralised productionand distribution systems, groups, creates conditions of

However, just as the model of democratic insecurity and violence. By

pluralism was beginning to re-emerge in India, dismantling local and national

it was overtakenby the re-emergence of the institutions, globalisation will

globalisation model. The Cold War era has also undermine the self-

ended and the era of trade wars has begun. organising and adaptive

As I mentioned earlier, free-trade is not capacity of people to respond

free because it is protectionist of the economic to rapid changes, central to

interests of powerful transnational corporations, which is the newly popular

which control 70 per cent of world trade and for dispensability of workers and

whom international trade is an imperative. small producers.

people...

The Social and
Ecological Impacts of
Globalisation

In the past two decades, ecology and social

justice movements have been evolving an

alternative to governance by unaccountable
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The Continuities and Discontinuities
Between Development and Globalisation

While the Nehruvian era of state-directed development is being attacked by

globalises and trade liberalisers, globalisation is actually magnifying the problems

of centralisation, unaccountability, corruption, uniformity, inequality,

environmental destruction and cultural erosion.

Ever since the New Economic Policies of 1991 in

response to the World Bank/IMF Structural

Adjustment Programme, and also in

anticipation of the conclusion of the Uruguay

Round of GATT, decision making has further

moved out of communities and local regions to

Delhi, and then out of Delhi to Washington and

Geneva and to the corporate headquarters of

TNCs.

Government and corporation non-

accountability to people is on the upswing.

Corruption has exploded, as symptomatised by

the various scams— stock market scam, sugar

scam, wheat scam, fodder scam. The 'license-

permit-raj' has given way to the 'kick-back-raj'

.

Uniformity has expanded both

ecologically and culturally. As agriculture gets

corporatised, the landscape of small,

biologically diverse farms is changing to miles

of monocultures of sunflower, vegetables,

flowers and shrimp, grown for export. The

McDonaldisation of India has begun. While

globalisation is strengthening the negative

mechanisms. Basic needs have been replaced by

the import of luxury goods like cars and

cosmetics, and the export of luxury products

like flowers and shrimps. Land ceiling has been

removed in urban and rural areas, transferring

land and real estate to speculators or big

corporations. The livelihoods of small producers

g. - are being destroyed by trade liberalisation. Two

QJp(OUrWr UO million weavers in Andhra Pradesh lost their

-fUP livelihoods when free export of cotton was
***

allowed, taking cotton beyond the access of

weavers. Two lakh producers of Bikaneri bhujia

imn t
KttROQflB (a cottage industiy snack item) are threatened

FROM SrBN*t withtheratry ofPepsko in the manufacture

CPtJfl
**** and marketing of Bikaneri bhujia. New power

fnV*** gimtiMit) plants have bypassed the requirements of the

0JADP fRO*** HOLLM'*'* Environment Impact Assessment. De-

rW'
j-rtfr regulation does not imply an end to the State-

it is a change in the function of the State. The

State is now exclusively an instrument of global

capital. Globalisation has rendered the

relationship between the Community, the State,

and the Corporation or, to use Marc Nerfin's

more colourful categories, the relationship

between the Citizen, the Prince and the

Merchant, totally fluid.

The appeal of globalisation is usually

based on the idea that it implies less red tape,

less centralisation and less bureaucratic control.

It is celebrated because it implies the erosion of

the power of the State. Globalisation does mean

'less government' for regulation of business and

commerce. But less government for commerce

and corporations can go hand in hand with more

government in the lives of people. As
...choice

within a pre-

determined set of

options offered

by corporate rule

is not real choice,

because it

involves the

surrender of the

right to

determine die

context ofliving

and the values

that govern

society.

resources from the public domain—either under

the control of communities or that of the state-

discontent and dissent necessarily increase,

leading to law and order problems. In such a

situation, even a minimalist State restricted only

to policing and law and order will become

enormously large and all-pervasive, devouring

much of the wealth of society and intruding into

ev

under the New Infrastructure Policies, foreign

companies can have 100 per cent equity

participation, but the government will acquire

the land, displace people and deal with the 'law

and order' problems created by displacements.

Most of the ideological projection of

new

focus on the people, a State committed to

equality and justice, a State protecting resources

and livelihoods through policy and regulatory

relationship of the Prince and the Merchant, the

State and the Corporation, the Government and

the Market. The State has been stepping back

more and more from the regulation of

commerce and capital. Reflecting this ideology

of deregulation, our ex-Finance Minister,

Manmohan Singh had recently stated that
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Tower should move to the boardroom' i.e., from

the State tq the corporations. However, the shift

from the rule of the nation state to that of the

corporations does not imply more power to the

people.

In fact, it takes power may from the local

level, and transforms the State from being

protectors of the health and rights of people to

protectors of the property and profits of

corporations. This creates an inverted State more

committed to the protection of foreign

investment and less to the protection of the

citizens of the country. This inversion is well

exemplified in a recently announced proposal

that foreign security experts would train the

Indian police to protect the 'life and property of

foreign investors'. Another example is the recent

decision of the government to raise the

permissible level of MSG (Mono Sodium

Glutamate) to allay peoples' health concerns and

stop their interference with the expansion of fast

food chains like Kentucky Fried Chicken and

McDonalds. MSG has been found to be the

source of several health disorders. A third

example is the attempt of the government to

undo environmental laws protecting coastal

ecosystems in order to protect the aquaculture

industry. The government brought forward the

Aquaculture Authority Bill to undo the citizen

victory in the Supreme Court to stop industrial

fish farming. Globalisation as the expansion of

economic space controlled by corporations,

therefore, runs into conflict with democratic

space for citizens to determine and influence

their well being.

This expansion of corporate control often

appears as the expansion of democratic space for

citizens touted as consumer choice'. However,

choice within a pre-determined set of options

offered by corporate rule is not real choice,

because it involves the surrender of the right to

determine the context ofliving and the values that

govern society. The apparent widening of

individual consumer choice for the elite in

matters of automobiles and junk foods is based

on the shrinking of rights of communities to

control their local natural resources and of social

choice through the democratic public process.

Globalisation is creating more freedom for

corporations. But this is not translating into more

freedom for citizens.

De-regulation of commerce is not the

same as reduced interferences in the lives of

citizens by the State. 'Self-governance' of

corporations has very different social and

political implications than self-governance of

people. The end of the 'licence raj ' might imply

more freedom for corporations to invest freely.

But it also heralds the beginning of a 'patent raj'

in which governments are forced to play a new
role of interfering in the lives of citizens— small

producers, farmers and craftsmen-to protect

what big corporations have claimed as their

'intellectual property', mostly, seeds and

medicinal plants.

Peoples’ response to
Social and Ecological
Impact of Globalisation

One of the characteristics of globalisation is the

relocation of resource intensive and polluting

industries to countries of the Third World. This

'environmental apartheid' has been justified by

Lawrence Summers when he was Vice President

of the World Bank as economically 'efficient'.

Because of poverty, in market measurements,

life is cheaper in the Third World.

Globalisation myths are full of tales of

growth and how growth removes poverty. What

is overlooked in this myth is that globalisation

creates growth by the decimation of the

environment and local, sustainable livelihoods.

It therefore, creates poverty instead of removing

it.

New social and environmental

movements are emerging as a response to this

widespread resource demand for new
investments. In brief, ecologically speaking,

globalisation has meant the import of pollution

and the export of natural wealth.

Some of the
Government’s
Responses to
Peoples’
Responses:
Further De-
regulation
Five years after trade

liberalisation policies were

introduced in 1991, the United

Front (UF) government came

to power on the basis of an

anti-reform electoral agenda.

But the UF government has

continued the reformpolicies

put in place by the

Congress.The future of this

government is now also

uncertain. It can be safely

predicted that trade

liberalisation policies will

continue unchanged no matter

which government comes to

power, since the primary

impact of globalisation is to

reduce the capacity of

democratically elected national

governments to make their

national policies without them

being shaped by global powers

such as the World Bank, IMF,

WTO and the TNCs.

* In Maharashtra, the

political parties that made

resistance to the Enron project

their main election campaign

issue have rushed its clearance

after coming to power.

* When the Cogentrix

project was challenged because

it did not have an

environmental clearance from

the Minstry of Environment,

the central clearances were

bypassed and decisions left to

the State.

* When the Supreme

Court ordered closure of

industrial shrimp farms, the

government failed to

implement the order, and

instead, started to talk about

changing the CRZ (Coastal

Regulation Zone). Government

and corporate houses have

now obtained a stay order.
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Prime Minister Deve Gowda, on 16

October 19%, said, while responding to the the

opposition to the Cogentrix project, 'Some

people think that they are bom only to protect

the environment in this country and that God

has sent them to this earth only to protect the

environment'. The Prime Minister also attacked

Public Interest Litigation saying,'Whether it is

PIL or Political Interest Litigation I do not know'.

The government had proposed that PIL be

limited by making a Rs. 100,000 deposit

mandatory and by providing immunity to

politicians and bureaucrats. This, in effect,

would mean total immunity to global investors

using India's environment as a major subsidy for

their 'international competitiveness'.

Decentralised
Democracy and Local
Control—An Antidote to
Globalisation

On 24 December 1996 a new law titled the

Provision ofthe Panchayats (Extension to the

Scheduled Areas Act, 1996) was passed. This Act

is based on the reversal of a centralised state of

the Nehruvian era and centralised TNC control

in the globalisation era. The new law is based on

the premise that basic community-building is the

key to a sound national system. A formal

national system does not exclude the possibility

of local self-rule. In fact, the only way to protect

national interest in a period of globalisation is by

decentralising decision making and ownership

Looking
outwards without

the capacity to

look inwards

creates

competition,

aggression,

exploitation of

nature and

people, violence

and insecurity. It

creates exclusions

rather than

inclusiveness

They are steps to a future based on protection of

people and the environment in place of the

'State protectionism' of the Nehruvian era or the

'corporate protectionism' of the globalisation

era.

Corporate Control or
Community Control over
Natural Wealth: Which
Way Points to a
Sustainable Future?

The major democratic issue emerging in India is

the right to survival of the large number of poor

people who derive their livelihood from natural

resources-land, water and biodiversity. In each

sector, a major conflict is emerging between

corporate control and community control over

natural resources. Peoples' movements are

demanding that power should not be

concentrated in institutions of the centralised

nation states but should be distributed

throughout society and should be dispersed

through a multiplicity of institutions with more

power at the local level, controlled by local

communities and their institutions. The TNC-

driven globalisation agenda requires that power

moves from centralised control of nation-states

to even more centralised control of global

corporations and global institutions like WTO,

the World Bank and IMF while the peoples'

democratically-driven agenda is for greater

localisation, both political and economic.

Political localisation implies more decisions

and control over natural

resources. The Act states that

every grain sabha shall be

competent to safeguard and

preserve the traditions and

customs of the people, their

cultural identity, community

resources and customary mode

of dispute resolution.

This is the first concrete

step in independent India

towards the realisation of

Gandhi's dream of Gram

Swaraj . The movement for

community rights to

biodiversity and indigenous

knowledge is another building

block in shaping a de-

centralised democracy based

on peoples' rights and resisting

the privatisation of life through

patents and other forms of

'intellectual property rights'.
marg

publications
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being transferred to the local space. This is

Gandhi's concept of swaraj. Economic

localisation implies that whatever can be

produced locally with local resources should be

part of the local economy so that both the

livelihoods and the environment are protected.

This was Gandhi's concept of Swadeshi .

While international financial and trade

organisations coerce and push the government

into a blind and indiscriminate experiment with

globalisation, the Indian people are responding

with a new poltics of 'localisation' which are re-

defining the principles of governance on the

basis of a de-centralised democracy. In region

after region, where foreign investment is

diverting local resources from the survival

needs of the local people to the limitless

appetites of global markets, people are putting

investment to the test of ecological and social

accountability. This rule of the World Bank and

WTO has implied rule by super-state

institutions serving the one-sided interest of

commerce and beyond the democratic control of

people. As the State withdraws from

environmental and social regulation in the 'free-

trade' era, local communities are getting

organised to regulate commercial activity by

asserting their environmental rights. They are

re-defining the nation in terms of people, not in

terms of the centralised State. This trend

towards localisation has, in fact, been bom along

with the trend towards globalisation. In the

absence of regulation by national governments,

citizens are creating a new politics for

introducing ecological limit with an inbuilt

environmental component for control and

ownership of local resources, dedsion-makinga

regarding the utilisation of these resources and

an economic component to resist the destruction

of local economies by global economy and

international trade.

Whether it is Cargill and Grace in

Karnataka, Dupont in Goa or KFC in Delhi and

Bangalore, the entry of TNCs, which threaten

peoples' livelihoods, resources and health, is not

taken lightly by local communities and grass

roots struggles. Local communities are saying,

"We will decide the pattern of investment and

development. We will determine the ownership

and use of our natural resources". As this

message resonates in village after village,

from one investment site to another, a new
environmental philosophy based on

democratic de-centralisation of control over

natural resources is emerging. This new
wave of people is forcing the government to

remember its role as protector of citizen

welfare and the country's natural and

cultural heritage, not merely the interests of
,

foreign investors.

Re-stabilising an Earth
Democracy
The re-emergence of democratic pluralism is

putting justice and sustainability at the core of

the new movement for freedom. Democratic

pluralism is an alternative to both centralised

and accountable state structures, and centralised

and unaccountable corporate structures.

Globalisation, driven by TNCs creates a closed

society, it is not an 'opening up'. It closes off the

option of two thirds of India- the poor, women,

tribals, fishing communities and peasants. It

closes off India to her lasting strengths

-

diversity, pluralism, sustainability, simplicity

and spirituality. Looking outward or looking

inward are not just geographical postures, they

embody world views and paradigms.

India has always looked inwards as the

mode for looking outward. Indian democracy

has been built on responsibility and duty to the

self and to the community. The duty to the

country and the world are based on these

fundamental levels. They flow out to the world,

and embrace the cosmos. India's independence

movement was based on the 'inward looking'

strengths of the three 'S's-Satyagraha, Swadeshi

and Swaraj which also looked outward and

became an iconoclastic challenge to the

strongest imperial power of that period.

Literally satyagraha means the struggle

for truth. According to Gandhi, no tyranny can

enslave a people who simply refuse to obey

laws that are unjust. As he stated in Hind Swaraj,

'as long as the superstition that people should

obey unjust laws exists, so long will slavery

exist. And a passive resister alone can remove

such a superstition. Satayagraha is also the key to

self-rule or swaraj

!

The phrase that echoed most

during our freedom movement was "Swaraj

hamara janamsiddha adhikar hai" - self-rule is

our birthright. For Gandhi and as much for

contemporary social movements in India, self-

rule does not imply governance by a centralised

State, but decentralised self-govemence by local

communities.

Communities on India's periphery are

reclaiming their commons and culture. Tribals

through their struggles have gained an

extension of the powers of gram sabha under the

Indian Constitution, effective from

24. December 19%. In village after village a de-

centralised democracy is getting reborn as

people look inwards to themselves and their

communities to rebuild democratic pluralism in

India.

India has shaped human life around

concepts of dharma and ahimsa. Technology and

its application in production and consumption

are means not ends in

themselves.

The inward looking

approach on which Indian

civilisation was built has

enabled the development of

the human spirit, not merely

the 'development' of projects

and methods of control over

nature that lead to patterns of

excessive consumption. It

recognises the intrinsic worth

and value of all species, and

hence the need for ahimsa and

compassion towards all. An
outward looking paradigm

based on commerce alone

treats other species as objects

of human exploitation, and

defines sophistication and

progress in agriculture and

health in terms of the

sophistication of the

technologies of torture and

manipulation of life forms.

Looking outwards after looking

inwards creates conditions for

peace, dignity, non-violence

and non-aggression. Looking

outwards without the capacity

to look inwards creates

competition, aggression,

exploitation of nature and

people, violence and

insecurity. It globalises

commerce and trade, not

human consciousness. It

creates exclusions rather than

inclusiveness. A philosophy of

inclusion can only emerge

from a philosophy of intrinsic

worth and self organisation—

from the individual to the

community to the nation to the

world. It provides the basis for

a quiet, but determined

challenge to the emerging

globalised empire over all life

through patents on life and

genetic engineering. It is the

foundation for rebuilding an

earth democracy- vasudhaiva

kutumbam .

illustrations: Rustam Vania
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which the subtler

levels subsume the

grosser ones, in

just the same way

that the whole

subsumes the

parts.

Fr. de Mello once

narrated the story of the white

man who got captured by

cannibals. When about to be

roasted alive, he noticed that

their chief not only spoke

English, but spoke it with a

perfect Harvard accent. He
regarded this as a god-sent

opportunity to appeal to the

higher sensitivities of this

well-educated man.

"You must have been

introduced to the norms and

decencies of our civilisation

during your years at

Harvard", said the white man.

"Sure," replied the

Chief. "Not just introduced,

but I have mastered all of

them".

Delighted at how well

the conversation was going,

the white man ventured, "Pray

tell me, Sir, how do you

propose to put what you have

learnt into practice at this

moment?"

"Oh, that is simpfe,"

answered the Chief, "Once you

have been roasted, I shall

dress properly for dinner and

eat you with my knife in the

left hand and my fork in the

right".

Fr. de Mello used such

stories to introduce his

audience to the increasing

decline of the moral order in

modern civilisation. He wasn't

the first to do so.When Gandhi

was asked, during his visit to

England in the 1930's, "Sir,

what do you think of western

civilisation?", he replied with

his usual puckish sense of

humour, "I think it would be a

good idea".
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mi occasion he addressed professional

economists (in Allahabad in 1916), he

first regaled his audience with stories

of his 'foolishness' in daring to talk to

'

them without having first read the works of

Adam Smith, Marshall, Karl Marx, etc. Thenhe
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The cosmic

religious

experience is the

strongestand

noblest

mainspring

of scientific

research...

Duringthat

vision, in a

clarified

and

unified

view of

the universe, I

sawthe pattern

and integration

of all things...

Einstein

became serious and told them that in order to

meet the basic needs of human beings, he did

not need to understand all these economists, for

the real insights into the operation ofhuman

minds can only be discovered and understood

by the practice of spirituality. He ended his

speech by talking about what he considered as

the most fundamental law of economics: 'Let us

seek first the kingdom of God and His right-

eousness and the irrevocable promise is that

everything else will be added unto us. These

are real economics. May you and I treasure them

and enforce them in our daily life/

Gandhi was, above all, a very practical

man. The general impression is that he

favoured a society in which everyone would

strive towards the spartan life he had chosen for

himself. This is far from true. He had chosen

such a life for himself because, as he

explained when he switched to the loin

cloth during his visit to Madurai, that as a

representative of the Indian masses he had no

moral right to wear more than what the average

man could afford. But this dictum did not apply

to others. Gandhi's psychological insights were

too profound to permit such wishful thinking.

Hewas aware that ordinary humans would

want to grow, and there was no point in stifling

that urge. In fact, he felt this urge to grow

should be encouraged. What he pointed out,

based upon his personal experience and

spiritual insights, was that there are avenues of

growth other than the material which have been

neglected and suppressed inmodem
civilisation. These avenues of growth existed

at the subtler levels—mental,

intellectual, aesthetic, social,

emotional, psychological, moral,

and, most important, spiritual.

What is more, there is a

hierarchial relationship between

these levels by which the subtler

levels subsume the grosser ones,

in just the same way that the

whole subsumes the parts.

Therefore, our efforts at the level of the subtle

will automatically lead to rewards at the level of

the gross. As the Mahabharata describes it,

yogabalam results in automatic development of

buddhibalam, which in turn automatically results

in development of bahubalam .

To explain this point, take the example

of the most sought after material goods these

days-our electronic gadgets such as TVs,

videos, computers, etc. These are products of

20th century science. The foundations for

understanding the behaviour of electrons in

20th ceptury science were laid in the branch of

physics known as quantum mechanics. An

important part of this science is the

'Hamiltonian matrix' (named after Professor

Hamilton), which describes the 'world' of tiny

particles such as electrons. Hamilton's work

dates back to the 1830's, and what is of interest

to us here is that when he was involved in his

work, it was purely an intellectual exercise, 'for

the sake of the intellect', with no possible

rewards or applications at the material level

crossing his mind.Yet, his work resulted in

fantastic benefits to mankind at the material

level. This is a classic example of devotion to

the subtle resulting in the gross being taken

care of automatically and that is precisely the

Biblical promise Gandhi was

referring to.

Perhaps the first

professional economist to look

at the subject in this way was

E. F. Schumacher. A favourite

student of Keynes to begin

with, he later incorporated

spiritual progress and ecology

into his life and wrote:

'All my life has been a journey

of discovery of the generosity

of nature. I started out

thinking that we had to do

everything ourselves and, of

course, we couldn't. But then I

discovered that everything

willbe done for us, provided

only that we realise our

'nothingness' and thereupon

start to search for a way of

fitting-in with the great

processes ofNature, and

making the best use of them,

for our purposes/

In his book,A Guide for

the Perplexed, Schumacher has

made explicit the deep

symbiotic relationship that

Gandhi was implying

between (i) real all-round

progress (as different from

'development' of themodem
kind), (ii) ecology and

iii) spirituality as understood

in the mystic sense.

Our present efforts have

thus resulted in our entering a

race of the kind describedjby

the Queen in Alice in

Wonderland, where everyone is

running faster and faster, but

the goal is as distant as ever,

for everyone is going round in

drdes.To cite a few examples:

-The amount of leisure

in any part of society is

inversely proportional to the

number of leisure-producing

devices (washing machines,

mixies, etc.) that are present in

it. Thus, it is the poor villagers

who have maximum leisure,

and the New Yorkers and

Mumbayites the least.

-We are putting in

huge investments into finding

a cure for cancer the way we

did forTB and malaria, only to
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find that TB and malaria are returning in new

forms and higher rates of incidence, with

strange and often undiagnosable symptoms.

- We set out to bring heaven on earth by

means of our technological miracles, butnow

find that these very technologies have so fouled

up the atmosphere of our planet that conditions

are becoming hellish. As Tom Lehrer told

foreign visitors to the USA in a song he had

composed for them in 1965:

When you visit American city,

You will find it very pretty;

Just of two things you must beware,

Don't drink the water and don't breathe

the air .

Since the days when Tom Lehrer

composed the above song, there has been a

great rise in ecological awareness and activism,

and yet the problem has become worse, not

better. The fact of the matter is that ecological

damage, like moral decay, is a natural and

inseparable concomitant of themodem process

of development. Development and ecology, like

development and morality, are 'twains that

never meet'. If we want them to meet, we have

to recast our definition of progress to include

non-material avenues of growth, as suggested

by Gandhi.

Such a recasting does not imply

abandoning science and technology, but giving

them different directions—a new science that

accepts the reality of those spiritual dimensions

that transcend our physical senses, which in

turn will result in technologies that promote

rather than destroy our ecological fabric. The

foundations of this new science are already

emerging from the world-view implied by new

developments in the 20th century. Letme end

by quoting a few of the eminent scientists who

are part of this new world-view:

'As it is with light and electricity, so it

may be with life: the phenomena may be

individuals carrying on separate existences in

space and time, while in the deeper reality

beyond space and time wemay all be members

of one body/
James Jeans

'The cosmic religious experience is the

strongest and noblest mainspring of scientific

research. . .. During that vision, in a clarified and

unified view of the universe, I saw the pattern

and integration of allthings. ... And that is

when peace came, and that is when conviction

came, and with these things came an almighty

calm that nothing could ever shake again.

Albert Einstein

*As a man who has devoted his whole life

to the most clear-headed science, to the study of

matter, I can tell you as the result ofmy
research about the atoms, this much—there isjto

matter as such

!

All matter originates and exists

only by virtue of a force which brings the

particles of an atom to vibration and holds this

minute solar system of the atom together. . . . We
must assume behind this force the existence of a

conscious and intelligent Mind. This Mind is the

matrix of all matter/

Max Planck.

'Perhaps in the coming generation of

younger psychologists, hopefullyunencumbered

by university prohibitions and resistances, there

may be a few who will dare to investigate the

possibility that there is a lawful reality which is

not open to our five senses; a reality in which

present, past and future are intermingled, in

which space is not a barrier and time has

disappeared; a reality which can be perceived

and known only when we are passively

receptive, rather than actively bent on

knowing. It is one of the most exciting

challenges posed to psychology/

Carl Rogers

'P
JL erhaps in the coming

generation ofyounger

psychologists, hopefully

unencumbered by university

prohibitions and resistances,

theremay be a fewwho will

dare to investigate the

possibility that there is a lawful

reality which is not open to our

five senses../

Such a new science, based upon an

exploration of the 'lawful reality which is not

open to our five senses' through the process of

'cosmic religious experience' will reveal to us

the 'conscious and intelligent Mind which is the

matrix of all matter'and will demonstrate to us

that 'in the deeper reality beyond space and

time we are all members of one body'. All

technologies which arise from such a science

will, naturally, promote rather than destroy

ecology. As the education processes for such

explorations specifyyamas and

niyamas as pre-requisites, these

developments will enhance

rather than curtail our moral

behaviour.This seems the only

way to make development go

hand in hand with morality

and ecology^

T.S. Ananthu is a

scientist and an eminent

Gandhian worker, and has

been associated with the

Gandhi Peace Foundation,

New Delhi, for several

years. He has written ex-

tensively on Gandhi and his

approach to various aspects

of society and life,

particularly to environment

and farming. Ananthuji now

lives near Bangalore and

works the land, aiming to

build a settlement of

integrated living.

illustrations: Ripin Kalra.
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For a keener, more practical undemanding of the

developmental tasks that lay ahead, OMroblems and prospects,

Gandhi sponsored an economic survm of Matar Taluka in Khera

district, Gujarat in 1929. In a note t<«e survey team, headed by

Prof. J.CKumarappa, Gandhi clarjed his methodological

..approach, stating that the Indian *>nomy should be built from

the bottom by the a posteriori metjod of securing rock-bottom

facts and draw therefrom, by the
j

scientific conclusions, which no <

controvert.
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Witholfidhi's^ffiuse, after independence, the

development sdlj^p underwent a radical change The

village republics.^.which were the very pillars of the Gandhian

framework were excluded altogether from the reorganised polity

of the New Republic of India.

Also reversed was Gandhi's vision of an independent India

wherein industrialisation would subserve the villages. For Nehru

contended that The test of real strength is how much steel you

produce, how much power you produce'.

This contention was given lasting expression in the model

of development formulated by Professor Mahalanobis at Nehru's

request. ... It is this very model of development that has shaped

the basic character of development in Indiag

lost rigid process of reasoning,

fount of juggling could

Fbore the following quote from

l dug in your kingdom at proper

Extract from Poverty, Environment, Development:

A View from Gandhi's Window by the same author

in Economic and Political Weekly.



Ecology is Emotional
EDWARD GOLDSMITH

The Way offers both profoundly argued theory and practical advice.

It spells out as no previous book has, the philosophical political

economic and scientificfoundation stonesfor an ecological world
view. Goldsmith's is one of the most respected international voices

in the world ofecology. Here is an extractfrom one of the chapters of
the book.

Reason flowsfrom the blending ofrational thought andfeeling. Ifthe two
functions are tom apart, thinking deteriorates into schizoid intellectual

activity andfeeling deteriorates into neurotic life-damaging passions.

Erich Fromm

People need more than to understand their obligation to one another and
to earth; they also need thefeeling ofsuch obligation.

Wendell Berry

The truth is that man is simply

not designed to behave in a non-emotional

way, which is one of the reasons why he is

incapable of entertaining objective

knowledge and behaving 'rationally'

Those imbued with the paradigm of

science, this insuppressible human
emotionality, as a terrible human failing.

Some go so far as to attribute it to a defect

in our neuro-psychological evolution

which has prevented our neo-cortex - the

seat of our intelligence - from dominating

our primitive reptilian brain, the seat of

our emotions.

Arthur Koestler considers that this

terrible evolutionary blunder can only be

remedied by systematically subjecting

man to some form of chemotherapy. But

the suppression of man's emotions would
mean the eclipse of his closely associated

values, his religiosity, his spirituality, his

ability to sing and dance, laugh and weep,

love and hate, of everything, in fact, that

makes him human - all in the interests of

making him more rational and machine-

like, more adaptive to the aberrant and
necessarily short-lived surrogate world

that science has helped bring into being.

Up to a certain point, man can

'isolate' himself, to use Sigmund Freud's

expression, from his emotions, splitting

'cognition from afferf.Freud saw this as

an 'ego defence' or, in Ashis Nand/s
words, 'a psychological mechanism to

help the human mind cope with

unacceptable or ego-alien inner impulses,

and external threats.' It involves

distancing himself from a situation or an

act which to a normal emotional human
would otherwise be intolerable,

'distancing', as Bruno Bettelheim notes,

being a 'psychological device, which both

the victim and his oppressor have to use'.

It is precisely by reducing a victim to an
object that one can face treating him in an
inhuman way, which is why Aime Cesaire

equates colonialism with 'thingification'.

Scientists involved in designing

instruments of mass destruction, such as

nuclear bombs, must also he capable of

distancing themselves emotionally. Robert

Jungk describes his encounter with a

mathematician he met on his last visit to

Los Alamos.

His face was wreathed in a smile of

almost angelic beauty. He looked as if his

gaze was fixed upon the world of

harmonies. But in fact, he told me later, he

was thinking about a mathematical

problem whose solution was essential to

the construction of a new type of H-bomb.

Jungk adds that this scientist never

bothered to watch the trial explosion of

any of the bombs he had helped

produce.To him, 'research for nuclear

weapons was just pure mathematics

untrammelled by blood, poison or

destruction.'

But is Jungk's mathematician as

unemotional as he seems? Undoubtedly

not. The scientific education does not

suppress the emotions; it merely displaces

the object of the emotions. Instead of

teaching people to feel emotional about

their family, their community, their

traditional culture> their religion and the

beauty of their natural environment, they

are taught instead to feel emotional about

the scientific enterprise and the surrogate

world it brings into being. Nor is the

emotional attachment of the scientist to his

work irrelevent to its achievement. Polanyi

notes that 'scientific passions are no mere
by-product'; instead they have a logical

function which contributes an

indispensible element to science: 'passions

charge objects with emotions, making
them repulsive or attractive; positive

passions affirm something as precious.' It

follows that 'The excitement of the

scientists making the discovery is an

intellectual passion, telling that something

is intellectually precious, and more
particularly, that it is precious to science/

In the same way, it can be argued that the

witch hunts mounted by the scientific

community against thosewho threaten the

credibility of the scietific enterprise are

also 'precious to science.'

The ecology we need is not the

ecology that involves viewing the bio-

sphere on which we depend for our

survival at a distance and with scientific

detachment. We will not save our planet

through a conscious contract with it on the

basis of a cost-benefit analysis. A moral

and emotional commitment is required.

Indeed, one of the key tasks of ecology

must be to redirect our emotions into the

role they were designed to play in helping

us preserve the critical order of the

biosphere^
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GODDESS OF RIVER GANGA

The Ganga is the holiest river of India. All of India's other important rivers are believed to be

transformed into the Ganga at least for a few days of the year. The Ganga has been symbolised as a

feminine human form and is accorded the status of a goddess. Sculptures ofGanga are made on door jambs

of temples of the Gupta period in north India and subsequently in south India.

In sculpture, Ganga is always portrayed as a beautifulwoman with the lower half of her body

resembling flowing water. This illustrates the myth thatGanga was formerly a celestial river; there was no

water on earth until Bhagiratha brought her down to earth and then to die nether world. The enormous

volume of water threatened to overwhelm the earth but Shiva agreed to receive the full force of die water

on his head because his matted locks would break its fall. Ganga means 'swift goer'. The goddess stands

voluptuously on her mount, the makara. The makara, as depicted in sculpture, seems to be a combination of

crocodile, dolphin and elephant It represents the life-force of the river water.

Ganga is regarded as a mother who bestows prosperity (sukha da) and facilitates salvation (moksha da).

,
She is often identified with Parvati. The Vakataka sculptors lovingly fashioned Ganga in the mould of

feminine beauty glorified by Kalidasa.

PRABHAKAR BEGDE

illustrations: Ripin Kalra

Besnagar, ad 500, Gupta fL.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

The Goddess Ganga standing on die makara. This is

from the lintel of a temple at Besnagar. The makarrf

s

mouth is held open by a small male figure shown as

taming the monster symbolising the taming of the

Ganga by Bhagiratha and bringing her down to earth

for purifying the ashes of the 60,000 sons of Sagara.

f Tadapatri temple, gopuram entrance,

Vijayanagar,

15th century ad

The Goddess Ganga on the door jamb, standing on the

makara, holding a creeper. This is a fine combination of

die salabhanjika and nadidevata motifs.
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A BUDDHIST CONCEPT OF NATURE
HIS HOLINESS THE DALAI LAMA
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The snow hasfallen, hut don't be sad,

After the snowfall, comes thewarmth of the sun
* Native Tibetan Song

In Tibet, mountains are often considered the abodes ofdeities. For

pie, Amnye Machen, a mountain in north-eastern Tibet, is regarded as the

fhome ofMachen Pomra, one ofthe most important deities ofAmdo, my home

province. Because all the people ofAmdo consider MMjhen Pomra their special

friend, many ofthem go round thefootcf^^f^^MM^mSb- —
Travellers in Tibet traditionally add a stcf&fo

passes with a shout ofLha-gyal-lo- Victory to the

stonesaaved with prayers and other scriptures, jipbe added along

prayerflkgs. One practical outcome ofthis traditibnaPsense ofrespect^

environment is a deep-seated con
" '

J

m
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Tonight I willsaysomething

about the Buddhistconcept ofnature.

Nagarjuna said that fora system

where emptiness is possible, it isalso

possible to have every functionality,

and since functionality is possible,

emptiness is also possible. Sowhenwe

talk about nature, the ultimate nature is

emptiness. What is meantby emptiness,

or shunyatal It is not the emptiness of

existencebut rather the emptiness of

trueorindependent existence, which

means that things existby dependence

upon other factors.

So whether itbe the environment

that is inhabited, or the inhabitants,

both ofthem are composed of four or

five basic elements. These elements are

earth, wind, fire, water and vacuum,

would dissolve eventually into this

particle of the space. So it is on the basis

of these five basic elements that there is

a very close inter-relatedness or inter-

relationbetween the habitat that is the

natural environmentand the inhabit-

ants, the sentientbeings livingwithin

it.

Also,whenwe talk of the

elements, there are internal elements

which are existent inherentlywithin

sentientbeings; they are also of

differentlevels—some are subtle and

some are gross. So ultimately, according

to Buddhist teachings, the innermost

subtle consciousness is the sole sort of

creator, itself consisting of five elements,

very subtle forms of elements. These

subtle elements serve as conditions for

producing the internal elements which

form sentient beings, and that in turn

causes the existence or evolution of the

external elements. So there is a very

close inter-dependence or inter-

relationshipbetween the environment

and the inhabitants. Within themean-

ing of interdependency there aremany

different levels that things are depend-

entupon causal factors, orupon their

own parts, or the conceptualmind which

actually gives the label, the designation.

Now here, you see, some ofmy
friends toldme that basichuman nature

is something violent. Then I toldmy
friends, I don't think so. Ifwe examine

differentmammals, say those animals

such as tigers or lionswho verymuch

depend on others' life for their basic

survival, these animals because of their

basic nature have a special structure,

their teeth—I don'tknow theparticular

word—there are long teeth and long

nails, like that. So those peaceful

animals, such as deer, which are

completely herbivorous, their teeth and

nails are something different; more

gentle. From that viewpoint,wehuman

beingsbelong to the gentle category,

isn't that so? Our teeth, our nails, these

are very gentle. So I told my friends, I

don't agree with your viewpoint.

Basicallyhumanbeings have anon-

violent nature.

Since I deeply believe that

basicallyhumanbeings are of a gentle

nature, so I think thehuman attitude

towards ourenvironmentshouldbe

gentle. Therefore, I believe thatnot only

should we keep our relationship with

other fellowhumanbeings very gentle

and non-violent, but it is also very

important to extend thatkind ofattitude

to the naturalenvironment.

Then I think there is another

viewpoint. In this case it is not a

question ofmoralityor ethics, not that

question; it is a question ofourown
survival. Not only this generation,but

for other generations, theenvironment

is something very important. Sowhen

the environmentchanges, climatic

conditions also change.When it changes

dramatically, economic structuresand

many other things also change—even

our physical body. So you can see the

great effect from that change. So from

that viewpoint this is not only a

question ofourown survival.

Therefore, in order to achieve

more effective results and in order to

succeed in the protection, conservation

and preservation of the natural environ-

ment, first of all, I think, it is also

important tobring aboutinternal

balancewithinhumanbeings them-

selves. Since negligence of the environ-

ment—whichhas resulted in lots of

harm to thehumancommunity—came

aboutby ignorance of the very special

importance of the environment, I flunk

it is very important first of all to instil

thisknowledgewithinhuman beings.

So it is very important to teach or tell

people about its importance for ourown

benefit.

Then, one of the other most

important things, as Iam always

saying, is the importance ofcompassion-

ate thought. As I mentioned earlier, *

even from one's own selfish viewpoint,

you need other people. So, by showing

concern for other people's welfare,

sharing other people's suffering, andby

helping other people, ultimately one

will gain benefit. If one flunks only of

oneself and forgets about others,

ultimately one will lose. This also is

something like nature's law. I think it is

quite simple. Everybody wants friends

and doesnot want enemies. The propefr

way to create friends is through awarm

heart and not simplymoney orpower.

Friends ofpower and friends ofmoney

are something different. These are not

friends. The way to create a good friend

is not through anger, notmere educa-

tion, notmere intelligence, butby the

heart—a good heart.
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So, as I always say, if you think

in a deeper way if you are going to be

selfish, then you should be wisely

selfish, not narrow-mindedly selfish.-

From that viewpoint, the key thing is

the sense of universal responsibility,

that is the real source of strength, the

real source of happiness.

From that perspective, if in our

generation we exploit every available

thing, trees, water, mineral resources or

anything, without bothering about the

next generation, about the future, that's

our guilt, isn't it? So if we have a

genuine sense of universal

responsibility, as the central motivation

and principle, then from that direction

our relations with the environment will

be well-balanced. Similarly with every

aspect of relationships; relations with

neighbours, our family, or country, will

be balanced from that direction.

Actually, in ancient times, many

great thinkers, as well as great spiritual

masters, were produced in this country,

India. So, I feel in modem times, these

great Indian thinkers, such as Mahatma

Gandhi as well as some politicians,

implemented noble ideas like ahimsa in

the political arena. In a certain way

India's foreign policy of non-alignment

is also related to that kind of moral

principle. So I think further expansion

or further development of these noble

ideas or noble actions in this country is

very relevant and very important.

Now in this respect, another

thing which I feel to be very important

is what is consciousness, what is mind?

Up to now, especially I think in the

western world, during the last one or

A12L machine like

the computer, however

sophisticated it may be,

cannot provide you

with mental peace.

Mental peace must

come from the mind.

two centuries, science and technology

have been very much emphasised and

that mainly deals with matter. Now,

today, some of the nuclear physicists

and neurologists have started

investigating and analysing particles in

a very detailed and deep way. While

doing so they found out some kind of

involvement from the observer's side

which they sometimes call 'the

knower'. What is 'the knower'? Simply

speaking it is the being, the human

being, like the scientist. Through which

ways do scientists know? 1 think

through the brain. Now, about the

brain, western scientists have not yet

fully identified the more than hundred

billions of cells of the brain. I think out

of a hundred billions only a few

hundreds have been identified so far. So

now the mind, whether you call it mind

or a special energy of the brain, or

consciousness, you will see that there is

a relationship between the brain and the

mind and matter. This I think is

something important. I feel there should

be some sort of dialogue between

Eastern philosophy and Western science

on die basis of the relationship between

mind and matter.

In any case, today our human
mind is very much looking at or very

much involved with the external world.

I think we are failing to care for or study

the internal world.

We need scientific and material

developments in order to survive, in

order to get benefits and in order to have

more prosperity. Equally, we need

mental peace. Mental peace cannot be

injected by any doctor; no market can

sell mental peace or happiness. With

millions and millions of rupees you can

buy anything, but if you go to a

supermarket and you want peace of

mind, then people will laugh. And ifyou

ask a doctor, I want genuine peace of

mind, not a dull one, you might get one

sleeping pill, or some injection.

Although you may get some rest, the

rest is not in the right sense, is it? So if

you want genuine mental peace or

mental tranquility the doctor cannot

provide it. A machine like the computer,

however sophisticated it may be, cannot

provide you with mental peace. Mental

peace must come from the mind. So

everyone wants happiness, pleasure.

Now, compare physical pleasure and

physical pain with mental pain or

mental pleasure and you will find thqt

the mind is superior, more effective and

more dominant. Therefore it is

worthwhile to increase mental peace

through certain methods. In order to do

that it is important to know more about

mind. That also, I always feel, is very

important. I think that is all.

So when you say environment, or

preservation of environment, it is related

with many tilings. Ultimately the

decision must come from the human

heart, isn't that right? So I think the key

point is the genuine sense of universal

responsibility which is based on love,

compassion and clear awareness^

From an address on 14

February 1992, at New Delhi, India.

On the Environment, Collected

statements-The Dalai Lama
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THE SHELTERING

TREE OP

INTERDEPENDENCE

THE DALAI LAMA

These lines have been composed

to underline my deep concern, and to

call upon all people to make

continuous efforts to preserve and

remedy the degradation of our

environment .

1

OLord Tathagata

born of the Iksvakus tree

Peerless One

Who, seeing the all-pervasive nature

Of interdependence

Between the environment and sentient

beings

Samsara and Nirvana

Moving and unmoving

Teaches the world out of compassion

Bestow thy benevolence on us

2

O the Saviour

The One called Avalokitesvara

Personifying the body of compassion

Of all Buddhas

We beseech thee to make our spirits

ripen

And fructify to observe reality

Bereft of illusion

3

Our obdurate egocentricity

Ingrained in our minds

Since beginningless time

Contaminates, defiles and pollutes

The environment

Grafted by the common karma

Of all sentient beings

4

Lakes and ponds have lost

Their clarity, their cooolness

The atmosphere is poisoned

Nature's celestial canopy in the fiery

firmament

Has burst asunder

And sentient beings suffer diseases

Unknown before

5

Perennial snow mountains resplendent

in their glory

Bow down and melt into water

The majestic oceans lose their ageless

equilibrium

And inundate islands

6

The dangers of fire, water and wind

are limitless

Sweltering heat dries up our lush

forests

Lashing our world with unprecedented

storms

And the oceans surrender their salt to

the elements

7

Though people lack not wealth

They cannot afford to breathe clean air

Rain and streams cleanse not

But remain inert and powerless liquids

8

Human beings

And countless beings

That inhabit water and land

Reel under the yoke of physical pain

Caused by malevolent diseases

Their minds are dulled

With sloth, stupor and ignorance

The joys of body and spirit

Are far, far away

9

We needlessly pollute

The fair bosom of our mother earth

Rip out her trees to feed our short-

sighted greed

Turning our fertile earth into a sterile

desert

10

The interdependent nature

Of the external environment

And people's inward nature

Described in Tantras

Works on medicine, and astronomy

Has verily been vindicated

By our present experience.

11

The earth is home to living beings;

Equal and impartial to the moving and

unmoving

Thus spoke the Buddha in truthful

voice

With the great earth for witness

12

As a noble being recognises the

kindness

Of a sentient mother

And makes recompense for it

So the earth, the universal mother

Which nurtures all equally

Should be regarded with affection and

care

13

Forsake wastage

Pollute not the clean, clear nature

Of the four elements

And destroy the well being of people
f

But absorb yourself in actions

That are beneficial to all

14

Under a tree was the great Sage

Buddha born

Under a tree, he overcame passion

And attained enlightenment

Under two trees did he pass in Nirvana

Verily, the Buddha held the tree in

great esteem

15

Here, where Manjusri's emanation

Lama Tson Khapa's body bloomed

forth

Is marked by a sandal tree

Bearing a hundred thousand images of

the Buddha
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16

Is it not well known

That some transcendental deities

Eminent local deities and spirits

Make their abode in trees?

17

Flourishing trees clean the wind

Help us breathe the sustaining air of

life

They please the eye and soothe the

mind

Their shade makes a welcome resting

place

18

In Vinaya, the Buddha taught monks

To care for tender trees

From this, we learn the virtue

Of planting, of nurturing trees

19

The Buddha forbade monks to cut

Cause others to cut living plants

Destroy seeds or defile the fresh green

grass

Should this not inspire us

To love and protect our environment?

20

They say, in the celestial realms

The trees emanate

The Buddha's blessings

And echo the sound

Of basic Buddhist doctrines

Like impermanence

21

It is tree that brings rain

Trees that hold the essence of the soil

Kalpataru, the tree of wish fulfillment

Virtually resides on earth

To serve all purposes

22

In times of yore

Our forbears ate the fruits of trees

Wore their leaves

Discovered foe by the attrition of wood
Took refuge amidst the foliage of trees

When they encountered danger

23

Even in this age of science

of technology

Trees provide us shelter

The chairs we sit in

The beds we lie on

When the heart is ablaze

With the fire of anger

Fuelled by wrangling

Trees bring refreshing, welcome

coolness

24

In the trees lie the roots

Of all life on earth

When it vanishes

The land exemplified by the name

Of the Jambu tree

Will remain no more

Than a dreary, desolate desert

25

Nothing is dearer to the living than life

Recognising this, in the Vinaya rules

The Buddha lays down prohibitions

Like the use of water with living

creatures

26

In the remoteness of the Himalayas

In the days of yore, the land of Tibet

Observed a bamon hunting, on fishing

And, during designated periods, even

construction.

These traditions are noble

For they preserve and cherish

The lives of humble, helpless,

defenseless creatures

27

Playing with the lives of other beings

Without sensitivity or hesitation

As in the act of hunting or fishing for

sport

Is an act of heedless, needless violence

A violation of the solemn rights

Of all living beings

28

Being attentive to the nature

Of interdependence of all creatures

Both animate and inanimate

One should never slacken in one'

s

efforts

To preserve and conserve nature's

energy

29

On a certain day, month and year

One should observe the ceremony

Of tree planting

Thus, one fulfills one's

responsibilities
gj\.

Serves one's fellow c

Which not only brings

one happiness

But benefits all

30

May the force of

observing that which
’

is right

And abstinence from

wrong practices and

evil deeds

Nourish and augment the

prosperity of the world

May it invigorate

living beings and

help them

blossom

May sylvan joy and

pristine happiness

Ever increase, ever

spread and

encompass all that iS|

This poem

was released on

the ocassion of

the presentation

by His Holiness

the Dalai Lama of

a statue of the

Buddha to the

people of India

on 2 October

1993, at New

Delhi.

illustrations:

Rimina

Mahapatra.
^



SURYA
SOLAR-DAWN RELIGIONOF
ENLIGHTENMENT

DAVID FRAWLEY

Energy is more than what comes out ofa

thermal power plant required to run

industry. All energies comefrom

primordial sources, each ofwhich

has a pulsating essencefar

beyond the mundane and the

utilitarian. Philosophical

traditions have always

looked at these sources as

understanding the

link between the

human being and

the universe. In

this article, we
take afresh look

at Surya, the

Sun, that

magnificent

source of
j

solar energy,

who
illuminates

us both

without and

within, the

symbol ofthe

enlightened

mind. We see

here how light

was revered in

the outer

world as an

intuition of

light in the

inner world.
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Evermore right-minded, perfect in vision, creative, free ofweaknesses, sinless, with you
rising as the great friend day by day; living brightly, may we reflect you, oh Sun.

According to whose morning ray all the worlds comeforth and by whose evening, stars

descend to rest, golden-haired Sun, in sinlessness day by day arise for us more real.

Rig VedaX 37.7 -9

Beware lest . . .when you see the Sun and the moon and the stars, all the host ofheaven,

you be drawn away and worship them and serve them ...

Warning to the Israelites, Deuteronomy 4.19

The Sun rises in the East

demons and titans. They are

the great elemental forces of

primordial fear, anger, sloth

and desire that first awoke in

the abyss of chaos. Their effort

is to return creation to its

primal state of sleep and

chaos. These dark creatures of

the psyche find life to be a

disturbance to their sleep and

to the ignorance which

supports them. With them is

the war between light

and darkness,

cosmos and

An the beginning, darkness was on the

face of the deep. All creation lay enshrouded in

the formless waters of chaos, a confused and

turbulent sea of incipient forces. The cosmos lay

hidden in primordial ignorance. All was a dark

mass of elemental forces, stagnant in their

inertia, not wanting to be, not daring to be

aware, afraid of life, enshrouded and contracted

in a fathomless blank and endless finity.

Whence came this massive ignorance no one can

say. The mind is still in its shadow, is the very

separative intelligence of this chaos carried

within it all along. Time and space come after it.

Moving energy comes after it.

This primordial ignorance is not only,

therefore, the primal cosmic event, it is also the

primal psychic event; as without, so within, by

the dud parallelism of all creation. We are the

creatures of this chaos, still caught within its

sphere, not certain whether to seek to transcend

it or to defend it. Ignorance or not-knowing is

the limit out of which we operate, the horizon

our thought and action presumes, in which

dilemma we live and have our being. The only

explanation for this ignorance may be that it is

the latent state of cosmic existence, the darkness

of unmanifest potential, life longing tbbe but

not yet daring to come forth. Ignorance is the

darkness of the beginning like the chaos of ideas

w,
is bom in these

formless waters of the cosmic

deep, the great world abyss

and its descending currents,

is the great miracle of life and

creation, the Sun.

chaos, the

mythic war between

®^the gods and the demons,

the divine and the undivine.

This ignorance is not

itself life and creation, but only

the negative background, the

dark latency of potential forces

seeking to be, out of which life

and creation are the victorious

manifestations. This ignorance

is also a womb, a matrix. Even

and the resistance of the medium that a great its resistance ultimately serves

artist faces. only imagine true conception as self- to temper the light labouring

In the beginning was the ignorance, the annihilation. This ignorance must be destroyed within it, forcing it to draw out

indefinable ground of cosmos-psyche, its for consciousness to manifest, just as wood has of itself the supreme power of

burgeoning chaos. Yet even this ignorance had to bum to produce the flame. Ignorance is the transformation. If it is the

an intelligence; it was the intelligence of chaos, a resistance in the fuel of matter to the flame of most difficult medium, it is

self-defensive clinging to an obstinate and the spirit, the blind opposition of the rock to life also the greatest challenge,

anjustified resistance to growth and evolution. It that has to be overcome for life to be and which evoking the strongest and most

was the life of death, a confused energy of defends itself mercilessly for its survival even daring spirit. To be at all, it

desire from a beginning-less past, blind to the against a higher force that would take it beyond, must contain a spark of true

energy and vitality of an endless present. It was This life of ignorance, produced the first being, life and intelligence,

a clinging to emptiness and sorrow, it was the generation of creatures— the distorted and What is bom in these

being of ignorance and misconception that could monstrous offsprings of chaos, the mythological formless waters of the cosmic
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deep, the great workLabyss and its descending the psychic Sun, the solar self and all creation

currents, is the great miracle of life and creation, rejoices in its deliverance into the transparent

the Sun. This Sun is at first hidden, no more than light of seeing.

a secret spark, the hidden presence of the fire or In their worship of the Sun, the ancients

Agni. Then matter coalesces and, densities revered not just our star. It was the principle of

become a massive vortex, as it defiantly, against light, the world sun, the cosmic sun, the central

the spirit, asserts its separative existence. light of consciousness in the heart that they gave

Separate clouds of matter condense into homage to. The Sun symbolises the victory of

differentiated centers. Formless chaos, by its own light over darkness, being over non-being, life

obscure inertia to protect itself against the over death and knowledge over ignorance. The
spiritual light, becomes the chaos of form, sun is the symbol of the enlightened mind, free

elemental matter. of egoism. The Dawn is the symbol of the

Yet precisely at this extreme point the wisdom of awakening. It is that supremely

great transformation occurs. The densified daring, irrepressible will to be, through every

matter explodes into light. The Sun is bom. possibility of manifestation, however difficult

Ignorance taken to its extreme limit repolarises, and dangerous, even physical matter which is

is transmuted. Having reached its furthest point the densest and most obstinate field,

of contraction, its energy reverses itself and To the ancients, the Sun was the visible

expands into a higher level. It is like a bow face of all the gods, the universal godhead itself,

pulled backwards to release an arrow forwards. Their mantras shone like the Sun, being

All of its inertia and resistance become the polar reflections in human language of the divine

tension to force the emergence of an infinitely word of light. They regarded themselves as

stronger counterforce. The cosmic Sun is ignited children of this Sun, its representatives on Earth

and explodes into light. Matter suddenly —the Sun of the secret and sacred Heart of

irradiated with light is re-structured by its Being, more primal than the Earth yet

magnetic currents. Its separate centres become manifested by her patient and receptive labour,

linked with currents of light and lines of force.

Each center becomes a point of oneness, a centre

that is everywhere, and the inertia of division

vanishes like the smoke before the fire. This great

revolution is the birth of the Sun and its

resurrection out of darkness, the winning of the

cosmos from chaos.

On the psychic plane, this extreme

densification and differentiation of matter is the

formation of the ego. Though hidden in all states

of matter, it is in man that its ultimate

development occurs, and in which its full pain is

felt. The ego that is latent in nature, restrained by

instinct in animals, is given a voice and a power

of action in man, through which his inertia of

chaos and delusion is released. This is why man,

who is the highest creature in nature, is

also the lowest. At the

extreme

manifestation of

the ego, the

futility of its

entire process

is understood.

We see its basic

blindness and

sorrow. We realise that

separateness can only breed pain. Then

this great miracle again occurs. The ego ignites, Its stimulating perceptive rays are everywhere

explodes into light and becomes the Sun of the for the seer, fostering and nourishing. There is

Universal Self. Contracted to the extreme point of only One Light without and within. The

selfishness, unable to go further, it explodes the presence of the outer light is the seal of the

other way and the great catharsis occurs. Our presence of the inner light. Its rays are like open

separative stream of thought settles into the great hands everywhere, offering the gift of wisdom
ocean of unitary awareness. Man gives birth to and the waters of immortal life. It is our duty

In their worship of the

Sun, the ancients revered not

just our star. It was the

principle of light, the world

sun, the cosmic sun, the

central light of consciousness

in the heart that they gave

homage to.

only to see them, to witness

them, and in so recognising

them to serve as a channel for

them for the good of all,

beyond which there is no other

good. May that beneficent Sun
return again for all men to see!

TheSolar-Dawnreligionor

Religion ofLightwas the

universal religion of the

ancient world. It is found in all

ancient cultures and their great

cults of sun worship. We find

it in Egypt (Ra), Sumeria

(Babbar), Babylonia (Shamash)

and Assyria, in India and

Persia, and in the religions of

the American Indians. We find

it among the Scyithians of

Central Asia and our own
European ancestors before

Christianity. We even find it in

Christianity itself, whose

saviour is bom on the winter

solstice like the Sun, who is the

Divine Son like the Sun, that is

sacrificed, dies and is reborn

for the salvation of all beings.

Christ himself was the last in a

long line of solar resurrection,

compassion-enlightenment

figures that dominated the

ancient Near East. This sense

of the divine, of mystery,

awesomeness and reverence

that we see in the monumental
and hieratic cultures of the

ancient world came from that

Original solar religion.

That sunlight of

enlightenment we findm the

teachings of the Buddha. It is

that Sun we find enshrined in

the Upanishads as the Self in

the heart of all beings. As light

is the basic language of life, the

solar religion is eternal in its

symbolism. This symbolism of

light underlies all poetry,

mythology, symbolism and

alchemy. It prevails in the

psychic realm as it does in the

outer realm of nature. We
could, therefore, call it the

universal language, as in this

respect the Sim does not

represent a particular star but

the psycho-cosmic principle of

life, lightand consciousness^

Compiledfrom

Wisdom of the Ancient Seers by

David Frawley.
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1 .

THE SOLAR SELF 1.115 SEER -
KUTSA ANG1RASA
Auspicious are the radiant ma res of

the San. wonderful, variegated, to

be delighted in. Holy they have

mounted the ridge of heaven. They

travel around heaven and earth in

an instant.

3 .

THE ANCIENT SOLAR YOGA
V.81 SEER-
SHYAVASVA ATREYA
He is the Lord of Yoga, for it is only

through arousing that great

affirmative archetype of our own

being and the being of life that we

can have the energy and passion for

such a great evolutionary change

5 .

THE SUNLIGHT RAIN OF BLISS

V.63 SEER-
ARCHANANA ATREYA
With the light comes the ram, the

invigorating descent of heaven on

earth for its manifestations m the

mind of man. The light and waters

are one. the unity of feeling and

knowing that arises through the

integrating power of self-knowledge

7 .

THE SUN-BIRD X.177 SEER

—

PATANGA PRAJAPATYA
The flying bird is the Sun-Bird, the

liberated being of the solar self. He

is the intelligence in our own hearts

which bears the magic wisdom-

power.

2 .

SAVITAR - THE SUN OF
TRANSFORMATION 1.35 SEER -

HIRANYASTUPA ANGIRASA
m-:- own Sa. tar ;s the Sun of

’oww'wwi in his centra! action

re w we S'.;ci et Sun at midnight mat

cmas we ! cut mto the deepest

recesses of the darkness and turns

even the darkness into light.

4 .

MITRA AND VARUNA —
THE DIVINE FRIEND AND LORD
VII. 65 SEER —
MAITRAVARUNI VASiSHTA

;.‘Wa and Varuna are the dual solar

goeweads Varuna is the infinite

space of heaven personified, f/itra is

his complement. He is the being of

.compassion. The dual godhead is to

be realised in the fullness of cur

knowledge He and inspiration. It is

the awe of them that brings true

creativity to man.

6 .

SONS OF THE INFINITE MOTHER
V.69 SEER-
URUCHAKRI ATREYA
A ; the scwir godheads are called

Ac, was. the sens of Adits the nrf r w
MoWo" o r wcwisibie consciousness

taw - ow:.w. rn ey spang. She is tue

;r
’f

'
te ewcanso Worn which the Sun

8 .

MAY WE BE INFINITE VII. 52 SEER
- MAITRAVARUNI VASISHTA

The ecstasy of the creative Sun is

the transforming light of oneness

Sons of the Infinite, may we be

infinite perfect beings of light

Becoming heaven and earth, may

we become you.

Modem Sun Worship

Our civilisation

is almost wholly

secularised,

having lost its

symbolic

dimension

and its

guiding

myths. That

was the

meaning of

Nietzsche's cry

'God is dead../

Instead we find our

apparently secular

substitutes. The cult of the Sun is certainly one
of the more important. Millions of men, women
and children of all classes and many types go to

places, usually the edge of the sea, held suitable

for their secular rites. They buy vast quantities

of oils, greases and lotions to anoint, not as of

old the benben or othersacred images, but their

own bodies. They don strange, dark spectacles

and strip off their clothes. No less than former

worshippers, they are prepared to suffer. Strong
men make themselves ill, women ruin their

complexions and children get sunstroke. Since

the cult began, acres of skin must have crusted

and peeled, exposing areas of pink and white

ruin surely as painful as the gashes of the

Aztecs. Yet day after day they return to

worship, determined to gain the tan which is the

proof of salvation.

Among all these millions there must be
many who could say with Julian the Apostate,

'From my childhood an extraordinary longing

for the rays of the god penetrated deep into my
soul/ 1 do not doubt that there is an element of

mysticism in all these practices ...Nudists,

presumably, must share in it. And it is there

because the Sim in our skies has always been

able to invoke such feeling in the bodies and
minds it has created out of rock and water.

Quite simply, the Sun has been the agent of our

long creation, and we know it.

Meanwhile the travel agencies, far more
cynical than any priesthood, pile up their gold.

They cover their pamphlets With sun images
bright with rays and happy faced. And when the

worshippers reach the beaches and the gardens

do they not place themselves under huge, many-
quartered umbrellas? Perhaps they too are solar

symbols-sun wheels, mandalas ....

Jacquetta Hawkes/ Man and the Sun',

Mine Remder



Reflections

Prologue

Who laid bare the high and verdured mountains

that gloried in the inviolate godhead's presence?

Who intruded upon the Himalayas' spiritual penance

while they kept vigil upon the teeming, spontaneous silence?

Who lifted the immemorial ban

guarding the continent of man?

Who interrupted the mountain fastness' song

before the sacred melody could prolong?

Who entered the impregnable lair

while the yogis were at prayer?

1

I gaze upon the breadth of the earth

I measure its widtlund spaceless girth

And behold the alliance and the pact

Man's tryst with nature's tact

As it once was in the youthful silent past

before the fated die of the future was cast

That endures physically in the immortal present

and awaits humanity's mindful conscious assent.

1 explore the pathways of life,

the soundless mysteries that are rife

And come across a significant symbol

in the course of my ceaseless ramble.

It is the spirit of gentleness that abides,

in the dappled early morning dew resides,

that wafts abroad at the gradual close of day

as the blue sky changes to gloom of peari-grey,

that radiates its quiet and humble appeal

for human welfare and wholeness and weal,

the poignant cry of a lone-sailing bird,

the quiet voice of sanity scarcely heard.

2

The countryside lies steeped in fading light

gathering potency from the mom's heavenly height

The passage of the hours becomes

the simple voice of the bounteous earth

the shore of hopes, the horizon of the hearth

Folk melodies were meant for those

who valued their deepest wellspring-

the quiet and calm of the rural night

emerging without form or vision upon my sight.

3

Ah Innocence! where wert thou

when my brothers quarrelled and fought

each over the other's estate and lot

How did you alight with the dawn

but fade away with morn?

Daylight stumbled and vision became a sin

The planet became a carrier pf woes
and my heart came to ache.

4

the warm and lambent sunshine reminds me
of the moorings of rfiy past's fancy

my childhood that seemed to have

no coriceivabie beginning or preconceived end.

All around me, I envision, once lay

the tracts and woods of nature's byway

Then was the languid drifting peace shattered

and the amazing pall of silence densely marred

by the relentless scream of inequity,

the fated deathly hour of destiny.

5

Mother earth bore awhile without complaint

the reckless contempt and scourging taint

conjured by her false and spendthrift brood

Then she slowly began to reveal in prayers and dreams

the fancy and frolic of her many-textured mind

to those who waited

while the storm abated

and dreamt in solitude

of a requiem from feud.

6

Life is returning upon its plinth

the woods are bearing the wild hyacinth

Arid I am left to worider whether

my anguished sight will heal ever

Do the newborn vistas envisage

the light ascending the horizon's marge

Will the future reveal

more than it yet conceal?

Is autumn nigh, past engrossed summer

Will spring emerge o'er the shade of winter

Will the cool and fragrant breeze bf happiness

end this sorry tale and plaintive era of distress?

Gautam Haridas volunteers at THE EYE
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Housing Complexes with

ever so Indian names!

MONTE

'Mughal cities' and, less frequently,

'colonial towns' bob up from the pages of

school textbooks. It is not explained how,
in many ways, they were similar, that all of

them were cosmopolitan, multilingual

crossroads for trade and cultural forms.

The sites were used, recycled, often

abandoned for other sites.To the best of

our knowledge they were well governed,

and there were no traditions of conflict

between merchants and rulers, merchants

and the dominant church, artisans and
merchants, as in medieval Europe; or

between warring factions, as in medieval

West Asia. There were specific cases of

protest against high prices or acts of

injustice. These were dealt with by local

panchayats or the Kotwal.

Max Weber—who cast a very

long shadow on subsequent writing—

argued that European towns were rooted

in traditions of civic autonomy, whereas

'Oriental' towns were controlled by

despotic governments. He was only partly

right. What gave Indian towns their

staying-power was not despotic

governments but the concentric pattern of

governance. The ruler's power was limited

by that of the kotival, who in turn presided

over thanadar's each of whom headed a

pyramid of little mohullas, each with a

mohulladar. Each

level had its set of

responsibilities,

so that at any

API O given time, thereV^r\l\uvy
was information

Eabout the

inhabitants of

each thana- births and deaths, taxes,

security and uses of public areas. Over the

last hundred years, this pyramid has

crumbled. The appointment of permanent
officials occupying 'seats' in impersonal

offices has bred indifference and
corruption. Individuals have permanent
ownership over their 'plots' of land, which
has meant that the sense of community-
mohulla—has broken down. Above all,

democracy can tempt political aspirants

to adopt populist measures which can

do great harm to the urban fabric v

(a 'concession' of an extra floor

per house in a neighbourhood of

narrow roads is greeted with delight;

a few years later, when the houses

find they have gained a floor but lost

their free sunlight, the wisdom of the

original rule becomes obvious).

What lifted many 19th-

century towns— Birmingham,
Bombay, Chicago— out of smog
and dirt was that their rich

citizens were concerned to create a city

beautiful. Through history, it is not

governmental agencies, but guilds or

individuals who have built dharmsalas,

sarais, gardens, hospitals, schools. Today
we read about how the rich spend their

money, about how they escape from the

city where they made the money, to green

and oxygen-filled neighbourhoods in the

suburbs with ever-so-Indian names like

Manhattan Towers or Charmwood Village

!

They even refer to the older parts of the

city as 'downtown'! American downtowns
and British 'inner cities' have been given a

new lease of life by the intelligent

deployment of funds. Their human scale,

their pedestrian-friendly public areas,

have been experienced by Indians. Sadly,

they have not thought to do the same for

Indian towns. Is it that the ideology of

'urban renewal' goes against the

centuries-old tradition of abandoning

overused urban areas? But that option is

no longer available. We have to make
optimum use of what we have, and see

our towns as a whole, so that in the next

century they will again be beautiful and
good to live in,

'Town-planning' has at all times

sought to straitlace towns into a chosen

form (the endearing Indian image of the

tubby vastupurusha squashed into the

mandala is very telling).

RIPIN

KALRA
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The Indian wisdoms, learnt by trial

and error, about orientation, materials,

heights and form, have been forgotten. It

is such an irony that a country with four

millenia of urbanism learns how to lay out

towns from a two hundred year old

culture which builds identical

chequerboard towns all the time. Modem
American towns are built for cars, and

Indian planners are doing their best to

copy them— children, the old and the

disabled being left to fend for themselves.

Much of the joy of Indian towns

was outdoors. Blessed with a dry climate,

Indians only needed to ensure that there

was shade, waterbodies and ways of

trapping the breeze. Architects have

persuaded us that buildings are necessary

for everything, and that one's status is to

be measured in square feet. Our towns

have become repositories for unused

auditoria, for underused 'institutional'

buildings, and for 'community centres'

where one looks in vain for the

community. The streets and choivks which

were venues for festivals and processions

are traffic-lanes, and the raja on the

elephant has been replaced by frightened

VVIPs darting by in white cars, decorated

The compact beehive that was the

pre-automobile Indian city has gone, or

rather, it is a small sliver in a sprawling

area with green, yellow and brown

segments-the green suburbs of the rich,

the yellow public areas, and the brown

lower middle class and working class

districts. As territories become disparate,

indifference sets in, along with a sense of

the need to protect one's own little

territory. What suffers most is the public

areas. The rich pollute the city; directly by

their vehicles and by the garbage they

generate, indirectly by their callous

indifference to the poor whose services

they use (who provides basic facilities to

construction-workers, and who then

It is such an irony

that a country with four

millenia of urbanism

learns how to lay out

towns from a two

hundred year old culture

which builds identical
with black guns.

chequerboard

complains that they are 'dirty'?). The poor

cannot pollute, unless encroachment on

public areas and the building,of asbestos-

and-tin huts are seen as polluting. They

are not inherently prone to criminal

activities, though Ashis Nandy's warning

that blatant polarisation of wealth coupled

with civic indifference will lead to crime,

particularly against women, should be

heeded.

We cannot wish away differences

in lifestyles, or even rich and poor

neighbourhoods. What we can do is to

learn from the West, not how to buy toys,

designer labels and junk food, but how to

give our towns the dignity of cleanliness,

comfort and courtesy in public areas and

public interaction. We could also give

ourselves the pleasure of identifying and

bringing back the magic of Indian towns

—small ingredients like chhatris (that

wonderful device to block the sun and

channel the breeze), trees (which cost

nothing and give so much), low platforms

around pipal trees, the magic of different

levels and winding galis, of friendly

verandahs, of running water, of flowers

(how often do the lotus and waterlily

figure in our stories, yet in Delhi the only

person who built it into his architecture

was the great American, Joseph Stein!)

Modern technology does not have to be

antagonistic to craftsmanship- the

one can supplement the other to

build stunningly

beautiful

cityscapes.
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Our towns have been plundered

often enough— for portable wealth

(Taimur, Nadir Shah, the Jats), for land,

electricity and water (today's rich and

poor predators). A miracle has to be

wrought in terms of generating 'civic

fundamentalism' -such as Chamberlain

wrought in Birmingham, Burnham in

Chicago, Rao in Surat. The Metropolitan

Museum in New York is run by 2000 paid

workers and 1000 volunteers. Indian

towns need a civic volunteer corps

(housewives, retired officials?) and a

commitment from the city's rich -the

former to give 10 per cent of their time,

the latter 10 per cent of their income to

their city in the SPIC MACAY tradition^

I
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THE
CRESCENT
AND THE
SUPER
CROW

K.T. RAVINDRAN

On the invitation of Jawaharlal Nehru,Frenchman Le Corbusier, the master of

modern architecture, came to India to design Chandigarh, his city of the future.

He neatly divided the city into grids and banished all forms of chaos . This was

his model of a perfect, modem, automobile-friendly city. While Corbusier's

proteges and the America-trained Indian architects of the 1950's dominated

architectural practice and thought in the early years of independence, as part of

the country's development ideology, architects in India are beginning to take a

second look at its vernacular architecture, long since ignored. This article,

written in the form of a fable, is an Indian architect's concern at the decline of

the architectural idiom best understood by us Indians.

Yet there is hope ...

]\/[y island was ruled

by the moon. On still nights

the moon's rays drove a slow

madness intomy people. To
sing and to celebrate life, to

paint, sculpt and to build or

just sit around on the shore,

they looked to the moon. On
full moon days they gyrate in

unison with the waves of the

sea without fragmenting time,

taking in emptiness and

dreaming of the Unborn.

But worshipping the

moon is superstition. History

says so. And I prayed for a

storm.

The big storm that came

broke the chains of the sea.

The waves turned red and all

the elders were shot. Many
conferences were held in the

island in those days to select

the right mind to make a new
symbol, to build a nest for me
to hatch a new dream. From

across the seven seas they

found him, the Super Crow,

progressive, visionary, a bird

of many talents, made in the

image of God himself. 1

welcomed him with open

hands.

The Super Crow was a

special character. He was

ambitious like some Jonathan

Livingston Seagull, flying

really higher and higher, and

taking some times helicopter

rides across high terraces. He
loved the green and abstracted

many many patterns in the

greens, discarded tinsel and

took to metal and cement. In

the Island of the Crows, it was

sensational that this one

fellow, the son of a very

ordinary nest-builder should

excel like this in the art of

abstracting. The elders (the

dead elders) of those islands

were happy at this new
phenomenon. They said, "At

last the vibrations we released

are making a dent on the

living. Between the gods

above and us now, patterns

exist not in confused

randomness but in abstract
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purity. Here

is the true son of

our culture.

Centuries of breeding

and genetic monitoring

have now come to fruit.

From capturing the eternal in

capsules of time, is it not

logical, nay rational, that such

an abstraction should arise?

Mind, man, is

irrepressible. Energy

can best be |iH
transmuted. From

geometry and logic

the energy now deflects to

denser regions, enveloping

within its fold many many
islands. And this Crow is our

messenger. He will take our

ideology to every continent."

Saying this, they chuckled

and puffed at the chimneys.

That chuckle shattered to

fragments the illusions of

people in all other islands.

In the morning

mist, the red of the

waves are not visible.

The long boats that

moved silently towards the

shore have standing figures

clothed in long black tail-coats

and thick round glasses. Their

faces are not visible. A
menacing presence they have

in the mist-ridden sea. But I

know they bring the secret

that will savemy island from

the clutches of the evil moon
and justify the murder ofmy
elders. From now on, there is

no looking back. Unfettered

by the past I must set forth to

SRID
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T,he Super Crowwas a special charac-

ter. He was ambitious like some Jonathan

Livingston Seagull, flying really higher

and higher, and taking some times

helicopter rides across high terraces.

build the nestof nests in the

agora ofmy island. This, only

the Super Crow can do forme

.

It delightsme to sniff

the air in my island. It

delightsme to seemy people

living in orderly rows in the

periphery of the

island, for the

JZrowhad said

"the heart of the

island is the

zone of radia-

tion. From this

centre should

spread, my
friend, your

ideology and mine.

What if their eyes smart a

little with staring up for a

while, salvation can be

attained only in a row. At

every right angle intersection

in this island lies a tap of

nectar. If they are thirsty on

the way to the agora, let them

drink off these nectar-

taps as much pleasure,

as much order, as they

want, for this order is the

new magic potion. You don't

like its taste because you are

addicted to the evil ntagic

potion of the moon. This will

cure you of caste and feudal-

ism, it will make you all

equal. It will give you the

same face, will monitor your

madness and elevate you all to

crowhood. But my men have

laws, that you can eat, drink,

watch television and fornicate

all night but only in a

row. A rule is a rule".

Saying this, he put neat

lines across the length and

breadth ofmy island and

installed a huge chimney in

the agora as a symbol of the

special kind of joy the

crowgods had handed out to

him. To this, the gathering of

the island's distinguished

flapped their tail coats and

cawed feverishly in praise of

the crowgods and their

benevolent messenger. One
by one they took the oath to

carry out his instructions and

spread amongst the young, his
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ideology.I

nodded in

contented

approval

though the other

islanders did not understand

crow language.

Worshipful islanders are

allowed in the agora. With

folded hands they can watch if

they wish, the smoke that

comes out of those grand

protrusions. The fragrance!

take heed of it; is the fragrance

of the burning of palm-leaf

scriptures. The perfume was in

the pen of the poets and what

better way than this to give all

islanders the chance to enjoy it

at one place, at the same time:

"Times have changed now".

The SuperCrow said toa

gathering of the distinguished,

"Now you can look forward to

the time you will also join the

gods, like they do in my
island. Every island will thus

be perfumed for the benefit of

all".

The distinguished

gathering was mostly of those

who wandered in the morning

mist, their tail-coats flapping

to the rhythmic beat of the

machine-boat the Super Crow

had invented. They flew to all

the comers of the island and

sang the praise of the extraor-

dinary perfume in the agora.

They told all, young and old to

leam the magic of geometry, the kinetic power

of straight lines and the Grid. The distinguished

were secretly happy that what they learned in

their wanderings in other continents had now
become the one and only dictum

for all islands. It was to

their special credit

that they had

assisted at one

time in far

away islands

the high

priests of the

crowgods, in

their ritual

murder of

meanings in

public places.

Now they will

play priest

themselves and tell

the people of this

island the secrets of

nest building. In all the

ong with me, the

Super Crow has also joined

the gods. He is now an impor-

tant star in the north-west

sky, when I shine in the

eastern horizon.

monasteries in the island they will teach the

canons of crow worship and the hymns to the

crowgods. After all, the future generation's faith

in crowgods is central to their faith in the

island's new ideology. They in turn will erect

more chimneys in every intersection of this

island. And the clouding skies will then

obscure the rays of the moon that secretly

supported the palm-leaf scriptures and caused

the brain fever and madness of myth in this

island. They will drive out the demons lying in

the base of the rivers, burn down the spirits

that dance in forests. They will gather the

fragments of memories and meanings and

sacrifice them at the altar of the crowgod. A fly-

over like a rainbow will span across the island

and on top of it I will sponsor the most spectacu-

lar parades.

Along with me, the Super Crow has also

joined the gods. He is now an important star in

the north-west sky, when I shine in the eastern

horizon. From here we can see the islands

below the left over layers of ozone, through the

hovering clouds resting in the dreams that we
left for them. Inmy own island, the wells have

turned black and the grass is swaying in shades

of brown. But what do I see in the agora ? A
Black Hole ? Where are all the chimneys and

clock towers that we erected at the intersections?

All the symbols of sameness that we left them

are being engulfed in nothingness ! Perhaps the

emptiness that we dispelled with goods in the

centre of everyone's soul is re-gathering in the

agora. The shattered grids have been blown

away in the wind. Perhaps the evil moon is

staging a comeback? Yes! 1 can see a strange

light overtaking my island. The undergrowth of

the grass is turning green again. Not only in

my island, but in many others, all over. The

constant rumblings in the far away seas are

dying down. The laughter of the island's young

can be heard in a rising murmur. Are they

rejoicing the return of the Moon?

Meanwhile, in the heart of every island,

the glow of nothingness spreads. And in serene

silence, the Crescent re-appears in the skyH
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Everytime we took a stroll in the campus of Indian Institute of

Management, Calcutta, we couldn't help noticing these rather strange

conical pink-roofed cluster of buildings, defiantly different. I had .

ignored them all along, assuming that it was somefreaky-

deconstructionist activity. Finally, I asked. This was the Centrefor

Human Values. New Age, tacky, businessmen meditating in dark
~~

suits, I decided. Not to be thought aboutfor another second. But,

the enigma about those pink buildings persisted and about a name

that kept cropping up again and again—Professor S. K.

Chakraborty.

When wefinally reached his house by a rickshaw, he opened

the door, dressed in a kurta-pyjama, barefooted. Hardly what a

corporate executive should look like even on a Sunday. We had

found out before we reached his home that he was one of the lone

and courageous voices ofconscience in thefirmament of

contemporary management, business and industry. He was blowing

the whistle on the ever-sofashionable management idiom. Professor

Chakraborty's presence in this issue ofTHE EYE on sustainable

development is crucial. Whatever he was, he was certainly a

manager ofsubstance.
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Rukmini Sekhan I had explained to

you on the phone before coming here to

meet you that this issue of THE EYE is

addressing whole paradigm of 'develop-

ment' in the light of the Indian national

journey these last fifty years. We have

been sitting with the title of Third World

or 'developing country' for quite some

time now. What in your view is develop-

ment and progress, what direction is it

taking in India and are there any inherent

pitfalls in the contemporary idiom?

S.K. Chakraborty: Development has

always been implicitly understood as

economic development—this is the

implicit premise. I would like to develop

this notion of development into something

more subjective. The objective

understanding has been taken to an

extreme. One could also argue that

subjective development could take us to

yet another extreme. Taking into account

both sets of options I would, given a

choice, opt for subjective development.

Because I wish to connect this with the

notion of sustainable development, I

would like to say that a subjective culture

that can afford to largely live within itself

will necessarily promote sustainable

development. On the other hand, a

culture that is objective, that is

externalised in its orientation/contingent

and dependent on external indices of

development, is bound in the long run to

move in the direction of unsustainability.

The last three hundred years have

provided ample example of this and

today, all that evidence is converging into

a huge uncontrollable vortex. Don't think

that I want India to take extreme steps—

I

was only making the point that if forced to

take an extreme view, I would make the

choice of subjective developmentbecause

it makesme more self reliant, autonomous

within myself and therefore less of a

predator. More self-contained therefore, I

contribute to sustainability.

India must learn from her own

contribution towards thought about

sustainability and the logic that unless we

arrive at and have a firm hold over the

sustainable concept of the human being

we will not have sustainable development

in the objective domain. What is this

sustainable model of the human being?

One has to start from there. Suppose we

have a model of a perpetually hungry of

man, perennially in deficit, ranging all

the way from the subtle to the gross, from

a little pat on the back to a smile from the

boss in the morning, to a grosser type of

deficit say a car or a house. This deficit

driven model ofman is theoretically

unsustainable. If the entire political and

economic superstructure is based on this

unsustainable model ofman,

sustainability is a lost case. What India

can offer to herself and the rest of the

world is a sustainable model of the human

being. So what is that model? It is called

puma. An Indian model ofman is apurpa .

A possible English translation would be

the 'higher self'. The higher self is

intrinsically whole, complete in itself and

by itself. This model ofman is embedded

in us but it is covered by layers and

layers of deposition of false, incomplete or

partial communication, understanding.

The whole business of

indexation tomymind is

fraughtwith grave danger.

As soon as you begin to

index everythingyou run

into superficialities.

education, learning and training. The task

of development is to then start by

identifying a developmentmodel for the

human being. Economic development can

wait ... that answer we will arrive at later

on.

The first question is what is

human development? Ofcourse the

United Nations has come up with the HDI

{Human Development Index). What are

these indices—mortality rates, infant

mortality rates, access to health care and

education, life expectancy rates. This is

the danger of going by simple

quantitative measurable criteria. The

whole business of indexation tomymind
is fraught with grave danger. As soon as

you begin to index everything you run

into superficialities. For instance

Brownoski, a social scientistwith a

thorough scientific background,

wrote ... whathappens after all ... you

blame science for everything ... he was

referring to the First or Second World

War ... there were only 600,000 casualties

in Britain ... if you take their average life

span to be 50 years, then multiply thatby

600,000 then, over the whole British

population it represents less than halfper

cent of the average life span lost. As

against that, through medicine, science

has increased the life span of the rest of

the population by 20 years or so. ... He

says, take it or leave it ... this is what

science has contributed destructively

through war and this is, on the other

hand, what science has contributedby

improving life expectancy. Fine, that is

good statistics, but if this extra fifteen or

twenty years in the average life span is

going to those people who are ever more

greedy, ever more consumption-oriented,

ravaging the earth of its resources, what

use is it in the long term for the

sustainibility of the world. You have that

manymore people with twenty more

years to live and therefore consume that

much more voraciously. I am looking at it

from that point of view. This is what

measurement cannot give you.

R. S: You speak with great feeling about

these indices of development and the

place of the United Nations in this. This

massive body and its radial agencies

seem to be constantly these big interna-

tional agencies? What is their role within

development in real terms? Especially for

India?

S.K.C: I would like to share my
thoughts with you. When I was abroad,

not too long ago, I came across a recent

report of the UN. They had appointed a

United Nations Cultural Commission. So

far as it makes the point that culture is the

end and not the means to economic

development, I'm willing to go with it.

That's an improvement in their thinking

process. What disturbsme is that towards

the end of the report, the index mania

takes over. The next important, practical

step would be to develop culture index

across the world and constitute a rank-
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ordering table. To my mind, this whole

business of rank-ordering and indexation

is a very nasty process.

In fact, I sense a racket. This gives

a field day for so-called 'researchers'that

is people who can quickly and quite

brilliantly spin all sorts ofconcoctions and

formulas. Scores of researchers will be

appointed and a lot of money will be

spent. Once again,you will find a hidden

agenda in all this. Take the whole

business of globalisation, it is rife with

hidden agendas. It is not out of a feeling

of love, believe me, it is a sophisticated

garb for untrammelled entry into mass

markets like India and China and to then

homogenise them. Because ifwe culturally

and at least externally homogenise with

them (industrialised nations) then we will

provide these nations with unlimited

markets. So what do we do ? I do no^ 4
think that the political machinery in dur

country has that kind of sensitivi^, "ihey

are birds ofpassage. I ammore siOTmed
at our intellectual and bureaucratic§|^
who should have given the political

^

masters a different kind of a backgroundW
— they should have exerted that influence

— and I think they are not doing their

duties, succumbing as they have to

careerism. Nobody has the guts to stick

out their necks and say this is wrong.

Everybody is behaving like a street dog

in search of crumbs.

When westerners come to India

they want to listen to something original

and they return thoroughly disappointed.

Is this a good commentary onmy country

and heritage ? India could have provided

an alternative model to the world. But we

are behaving like the rats from the Pied

Piper of Hamelin, somebody is playing

the pipe and we are rushing into the

abyss. Ifwe are dancing to the piper, the

fault is ours. We have allowed them to

rummage myhome and throw it helter-

skelter.

R.S: Having worked with young people

for many years, I have noticed that a

constant concern with them has been an

effort to understand the meaning of work.

What has work come to constitute? You

mentioned careerism. To take this

thought a step further, I would say that

skill is substituting education. Do you

perceive a decline in work? A lot of

young people are getting sucked into the

work paradigm without understanding or

being able to question the meaning of

; the facelessness of

S.K.C: I am glad that you used the word

'skills'. Firstly I draw a distinction

between training and education. We are

being trained, we are not being educated.

Training is for skills, education is for

values. Education makes for character,

while skills make for being manipula-

tive. This is the story of the world and is

certainly true for

India during the

last two decades.

raining is for s

education is for vj

Education makeslor

character, while skills

make forbeing

manipulative.

India is becoing diversified and enriched

in terms of skills. What is the net result ?

The so-called highly educated bracket of

people are being much more self-oriented

and manipulative than they ever were.

This is not the purpose of educa-

tion, education should produce character,

which is an aggregation of soundhuman

values. Therefore, if I were to make a

choice between a highly trained skilled

personbut low on values and someone

high on values but relatively low on

skills, I will certainly opt for the second

type, because skills are birds of passage,

theybecome obsolete and the faster the

rate of technological change the faster is

the rate of obsolescence of skills. Human

values, however, are not prone to obsoles-

cence, that is the mooring or anchor that is

absent today. Society hasbecome a society

of doers; skills and training relate to

'doing'; the more important task of

development is at the subjective level,

which is to 'become'. I am becoming a

sleek doer, but Iam not becoming a sound

and authentichuman being. This is where

I think there is a big cleavage; we are not

educated people, we are trained and the

training is contributing to a grossly

egoistic, manipulative, self-centred ethos.

I am becoming more smartbut less

genuine

This is the task which the Centre

forHuman Values at the Indian Institute

of Management, Calcutta is trying to

undertake. We wish to say that unlesswe
incorporate into the notion of development

of the human being and the notional

effectiveness in work, the dimension of

becoming to complement that of doing,

work will always be meaningless, it will

always exhaustme and runme dry from

within. I am in a hot chase and this

chase, in terms of careerism, is bound to

bum me. I am only seeing myself in

comparison with someone else. This is die

simple definition of careerism. Here, I am
actually diverting away from work. This

is the surest way to make work loose

meaning.

Let us see how India has tradition-

ally defined work. Here, a discussionon

work is not confined to work at the level

of human beings alone, it has been

linked and yoked to a frame of reference

which is wider, bigger and transcenden-

tal. Read Tagore, Aurobindo, Gandhi,

Vivekanandaor Coomaraswamy—they

are pitchinghuman work against a

backdrop of cosmic work. There is a

master worker and the entire universe is a

symbolic representation of the master

worker's craftsmanship. What is the inner

spirit of that master worker? Giving. It

gives of itself to humanity in countless

ways—light, air, sound and fragrance. If

there is workmanship then itpre-supposes

that there must be a worker, now it is up

to you to personify it.

R.S: You are in the field of

management and the Company is God in

management Bibles. You work towards

the Company's well being, you give

yourself entirely to the Company, which is

solely in the business of making profits.

This too is an offering to a larger concept

than oneself. What is the motivation

behind this offering and at what cost?

What is one's relationship with the

Company?

S.K.C: For the time being, if I accept the

Company as God, I can work better for

thatGod if I adopt this outlook: the Indian

philosophy ofwork—work for the sake of
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work—kartavyam karma . One can also call

it niskama karma or anasakti yoga. Here,

there is no distinction between one's work

and place of work, this philosophy does

not brook any kind of classification and

sub-division. Now, though I work for a

limited sphere likeEM or somebody else

for a bank or for a company, if I work

within this philosophy, I conservemy
energies better, and probablybecome a

better colleague. I still havemy own little

zone ofautonomy where I can exercise my
will.

R.S: But what about the system? Isn't

one a little helpless in trying to combat

the system-trap?

S.K.C: That is where the role of education

is supreme. If education does not giveme
that strength of convictionand power of

character to stand up against the system,

of what worth is that education? I am
asking a basic theoretical question-—does

the system precede the man or theman
precede the system? You know what
Vivekananda said a hundred years ago?

we go on investing in the system and

neglecting human character andhuman
values, the more it becomes a self-

fulfilling prophecy.

R.S: Let me take off from here ...

you constantly bring in the human

component with its accompanying

spirituality into management I'd like you

to comment on how the corporate sector

is actually now in a position to redefine

them and give them a new flavour. Taking

the growingly popular concept of 'stress

management'. It is not uncommon to see

executives in three piece suits sitting on

thick carpets doing 'yoga and meditation'.

These are the selective 'technical fixes'

of the mind realm. Is this something

better than nothing at all?

S.K.C: I like that observation of yours.

My explanation for this is simple. This is

the age of commerce—Vaishya yuga .

Therefore, everything, including spiritual-

ity is commercialised. It is utterly fake.

I,ntoxicationbom out

of infatuation with

technology, made a hybrid

word— 'tedmoxication'.

What is happening is,

technology is outpacing

the development of

thehuman mind.

Worth remembering. He said the more

you find a society providing for its

management with legislation and laws, be

sure that society is going to die soon. It is

a sign of death. So this over-reliance on a

system is not at all a happy trend. What

we are allowing it to do is make a

declaration that human quality is so poor,

that nothing can be done, let us see

whether the system can prop you up. So it

is a self-fulfilling prophecy. And the more

R.S: Don't you think stress

has come to mean something,

almost luxurious? If you're

stressed out it's almost as if

you've achieved and arrived.

You've come a long way and need to

introduce 'stress management' in your

life.

S.K.C: Yes, you feel great and big about

it, like beinggheraoedby unions was the

insignia of being really in the reckoning

!

R.S: You spoke yesterday about

'technoxication', which, I guess, comes

from 'intoxication'. The intoxication of

technology seems like a drug that keeps

us in virtual reality—the cinema hail

syndrome. This is closely linked to the

idolatry of fantasy, surrounded as we are,

by constant images. More often than not

this fantasy world is inextricably linked

to commerce. Would you agree that there

is a well crafted connection between

technology, fantasy and commerce?

S.K.C: Yes. I've been reflecting a lot on

this subject. This is the word that came to

me. Intoxicationbom out of infatuation

with technology, made a hybridword—
'technoxication'. What is happening is,

technology is outpacing die development

of the human mind. Technological

development is capable of takingplace

independently of die development of the

human mind and there lies the real

fissure or rupture.A Frankenstein

phenomenon. We have some people who
are creative—they arrive at a new
configuration of material artefactsand

things which has the potential to be

converted into a commercial commodity.

The implicit assumption is, if it has been

on the design table, then the technological

ethos says it must be put into mass use

and circulation. This is what we glorify as

being an innovative, a creative, a glorious

culture. I would like to switch this whole

notion of creativity to its proper place. I

find that this word 'creativity' has been

pulled out of its context and forcibly

squeezed into a context where it becomes

manipulative. Creativity in the domain of

aesthetics is not manipulation of anybody.

I'm not questioning the original inventor,

innovator or scientist either. I am coming

to the second lap of the race, the

technologist in combination with the

businessman andboth in combination

with the politidan.The technology-

politics-businessnexus produces the

virtual reality that you mentioned. And it

has a mesmerising influence.

R.S: But aren't we intelligent enough as a

species to part this mesmerising curtain

and see the reality beyond?

S.K.C : The human being is intrinsically

very gullible, though our IQmay be

high. Of what use is this IQ then? This

essential gullibility of the human race I

am talking about is due to, if I may be

permitted to use a beautiful Indian

concept

—

leela, a cosmic game. This mystic

concept is very useful in trying to

penetrate some of the deepest riddles of

existence. Why are we prone to affiliate

ourselves much faster with the vulgar and
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the diabolical than to the noble and the

lofty? Why are we constitutionally prone

to this downhill movement ? And when I

explored, I find the only reasonable

response to me is something beyond

reason. All I can say is that there is a

cosmic prankster at work here! Now it is

for us to be aware of him. People say, oh

you talk of spirituality so much, why is it

not easy? The answer is simply this,

nothing of real quality is easy and this

includes character formation. Unless we

define the notion of development from

that level and slowly expand it to the

level of society, economics, at the level of

managing the nation and the globe, we

wouldn't even have made the right start.

You started off this inteview by asking

who this development is meant for. If

development at the macro level is meant

for me—the micro individual, if Iam the

end of this whole development process,

then I have to first define my own
development. If development from that

level is not clearly defined then we are

not going to be able to ascertain the

notions of corporate, political and

managerial justice.

corroboration. No great enterprise

anywhere has depended on prior corrobo-

ration by statistics and data. All creative,

fundamental, long-term breakthroughs

have been done out of the purest level of

the subjective. Whether it is in business,

Matshushita in Japan, IBM in the US, or

science—an Einstein or aMax Planck, or

poets and mystics—a Tagore or Goethe,

you find that fundamental creativity has

never waited for statistical confirmation. I

have not waited for these things. But let

us look at managers in the working world.

They have muchmore direct experience

with the problems of the workplace, they

have existential questions. They acknowl-

edge someone like me much more.

R.S: I have always harboured this

question in my head. Are managers social

leaders? Is the study of management

required to make you a leader? Though

I've observed that the converse can be

true. Does managing one floor of people

under him make him a leader? I tend to

think that this is again a very commercial

view of leadership.

Indian model of leadership both in India

and abroad. I call it the Rajarshimodel of

leadership

—

Raja + Rishi. The Raja and the

Rishi— the secular and the sacred, the

mundane and the supra-mundane. Indian

mythology and history demonstrate an

unbroken succession of thismodel in

practice. Start with Janaka, who is

regarded as typical of the Rajarshi

model, then down to Buddha,

Chandragupta, Harshavardhana, Shivaji,

Rana Pratap, Akbar, Gandhi, Tilak,

Vivekananda, Guru Gobind Singh. You

see, in all these leaders, a dominant

streak of the rishi. Spiritual sadhana is the

backdrop of their leadership. Now in

industry, do I have examples? Yes, I had

the good fortune ofknowing one or two

examples from Indian industry whocame

close to this Rajarshi model. One of them

was, a long time ago, Chairman of State

Bank of India. Then he was thrown out

because he did not kowtow to the then

Prime Minister. There was a scam of 60

crores, that's all (!) chicken-feed, peanuts

compared to what's happening these days.

ThePMO asked him to forget about it, he

said nothing doing, so he was sacked, out

in a limbo.Then a new government came,

R.S: You are talking about all this

'intuitive, cosmic' stuff in a fiercely

competitive management-oriented world.

How do you get across your message

without facts, figures and data? Is there a

difference in the way

the academic world of management

and the workingvwx\d of management

look at you?

S.K.C: Yes. What I say are not amenable

to statistics, correlations and analysis,

which in any case to me, are so tertiary,

because after all, they are man made and

can be interpreted differentlyby ten

different people.You collect all that and

put it into an elegant format. But what is

the basic stuff that you are building all

this on? I have had a previous incarnation

in finance and accounting, so I know what

hard-stuff quantitative management is all

about. I have gone through that entire

mill. And I now wish to question what is

the whole foundation of the rigour of this

statistical work. The foundation is yours

and my response which is entirely

subjective. That being the case, I prefer

to go right away into the subjective mode.

Why should I wait for statistical corrobora-

tion? Because, experience tells me that

nowhere in the world are breakthroughs

madeby waiting for statitical

..•Professional

managers cannotbe

inspiring leaders. . .

.

Leadership is a process that

does not depend on

careerism at all Careerism

and leadership have to be

separated.

S.K.C: I agree with you. My thesis is that

professional managers cannotbe inspiring

leaders.

Professional managers are looking

at career mobility for theirown personal

name, fame, money and glory.

Whereas leadership is a process d
that does not depend on jp

5

careerism at all. Careerism and f *

leadership have to be separated. *

Professional managers are f
|

thoroughly wedded to their
|

careers. And when professional I

management is equivalent to

careerism, leadership can never

be bom. I am now espousing an

he was reinstated, he became the Chair-

man of IDBI. Today he is living in

Pondicherry, living a completely different

life. I have met him. He had a separate

space in his office where he could go for

mind-stilling. In the office space!
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During office hours! This is subjective

development. I know someone else, he is

still the Executive Vice-Chairman and

Managing Director ofACC—he's also

quite close to this model. Now, in the

coming months, I'm planning a pro-

gramme with the Confederation of Indian

Industry (CII) on Corporate Credibility

and Integrity in India in the context of

globalisation , mostly springing frommy
reactions to things that have been

happening.

R.S: CII calls people like you?

S.K.C: Well, just beginning to! And I

have been able to convince CII that as an

apex body you have to take the lead. So

they have agreed to collaborate with us

for a workshop here for the top

management and CEOs on Corporate

Credibility. In this connection, for my
own preparation, I have been trying to

study the corporate histories of those

industrial groups which began before

Independence in India. And it throws such

a luminous light on the kinds of leader-

ship in India. No IIMs, no professional

management, no CII, no All India

Management Association, nothing of the

kind, and yet you had sterling leaders. So

I'm reading those company accounts,

biographical accounts, corporate histories,

and I have filed up quite a bit of stuff

from Walchand Hirachand, Tata Group,

Birla Group, DCM Group, Kasturbhai

Lalbhai Group. Is there a lesson for

today's corporate leaders and

professional managers to learn from

them? One can't ignore the fact

that all those pre-Independence

industrial houses had a streak of

idealism and leadership.

The one common factor in all

these pre-Independence Indian

industrial houses was a sense of

nationalism. I'm

convinced that

leadership in India

has always

historically been

shorn of the

careeristic streak.

Wherever

careerism has

overtaken and

infiltrated into

leadership, it has

no longer been

leadership, it has

been crass indi-

vidualism, The best example inmodem
India is Gandhiji, who never wanted to be

a careerist leader, yet he was a leader.

Vivekananda never became the President

of the Ramakrishna Mission, which he

himself builtup from scratch. So careerism

is antithetical to inspiring leadership.

R.S: Do you believe that cyber develop-

ment is an enriching facet of human

ingeniousness? I was reading some-

where that Internet fosters cyber

brotherhood. And terms like 'community'

and 'fraternity' are acquiring a new
meaning. Though it beats me how by

sitting in front of a monitor, all by your-

self, pushing lonely buttons, you get a

feeling of brotherhood. This manipulation

is extremely lethal. Would you care to

debunk this?

S.K.C: I share your anxiety completely.

This pseudo world ofconnectedness is

being made to appear real. The pseudo

world of connectedness is something

which is overtaking the real task of sitting

down and culturing in yourself the

anubhuti (experience) of vishwabodh

(world awareness). Thisvishwabodh is an

anubhuti for which you don't have to press

buttons. Tagore was called avishwakavi

(world poet) and he never sat in front of a

computer.The way I'm talking to you

now, one to one, no cyber or TV can

replace this direct communication. I

attribute all this to a very

ruthless masculine

temper.

The one common factor

in all these pre-Independence

Indian industrial houses waj

a sense of nationalism.

Unfortunately manywomen also don't see

through this. But I still have hope in

women. It is they who have to sensitise

the male species.

R.S: And what would you say as a final

message to our young readers, which

include several young managers, engi-

neers and other professionals.

S.K.C: They must know India and I say

this from the core ofmy heart. Without

that they may serve their own careers, but

if they feel that they want to do something

for their country they must understand

that country with love and respect. And
for that, without being prescriptive, I can

suggest four basic books which every

young student of India must acquaint

themselves with. One, M.K. Gandhi'sMy

Experiments with Truth, two, Swami
Vivekananda's Lecturesfrom Colombo to

Almora, three, Aurobindo's The

Foundations ofIndian Culture, and four,

Tagore's Personality. They were not

scholars, they were not writing tomes for

their Ph.D theses. Know the soil on which

you stand, with compassion. It's like the

iceberg. Go down below, it is still solid,

awaiting you people. Don't disdain it,

don't disown it. That's my sincere request

to my younger brothers and sisters^
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THE PURUSHARTHAS
A MAP OF INTEGRAL MANAGEMENT

M.SIVARAMAKRISHNA

Until recently, Indian Management Systems relied entirely on western command-

control modelsfine-tunedfor competition and maximisingprofit. Thefollowing

extractfrom a larger article ofthe same name gives us the philosophicalframework

ofthis model, exposing thefatal drawbacks ofthe contemporary paradigm.

'Since artha has the connotation ofboth money and meaning, we can infer that

money becomes meaningful only ifit is validated by other transcending ends.

The author

The Move
Towards Ingenuity

The insistent move towards indigeneity

and all that it involves, evident in

postcolonial societies, constitutes the context

for the contemporising of corresponding

paradigms. For management, admittedly

the latest, most sophisticated western

system, the Indie insights enshrined in its

classical-philosophical/socio-political and

economic frames offer certain correctives as

well as interfaces. Here is an attempt to

recover them.The necessary validity is,

among other things, provided by Derrida's

insight that 'every culture has a philosophy

specific to itself.' Alongside it has also

'exemplary' philosophy-elements which

transcend specificity and communicate

across frontiers.

Creative Balancing

All systems function within the overhang-

ing contexts of a meta-system. And as

Edward de Bono notes, without these meta-

systems 'everyone would act according to

theirown individual systems which might

be based on immediate gratification, self-

indulgence and impulse.' And 'religion',

he adds 'is the prime example of a meta-

system that has served to override man's

small view of himself and gives him aims

and values he might not otherwise have

developed.' Thus if abhyudaya is the system

of secular management, ttihsreyasa is the

meta-system which channels the secular. In

effect, integralmanagement presupposes

the creative counterpointing, of both. And

inHindu meta-systems, repudiatingone

and consequently affirminganother is

invalid. Thus these are not pathologically

polarised but relativised.Themap of this

interior and outer management is the

purushartha, the harmonisingof dharma,

artha, kama, and moksha.

In terms of extent idiom this is

hardware/software programmingequality,

playing the game ofmanagement with

your eve on both the 'scoreboard and the

ball', on profit-priority and altruistic

ultimacy. Divorce of the one from the

other is according primacy to owning as

being ('the more you own the moreyou

are') and the onset ofpurposelessness as

the invariable of affluence without

orientations. Schopenhauer struck at the

root of this phenomenon, 'Now thatwe

have thrown away the old burdens of

poverty and all that it entails, webecome

burdens to ourselves.' The basic problem of

management is: how to inform the

effortlessly impelling desire for artha and

kamaby the values of dharmaand tttoksha.

Marx/Freud Harmony
through Yajna

Artha and kama are, in contemporary

context, the Marxian (the economic) and the

Freudian (the emotive systems).Though

the former is a means to the realisation of

what the latter conceives as desired ends, if

it is not informed by knowledge (
jnatia) of

the desirability of these ends, the entire

attempt becomes meaningless. Pursuit of

artha insuch contexts is not only anartha,

fatal, but also artharahita, meaningless.

Since artha has the connotation ofboth

money and meaning, we can infer that

money becomes meaningful only if it is

validated by other, transcending ends.

Thus it is not 'monotone' value, as Gregory

Batesoncalls it, assuming monstrous

proportions of pure profit, but an integral

component ofwhatSwami Vivekananda

calls 'toned-down materialism'. Similarly,

the overriding, often relentless desire for

desire, kama, is in one sense, what Freud

calls the pursuit of the pleasure principles.

But this is pleasure which ensures in the

process of its realisation, the minimum

possible disorientation, individually and

collectively.Thus artha and kama, the

imperatives ofeconomy and pleasure, are

not denuded of their great strength. Only

these should not be viewed in abstraction

but in the system of dharma and moksha.

Yajna:Movement from
Self-Interest to

Interest in Self

The strategy here is yajna. Indie thought

identifies two categories: dravya yajna

and jnana yajna. The one is management

of materials, the other is the management

of the knowledge tomanage these

materials. The knowledge imperative here
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is implicit in the very structure oiyajna.

Yajna is doing something not for oneself

alone. In other words this is reaping the

fruits not by the performer but by another

who is not related by ties of blood or any
other kind. In management/organisational

terms this is agent/dividend polarity. The
agent works for the customer, maximising'

the dividend; and, unless the attitude of

helping another is ingrained, management
will turn out to be a relentless, ruthless

pursuit of ones own ends. The movement
here is from loyalty to material rewards or

perks to commitment to integrity. This

integrity is loyalty —to others as extensions

of normative patterns.

Artha-Kama: Products;
Dharma-Moksha: Norms,
Person-Principle Complex
Artha and katna constitute individual

loyalty to growth, while dharma and
moksha embody impersonal, normative

obligations which restrain this growth from
becoming one-sided. In effect, themodem
management situation, in which ownership

is often separate from management, the

idea of loyalty to the owner's well being

and not commitment to values of society as

a whole, may create an amoral ethos. Thus,

if accepting change effortlessly to confront

ever shifting trends and orienting this

change to demonstrable results ofmore and
more profit, is basic to managerial contexts,

then this change as permanence may
create the illusion that, there are no

enduring evaluative frames legitimising

these changes channelled for growth.

Viewed thus, themodem business

structure and the people who manipulate it

are certainly reflective of the structure of

yoga. Ifyoga is freedom from pre-supposi-

tions and mental modifications, then

analogously, no company can survive with

loyalty to presuppositions. It should be

open like the Yogi's mind, functioning as a

witness to modifications. This basic

structure is impersonal, and freedom to

choose and concentrate is its essence. In

other words, we require for viable models

a shift from managing and leading 'to

serving as relays' - as impersonal

receptacles of ideas/norms/values which

restrain growth without correctives. The

'command and control' model of

management, reflective of the intrusion of

the military ethos into management, gives

way to analysis and knowledge-based

models.

Responses Redefined
III Terms of Integral Growth
Thusviewed, managementdoesnot
centralisepurely ecoriomic/hedonistk:

models of growth.This is pathological

dichotomising ofhuman consciousness. In

such a case scarcity and plentitude remain

the achievable and the avoidable poles of

an exclusively sensate culture. Similarly,

exclusive pursuit ofdharma and moksha
create a passivity and inertia (tamas in

Hindu typology ofhuman qualities)

reflecting ritualism and escapism. In other

words, the integral map tempers account-

ability to cognisable goals, economic and
hedonistic, with responsibility to values,

moksha and dharma.

Conclusion: Warrant for this

Conceptual Model
If the above appears a streamlined, finely

drawn, but functionally futile, academic

model, I canonly quote

Peter F. Drucker, the greatManagement
Guru as a defense:

‘In its structure and in its

management problems and concerns,

(large business, twenty years hence)

xoill bear little resemblance to the

typical manufacturing company
which our textbooks still consider the

norm. Instead, it is far more, likely to

resemble organisations that neither

the practising manager nor the

management scholar pays much
attention to today - the hospital, the

university, the symphony orchestra.'

My context in a university is the

warrant for this textg

Dr. M. Sivaramakrishna was the

Head of Departanent of English, Osmania

University, Hyderabad.
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The dawn broke on the dead and the

survivors. Now, survivors are very different

from other persons who are not survivors. For

one, the survivor is a victim. The survivor did

not choose to undertake risk, was unaware of

the cause, extent or effect of the peril that led to

death, destruction and disability and, anyway,

had no control over the disaster-causing process

or over the killer gas.

Then, again, the survivor is a victim of a

mass tort; that is, the survivor is one among a

mass of victims. The facelessness of being one in

a fleeing terror-stricken crowd of thousands

becomes the identity of the victim. The

incapacity of an administration or

unpreparedness of the medical establishment to

respond effectively in an unannounced crisis

can be imagined. The inadequacy—even

absence-of information on the nature of the

gas, its harm potential or its antidote, only

increases the agony, and decreases the

possibility of ameliorative action. In this welter

of incomprehension and helplessness, the victim

may succumb or become a survivor.

A survivor may, again, be a multiple

victim. Suffering discomfiture, dislocation and

sheer terror. Eyes, liver, intestines, lungs ...

bearing the onslaught of the gas. The impending

threat of more malignant danger manifesting

over time. The misshapen child at birth. The

unaided abortion. The lost possibilities of having

children. The fear that a child bom to a victim

parent could carry the effects of the poisoa The

stigma of being a gas victim. The reduced

working capacity directing poor lives into

further impoverishment. The burden of being

dependent. The unavailability of anyone to be

dependent on ...

.

Yet, that is not all. The loss of a parent, a

child, a friend, a sibling, a husband, a wife-

sometimes whole families. Mass cremations, the

unidentified dead and ill-kept records adding to

the distress of being a victim. Survivoris guilt,

trauma accompanying the disaster and post-

traumatic stress disorder, litigation neurosis,

compensation neurosis — one flung unfailingly

leading to the other.

As the sun tramped across the metaphorical sky of the aftermath, familiar

words begin to assume new meanings. Here are some excerpts from the Before and

After Lexicon recording the metamorphosis:

Damage limitation:OM (Old Meaning) - efforts to reduce and prevent

fall out of destructive, injury-causing or disastrous events; measures intended to

contain the harm inflicted on a people.NWM (New World Meaning) —efforts to

restrict or contain harm done to corporate image; measures to control the fall out

of a disaster, e.g. by denial, laying false trails, disinformation, controlling

information, co-option and, wherever possible, corruption.

Accident: OM - a fortuitous happening, unintended in effect, an

unforeseen event, a mishap. NWM - the causing of death and destruction by use

of technology or in pursuit of profits; an event that causes harm and injury which

is explained as being necessary in the interests of development.

Compensation: OM - reparation for harm caused; an evolving term

intended to recognise the losses sustained by the injured or dependants.

(NWM) -an absolution computed in money terms; a constituent cost of an

enterprise calculated as Income Replacement + Limited Expense Replacemnt +

Limited Funeral Expenses (wherever relevant) minus a variety of recognised

deductions; definitely excludes social costs and all other non-monetisables.

The experiences of the people after their

reincarnation as survivors would be chilling if it

had not become commonplace. First it was the

Ambulance Chasers. Bom out of the incapacity

or unwillingness of the victim to seek redress, or

out of the trauma which stilled a victim into

inaction, the Ambulance Chasers promised

something for nothing — nothing other than a

sizeable chunk of any sum they were able to

extract from the offending party, that is.

Then it was the Ubiquitous Presence

which appropriated their right and their residual'

capacity to fight their own battles.

The Survivors cried,

'Oh Ubiquitous Presence, but

you are a transgressor

yourself. Only you had the

power to prevent the disaster;

but you were remiss,

criminally remiss. You

permitted, nay encouraged,

even propitiated those who

brought this disaster into our

midst. How can you now

appropriate our voices?'
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Of course, the cries

went unheard or unheeded (it

is, as we know, not always

possible to figure out which is

which).

Then, after many
crossings and re-crossings of

the oceans, and a final return

to native soil, the Sagely and

the Wise were petitioned to

explore the blurring

dimensions between right and

wrong and find the path to

Justice.

Two intriguing events

of more than symbolic

significance then happened. It

is not to the Settlement -
always referred to with a

capital 'S'- that I refer, though

both events are definitely, and

integrally, connected with it.

The first was the Merger and

Substitution. When the

Settlement was announced,

and the Sagely and the Wise

were declared to have nodded

their approval, the Survivors

gathered around it, dreading

yet desiring to know how the

phrases read and what they

meant. Imagine their

consternation when they read

of the merger of the identities

of the Ubiquitous Presence

with the Controllers of the

Offending Enterprise (COE, or

sometimes represented in the

acronym CEO).

'Any person seeking to

point ah accusing finger at the

COE', it read, 'points it not at

the COE, but at the Ubiquitous

Presence. For, hereafter, the

Ubiquitous Presence will

substitute itselfwhere theCOE
should have been. The

Ubiquitous Presence shall

defend all charges, claims and

accusations made against the

COE. The COE shall, hereafter,

be left free to engage itself in

more productive ventures.'

Thus was the

appropriated voice of the

Survivors subverted, and

sought to be implicitly

merged with that of the

transgressor.

But the Ubiquitous

Presence had spoken in their

voice! It had said it alone was

the representative of the

Survivors! How, then, was

such Merger and Substitution

It was the shock that

restored to the Survivors their

voices. And having found their

voices, they declared

unequivocally and for all to

hear that the Settlement wasa
deed signifying destruction,

not life. The escalating pitch of

protest and dismay refused to

subside, and the Sagely and the

Wise were impelled to lend a

ear. The Sagely and the Wise,

however, were hampered by

the Settlement. Moreover, they

had not been introduced to the

Survivors except by proxy —
that is, the Ubiquitous

Presence. Mow they had to

recognise new sounds,

consider concerns that were

beyond their immediate

experience and do justice. Here

comes the second intriguing

event.

It is common knowledge

that the Sagely and Wise are

impartial, disinterested and

without the onus of translating

the words of justice into actioa

It is why they are capable of

seeing all sides of a multi-

sided object. They do not need

to work within the limitations

of 'reality' and 'pragmatism'.

Their aim is to do complete

justice. It was this that

propelled the Survivors to the

Sagely and Wise. Yet — and

this is the baffling bit - having

heard the tale of the silencing

and the appropriation, and

having been led through the

traitorous conduct of foe

Ubiquitous Presence, they still

said, and I paraphrase: 'What

has been done has been done

in foe interests of foe victims.

In any event, to do a great

right, it is permissible to do a

little wrong.'

This pronouncement perplexed foe

Survivors as much as it raised their ire. The
Survivors knew that they were victims; but foe

Ubiquitous Presence, who had collected foe

reparation sums which paid foe way out for foe

COE, was scoffing at their victim status.

Suspicion and cynicism, abetted by

unreasonable demands for documentary

evidence and definite proof to link foe

Survivors' condition to foe disaster was being

used to deny foe existence of victims. Anyway,
foe process of determining the victims who
would be recognised by foe Ubiquitous Presence

was in its early stages. If victims had not even

been identified, how was it in their interest to

allow foe offender to purchase absolution? How
was foe breach of faith a 'little wrong'? What
was foe 'great right' that was achieved by

stilling into silence foe voices of the Survivors?

There were, of course, no answers.

/ T_T
JL luman life is

expendable. The poorer the

human person, the

less the cost they

represent, the

more

expendable they

are/

New Jungle Saying-

Phantom

As the calendar moved, so did subtle

(and not-so-subtle) changes become evident.

The Survivors found their worth being

calculated in terms of the wages that they had

been earning before they had become victims.

Living on the economic fringe, their inflow had

been inversely proportionate to the effort: a

systemic device to keep each person in their

place. They watched their expandability being

determined on the 'cost* they would be to the

delinquent enterprise; the poorer they had been

before they became victims, the less the

enterprise would have to pay. When the

Ubiquitous Presence invoked 'People's Courts'

which re-evaluated human life at Rs. 25,000, the

Survivors could see the writing on the wall. It

read:
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1. To impoverish the

poor is the law of nature. And,

if it is not the law of nature, it

is certainly the law of man.

And, if not of all men, certainly

of all those who count.

[The mural didn't

clarify 'count' what]

2. Industry is

indispensable, no matterhow
destructive or dangerous to

human life, property or the

environment.

3/Human life is

expendable. The poorer the

human person, the less the cost

they represent, the more

expendable they are/

As events unfolded, the

wall got crowded and

overwritten, and the Survivors

had to strain to read what was

really plain to see.

4. Those who may bring

technology ought to be

protected; their crimes ignored;

where they cannot be ignored,

diluted; where possible, action

avert; and where conviction is

unavoidable, perhaps

pardoned?

As the Survivors turned

homeward, they knew that a

New Truth had altered their

identities. Hereafter, they

would be the Invisibilised

Costs of Development.

THE EXILE

Characters:

Bagi

Borima
Vardi Sarkar

Goriba & Madari

Band of Protestors

The Folk

Entities:

Pathways of Presumed Progress

Village Conclave

The Universal Concern for Environment

and Ecology

Permanent Alienation

Perpetual Exile

The Concerned for Fauna & Flora

Willed Forgetfulness

There are epics, legends, winding talesand shortened stories which make

their way out through the Pathways of Presumed Progress. This is the story of

Gobagi Punta, Bagi to her Mends and Doi to her family, which is usually related in

the broken narrative style.

When Bagi was a little girl, her great grandmother, Borima, who had grown

old and reminiscent, taught her a song about the stones that were planted around

their forest. It went like this:

Planting stones that have no roots

That have no roots, that have no shoots

That have no shoots, that have no leaves

That have no leaves, that catch no thieves

That catch no thieves, that do no good

That do no good, that grow no wood

Planting stones is only meant

To say there is a government ..

’•
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This was among her

earliest lessons in what Borima

called her Living Education.

When Bagi was older, she

heard words like 'reserve

forest' and 'perimeter fence'

;

she was told that the stones

that surrounded her forest

belonged to the government;

that they made the grass and

the trees and the animals and

the streams and the river and

the birds the property of the

government; and that the

stones representedthe

authority of the State. But, to

Bagi, it was the song that told

Bagi's recollection of her

first Village Conclave was

indistinct, but there were

impressions that stayed with

her for many, many years.

Some months before the

Conclave, there had been

rumblings among the women;

they had knitted their brows

and pitched up their voices

and let the men hear that they

were troubled. There were

strange men invading the

forests, intruding into areas

where the women went to

collect grass and twigs and

loppings. No, no, they were

not talking about the vardi-

sarkar. These men were

different. They carried

implements which looked

threatening. Thewomenwould
no longer be able to carry on

with their work.

Some days later, they

had watched as the strangers

carted away sawn trees and

loaded them on to a row of

trucks waiting in the clearing.

In a remarkably short time,

they had seen trees disappear

and the bare earth littered with

dying stumps become balding

patches.

Incomprehension had

turned to distress when Goriba

and Madari, two of their men

who did their fishing in the

stream-rfver, had been a downturn of the mouth

roughed up by the strangers a crease in the brow,

for 'trespassing,. Everybody

knew that ever since the stones She recalled an agitated din — and then a

had been planted, there had sealed silence. An alteration of reality,

beenan understanding

between the vardi-sarkar and

the village that the villagers

could continue their lives The thick foliage muffled the messages

uninterrupted so long as no which crisscrossed the countryside. They did

trees were felled. And here not hear of the evacuation of hundreds of

were these strangers ruthlessly villages, thousands of families, lakhs of men,

destroying the life of the forest! women and children from the mountains along

Bagi knew none of this the river to tin sheds in exposed terrain, in

when she sat beside Borima cluttered configurations. They did not hear of

and Abu at the Village the promises of paradise, the pledges of

Conclave. What Bagi prosperity, the inevitable plunge into poverty,

remembers is the expression of They did not hear of the power of propaganda

defiance mixed with which altered the truth of impoverishment into

helplessness and

powerlessness that trudged

into the Conclave with the

men. The vardi-sarkar had told

them that it was not in their

province to interfere. It was the

vardi-sarkar's kindness that let

them remain in the forest, and

they would do well not to test

his patience. They were illegal

...illegal ...illegal. If he

decided to act under the law

under the law . under the

law

The child's mind did not

pictures of plenty. Nor would they have

understood how such happenings could be

explained away as being 'practical and

necessary'. Which is perhaps why when it

happened, they didn't resist.

In the oral history of

Bagi's people, 'if is called the

Exile. This was the time that

important people, rigged in

attires exuding power,

strode through the

village telling them

they would have to

'relocate'. It had all

been decided. The

forest needed to be

conserved. The

Universal Concern for

Environmentand

Ecology had set its

sights

understand the words. But as

she looked around her, then

and thereafter, she knew that

something in her adult world

had changed, almost-but only

almost- imperceptibly. She

learnt to recognise

on this forest, and now all but the fauna and

flora would have to go.

This was also the time when a band of

protestors with glinting eyes, determined chins

and firm resolve had engaged the striding

dignitaries in a ferocious battle. This protesting

band had been dismembered when a van

a shuffle in the gait

a stoop in the shoulders

a furtiveness in the eye

braked to a halt, the maintained of law and

order stepped out, and flailing arms and raised

voices were driven away. Bagi remembers that
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they were friendly, even

familiar, and exhortatory.

Don't worry, they said in a

strange dialect, we won't let

them deny you your rights.

Rights?

This is how Bagi learnt

that their losses had a

language.

The village had

splintered. There were those

who had settled on the

periphery, and there were

those who had felt too

uprooted to stay. Those who
stayed subsisted on the fish

they caught in the stream-river

in die forest. They had less

than they ever had before, but

at least die vardi-sarkar had not

closed off all routes to

subsistence. The men did most

of the fishing, but the women

were adept too. When they

were done with scrounging for

their fuel, and their occassional

work on the nearby fields was

done, the women would take

the lines from the men, and the

men would reset the nets or

pull them in or just loll around

in the undergrowth. Children

started young, and traditions

slowly began to gather around

their relocated lives.

It was even as they

were being lulled into the

semi-comatose condition of

continuity that the Permanent

Alienation and Perpetual Exile

happened. It silenced their

song, and is lost to their lore.

We must seek a description of

the happening and of its

meaning in language that

resonates where power over

people and their lives is

assumed.

'The Concerned for

Fauna and Flora' (it read)

apprehend perils posed to the

protected park by people.

There is no doubt that folks are

foes of the forest. The

constitutional mandate for

conservation of forest and

environment has to be

by the roadside for the

contractor's carriage collecting

casual labour (or the

construction site. Some sayshe

drifted away to the city and is

now a pity parasite. Some say

she wandered around, having

lost her way and lost hermind,

and is now behind high and

forbidding walls.

is impractical;

Exclusion is pragmatic.

respected. So we declare:

"The fragile ecology

shall be protected.

The settlers in the park

are illiterate, ignorant and

unaware—they do not know

enough even to claim their

rights. Most of them are not

even settlers; they are re-

settlers, displaced when their

original villages were

evacuated. There was no land

made available to them, no

work provided and no means

of livelihood open to them

other than foraging in the

forest and fishing in the

stream. This dependence on

natural resources makes their

interests inimical to the

interests of ecology. They shall

be Exiled and Monitored.

Bureaucratise (it

continued), do not Expel.

Restrict the hours of entry and

exit to discourage the liberal

use of the Access Permits.

Restrict the permission to enter

to one person per unit of the

community: this will reduce

the persons and activities in

the forest through exclusion.

Create consecutive

checkpoints. Bind those in

Partial Exile to their identities

by a photo-card chain. Convert

all community rights into

personal rights.Monitoring is

impractical; Exclusion is

pragmatic.

Those who speak for the

forest and the park deserve

constitutional congratulation.

Those who have thus far

spokenfor the folk may
hereafter speak to the folk and

inform them of the altered

status."

Bagi's memory does

not go beyond this episode.

They call it Willed

Forgetfulness. Driving down

the highway to the Tourist

Lodge in the forest, if you see a

stooped back bending among

the stalks in the bordering

fields, it may be Bagi earning

her day's wages. Or she may

be that resigned face waiting

New Jungle Saying

-The Phantom

Wherever she is, and

whatever she is doing, they all

say, we know she has lost her

songB
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M.MUKUNPAN

A delightful translation ofa simple Malayalam short story with a

meaningful twist ....

T-Jnni," said Mutthashi, 'Tellmea

stay."

Mutthashihadchewedon herbetel-and-

nuttoher satisfaction afterher frugal meal of

kattji.Now she waited forUnni.Only Unni's

'stories could puther to sleep. Peering through

theopendocs- she calledout tohim."Come

Unni.". Shewasimpatient for his story.

"Unni is doing hishomework," said his

mother. Unni's classes atschool areon in full

swing. He'snow in class two.

"Justa small story, Unni," Mutthashi

pleaded. "An unntkatha." Shewas sittingon the

cot, leaning againstthe wall, her legs stretched

out in front ofher. Theroomwas aglow under

the faint lightofan incandescentbulb.

"Amma,howcanUnni tell you stories all

thetime?Hehas todo hishomeworknow."

"Just this last once, daughter."

"Didn'tyou say soyesterday too,

Amma?"
Mutthashi shiftedhergaze guiltily. She

was old, herbody shrivelled and shrunk to the

sizeofa child's. Unni'smother's heartwent out

toher.

"Unni, go tellMutthashi a story. After

you puther to sleep you can getback toyour

homework."

Unni prayed fervently thathisgrand-

motherwould feel sleepy soon. Itwasalready

half-pastnine.

Mutthashi's face litupwhenUnnicame

and satby her. She couldn't sleep withouta

story. Ithadbecomea habit with her.Abad

habit. She could donothing about it.

"What storywouldyou like,Mutthashi?"

"A nice one," Mutthashi said, "one that

will sendme to sleep."

"Shall I tell you the story of the glass-

tree?"

"Um."

Snugglingup toMutthashi, Unni sat

staring at the wall in frontofhim. Itwas abare

wall.No framedphotographs.No showpieces.

The first picture thatappearedon itwas that ofa

short, stubbyman with thick earringsmade of

gold. Themany ringson hispudgy fingerswere

gold, too.

"Look!" said Unni, "thatisKuruman

Panikkan, Mutthashi."

A palanquinmoved across thebare wall.

A fan inhand, Kuruman lay in it, surroundedby

a retinue of attendantsanda lamp bearer. The

light of thepole-lamp fell in front ofthe

palanquin likeasmudge ofpale gold.

"Unni,where isKuruman Panikkan

going?"

"To pray. At die

champaka-kaavu"

On theblankness ofthe

whitewall loomed animmense

champaka tree, itslush foliage

hiding the gnarled boughs. It

washeavywith flowers that

filled the air with a heady

fragrance.

Kuruman'smenplaced

thepalanquingendyon die

ground in frontof the tree.

KurumanPanikkanstepped

down tohis right.An attendant

took the fan from hishandand

placed itback inside the

palanquin.The gentlebreeze of

dawn stirred the leaves.

Kurumanalwaystooka fan

withhim whereverhewent -

evenwhen it rained.

Panikkanstoodwith

hands folded inprayerbefore

theoilystoneidolswhich sat at

diebaseofdie graying

champakatree. Lightfroman

ancient oillamp lay thickon its

old, sinewyroots.

"Unni," saidMutthashi,

"who is that?"

A well-dressedman
emergedonthewhitenessof

the wall. Heworea shirt. His

cropped hairlooked strange in

a landwhere allmenwore
theirlong hairknotted in a

kuduma.

"ThatisMelkkoran,"

Unni said. "Hebuildsmosques

and temples."

Melkkoranwalkedup

toKurumanPanikkanand

bowed, hishands folded in

respect

The easternskywas

paling.

"Who areyou?"

"I hail from theWest.A
mason. Melkkoran ismy
name."

"Whatdoyouwant?"

"Work."

Panikkan glanced athis

caretaker. In die light ofdie

pole-lamp hecould see die

caretaker shake hishead.

Therewas a rustle

among the leaves ofthe

champaka tree.Thekaradan
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dwtfwns, those birds with;^f

wings ofmany colours,

stirred in their sleep. In their nests of dried

grass lay their eggs, whispering in the wind.

"Melkova, there isnowork foryou

here," Panikkan said, "go ask in the neighbour-

ing provinces."

"There is work right here," Melkkoran

said. Hebowed again, reverently.

Puzzled, Panikkan looked once again at

his caretaker.

"Look at this tree," Melkkoran continued,

"old and worn out. It canno longer shade

champaka-kaavilamma . Letus pull itdown and
build a new tree."

"Can thatbe done?"

"I canbuild a tree that never grows old,

and that never sheds its leaves."

"Is there such a thing, Melkova?"

"Yes, in the West."

"Well, then," Kuruman Panikkan said,

"we should have such a tree here, too. Startyour

work at once!"

Melkkoranbowed solow that hishead

almost touched the ground. Then he retreated

respectfully and vanished into the darkness.

Kuruman stepped into die palanquin.

One of the attendants handedhim the fan. Then,

;
with the lamp bearer in front and

' attendants at the rear, Kuruman's

palanquinwas carriedback to his mansion.

Dawnwas breaking. The treetops

gleamed white. The oil in the pole-lamp was
running out.

"Unni, will they cutdown \hechampaka?"

Mutthashiwas worried.

They heard a tree crash.

After felling thechampakawhichwas as

old as the earth, a tired Melkkoran putdown the

axe and rested on a rock. The foraging birds

came flying back, hearing their tree crash. Not

finding their fledglings and their eggs, they

squawked and flew in helpless circles.

Melkkoran tried to shoo them away. He threw

handfuls of gravel at them. But theyhovered

over the felled tree for quite a while.

"Sad,my Unni, very sad," murmured
Mutthashi

Unni continued.

On the wall, Melkkoran's figure ap-

peared again. Hewasnow obsessed with

building hisnew tree. Aroundhim were empty
coconut shells he had thrown away after drinking

their sweet, cool water. Every once in a while,

Kuruman Panikkancame in his palanquin, fan in

hand, to watch Melkkoran deftlychippingaway
at the logs ofglass-wood as effortlessly as one

would cut tender fronds of the

coconutpalm. Panikkanwas

spellbound. Shards of glass lay

in heaps in front ofchampaka-

kaavilamma. Dark-skinned

urchins picked up the glittering

glass pieces to play with and

cut their fingers.

"Oh, Unni, are they

bleeding?" cried outMutthashi.

FirstMelkkoran

sculpted out the roots and the

trunk of the tree. Then the

branches. Only the leaves and

the flowers remained. He
needed green glass for the

leaves, white for the flowers.

Mutthashi gazed at the

naked tree.

"Unni, shouldn't you be

finishingyourhomework?"

Ammacalled out. "It's past ten

o'clock."

"I've almostreached file

end, Amma."
"Hurry up, son."

Mutthashi's face fell

when she learned that the story

was coming to an end. Sleep

was still far away. The night

young.

"Unni," she whispered

in Unni's ears, "don't rush."

Unnislowed down.

Melkkoran took a long

time to carve out the leaves and

flowers. He shaped each leaf

and each flower diligently.

Kuruman Panikkanwatched
Melkkoran atwork, his fan in

hand. The snot-nosed urchins

hovered around, drawn to tile

slivers of glass thathad cut

their fingers once.

"Finally," Unni said,

"after a year and a half, the

work on the tree was done."

Kuruman Panikkan
stoodbewitched before the

exquisite glass-tree. Its trans-

parencywas drenched in the

glow of dawn, the blush of the

setting sun.

The green glass-leaves

and the white glass-flowers

glinted in the sun. Visitors from

far and near flocked to see the

wondrous glass tree. Only

Kuruman Panikkancouldown
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such a tree. It was the pride of Kuruman.

Panikkan showered Melkkoran with

priceless gifts.

The glass-treewas unmatched in beauty,

yet its flowers had no fragrance. There were

glittering nests on its branches, butno birds with

wings ofmany colours came to rest there

And so, Unni's storycame to an end. He

looked up. Mutthashi was slumped against the

wall, sound asleep™

Notes

Unrii: Apart from being a common pet-name forboys

in Kerala, it means small. Unni’s story is thus an

unnikatha in more than one sense. A particularirony

is achieved in this storyby the analogy ofunnikatha

to mutthashikatha (orgrandmother’s tale) a common

word in Malayalam.

Panikkan:An artisan, here the artisan chief.

Champaka-kaavu: The temple orkaavu of the

Champaka. Akaavu is generally a small, rustic

temple orshrine. Champaka-kaavilamma is the

goddess who resides in the Champaka temple.
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TECHNOLOGYAND
FANTASY: AV FRAGMENT

SHIVVISVANATHAN

Technology allows some dreams to come true, but not all

dreams should be worded in technology. When technology

becomes the only mode offantasising, a monoculture is bom.
In that sense, technologyam neverencompassfantasy. It is

always less than its metaphorand needs to be embedded in it. Ifa
needle oran arrmv had no sense oftheprimordial symbol, some-
thing is lost. When technology is embedded in myth and ritual, an
ecology ofcontrol is possible. When technology tries to elude this, a

monster is bom.

Lastst week a friend ofmine gave
me a knife. It was not a legendary swiss

knife with its polygamous attachments, a

boyscout's dream incorporatingevery

avatarfrom fileand corkscrew to tin-cutter

and scissors. Thiswas a simple knife, a

piece ofwood the size ofa small dry

cucumber and a blade of iron. Plain simple

iron, like a dark mica flake. Almost

neanderthal; thin, primordial, a sliver of

violence; iron that rusted, spotted,

browned. It was an iron that almost

threatened to compost. Rudimentary iron

with none of the sleekness of steel. Tribal

iron, smelted in a small furnace and

attached to a handle ofhollowed wood, its

scabbard.

The blade folded in. Nestled in

wood, it looked gentle, safe as a fruit, cosy

as a banana and secure as a large nut.

When it opened out itwas a symphony in

origami. Now arc, now ship, now bird, now
boat, now fish, now boomerang. With

every shape came the ritual of naming. The

mind purred with the sheer pleasure of it.

There is an erotic touch to technology. It is

like a skin. One runs a finger over it

sehsing pulse and texture. A slight nick, a

cut, and the rhythm alters, from sigh to

gentle gasp. It is like a shifting of gears or

rhythms. Onesucks the thumb in solemn

ritual. The whole act is like a conversation,

or at least a sign language. I am knife and

I speakmany languages.

A knife is iconic of the hand. The
handle is the thumb, as versatile, as

gentle. The blade the finger. Between

thumb and fingerhuman evolution took

a leap. With tool as knife it tooka second

giant step.

1

The Thesaurus of the knife is its

own poetry. As kitchen knife in all its

octaves, it is domestic. As machete, as

stiletto, as swiss knife, khukri, as carving

knife, as table knife, as barber's razor, as

surgeon's scalpel, itopens out to a

polyphony ofVorlds, to craftsand

rituals beyond compare. You carve,

cut, slice, sliver, stab, disembowel,

create, dream with a knife.

A knife is an

initiation to manhood. Yet a

knife is a gendered thing. It

reminds one as Ivan Illich

said, that technology

through time has been

gendered. It is this

gendering of technol-

ogy that is being lost

today. A diversity of

niches, skills have

disappeared with it.

Earlier

technology aided

an initiation to

manhood. A boy

knew what it

meant to grow up.

Today technology has

lost gender; it

provides machismo

withoutmanhood. The

fantasies of technology

have become warped to

conquest without

responsibility, ofcontrol

without ethics.

There is an

immediacy to the knife.

Stab or cut you know it is

an extension of the hand.

You know it is you. A knife

has a sense of authorship. As

surgeon's knife, butcher's

knife, kitchen knife, pocket

knife, you can smell the gore,

thejuice, the sweat, the blood on

it. Technology today is too

antiseptic. A 'system' is a
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deoderised thing. It is myriad connections

withoutabody. Systems alternate between

utopiaand nightmare but what technology

needs is fantasy. Utopias are perfect,

bloodless, unauthored. They provide total

control, complete scripts. There is nothing

unexpected. Technology needs fantasy to

avoid utopia.

A technology like a knife offers

both power and vulnerability. The

fantasies smell different. A boy dreaming

about his knife is like a kite. The dream

soars, leaps, dives, floats, conquers butyou

can reel it back. The string is endless, the

wind playful but you can still ground it.

And often the fantasy crumbles like a kite.

A knife is not complete without a

boy. It is technology and fantasy together.

He animates it. The knife canhave magical

power but it is a magic that still requires

man. Boy-knife is a hyphen, a marriage of

man and technology. Looking at

technology today, one realises that such

rituals of manhood are missing or stunted.

A man does not have adequate myths to

live by. It is difficult to be aman today

which is why he invests so much into his

car, or gun. Technological machismo is bad

manhood. It is illiterate fantasy. Today

fantasy needs myths and rituals to

accompany it and provide its musical score.

Any experience from boyhood can spell

this out.

I remember the first time I got a

dagger. It was a menacing, slightly

confused soul. It wavered between kirpan

and klmkri. What really devastated itwas a

pink slice of plastic on the handle. Like a

weak, milky RookAjza drink masquerading

to be a piece of plastic. I hated plastic from

that day but I loved the dagger. It had a

scabbard with an elaborate braid. 1 would

take it to bed, keep it undermy pillow.

Justincase.

I spent hours up in a frangipani

tree, conquering the world with it. The tree

was an old one, knotted and muscular. I

had cut mysterious marks all over it. The

tree was dead brown but the new stump

bled white where I cut it. I remember one

Holt day when I sat dreaming there. A
group of boys were running aftermy
sister. I charged them with thedcnife. They

ran for life, laughing. I felt Robihhood,

Phantom, Kama-Quixote. Butmy mother

was notamused and that was the last I saw

ofmy pink dagger. 1 still had the scabbard

which I hung from my tree. But the effect

was ruined when the girl next door stuck a

F.antasyattheleastis
a heuristic for technology.

A playful kaleidoscope.jXp
Without fantasy play

would not be possible.

Without play technology

would be sterile.

flower into it. The appalling snottiness of it,

my scabbard, a flower-vase.

Soon after that, I got a genuine pen-

knife. The earlier ones I had were from the

Saturday bazaar. Imitation stuff. At first, all

I could dowas sharpen pencils with it. But

then I roamed theDalma Hills in its

company. I was explorer, Santal, biologist,

soldier. All 1 needed was the knife. It was

real unreal, fact and fantasy.

I decided to carvea totem pole, cut

the mask like face into a large trunk. My
knife broke at the second stab and I carried

it around like awounded friend. My sister

had a huge plastic doll, a big ugly creature

the size of an Amul baby. I used the blade

to give it a belly button, my first plastic

surgery. I remembermy three sisters

screaming in unison, my first experience of

majoritarian politics. I tried to showmy
younger sisterhow to feed the doll through

the hole but it cut little ice. I was a

criminal. I realisenow that what 1 did was

violence but somewhere 1am convinced

that the doll made me less violent.

Somewhere I think Bruno Bettelheim says

children should be allowed to play "cops

and robbers' and othersuch fantasy games

which threaten violence. It takes the rough

edges out of them.

I realized something I can only

formulate now— that the knife wasshaping

me Forme technology and fantasy go

together. Fantasy at the least is a heuristic

for technology. A playful kaleidoscope.

Without fantasy play would notbe

possible. Without play technology would

be sterile. I saw the world as three circles:

technology, play and cosmology, the play

of the Gods. Sometimes I see a plan as a

controlled fantasy. A sterile fantasy is a

utopia. Technology allowssome dreams to

come true but not all dreams should be

worded in technology. When technology

becomes the only mode of fantasising, a

monoculture is bom. In that sense,

technology can never encompass fantasy. It

is always less than its metaphor and needs

to be embeddedin it. If a needle or an

arrow had no sense of the primordial

symbol, something is lost. This is just a

hunch butwhen technology isembedded

inmyth and ritual, an ecology of control is

possible. When technology tries to elude

this, a monster is bom.

It is interesting to understand how

a monster is conceived or conceptualised in

science fiction (SF). The monster as evil is

created either through a process of exter-

nalisation or splitting in SF. Take

Frankenstein. He is a monsterwho escapes,

separates from his creator. The second

mode is Jekyll and Hyde where evil is split

off. It is die other that escapes or splits

away. Evil is never mixed up in ordinary

prosaic ways. There is a third model, a

pantheistic notion of evil. Here technology

as knife or a machine acquires a magical

power of its own. It has a magical and
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miasmic power that seduces man to kill.

Yet in all these fantasies of technology, evil

is somehow alien, the Other, and that is the

problem with SF. Critics usually complain

thatSF like the Western cannot handle

sexuality. But I think more seriously it is

mechanical about evil. Evil is the other;

always a virus, a monster, an alien, a

savage, an avatar, an ancestor, a mutant, an

accident, a messenger from the future. SF

makes the ordinariness of evil problematic.

What is worse, fantasy has reduced itself to

technology by extrapolation whether it is

Jules Veme, Robert Henlein or even the

Club ofRome.

It generally works by

extrapolation

through time or

space. It is

something scaled

up, extended,
(

speededup

through time or

into a distant

space or a

distortion or

combination of

two categories.

There is an

emphasis on

technique or

method.lt

reminds one of

Peter Berger's

statement, 'In

sociology as in

sex, a

concentration on method leadsto

impotence/ It is the impotence of fantasy

that marks most of SF. The evil Martian is

only a better armed savage. There is

merely an inversion. He is stronger than

the whiteman but only technologically.

The links of evolution are clear. And the

white man on Mars or any other planet is

still only the greedy explorer or the

rampaging cowboy. The moral frame ofSF

only looks like a futuristic version of

American foreign policy. The enemy

warlock merely looks like a souped up

version ofHenry Kissinger or Kermit

Roosevelt. Of course, there are exceptions

in Ray Bradbury, Ursula Le Guin or Philip

Dick. But the basic argument stands that

while the technology is furiously inventive,

the ethical categories are those of white

shotgun Christianity. Ethics as fantasy, as

the dreams of evil, die irony of goodness

appears to die with Blake, or at the most

Kafka. It is as if fantasy, at least bourgeois

SF, is impotent without technology.

Yet even fantasy as technology has

failed. Noone dreamt of concentration
camps even though they could be seen as

extrapolations of the panopticon. NoSFhas
ever tackled the horrors, die intimacy of

evil in these laboratories and factories. The
Nazi monster was no alien, no Martian, no
mutant. He was us. Just the ordinary

scientist clerk, engineer, businessman

goinghome after five to his wife and dog.

Neither surrealism, or absurd dramaor SF
ever fantasised him. All it really needed

was a mirror.

e needa wildness

ofmetaphors, languages to

integrate technology into

Our myths and rituals.

Somethingbeyond tath

yatras and Koro Epidemics.

In this sense, even Gan-

dhi's khadiwon't do

thougjh one of Gandhi's

ashrams could be the scene

of an SF story.

One must also ask die other

question, a question, thatbecomesmore
relevant as India goes technological. Why
is there no genre ofSF in India? True,

Amitav Ghosh in the Calcutta Chromosome

or ManjulaPadmanabham have threatened
moves in that direction. True that Spielberg

took the basic plot ofETfrom a Satyajit Ray

idea. But beyond these strands, fantasies of

technology or science don't exist. Just as

our legal system is vaguely Victorian, our

technological imagination is crudely Soviet

or second-rate American. Ourmiddle class

fantasy is a supermarket or a Sear's

Catalogue.

The only

technological

imagination

" ofany power

was Gandhi. In

fact, he is our SF

hero with shades

ofCapekor

Bradbury. Hind

Swaraj could easily

be done into a

variant of Canticle

fbrLeibomtzor

Fahrenheit 451.

India needs a

sense of fantasy,

the wildness of

imagination, the

heuristics of fear,

the technological

totems fora

modem society.

We cannot think of ourselves as a backward

America or a forwardRam Rajya. We need

a wildness of metaphors, languages to

integrate technology into our myths and

rituals. Something beyond rnth yatras and

Koro Epidemics. In this sense, even

Gandhi's khadi won'tdo though one of

Gandhi's ashrams could be the scene ofan

SF story.

Khadi is without Contraries. It has

been smoothed into a goodiness, a

museumised sentimentality which brings

me back to the knife. It combines both

good and evil as a complicity of opposites.

A knife is more Blakean inits marriage of

heaven and hell, its sense of contrariness.

Knife, bow, plough, chip, charkha-weneed
to fantasise more about them or otherwise

we will waverbetween Bhopal and second-

rate Disneylands. It is time for the mystics

and prophets of technology, the day-
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dreamers ofa different world. Whatwe
need now are not P. C. Rays,

Coomaraswamys and Gandhis playing

Luddite but such calibre of minds straying

into SF. Imagine Gandhi writingMy
Experiments with Truth or Hind Swaraj as

SF. It could revive their vitality. The moral

imagination of technology cannot be

puritan. It needs to thaw and let go. In fact,

this has been the trouble with Illich,

Gandhi, Schumacher or Mumford. As moral

imaginations they have stuck to straight

prose. They must go SF. Now combine

prayer, pilgrimage and fantasy in new

ways. In fact, the nationalist movement

with Gandhi, Saha, Visvesveraya, the

Theosophists, Bose, Ray was just that. Grist

for an SF imagination, fantasies about

different ways to conceive of science and

technology. It is something India can do

beautifully, turn to SF from Orientalism.

Show SF as a truly fantastic imagination

dream, the dreams of diversity and colour.

SF stories of people who have fantastic

memories, of societies that refuse to use

plastic, of communities without cars, of

cities that operate like compost heaps,

societies where patents are banned, of

technologies that are built to self-destruct.

Only this can rescue India from the

banality of the Rajiv Gandhis and the

NarasimhaRaos™
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Response from a

Female Knife-Wielder

Your eulogies on the knife, oh! author,

was sheerpoetry. Suddenly the knife, a

simple little gizmo took on new meanings

and fantasy shimmered on its frolicking

blade. You infused it with music and

craftsmanship. And wove around it a

whole new cosmology. This was the tao of

knife in the hands of a boy-man. A knife

is not complete without a boy, you say.

No, this is not your screaming feminist,

about to slice yourjugular with that same

knife. But this is your sweaty,

mundane female kitchen khife-

wielder, trying to marvel at the

orangeness of carrot and the

greenness ofspinach—the

same carrot and spinach for

the last twenty-five years.

Yet, boy-man, forget you

not that fantasy had to be

sacrificed for nourishment,

freedom ofknife-dreams

to clatter to the floor and

the fantasy of violence

converted to a perfectly

non-violent act of

suStainance. Artistry of

knife tinged with ennui.

Girl-woman, is there a

different sociology of

knife foryou?

Nature & the Orient

The Environmental History of

l

South and Southeast Asia

I y Edited by Richard H. Grove / Vmita

Damodaran / Satpal Sangwan
• brings together leading experts form the Fields of

history, history of science, archeology, geography

and environmental studies

# covers a timespan from 50,000 BC to the present

* spans a geographical region from Peshawar on

the north-west frontier to the Maluku Island in

eastern Indonesia,

* tells the story of the highly complex relationship

between people and their environment. Among a

multitude of subjects

reports on the latest findings in settlement archaeology.the history of deforestation,

climate change, the history of fishing, hunting and shikar,colonial science and forest

management, indigenous plant knowledge, the history of famine, the impact of coal-

mining and the tragic story of India’s tribal communities.
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THE TAO OFGIZMO
EXPLORATIONS IN GIZMOLOGY

RUKMINISEKHAR&URMI A. GOSWAMI

-Aswe attempted to

collectstraythoughtson

technology in our lives in order

to write our article to meet that

aflimportantdeadline,we

thanked God, for the computer.

Wecould beattime thanks to

easy editing that the keyboard

allows us to do.

With thishappy thought
we settleddown to work, only

tobe informed after having

worked fora considerable

lengthoftime that die

computerwas 'outofmemory'.

What this meantwas that,we

couldnotsave ourpiece. And

out ofmemory,we couldnot

even take aprint-out Herewe
werewith a deadline

approaching fasterthan the

dock was. ticking, and all

attempts atbeating time

coming tonaught

Panic calls to Mends,

fellow sufferers, experts. Yes,

experts, forevery technological

invention (read as gadget),

needsan expertwho should

appear with abag ofsolutions.

Well meaningMendshad their

own suggestions
—
'maybeyou

should allow diemachine to

rest or 'maybeyou should
install an air conditioner' and
so on. The allimportant expert

informed us that due to an

overload ofcases—therewere

manysickcomputersinthe

tity—itwouldbeacouple of
daysbeforeour computer

wouldbe attended to.

In the meantime, the

^library. There

are entire shelves

literature, rangingfrom the
flyer to thepamphlet to

handbooks tohow-totomes.

towards us. Sinceno expertand
bagwere forthcoming, self-help

seemed tobeMe onlyoption.

Now in a veritable state of

panic,wededded to consult

literature, asyou know. Me
cyberworld comeswiM itsown

become an industryunto itself.

We realisedwiM growing fear,

that to understand a gadget

oneneeds to consultmorethan
onemanual—Miswas a
treasurehuntfor adults in its

mostinMguingform. After

playing an involuntarygame of

not-so trivial pursuit, thus

spake ourmachine: youhave a

boot sector virus! Youhave
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been chosenby the HonourableNatas (for so, our

virushad been baptised), for it touches only 1 in

900 computers. SirNataswas here to stay and

was gobblingup all ourdata for breakfast.

We were desperate. And Sir Natas, had a

hidden agenda. He catapulted us into the world

ofphilosophy, justby his very existence. For

pain engenders great ideas and art isbomof

trauma. The office conclavemet to right the

world with words.An instantseminar, the

subjectbut of coursehad tobe ... Gadgetry: Boon

or Bane?

All of a sudden ourharmlessand sovery

useful computerbecame the centre ofa storm.

The advent of Sir Natasbecame amoment of

introspection and stock taking.We had to take

stock ofwhat gizmoscame tomean for us. Could

we imagine a gizmo-free life? Unlikely, for there

wasn't an inch of the house or office thatwas not

occupiedby a gizmo.

Take the economics of gizmos. At the end

of the day, gizmos cost a lot. Firstyou pay tobuy

the thing, then you pay somemore tobuy

additional gadgets vyhichwould ensuresmooth

operation ofthe gizmoyoubought in the first

place. Then you have to insure it. Thenyou

fumble with your chequebook topay for

obsolesence. And yourbankbalance (and

anatomy) progressively gets this lean, hungry,

anorexic look.

Every seminarmustproduce a volume of

literature thatwould carve in stone, its

momentous arguments forposterity. Since our

computerwas declared deadby the Honorable

Natas,we decided tohandwrite a shortbook

Seven Reasons to Havea Gizmo-free World . Limited

copiesoriy.WritetoTHEEYE, firstcomefiistserve

The first reasonwe zeroed in on was over-

dependence, likenow ... allworkhad come to a

standstill—no articles,no letters. Withdrawal

symptoms ... our fingersmovedmadly over an

imaginary keyboard aswe spoke and our brains

were addled with somany ideas whichwe could

not translate. We were just short of frothing at the

mouth. Obsession—that'swhatitwas.Wehad

become obsessedby the neatness and uniformity

of a printout.We could notbear the randomness

and irregularities ofhandwritings anymore.

A gizmo and our ability to deal with it

had become the foundation ofour self-worth. If

you could crackyour gizmoproblems and

performnew tricks you were brilliant. If not,you

don'tbelong to this century. You can start taking

a walk: backwards. An escape artiste like

Houdini acquiresnewmeaning—in toda/s terms

he is not really one unless he can 'hit' escape

and proceed to do so from a computer screen.

Contradictions are rife. There's lot of talk

aboutslowing down.Modemmanwants to get

off the fast track once in a while and take a deep

breath. Yet themonster-gizmowaitsround the

comer to speed you up. You get whirled into the

centre ofthe speed-dance-unto-death,

accompanied by the grandsymphony of the

gizmo orchestra.You go faster and fasterand

there'sno stoppingyou asyou find yourway to

the next grand gizmo sale.

Next, take a look atskill andknowledge

andhowwe value each. This is based on

contemporaryviews ofGizmology (the subject

will soon have a chair in all leading universities).

To be able to use a gadget is actually a skill but it

nowhas the elevated status ofbeing knowledge.

Soon it will transcend the corporeal andbe called

wisdom . Themeekand lowly shall then prostrate

before the gizmo-wise.

T,om Hanks will be seen

shaking hands with

Sitaram Kesri and Rooh Afza

will be declared the national

drink of America.

The art ofreading a

dictionaryhasbeen like

the oraltradition-

handeddownfrom

generation to generation.

Asyou flicked the pages,

looking for yourword,you

stopped and entered the

enchanted land of theMany

ManyWords.You lostyour

way into lanes of

language for a while and

then finally reached

yourword. But

whata wonderful

journey! The

gizmojunkie, J 7
on the other

hand, needs his fix

instantaneously.No
longjourney forhim

—

he moves his little

gizmo-mouseand

dicksonthe

appropriateicon

onthescreen.

Syntaxand

grammar are

computer

functionsand

have nothing to do with the

human mind. Or take thecook

whomakes tiiepizzadough

and throws itup in the air and

watches itwaltz to an inaudible

rhythm.Nowwe pull out a pre-

prepared crustout ofa plastic

packet and microwave it. That

same once-waltzingdoughbegs

tobe reincarnated. Yourpizza,

now is done in under five

minutes. Let us sing a dirge for

the waltzing pizza.

The governors ofGizmo

Landhave declared the death

ofromance . The romance of

craftsmanship, theslow

processes of creation. Thejoy of

producing something right

from conception toexecution

without short cuts. Earlier, a

piece of textyou wantedwould

have to be written out, later

with the computerwe keyed it

in, nowwe just scan it in and

convert it to editable text The

processs is quick. Therefore,

neverbefore in the history

ofmankind,hassomuch
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junk been churned out in such

short a time. Rawat, our key-in

specialistwithwhomweshared

tea, does notcome anymore.
Hisbreed has been declared

redundantby gizmologists and
he gets paid less. Whatwe end
up doing is reproducing, not

creatingby cutting out

processes. For creating takes

time and timewe do not have.
Aesthetics have been sacrificed

at the altar of the gizmo. Can
you imagine those medieval
scrollsbeing produced today?

Yes you can, what are printing

machines for? But then, wait a

minute, what you are getting is

a reproduction .A gizmo

inherently carries with it the

seeds of massmarketdom
unlike ahand produced item
which is the only one of its

kind and bears die insignia of

creativity. The art ofchopping

vegetables, believeme that is

an art, is lost to a host of

gadgets which cut vegetables in

every possible shape. Come to

think of it, the human being is

being sacrificed for the gizmo.

Why, just the other day,

somebodywas trying to sell us

another useless electronic

gadget—this one would help
measure flour. It will save you
the labour ofscooping it up,

putting it into a container and
even the strain of bending the

neck to the right to read the

measurements. Since the

human has alreadybeen

replaced in the chopping/

.grinding/mixing processby
the food processor and in the

cooking process by tire

microwave,weshould work
progressively to the point

where thehuman being has to

seekpermission from the gizmo
to enter hishome and office.

Ultimately the question to be

asked is, " What arewe saving

all this time for?"

Gizmoshaveheralded
the death oforiginality.

Gizmos are great levellers. The
gizmo army has declared war
on diversity, declaring it as not

market-friendly. There creeps

into everything a sameness,

whichhas ultimately

triumphed. In 1998, an

international award forgizmo-

induced sameness is being

instituted by the US based

Gizmo Incorporated. Tom
Hanks will be seen shaking

hands with Sitaram Kesri and
Roohafza will be declared the

national drink ofAmerica. Van
GoghandJaminiRoy will look

the same and art gallery

owners will invent a new
gizmo to differentiate the two.

For themore

sociologicallyminded,wehave
a shortmonographThe
Sociology ofComputers. Also

handwritten.The invincible and
indomitable caste system has

now been replaced by a new
social hierarchy. At the apex of

thisnew system is the computer

known as God. Bill Gates is

the Son ofGod for hehas come
to deliver us from ignorance, to
rescue us from anarchy. The
Programmer is theUB
(Ultimate Brahmin), thenew
priest. The Kshatriyas are the

hardware and software

designers (they can fight out

theirown supremacy). They
form the elite. This class is

followedby the Vaishyas

—

those dealing and trading state

of the art systems. The last and
nebulous class comprises the

lowercastes—computer

troubleshooters, glitch

removers and pacifiers ofangry

customers. Other Backward

Castes (OBCs) include virus

makers. Finally, there are the

mere users: thenew age

outcastes. Itmay be clarified

here that this sociology applies

to gizmos in general.

By the timewe had
handwritten these two

publications, ourcomputer

experthad turned up and
banished Sir Natas. As a matter

of fact, aswe write (sorry;key
in) this articlewe are ordering

yetanother computer. Somuch
for a gizmo-free office letalone

world.

P.S: We did manage to meet
the deadline, thanks to the

computer^

Rukmini Sekhar is Editor of

THE EYE.

Urmi A. Goswami is

Associate Editor of

THE EYE.

illustrations: Satyakam

Are you a concerned citizen or organisation trying

to work against all odds? It must be lonely out

there in the field ... Share your work with readers

ofTHE EYE in our PEOPLE'S STRUGGLES
column. It may help you recruit more national and
international support. Use us to reach out. Good

luck with your efforts!

Themes for the forthcoming

issues ofTHE EYE

We invite our readers and others to send us articles for

the following:

Governance

Pluralism

Education

Sacred India

Non-violence

For explanations, please refer topage 3.

We are looking for originality of thoughtexpressed in
excellent language.

Remember thatTHE EYE isa magazine ofinspiration
notinformation.

The editor's decision will be final.
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GODDESS OF RIVER YAMUNA

Tmagps nf flip river goddessesGanga andYamuna in sculpture were introduced mostly during the

Gupta period. Krishna legends describehim frolickingon the hanks of theYamuna. Her waters are

described by Shankaracharya as being as sweet as thebreeze thatblows over her banks, dispelling all traces

of fatigue from Krishna and hisgopis after their ras dames.

Next only to Ganga, GoddessYamuna is held in greatreverence in India, primarily because ofher

close associationwith Krishna's early life. She is prominentonthe doorjambs of temples along with Ganga.

She is portrayed as a beautifulyoungmaidenwith diaphanous lower garments resembling flowing
water.

She is identified by her symbolic vahonu, the tortoise.

Yamuna is sometimes referred to as Yami, the twin sister ofYama. Yami andYama are said to have

had an incestuous relationship and so was accorded an inferior status to Ganga.

The river goddesses were firstbrought to the Deccanby die Chalukyan King Vijayaditya,who

defeated his enemies in North India between ad 681 and 6%. He broughtwith him a cloth banner with

images ofGanga andYamuna and the jmmaghata as a trophy.

This bas-relief from the entrance of a sanctuary is in the typical Gupta style, though it is

ascribed to the 8th century ad . She stands on her vahma, the tortoise. An apsara is holding

a parasol over her head and the vidyadham couple is flying above, carrying a garland. The

goddess is flanged on either side by kubjika attendants and is standing in die tribhanga

pose.
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DAVIDNICHOLSON-LORD

If the economy is 'healthy', why do we have an unhealthy society?
This article by a British writer could well be a pointer to the state ofIndia 'sfuture.

ICenneneth Clarke was in

an expansivemood when he
addressed a joint meeting of the

World Bank and the

International MonetaryFund in

Washington last year. The

British economy, declared

Clarke, was in excellent shape,

possibly its best for a quarter of

a century. Interest rates and

inflation were low, consumption

and house prices were rising,

the trade deficitwas stable,

unemployment and the public

sectorborrowing requirement

were coming down. With
continued good economic

management' he added, 'this

recovery could be the healthiest,

the strongest and the longest

ever enjoyed by the British

people’

A Gallup survey

published earlier in the year

depicted Britain in more sombre
mood. Compared with a similar

survey in 1968, mostpeople

thought that the quality of life

was worse. By sometimes

staggering margins, manymore
people in 1996 than in 1968

thought that the fabric of social

life— as measured by
perceived levels ofhealth,

happiness, intelligence and

peace ofmind andby standards

of behaviour, honesty and

knowledge—was deteriorating.

According to Gallup,53%
thought that ’happiness' was
worsening in 1996 compared

with only 33% in 1968. 76%

said the same of 'peace ofmind'

— in 1968 the figure was 48%

.

Three times as manypeople
thoughthealthwas

deteriorating,92% said

standards ofbehaviour were

getting worse (62% in 1968) and,

unlike 1968, when mostpeople
thoughtknowledge and

intelligence were improving,

more peoplenow think they are

worsening.

The Daily Telegraph

published the poll butwas not
sure what to make of it.

Anthony King, Professor of

Government atEssex

University, summarising the

results, concluded that national

gloom and despondencyhad
reached 'almostcomic

proportions' and that the data

clearlypointed to widespread

unease. Nevertheless, he added,
’the objective reality is clearly

not as bad as people make out*

In the context of a

qualitative issue, namely

happiness and social well-

being—Professor King'suse of

the phrase 'objective reality
1

is

curiously informative.

Objective realitypresumably

tells us that everyone is 'better

off nowadays—thatwe allhave
more cars, fridges, video-

recorders, Sony Walkmans, in-

car sound systems, television

channels, platform shoes and
electric toothbrushes. Professor

King evidently assumes thatan
'objective reality' exists and 'that

it is self-evidently superior as a

means of gauging society's

health to people's ’subjective'

feelings or to any other 'non-

objective' measures.

The fascinating issue

however, iswhy

^ Professor King, and
^ Mr. Clarke, and

many other intelligent

and influential people,

think that way. One
explanation lies in the

powerful mythology that

has come to

dominate our

thinking: the

mythology of the economy.
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The word mythology is

used advisedly, like any piece

ofmetaphysics, economics has

invented anew world that

cannot be seen or sensed. It

exists only in the abstract. It is

at odds with the experienced

realities of everyday life.

Indeed, it is largely

unintelligible to ordinary

people. Yet it comes complete

with high priests, temples, laws,

injunctions and liturgies.

In the real world the

'economy' does not exist. There

are houses, roads, offices,

factories, cities and countryside.

There are peoplewho do work,

both paid and unpaid. There

are sets of relationships

—

family, community, society.

There are also relationships that

are to do with earning a living.

But at some point economics

stopped being a usefulway

ofunderstandingand

describing these

relationships and turned

into something else,

something distant and

disembodied, all-

encompassing and with a lot

of pretensions and delusions

In essence,

economicshas grown too

big for its boots. It is

trying to explain everything.

Under the influence of

economicspeoplemistook

complex sets of data and

mathematical relationships for

reality. They internalised these

misconceptions. And the

programmingbegan to pattern,

and then to alter the real world

—a process that culminated
in

elaborate computer models of

how nations, societies, entire

culturesbehave. These models,

used by government

departments, financial

institutions and forecasting

organisations,now determine

theboundaries of the mental

universe in which social policy

is formulated. They 'speak the

truth’, in a way that might once

havebeen associated with the

oracle at Delphi or divine

revelation. They also occupy

theminds of those who operate

them. And since these

individuals profit enormously

by so doing, their conviction is

reinforcedby self-interest. It is

in those models and those minds

that ’the economy’ can truly,

and perhaps exclusively, be

said to exist.

LLn essence,
economics has

grown too big for

its boots. It is

trying to explain

everything.

One reason

this occurred has to do with the

scale of themodem State.

Governmentsnowmustprovide

’leadership', set out 'policies',

provide a vision of the future.

This is partlybecause we expect

it of them and partlybecause

theynow intervene so routinely

in our lives. Even the

supposedly deregulatory

government ofMargaret

Thatcher or John Major is highly

interventionist. In the age of

ballot-box democracy and career

politicians' visions, leadership

and policies require tobe

explained and justified : they

need an ethic or an ideology.

Materialprogress—thepeiixmance

of the 'economy'—has provided

the touchstone, and economists

havebeen itspromoters and

(

interpreters.

Secondly,modem

economicswouldbe impossible

withoutsystems ofnational

accountingand measures of

gross nationalproduct

developed in the early part of

this century. These helped

define the idea of a national

'economy'. They also provided

ways of measuring its progress.

Finally, economics, as a

means ofunderstandingand

predicting events, hasbeen

strangelyimmune to disproof.

Mosthypotheses thatdonot

conform to reality are discarded.

But themyth of theeconomy

has survived the ’failures’ of

Keynesianism andmonetarism,

the miseries of structural

adjustment, the ecological

havoc wroughtby

’development’, the widening

social inequitiesproduced

by trickle-down.

Perhaps most bizarrely,

I
it has survived the

absurdity of a ’healthy’

economy—andan

unhappy people.

The moral, however, is

not merely the failure of one

particular free market

variety ofeconomics,

but of the idea itself.

Like the medieval Christian

idea ofheaven and hell,

economics threatens to possess a

society, forming part ofthe

mental equipment of all

educated westerners. We
swallow itwholesale from books

and newspapers, filter and

structure our impressions of the

world through the framework it

supplies. In previous ages,

mythology or religion would

have supplied such amap of the

world and of our place in it, and

although theymighthave led

people into aberration, they

would alsohaveprovided scope

for thinking about issues such as

right and wrong, happiness or

misery—in other words, about

qualitative issues. That, indeed,

was their centralpurpose.

Today's secularmythology

offers the same vast potential for

aberrationbutno corresponding

opportunity for qualitative

judgments.

Theeconomy ismore

than an idea andmuchmove
than an abstraction; it claims to

be real. It has seized hold of

our minds, polluting, distorting

and undermining our

relationships. Ithas lost its

connection with everyday life.

The typical practising economist

is a supreme example of that

newbreed of functionary

describedby the American

academic Robert Reich as a

’symbolic analyst’. He, or she,

hasmoved from school to

university to corporateHQon a

conveyor belt of theoriesand

paper qualifications. Hisjob

consists in manipulating pieces

of data from which virtually all

moral or sensory contenthas

been drained. His working

days are spent surrounded by

like-minded colleagues in offices

in which E-mail, faxmachines,

computers, telephones and

tinted windows exclude all

nonconforming inputs. On the

rare occasionshe is exposed to

another version ofreality—in

the train or a taxi, for instance

—

he is too ambitious to notice.

So, ifhe sets aside his work, it is

only to read The Financial Times

or The Economist, and to absorb

the views of otherswhohave
the same views as himself.

He is a member ofan

impenetrable and self-renewing

elite with a formidable capacity

to screen out the contradictory

and the conflicting. Themyth of

the economy thus endures in the

face ofmountingproof of its

redundancy, its priests out of

reach inside corporate

towerblocks, their minds sealed

off even more securelyby an

invincible faith in theirown
dogma. The challenge for the

rest of us is, somehow, to find a

crack in the facade^

Courtesy: Resurgence,

May/June, 1997.

David Nicholson-Lord is

anenvircnmentaljoumaist^

hasworked for The Timesend

The Independent

illustrations: Ripin Kalra
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The Rescuer

Vast...

Mysterious...

Wondrous...

Dangerous...

Vain attempts to describe Me
To define is to try the impossible

I provide for all.

From the Amazonian warrior ants to

the Kalahari desert tribe of the IKung

lam

serene

calm

and inviting

And, the source of volcanoes

earthquakes and hurricanes

lam

Omnipresent

Omniscient

Omnipotent

you spend, millions

in quest for answers

of which I,

am the sole source

the provider

of answers to questions

you haven't thought of yet

Yet you neglect Me
Abuse me, pollute my waters

and destroying my rain forest

your blind quest

for what you know not

leads you to doom.

Instead, Nurture Me
The Rescuer.

Ctttralekha

Mount Holyoke College

South Hadley, MA
USA

The Times Are They A Changin' ?

For Bob Dylan.

The Sun has set and the night is cast

So what's new we ask

We lay back to watch freedom turn an age

Unfurled beneath the skies

Are no sleepy golden gates

'cause the times they are a changin'

There's a country now run by an old man's whims

Idol breakers take a fresh fresh kill

Our eyes disbelieve what we see

Maybe its the new spects which make the grass green

But ifs better we laugh to that television screen.

'cause the times they are a changin'.

Long time gone when our visions were strong

And no more is the universe our home.

We're stuck,deep inside us

Perhaps learning about the essence...

'cause the times they are a changin'.

Gather round people wherever you are

Look in the mirrors, oh! how you have grown apart.

Accept that hairline and don't get stuck to the boot

Ifs your life on paper and a footnote that kicks

'cause the times they are a changin'.

There's an old man withering

down by the hot new spot for fastfood larks

his face shines

from the reflected light of the coins that are thrown

when those with heart take pity on his garb

And there in the old city cries a lonely voice in the night...

Ma'am... blessed are those who give

and blessed are those who don't...

and still they say

the times they are a changin'

HemantAnantJah

SDA, New Delhi
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HISTORIES OF SPEED
RAVISUNDARAM

Down with all the hypotheses that have allowed the belief in a true world

Fredrick Neitszche

Inmanyways the idea

of speed may be regarded as

western modernity's most

enduring legacies. Speed was a

weltanshauung, a world-view,

but with a dream-like quality.

It evoked the possibility of

conquering nature and

tradition, space and old

communities for the ever-new.

Speed was the mastery of time

over everything else, faster

and ever-faster. It provided the

key to mysteries of

accumulation and money to

power and destiny. Not without

some irony, as East Asia rushes

to overtake Europe in the next

millennium, the idea of speed

is never in doubt.

First a brief history

Behind the innovation of speed

by western modernity lay a

new understanding of time, or

the need to accelerate its pace.

TheGerman scholar Reinhart

Kosselleckbegins his essay on

the history of time with a

brilliant example, that of the

depiction of the Battle of Issus

in 333 bc by the artist Albrecht

Altdorfer, the painting

Alexanderschlacht
,
painted in

the 1530’s. What is fascinating

says Kosselleck, is that

Albrecht's depiction of the

battle is remarkably similar to

the events of his time (The

Emperor Maximilian's

confrontation with the Turks at

Vienna). In other words, a

temporal difference with the

'past' was simply not present.

On the other hand, when
Schlegel came across the

painting 300 years later, he
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was able to distinguish the painting from his

own time. Something, says Kosselleck,

happened within the span of 300 years which
changed the consciousness of time. There
occurred a 'temporalisation of history', at the

end of which came the particular form of

acceleration which characterises modernity. 'What
is crucial to western modernity', says Kosselleck

'is the need to accelerate time, to prioritise time
over space, geography and all existing built

environments'. To justify this, a philosophy of

history was born, which may well be called the

Philosophy of Speed.

In the early seventeenth century

Descartes and Newton had seen time and space
as two independent but non-comparable
categories. The question of prioritising one over
the other does seem to have crossed their mind.
The transition is first expressed in the changed
attitude to the time-space relationship in late

eighteenth and early nineteenth-century social

theory.

With the publication of Kant's Critique of
Pure Reason we see the first visible expression of

that shift. For Kant time, not space, was the true

ground of all possible experience. All existence

is defined by a temporal context, and fulfillment

or denial is possible only through time. Time
takes priority over space because it is all

inclusive, all things must necessarily exist in

time but not necessarily so in space. Time, not
space, defines the world. Says Kant/Time is

[the] ayriori condition of all appearance

whatsoever',
... _

The concepts of space and timewere ~

«dal the HegeB^n system. For
Hegel the Idea' expressed itself in two
dimensions, in space (as nature) and in time (as
Wifitar

frozen state. On the other hand the 'spirit' was
the idea in the form of self-consciousness moving
through time. It is time through history that

redeems nature (space) and completes the

journey of the idea. As the scholar David Gross
puts it, for Hegel, 'Time is therefore the active,

willful principle, while space is essentially

passive.' Hence, for Hegel, what is durational is

a more advanced principle than what is merely
spatial. Whereas space is static, abstract and
'lifeless,' time is a qualitative movement; it is

'the sheer restlessness of life' which makes
growth and differentiation possible. Between
these sets of qualities there was no doubt in

Hegel's mind which was the more important.

(Ibid.:61-62)

Opace became the medium
through which capitalism

expanded rapidly, the

annihilation of space through

time was inbuilt ... the

rationalisation of space was

modern capitalism's necessa

die 'idea' in an inert

In his lucid book The Condition of
Postmodemity (1989), David Harvey expounds

#on the relationship between money, space and
*ti^fe ihodern capitalism. Under capitalism?:

guarantor of access to

commodities. In turn money
represents units of social labour

time: the rationalisation of that

labour time is a necessary

ingredient in the accumulation

of capital.

For Harvey, 'progressive

monetisation of relations in

social life transforms the

qualities of time and space.'

(Ibid.:228) This took two forms.

The first was the subjugation of

the work-force to a new time-

discipline leading to the

rationalisation of thefirst

workplace

.

As Max Weber was to

point out, this time-discipline

was to become the culture of

western modernity itself with

large sections of the population

subject to the discipline of the

workplace. The second way in

which monetisation

transformed the qualities of

time and space was the

expansion of the system in

spatial terms. Space became the

medium through which

ney is the highest form of value, it is the sole -
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i»
is

capitalism expanded rapidly,

the annihilation of space

through time was inbuilt in the

way the system functioned. In

other words, the rationalisation

of space was modem capitalism's

necessary function.

remnants of the old order.

But Speed's greatest successes were to

come with the rise of Americanism in the

twentieth century. The period after World

War I, when 'Speed' became the slogan of

radical avant garde movements, is particularly

interesting for us.

But the idea of speed was

more than the victory of time

over space. Speed was invested

with a phantasmic, and magical

quality of movement, which for

many years, obscured the

violence, the genocides, the

colonisations and the plunder

in its name . After all, who in

the West— radicals and liberals

alike— could argue with

movement?

Marx, who had earlier

spoken abouthow capital came

unto this world 'dripping from

head to foot in blood and dirt'

marveled at the embodiment of

speed in his time— the railway.

For Marx, the railway would

accelerate tire world's drive to

modernity and smash the

The European Avant Garde and
Speed

By the 1920' s AmericanismhfdEmerged

as the representation of modernity and was

tremendously influential in Europe. The

automobile became the cultural signifier of

Americanism— an instrument for traversing the

vast spaces of the continent, and accessible to the

common (white) citizen through the mysteries

of mass production. Mass culture as generated

by Hollywood through the production and

export of cinema, endeared images of the US to

a European film-going public. All major

movements in Europe called for the rapid

development of Americanism. Lenin called for

the rapid emulation by the Russians of Taylor's

authoritarian methods in the factory; Mussolini

was to copy American urban transformations,

Hitler later modelled the autobahn on the US
road-grid and the Volkswagen company was a

virtual copy of Ford's projects in America.

In the eyes of its radical

merit of continuing the Enlightenment project,

with the combination of rationalised industrial

mass culture, based on the leadership of a

technocratic managerial elite. Where else, for

example, (before the disastrous ecological

experience of Soviet communism) was the

nineteenth century dream of the domination of

nature realised than in the American case? The

clearing of vast expanses of nature for

development, the mapping of the whole of the

US into a rational geometrical grid (the hitherto

unrealised dream of the Enlightenment), the

promise of unlimited industrial expansion, the

mythical powers summoned by the expansion of

the metropolitan centres of New York, Chicago

and San Francisco where built environments

(skyscrapers) replaced old world classicism, all

this made Americanism extremely popular in

the European avant-gardes, who celebrated the

industrial energy and rational rhythm of US life.

Influenced by the American experience

The avant gardes stressed a functionalism which

saw the artistic form as analogous to, or even

identical with the machine form. This framework

united various movements of the avant garde -

Soviet constructivism, the Bauhaus, de Stijl.

Adolf Loos' call in Vienna in 1908, 'The

evolution of culture is synonymous with the

removal of ornament from utilitarian objects. •

informed a thoroughgoing critique of

ornamentation. As Peter Wollen points out, for

Loos, ornament was a sign of degeneracy, even

criminality'. Ornament was associated with

ancien regime backwardness, and an effeminate

culture. Loos and his comrades called for a new

masculine aesthetic of simplification with a roc us

on productive labour.

In the event, avant garde eagerly aue-pteJ

Americanism as the signifier of modernity*, freed

from the traces of ancien regime Europe. For it

was Americanism which could map society

rationally— the temporal acceleration of US cities

excited avant garde artists. A writer at Europe s

premier avant garde architectural school the

Bauhaus, 'The artistic climate here cannot

support anything that is not the latest, the me ?:

modern and up to the minute. Dadaism, vans re

jazz, movies, America, the automobile. These

are terms in which people think'. In 1929

Pirandello wrote, 'Americanism is sweep ine us.

'T^hink a new beacon of civilization has been lit

over there'.
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avant garde was destroyed by it. The radical

members of the avant garde were killed off by
Hitler and Stalin. Those that survived migrated

to the US to build the ghastly monuments of the

post-war era. Some (Le Corbusier) helped design

cities without souls for developmentalist regimes

(Chandigarh, Brasilia).

But most important, the first few centuries

of speed ended in Auschwitz. And then

Hiroshima. And Vietnam. For Violence was
Speed's great twin-brother, a potent mixture of

speed ended in Auschwitz.

And then Hiroshima. And

Vietnam. For violence was
It was among the radical very far from

avant garde that Americanism avant garde

produced its greatest vision. The

supporters. Agit-prop language of

companies virtually reproduced architecture w

e
Speed's great twin-brother, a

potent mixture of desire and

death.

the body of the de-sexuaiized crucial here.

desire and death. To accelerate

time, to destroy the other, you

have to pay the consequences.

That is why the current rhetoric

of speed will take us nowhere.

As time in electronic space

promises us the final

emancipation from territory, it

is important to be skeptical. But

here dissent cannot be in the

name of that-which-is-not, a

world without movement. We
cannot run away from speed.

Better to learn from the

experience of the surrealists,

who sought a perpetual

guerrilla warfare with speed,

to fight it from the inside, to

implode it, rather than attack

it from a mythical outside^

Dr. Ravi Sundaram is a

Felfow at the Centre for the

Study of Developing Societies

(CSDS), Delhi, where he

works on techno-culture, time

and the urban experience. He

lives in Delhi.

Fordist worker as the utopian

representation of the future

proletariat. In the Soviet Union

where Americanism was state

policy, an avant garde stage

company, FEKS proclaimed in

one of their productions,

'Yesterday, European culture.

Today American technology.

Production and industry under

the star-spangled banner.

Either Americanisation or

arranging funeral

ceremonies'(in Wollen 1994:35).

Mayakovsky, the official poet

of the Revolution visited New
York, and held its urban

experience as something the

Soviets could emulate.

For all its radicalism,

the avant garde
( with the

notable exception of surrealism)

never challenged the basic

framework of 19th century

modernity and its instrumental

rationality. The old

Enlightenment vision of society

as tabula rasa to be shaped by

an meritocratic elite was never

The City of Reason as Zygmunt
Bauman puts it, was to have no

mean streets, no winding roads,

no unattended sites—its place

would be taken by neat

geometrical grids. Contingency,

chaos, disorder were words

distrusted by the nineteenth

century.

The radical avant garde

never disagreed with this

vision. The world in essence,

was a giant factory writ large.

That is why the radical avant

garde called for accelerating

modernity, and in doing so,

eagerly accepted Fordist models

of identity and sexuality. The

avant garde particularly

wanted to accelerate time. It

first turned to revolution—the

imaginative embodiment of

temporal acceleration in the

20th century. This having

failed
,
the avant garde was left

with the second best

—

Americanism. Here too, failure

was around the corner.

Fascinated with speed, the
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JAY WALLJASPER

Afull-throttle life seems to yield little satisfaction other than the sensation ofspeed itself

It wasn't supposed to

turn out this way. As a kid in

the 1960's I remember hearing

that one of the biggest

challenges of the future would

be what to do with all our time.

Amazing inventions were

going to free up great stretches

of our days for what really

matters—friends, family, fun.

But just the opposite has

happened. We've witnessed a

proliferation of dazzling time-

saving innovations—jet travel,

personal computers, Fed Ex,

cell phones, microwaves, drive-

through restaurants, home-

shopping networks, the World

Wide Web—and yet the pace of

life has been cranked up to a

level that would have been

unimaginable three decades

ago.

Curiously, there has

been scant public discussion

about this dramatic speed-up of

society. People may complain

about how busy they are and

how overloaded life has

become, but speed is still

viewed as generally positive

—

something that will help us all

enrich our lives. Journalists,

business leaders, politicians,

and scholars feed our

imaginations with visions of

the new world of instantaneous

communications and high-

speed travel, Even many
activists who are sceptical of

the wonders ofmodem

progress, the folks who
patiently remind us that small

is beautiful and less is more,

look upon speed as an asset in

achieving a better society.

Four-hundred-mile-an-hour

trains, they assure us, will

curtail pollution, and modem
links across the planet will

promote human rights.

Revving up, in fact, is

often heralded as the answer to

the problems caused by our

overly busy lives. Swamped
by the accelerating pace of

work? Get a computer that's

faster. Feel like your life is

spinning out of control?

Increase your efficiency by

learning to read and write

faster. No time to enjoy life?

Purchase one of those handy

products advertised on

television that promise to help

you to cook faster, exercise

faster, and even make money
faster.

Yet it seems that the

faster we go, the farther we fall

behind. Not only in the literal

sense of not getting done what

we set out to do, but at a

deeper level too. I feel this

keenly in my own life. Like

many Americans, I've always

moved at a fast clip. 1 can't

stand small talk, waiting in

line, or slow numbers on the

dance floor. It has always

seemed obvious to me that the

faster I move, the more things 1

can do and the more fun and

meaning my life will have.

But it has gotten to the point

where my days, crammed with

all sorts of activities, feel like

an Olympic endurance event

—

the everydayathon. As I race

through meals, work, family

time, social encounters, and the

physical landscape on my way
to my next appointment, I'm

beginning to wonder what I've

been missing, what pleasures

I've been in too much of a

hurry to appreciate or even

notice.

A full-throttle life seems

to yield little satisfaction other

than the sensation of speed

itself. I've begun voicing these

doubts to friends and have

discovered that many of them

share my dis-ease. But it's still

a tricky topic to bring up in

public. Speaking out against

speed can get you lumped in

with the Flat Earth Society as a

hopelessly wrong-headed

romantic who refuses to face

the facts of modem life. Yet it

is clear that more and more
Americans desperately want to

slow down. A surprising

number of people I know have

cut back to part-time work in

their jobs or quit altogether in

order to work for themselves,

raise kids, go back to school, or

find some other way to lead a

more meaningful, less hurried

life—even though it means

getting by on significantly less

income. And according to

Flarvard economist, Juliet
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Schor, author of the 1992 best-seller, The

Overworked American , these are not isolated

cases. She says her research shows that 'millions

of Americans are beginning to live a different

kind of life, in which they are trading money for

time. I believe that this is one of the most

important trends going on in America'.

There is a small but growing chorus of

social critics, Schor among them, who believe

that faster is not always better and that we must

conference marked the first large-scale forum on

the cultural and political implications of speed in

our ever-accelerating world.

Not everyone at the conference, which

focused on the design and technological aspects

of the issue, was convinced that speed poses any

real problems. Some of the participants,

especially the younger ones, were appalled that

anyone would advocate slowing down the pace

of life.

pay attention to the psychological, environmental,

and political consequences of our constantly

accelerating world. Environmental activist

Jeremy Rifkin was one of the first to raise

questions about the desirability of speed in his

1987 book, Time Wars. 'We have quickened the

pace of life only to become less patient/ he

wrote. 'We have become more organised but

less spontaneous, less joyful. We are better

prepared to act on the future but less able to

enjoy the present and reflect on the past,'

Is Slow Really Beautiful?

A number of these advocates of slowness

gathered in Amsterdam last November for a

conference hosted by the Netherlands Design

Institute. Drawing an overflow crowd of

designers, scholars, environmentalists, business

leaders, and activists from around the world, the

...Our

obsession with speed

forces us to lose sight of

the future and remain

trapped in the present.

Historian Stephen Kern, a professor

at Northern Illinois University whose book The

Culture ofTime and Space chronicled the soaring

velocity of life between 1880 and World War I,

pointed out that 'new speeds have always

brought out alarmists'. In the 1830's, he noted, it

was feared that train passengers would suffer

crushed bones from travelling at speeds as high

as 35 miles an hour. Kern considers the current

concern about the effects of our speeded-up lives

a similar form of hysteria.

'Technologies that promote

speed are essentially good/ he

said, adding that, 'the historical

record is that humans have

never opted for slowness/

Danny Hillis, who
pioneered the conceptual design

behind high-speed super

computers, disagreed with Kern,

warning that our obsession with

speed forces us to lose sight of

the future and remain trapped

in the present. He
recommended cultivatingwhat

he calls 'a new aesthetic of

slowness'. To illustrate what that

might look like he told a story

abouthow Oxford University

recently replaced the gigantic

oak beams in the ceiling of one

of its dinning halls. When the

beams began to show signs of

rotting, university officials were

concerned that they wouldn'tbe

able to find lumber large and

strong enough to replace them.

But the university's forester

explained to them that, when

the dinning hall was built five

hundred years ago, their

predecessors had planted a

grove of oak trees so that the

university could replace the

beams when the time came.

In that spirit, Hillis is

now at work with musician,

Brian Eno and others on

designing the world's slowest

clock, which will chime just once

a millenium. He hopes that at a

conference 3,000 years from

now, people will look back on

our time and see this clock as a

symbol of 'the moment when

they took responsibility for the

future. When they stopped

believing in just now'.

The prominentGerman

environmental thinker

Wolfgang Sachs shares Hillis'

interest in devising an aesthetic

of slowness and offered his own
ideas about what form it would

take. 'Medium speeds will be

considered an accomplishment,

something well done', he said.

'And when you see someone

going fast, you shrug your

shoulders, saying, "What's

the point?"

'
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Sachs argues that speed is an under-

recognised factor fuelling environmental

problems
—

'It's possible to talk about the

ecological crisis as a collision between time

scales—the fast time scale of modernity crashing

up against the slow time scale of nature and the

earth'. In his view, genetic engineering, with all

its pptential for ecological havoc, is an example

of how we interfere with natural processes in the

name of speeding up evolution. Sachs' recent

report Sustainable Germany, which maps a route

to a green society, embraces slowing down as a

key environmental objective. It proposes putting

a 100 kilometre-an-hour (60 miles per hour)

speed limit on Germany's autobahns and

scrapping plans for a high-speed rail network.

Sachs also recommends strengthening local

economies and cultures so that people won't

have to rely as heavily on long-distance travel.

'A society that lives in the fast lane can never be

a sustainable society', he told the conference,

adding that a slower society would make life

more pleasant and elegant. 'In a fast-paced

world we put a lot of energy into arrivals and

departures and less into the experience itself.

Raising kids, making friends, creating art—all

run counter to the demand for speed. There is

growing recognition that faster speeds are not

just a natural fact of the universe. It's an issue

for public attention. What has not been

discussed before now is—What kind of speed do

we want?

Jogi Panghaal, a designer who works with

community groups in India, defines the issue as

not simply whether speed is good or bad, but

whether the world of the future will allow a

variety of speeds. He talked at the conference

about his concern that a monoculture of speed

will develop in which the whole world is

expected to move at the same pace. India and

other traditional societies of Asia, Latin America,

and Africa are already undergoing culture shock

as the rule of western efficiency bears down

upon them. People who once lived according to

the rhythms of the sun, the seasons, and nature

are now buying alarm clocks, carrying pocket

calendars, and feeling the pressure to move

'A
IJL society that lives m

the fast lane can never be a

sustainable society

faster and faster. Panghaal warned that

inhabitants of the industrialised nations may

feel this loss as much as the traditional peoples

do because less modernised cultures provide

inspiration for finding a slower, simpler way of

living—including the two-week vacation in the

Third World that has become a necessary ritual

of replenishment for many of us.

In an age of

technological marvels, we've

come to expect that solutions

will be found to help us

overcome our problems. So if

the problem now appears to be

too many things coming at us

too fast, we'll naturally begin

looking for ways to slow down.

Humans may not have opted

for slowness in the past, but

they have also never had to

contend with constantly soaring

speeds not only diminishing

the quality of life, but also

endangering the future of the

planet. As Wolfgang Sachs

declared to the audience in

Amsterdam, 'Slow is not only

beautiful, but also necessary

and reasonable'^

This piece is excerpted

from a larger article from

the Utne Reader
,
published

from the US, which, in our

opinion is the best of the

alternative media .

Jay Walljasper is editor-

at-large of the Utne Reader.

illustrations: Satyakam

with best compliments from

MORTONCONFECTIONERY
AND MILKPRODUCTS

FACTORY
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Sanjoy Ghose, a development activist, was
known and loved throughout the country for his
untiring efforts towards rural empowerment.
Based in Rajasthan for many years, he was
responsible for founding URMUL, which aimed
at fostering economic development through
promotion of handicrafts. He recently relocated
to Majuli in Assam, having taken charge of
AVARD (Association of Voluntary Agencies for
Rural Development). Sanjoy was allegedly
abducted from there. News about the incident is

mixed. As a fellow NGO, we express concern
and solidarity with Sanjoy's cause and condemn
such increasing trends of violence towards
people who express different views.

As part of INDIA’S QUEST - THE EYE has announced a poster making
event for the youth. Each zone has been given a different theme.

The Feminine Discourse - East (Calcutta, Patna, Bokaro, Cuttack and Bhubaneshwar).

Sustainable Development - West (Ahmedabad, Vadodara, Mumbai and Jaipur).

Pluralism - North East (Guwahati, Dibrugarh, Shillong, Agartala and Imphal).

Governance - South Central (Bangalore, Dharwad, Surathkal, Hyderabad and Vijaywada).

Education - Central (Dehradun, Aligarh, Lucknow, Bhopal, Indore and Nagpur).

Non-Violence - South (Trivandrum, Calicut, Cochin, Chennai and Coimbatore).

Sacred India - North (Jammu, Hissar, Chandigarh and Jalandhar).

The selected posters will be exhibited at the zonal and national level during the Campus Outreach Proqramme
For more details on INDIA'S QUEST refer to page 3.

a
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India's increasingly nebulous perception of its individual and collective

identity compounded by the contemporary development idiom is lashing at

its own fragile psyche.

Independence has essentially meant a

change in the membership of the ruling elite.

The members are no longer British by birth but

Indian citizens. Perhaps at this juncture, half a

century after gaining our political freedom and
our sovereignty, it is time to confront the issue

of freedom. We gained freedomfrom British

rule, what have we done with our freedom to

create or build? Political freedom is an objective

fact but what about freedom of the mind? What
about development of the Indian identity?

I explore, in this article, the context of the Indian

identity as it has emerged in the last fifty years.

India has existed as a 'culture state' for

centuries. The last fifty years have merely

brought forth national boundaries and a new
structure for the emergence of a nation-state

identity. Along with it come ideologies and an

understanding (or non-understanding) of who
v- e are and what we are.

We began with a legacy of having been

seen and defined by the eye and mind of the

coloniser. This view consisted in the main, of

poor evaluations in the nature of the white

man's burden. These evaluations led the British

administration to effect reforms in the area of

social practices and customs/such as sati.

Independence also brought to the surface, the

pent up violence and anger in the Hindu-

Muslim interface. A new country was born
conceived in hate and a fear of Joss of the

Muslim identity while ours was born with

shame and loss. The State view that emerged
then and continues to be sustained, was and is

markedly allergic to anything connected with

religion. A synonym was bom,

'communalism'- today used only as an epithet.

We took the reins of State power with a

vow to be secular. As part of colonial legacy, we
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indigenous

institutions in

India had a link

with some form

of religious

activity. Our

concept of post-

Independence

secularism seems

to have thrown

out the baby with

the bathwater,

stopping us from

incorporating

benign religious

activity, and as

such, our

democracy has

turned

progressively

godless' in the

worst sense of the

word.

carried the burden of shame and self-hate

,

seeing ourselves as inferior and less worthy,

collectively leading ourselves into repeated self-

defeat, Perhaps we need to take a closer look at

the castrated and scarred psyche imprinted by

the brutalisation by successive invader -rulers

over the last one thousand years or more. The

history of the country written by the colonisers

only further reinforced the shame. These

ingrained scars cannot be healed through

compensation or vengeance. So 'reservation',

for instance, cannot simply wave a healing

wand.

Developmental activities, post

independence, were founded exclusively on

techno-economic goals, woven in with

democracy and industrialism -gifts of the West.

Trading, finance and banking which were

indigenous strengths, began to give way to the

popular belief that 'manufacturing
7
is the only

way. At the individual level this has created the

fantasy that generation of wealth is the only goal

worth pursuing. Industrialism, all over the

world, particularly to Indians has turned out to

be a direct violence on our psyche, demanding

some subtle mutations. In the management and

industrial world, an Indian called 'Krishnan'

sometimes had to become become 'Chris' and

Sampath 'Sam'! Images play havoc on the

psyche, with pressures to perform like the post-

Victorian American achiever-the hard,

manipulative 'go getter'. This was the ideal

managerial profile.

Historians like Vincent Smith firmly

believed that the country desperately needed

the 'iron grip' of the West in order to get

anywhere. We colluded by believing and

turning upon ourselves in self-hate. Toynbee

predicted Balkanisation as the fate of India, and

we fear that dark prediction, although

experience has shown that the prediction has

already fallen through.

Indian industry is only now beginning to

take cognisance of 'culture' as a variable to be

worked with, this variable being directly or

subtly berated as a liability to be overcome

rather than a resource to be harnessed.

Industrialism, in the Indian psyche is a foreign

implant, not knowing exactly how to own up

technology as its own. Though India boasts of

being a country of superb craftsmen, it is worth

noting that modern management performance

quality and quantities of production continue to

remain well below par.

Contemporary western style democracy,

with little base in indigenous institutions has

virtually no anchors in the Indian psyche either.

The only known antecedent is in ancient

Buddhist practice, which is now buried under

history. All indigenous institutions in India had

a link with some form of religious activity. Our

concept of post-Independence secularism seems

to have thrown out the baby with the bathwater,

stopping us from incorporating benign religious

activity, and as such, our democracy has turned

progressively 'godless' in the worst sense of the

word.

Whether it is industrialism or democracy,

the sub-text is clear— the Indian psyche has not

been able to own up industrialism-democracy

as its own. Owning these up may have given us

the intitiative to define and design these to serve
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There is a

'modern' Indian

identity, there is

an ancient

identity and

another one in

the intervening

period. Our own

knowledge and

understanding of

these is partial

and sketchy. The

dissociated state

of our identity is

a violence on our

psyche

engendered by

history.

~ /v

& v

f

us rather than be retained in their present form

and treated as alien. The worker in the factory,

or the clerk in any office ends up treating his or

her world of work as an alien western style

engagement. The same person is transformed

when called upon to work for something that he

can treat as his own, like community festivals

and religious events.Finding this vital link that

would help own up industrialism and

democracy is likely to be a long road. It cannot

be avoided however. For, avoiding it would

mean further accumulation of self-hate and

poor self-worth. The Indian psyche needs a

regeneration, though we cannot wait for a

Buddha ox Christ to save us. The State, in its

present run-down condition can do little in

initiating such a change. In vowing ourselves to

secularism, (the opposite of which is not

communalism), we as a collective have

condemned ourselves to a world which says

'man lives by bread alone'. This has created a

desert in the soul of the nation. It has effectively

obstructed us from finding rejuvenation from

our native wisdom.

Human identity, individual or collective,

needs a sense of continuity with itself and its

own history. It has a race memory. The Indian

identity is in deep trouble on this count. There is

a 'modern' Indian identity, there is an ancient

identity and another one in the intervening

period. Our own knowledge and understanding

of these is partial and sketchy. The dissociated

state of our identity is a violence on our psyche

engendered by history. Toynbee shows that

departing colonisers leave behind their proxies.

India was no exception. So the rulers changed

but the dispensers of the rule, namely the State

machinery, especially the bureaucracy did not.

This rooting of the bureaucracy in colonial

history has two ramifications. The colonial

bureaucrat did not need to have a sense of

belonging or cultural continuity with those

whom he helped rule and , with rare

exceptions, could distance himself from being

part of the community. In any event he was

here to help foster a suppressive governance.

Free India's bureaucrats carry the same spirit of

having to 'rule' through appropriate controls.

The solutions they conceive are founded on

western rationalism, colonial control and

maintenance of status quo. The bureaucracy,

more often than not, also displays a skepticism

towards the Indian identity.

The violence we have perpetrated on

ourselves has been enormous. In avoiding the

horrors of fundamentalist dogmatism, we have

cut ourselves adrift from native spirituality,

catching hold of a tenuous and fragile thread

of living by visible outcomes of petty little

enterprises. The world of religion carries with it

wisdom that is synchronic with the culture.

What we fail to see is that this wisdom is

actually secular. The violence that we see in our

psyche today is that of turning against ourselves

and our own judgment. So we haplessly follow

the pulls of discarded western technology (see

Dinesh Mohan, THE EYE , Vol.3 No.4, 1995) and

hold on to an antiquated educational system

and philosophy (see Fr. Paulos Gregorios, THE

EYE, Vol. 4 No.l&2) that makes our children

fodder for the worst pathologies of a synthetic

society which richly serves the cause of

international commerce.

n TRiMify

Democracy and industrialism do not stand

alone by themselves. They have a less talked of

partner in this trinity. This accompanying

partner is an active Church. While all

democracies are secular in that the Church does

not directly participate in governance, it is an

active part of the community and holds a

meaning and plays a role in the lives of

individuals. No nation has done what India has

done. She has ignored and actively run down

the third partner of the trinity. While most

nations have taken to industrialism and

designed governance systems to suit their own

cultures, they have also fostered their

indigenous church-like processes.

a Tine eons

The ruling elite and its politics, having de-

legitimised anything 'religious' under the

banner of secularism, have created a time bomb

that will keep exploding from time to time. It is

well known in the area of institution building,

that when a significant expression of a collective

psyche is de-legitimised (given no space for

expression), it is bound to fester and explode

intermittently in its need for space. These

explosions are not cathartic but are

characterised by inexplicable violence that is

convulsive, short lived, volcanic, breeding

distrust and hatred. It may be interesting to note

here that one of the Sanskrit equivalents of the

word, 'development' is prakatikaran, meaning

ongoing expressiveness. On the other hand, the

contemporary development idiom engendered

by the twins of democracy and industrialism

interprets it as a process of training people to

have a unilateral goal with wealth as a primary

and most often the only goal of the living. This is

entirely antithetic to expressiveness, in fact, it is

an act of benign suppression, couched as

liberation. Development models and the

inherent and ruthless competition perpetrates

unabated violence on the psyche.
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cc: rver tnorny the path, and however tortured
the psyche, the journey must be made. But what
is the direction of this path? Could it be a
renewed search for pride in ourselves? In my
view, this is our quest, after fifty years of

political independence. The self-brutalisation

and violence on the psyche that developmental
activities have unleashed without intention will

certainly increase our shame and self-hate. Let
there be widespread debate and re-

interpretation of religions and India's legacy of

intuition and introspection. For this is our only
healing. Let us remember that the word
'religion' is from the Latin root 're-ligio' which
means to reconnect, relink'. The last fifty years
have separated Indians from India — can we
'relink'Q|

Sushanta Banerjee is a teacher,

consultant and researcher. He is a Behaviourial

Scientist, focussing on experience-based
learning with Eastern assumptions. He is also

visiting faculty at the Indian Institute of

Management, Ahmedabad. He is co-founder

of Sumedhas, an academy that trains people

to work in the area of process work, personal

growth and self-renewal.
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COSMOLOGY OF
THE POND

ANUPAM MISHRA

Understanding isfluid,flowing like water, while knowledge is like blocks of ice that

prevent theflow.

Thick Nhat Nanh, Vietnamese BuddhistMonk

For I will pour water on the thirsty land, and streams on the dry ground; I will pour my
spirit upon your descendants and my blessing on your offsprng.

God to Israel, Isaiah Chapter 44
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Hundreds and thousands of

Little ponds and large ponds

Did not springfrom naught

Behind them stood men who envisioned

Behind those, stood scores who built.

These thousands ofmen and

Their thousands of little and large ponds

Became their pools of vision and strength

And then we came along

With scrolls ofeducation

Tucked under our arms

And brought them to naught.

XXnd those who envisioned these ponds created

receptacles of water and life and did not leave their names

behind. Their ponds gathered around the brink of history since

nobody knows how many were built. No one counted. Each

vision ofwater translated itself into glimmering sweat of toil and

prayer and another pond grew to live and nourish. One pond

built by a king, another by a queen, the next by a quiet

householder and his children perhaps, a widow in another

village, maybe a sadhu—'whoever it was that created a harness

for water was a mahatma, a worshipper and devotee of every

drop of rain.

From data scattered here, there and everywhere, till the

beginning of this century, about eleven to twelve lakh ponds

would brim up with rain each year.Till the next monsoon, Lord

Varuna's giftwould be shared,Me by little, among the devotees.

It is strange that despite bringing into creation so many
ponds, year after year, there is no available description of how a

pond is made. But that is probably the most natural state of

knowing, when the existence of a pond itself is proof of

knowledge, or better perhaps, of the act of doing. As though

creating a waterbody comes from centuries of knowing, almost

unlearnt yet a perfected art ... it springs from an instinctive

knowledge of the presence of the spirits, the cosmic clouds, soil

as a willing partner and receptacle, and every drop of rain a note

in consonance.
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Yet, despite the absence of a

recorded method and design of

making ponds, there does exist a

rough blueprint of the spirituality of

the act of harnessing water ... a sort

of fluid, cross-generational

affiliation to the philosophy behind

every living or dead pond. And we
salute that amalgamation between

the soil, the rains and human being.

We salute that indigenous grammar

of survival and collective growth.

Eyes have learnt to spot the

right location for the pond; they

have done this over the years and

they just know. So why wait?

Everyone gets together. On a

glistening big plate,

ingredients ofworship

sit waiting to call upon ( 2) ,

the gods to bless this

beginning. A receptacle

full of water bears
(
CT)

witness. Shi okas

invoke wonder, prayer

and adoration for

water and soil, each

chant turning into a (6^^^
quiet wisp of cloud.

Lord of the clouds and -

the rain is remembered

and worshipped.
Wherever the pond

may be dug, every KCv/
river of the country is

^
called upon to bless it

with abundance and life. And the

prayers stop to listen to the tools as

they get to work on the soil.

Flowing water has to be

pleased and cajoled, to wait with

them through the year. And so they

play with water, nay fire.

The entire village got

together at the site . . . men, women,

old and young, neighbours and

relatives, their cattle, their tools,

their bodies, minds and spirits.

Working on the pond is like a

festival, an act of love, worship and

pitnya . After several days of

devotion, the edge of the pond can

be seen from afar. It's time to

celebrate again. To drum beats, the

village gets together, and all the

nameless people who have built the

pond will christen it. Thisname will

not be written on a piece of paper

but in the consciousness of those

present. And the water and rain will

eventually embrace this nameless

labour of love.

Who were these nameless

people who built continuously?

Every passing

generation started to

forget ...

we grew up seeing taps

and pipes ... we forgot

the pond makers,

creators and

worshippers.

Gajdhar is a beautiful name to

remember those people by. Even

today, it is used in several parts of

Rajasthan. A gajdhar is one who
embodies gaj, the measure. Society

did not relegate thegajdhar to being

mere masons. He was given the

stature of one who could measure

the very depths of society through

the act of building a pond. Gajdhars

were given the respect due to an

architect, someone who had the

right and duty to plan, build,

rebuild and create entire societies.

And so they got respect and found

place in the prayers of the entire

village. Their needs were looked

after by the villagers. They were

honoured after every pond rose to

life, after each drop gathered in the

sublime receptacle.

Every passing generation

started to forget, as if to select the

present is an act of letting the past

recede into conscious oblivion. We <fj

forgot the ponds as we grew up

seeing only taps and

\ f . pipes. And we forgot *6

the pond makers, ^creatorsand
^ worshippers. Have we

lost the language to

describe their 'pond

creativity?'

A pond is

perhaps a void in

itself. It is not a mere

J depression in the soil

that fills up with water

every monsoon. It is

perhaps the most

delicately cratted void

that man has

conceived of. It is

indeed, also an

immaculate proof of the fine

nuances of the human journey. As

ponds began to be forgotten so were ^
these nuances and lilts. Water fills

and leaves this void as a matter of

course. The pond manifests itself in

this continual process of change and X
metamorphosis, as a matter of

^
course. And the village standsby as

witness to all, ever present to save

it from the slightest destruction, but

never interfering with its own cycle

of quiet aesthetics. Trees were

planted along the edge of the pond.

And thepond was quick to take the

cue and get into a competition with

who will last longer, the trees or
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itself. And tree and pond—
they lived off this bondage and

competition. If the trees were cut

off, the pond dried up, and if the

pond wilted, the trees made a quiet

retreat into oblivion. A Greek

philosopher once said that the

singular and final proof of

civilisation is its relationship with

water. In the Indian tradition,

people have always compared life

with a bubble of water, ever

transient yet ever so potent and

alive. It has connected the highest

form of ecstacy and enlightenment

to the deepest form of thought and

philosophy, and

called the world, as

we know it, an

expansive ocean. An
ocean in which

generations and epochs ujnj
come and go as mere - q
waves, the mortal t
being's ultimate goal & 3
being to go beyond to

the other side. irf)
This story is LXjJ

about five hundred

years old. Megha used £ TT
to take his cattle to

graze everyday. He
would leave home at a 2.

daybreak and take the X ^
animals across the ydfoS
blazing deserts of

Rajasthan. The day's

supply of water would

go with him in a small clay

container. At sundown he would

lead his animals back home. One
day there was some water left over

in the container. Something came
over him, he dug a small hole in

the soil and emptied the water into

it. He covered the hole carefully

with leaves and twigs.

The next couple of days he

took his cattle elsewhere. When he

came back to the same spot a few

days later, he eagerly removed the

twigs and leaves he had placed over

the small hole. There was no water

in the hole but a cool breeze

touched him, Megha wondered. In

such extreme heat if the water

could produce this moisture,

surely, this is the spot for a

pond . , . and he started making the

pond all by himself.

Now everyday he would
bring his tools along, and while

In the Indian tradition,

people have always

compared life with a

bubble of water, ever

transient yet ever so

potent and alive.

the animals grazed he got down to

work diligently, digging with the

might of patience and will. For two
long years, day after long day,

through the seasons he strived

towards a pond. On the even desert

the outline of the pond could now
be seen from afar.

Word went round the

village. And Megha was joined by
whoever shared his dream. Even
after twelve long years people were

still working on the giant pond.

Continuously, unrelenting and
almost as if possessed. ButMegha's

time had come and he passed

away. His wife lived after him. She

did not perform satu Now, instead

of Megha, she came to the pond to

work. And in six months the pond
was ready. The villagers remember
Megha and his wife everyday at the

small temple they built on the

banks of the pond in their memory.

In the monsoons, the

I

water spreads over

four miles, and the

village sings after

A Megha. And this land

} ^| tii
has seen many a

Megha ever since and

before.

A society that

harnessed water so

A flawlessly and with

fn
}

such supreme sadhana

o must have found

tpnKV inspiration in the old

vedic hymn that calls

^71 2 every drop of water a^ manifestation of an

T 3, ocean, and everybubble

a being pregnant with

omnipresent water.

$ ft)
The seer,

Maitravaruni Vasishta

in the Rig Veda

(VI 1.47) says:

Goddess Waters, may we zuin

that pure and stainlessf clarity-

distilling, honey-filled wave of

refreshment of yours, which God-
seekers made as the primordial

absorptionfor the SpiritualMan

and again in VII.49 of the

same text:

The waters which are celestial

or those which are flowing, those

which are dug up or those which

spontaneously arise, whose goal is

the ocean, the bright purifiers—let

the Goddess Watersfurther me here.
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Well, some would say, bad ui

times are here. If those Vedic people th

were here, they most certainly lo

would. Those simple, uncomplicated

traditions and values that created M
ponds and lakes are beginning to hi

dry up and wilt in our times. n(

'Chasm'is perhaps a small ca

word. But when this word steps in th

between the ruler and the ruled, th

then society is pained. And then gc

when the chasm is not one of a mere in

pond but of the seven seas, then U
what can the hapless people say? af

The British came to India with a cc

different societal

experience where the

state decided what was
^

good for the people. We
as a society were aware of

our own needs and gave

ourselves the duty of

looking after those needs

with the help of the king
||

or ruler.

Organising water

was just one drop in the

ocean of this sense of

duty. British education

and governance could see

neither the drop nor the

ocean, and set off to look

for State records of

ponds,lakes and water g|
bodies. But these records

were never kept with the

State, they belonged to the ^

people. So they did not §
find anything and hence J

j

decided that there was no g
system at all of harnessing |

water. So the rulers

started making another —*jrVr ofj

system, and inadvertently * *^ *

destroyed the existing
TTjy Vl

indigenous one. The drop ^^ '

and the ocean lay ignored.
u ^

Those instinctive

eyes and hands of the past

gradually became mere —
masons and mechanics.

In this new era they are

considered uneducated, | |
unskilled and

uncultured. And unfortunately,

this mindset still rules the land

long after the British left.

Let's look at Sagar, a city in

Madhya Pradesh. Some six

hundred years ago, Lakha, a

nomadic tribesman built a lake

called Sagar, and along its banks

this city grew and named itself after

this lake. Today there are large

government and private institutions

in this city but despite everything

Lakha's lake could not be looked

after. It had the resources to

commission eleven research

projects on the lake, and distribute

degrees to people who did them
but the lake itself still stands in

neglect. After all, Lakha was an

uneducated, nomadic tribesman.

Despite every possible

neglect and decimation, several

lakhs of ponds and lakes have still

survived. And on them survive

several cities, industries and
institutions.

Even now in a region like

Chattisgarh, villagers keep some
part of their earnings for the

upkeep and repair of their ponds.

In Bundelkhand it is still

a part of some of their

rituals to bow before the

pond at auspicious

occasions. There is a

pond in every traditional

taravad in Kerala. Even
now, new ponds are

being dug in remote

parts of the country, and

during the first rains of

the monsoon they keep

watch night after long

night and sing songs in

praise of Megha B
Based on Aaj Bhi

Kharein Ham Taalab

^Jl§§ and Rajasthan ki Rajat

*j|| Boondein bi/Anupam

Mishra.

'WflWT'tffflr

P
No pond lives alone.

lama member ofthe kin ofwaters .

AH waters exist in me.

hi And I exist in all ivaters

.

Anupam Misra works

for the Environmental Cell

of the Gandhi Peace

Foundation. He has studied

and written extensively on

water.

Translated and

compiled by Monalisa

Mishra, 27, a graduate of

the MCRC Jamia Milia, New
Delhi, a promising and

upcoming film maker. She

has made several films on

developmental issues. She

lives in Delhi,

illustrations: Rashmi

Balashankar.
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GODDESS OF RIVER SARASWATI

Many rivers are mentioned in the hymns of the Rigveda. Of these, the Saraswati and Sindhu are cited

most frequently. The Drisadvati is mentioned along with the Saraswati in many places, while there are only

occasional references to the Ganga and Yamuna. However, it is interesting to note that the shrine of the river

goddesses at the Kailasa temple at Ellora includes a depiction of Saraswati along with Ganga and Yamuna.

The three together make the most revered sangam at Prayag (Allahabad) called triveni.

Saraswati literally means 'The Flowing One'. The Rigveda calls her 'best mother',' best river' and 'best

goddess'. Goddess Saraswati is both a deity of the river and of learning. She is the tutelary deity of writers,

artists and poets and embodies the spirit of all fine arts.

In sculpture, Saraswati is portrayed as a beautiful woman clad in white clothes (shubhravnstravrita),

seated or standing on a white lotus
(
shweta padmasana). She sometimes has four arms. She plays the vina

symbolising her association with learning and all fine arts. She also holds a book and a rosary. Her vahatta is

the swan
(
hamsa), symbol of purity and knowledge, occasionally a parrot (suka) or a peacock. Her mudra is

vyakhyana. In Meghdut of Kalidas, he narrates the purifying and spiritual aspects of Saraswati to his friend

Megha poetically thus: 'O Royal Friend now approach the waters of Saraswati which will leave you pure

within though your exterior is black. Balabhadra, the plough bearer who avoided war through feigned

illness, to both sides, also stayed here to expiate his sins, abstaining from wine and sweet relish, the dark

colours of which carried the imprint of Revati's eyes.'

PRABHAKAR BEGDE

Goddess Saraswati.

Adapted from Hindu Iconography

by Margaret Stutley

Prabhakar V. Begae is an architect, writer, architectural historian and critic. He is the author of Ancient

and Medieval Town Planning in India, Forts and Palaces of India and Living Sculpture. A prolific writer on

Indian art, architecture and culture, he is also a Visiting Faculty Member at the TVB School of Habitat

Studies, New Delhi.
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PEOPLE S STRUGGLES

PRESERVINGAND REVIVING
TRADITIONAL RESOURCE
MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS

PARTICIPATION OF VILLAGE COMMUNITIES

The prospect of increasing and irreversible damage to natural and human resources caused by so-

called 'progress' has given rise to the searchfor alternatives, which chiefly involves an interest in

understanding the people-eco-system relationship as it has evolved over the centuries.

The efforts of the organisations, Krishi Avam Paristhitiki Vikas Sansthan (KRAPAVIS) and

Tarun Bharat Sangh with members and workers drawn from the local community, during the last

few years has been a small exploration of this kind. We present two proven cases where this

xvloration has led to very positive results. In both these cases, water has been the chiefinstrument of

their experiment.
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Gopalpura—an Example nf

Successful Afforestation

case study draws its inspiration

from the experiences of a tribal village,

Gopalpura. Gopalpura has converted several

nearby villages to also experiment with

similar programmes to protect their forest and
environment.

Gopalpura is situated in a valley at the

foot of the old mountain, Aravalli on the

periphery of a national park, Sariska in Alwar
district of Rajasthan.This village has 52

households belonging to the Meena tribe. It is

located in what is considered to be a drought

prone, semi-arid area where the peoples' main
occupations are animal husbandry and farming.

In 1986, with the support of voluntary

organisations, the villagers built three small

earthen water-harvesting structures, called

johads, or ponds. For centuries, these structures

have been built in this area, with the purpose
of arresting rain water run-off, improving
water infiltration in the fields, re-charging

ground water to prevent wells from going dry
and plugging the local drains (nalas) to prevent

the loss of fertile top-soil.

These johads were built on village

pasture land owned by the villagers them-
selves, but the State irrigation department
declared these structures illegal. A notice was
served on 13 March 1987, that all these local

structures must be removed since all drains and
local nalas were government property. The
villagers, however refused to accept these

orders and protected their structures. The
administration realised that the people would

^Neighbouring

villages have been

inspired by what

the people of

Gopalpura have

been able to

accomplish and

have begun to

adopt similar

methods.

Gopalpura's brave

attempts at taking

development into

their own hands

must be

encouraged, not

obstructed by the

government.

not allow theirjohads to be destroyed without a

fight. Besides which, they were forced to admit
that these structures were indeed a very
effective soil conservation measure. They
revoked the orders. The people had won!

Close to theirjohads lay a barren hill,

approximately 60 acres of classified barren land
(banjar chak Khasara no.3 ). In June 1987, thegram
sahha or village committee, decided to afforest

this barren land. The land was planted with
trees and a wall of stone was built to keep
grazing animals out of the area. All this was
done through shram daan, a wonderful Indian

concept of voluntary work. They had agreed
that anyone cutting branches, picking leaves,

damaging plants or taking animals into the

protected area would be fined Rs. 11. Anyone
witnessing this and not reporting it to thegram
sabha would be fined Rs. 21. If the individual

repeated the mistake, thegram sabha would
demonstrate with a dharna (collective staged

protest) on their doorstep, exerting social

pressure. The final recourse was to expel them
from the society.

Despite initial setbacks, the people of

Gopalpura did not lose heart and they contin-

ued their protracted fight. The villagers lost the

area they had planted to the government, due
to local political interests. But continued

struggle made the government finally agree to

provide another 60 bighas (about 25 acres) of

land and Rs. 10,000 to the gram sabha for their

environment development activities. The
villagers never forgot this tragedy, and to

ensure that another such as this would not

occur, they launched a Fed Bachao Padyatra (Save

Trees Movement). Every year, to coincide with
the Rakhi festival, they perform a special

ceremony where the tree is decorated with a

sacred thread and tilak (vermillion).

During the past year and a half, the

villagers have created their own village fund
for natural resource conservation on the

60 bighas of land provided by the government.
They have now raised Rs. 40,000 (Rs. 25,000 on
their own, plus Rs. 10,000 from the government
plus 5 quintals of grain) and are again in a

position to undertake a new environment
programme.

Neighbouring villages have been
inspired by what the people of Gopalpura have
been able to accomplish and have begun to

adopt similar methods. To date, 300 water
harvesting structures have been built in the

area through shram daan. Gopalpura's brave
attempts at taking development into their own
hands must be encouraged, not obstructed by
the government^
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Madalvas—an example of

TraditionalWaterManagement

^ladalvas is a small village in the

Rajgarh tehsil of Rajasthan. It is situated in a

valley surrounded by high ranges of the

Aravali mountain, to the south of the well-

known Sariska National Park. It is considered a

semi-arid village, roughly 650 hectares in area.

The main occupations are animal husbandry

and agriculture. The average land holding is

between 1 and 1.5 hectare. The village economy

is of subsistence level and most of what is

produced is consumed locally.

This settlement, which began about 100

years ago, with just three households, now has

49. These people also belong to the Meena tribe.

As per a survey, their livestock consists of cows

(60), buffaloes (205) and goats (381).

Madalvas is a rain-shadow area with

erratic rainfall ranging from 300 to 700 m.m.

Almost 90 per cent of it occurs during the South

West monsoons. Temperature goes up to 50

degrees centigrade during the summer and

drops to 0 degrees in winter. The average

humidity is 76 per cent. Except for a few

seasonal nalas (drains) there is no perennial

river. The soil is sandy loam. The village is

located within a decidous forest.

Until the process of change was begun in

1987, Madalvas was a poverty stricken village.

The shortage of water had a direct impact on

the bio-mass. Some of the social customs

ensured steady economic degradation

—

alcoholism and nukta (death feasts) being the

most prominent among them. Indebtedness and

out-migration were the inevitable consequences.

Purdah and casteism vitiated the situation.

waterwas

the main thing. If

water was

tackled, other

things would fall

into place. It was

important to

mobilise the

village elders.

Many of them

recollected the

existence of

johads, ponds,

which form part

of the traditional

knowledge of

water

management

which the

villagers

practiced once.

Grim as it was, the 1983-87 drought

further worsened things. It compelled the

villagers to sell their cattle at throwaway prices

or let them go loose. Of their cattle, 30 per cent

died due to drought and fodder famine. Most of

the village wells dried up. Productivity of both

livestock and land declined drastically with the

result that most of the people, looking for wage

labour migrated to cities like Delhi and

Ahmedabad where they had to live in slums.

Water was the main thing. It was at the

root of all these problems. If water was tackled,

other things would fall into place. It was

important to mobilise the village elders. Many

of them recollected the existence ofjohads,

ponds, which form part of the traditional

knowledge of water management which the

villagers practiced once. In fact, remnants of two

johads still exist. Due to lack of maintenance

thesejohads had become non-functional and

most of the rainwater drained off into the nalas.

To refresh their memory and motivate them,

they were taken to Gopalpura wherejohads

were flourishing with the help of the above

mentioned organisations and the shram daan of

the local villagers. Numerous meetings were

held, initially with individuals, and later with

all households. It was not easy to make thejohad

project a reality since the tradition had disap-

peared over the years.

Gradually, they built three johads, two of

them at old sites. Villagers contributed 25 to 50

per cent of the total cost in the form of voluntary

labour and agreed to undertake the eventual

management of the johads on their own. The

remaining cost was underwritten by the

organisations. Results were visible within two

years and subsequently two movejohads were

built. All households, depending on the

availability of water and their respective needs

take water from thejohad which is either

pumped out or taken to the fields through

channels.

The way the johads are managed is

unique. There is no single leader or a core

group that oversees its management. Instead,

all households take active part in the working of

the sabha and take all decisions by consensus.

The responsibilities of the sabha include the

annual repair ofjohads, formulation of rules and

regulations and conflict resolution. Annual

repairs need to be done before the monsoons

every year, including ramming of the soil,

which is necessary, because animals of the

village walk over it to go across to the hillock

for grazing. Voluntary labour is provided by all.

Discussing the impact of the project,

Jagdish Pahadiya of Madalvas said, that

whereas he was getting less than Rs. 100 per
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bighn (1 /4 hectare) a

year before con-

structing the johad,

he is now earning

Rs, 1,000 per

bighn—a ten-fold

rise. A case study done

by Development Alternatives

in collaboration with the Administra-

tive Staff College of India on the Madalvas

water management system says that the direct

impact ofjolmds can be seen in the improved

productivity of the land. After thejolmds were

constructed, the production of maize doubled to

400 kg per bighn despite bad rains.

A report by an agriculture engineer

claims that about 30 hectares of wastelands have

been reclaimed after the jolmds were constructed

and almost 125 hectares of culturable wasteland

are under cultivation. Prema Gera, a social

scientist, mentions in a case study on Madalvas

jolmds that there are 12 wells in the village and

many of them used to dry up during the

drought years. Now few of them dry up and

most of them have high water levels. These

jolmds, apart from augmenting water supply for

crops, animals, and domestic uses, are becoming

the focal point of village life itself.

The successful collective management of

jolmds has now sparked off a lot of confidence in

the villagers, who now want to manage other

natural resources themselves like the village

commons. The gram sabha decided, for instance,

to take up an afforestation programme. To re-

generate the wastelands lying adjacent to the

jolmds
, a large number of saplings have also

been planted. Some trees were planted on other

community lands like that belonging to the

village temple, etc. And protection of the

plantation is now the responsibility of every

villager^

An activist from

Rajasthan, Aman is

associated with several

organisations which have

been working in the field of

natural resource management

and rural development. He

has done pioneering work in

Rajasthan in the field of

organic farming and reviving

indigeneous methods of forest

management locally known

as Oran,
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men.
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GETTING THE SUMS RIGHT
THE ACCOUNTABILITY
OF DEVELOPMENT

\\ ^ Lastnight

\ \JJ
^*** my television

\ Y/ set conveyed a

\ / ZT stunning

^V'LLS
MALCOLM'S L^a0"8

night time

candle-lit vigil commemorating the eighth

anniversary of Tiannanmen Square. To me
it symbolised the forces of free market

capitalism preparing for the final struggle

against the last bastion of communist

:deology. The sad fact is that in terms of

a dding to the sum total of human
nappiness both systems seem fatally

flawed.

The Communist Regime
As early as 1933, journalist and author

Arthur Koestler was reporting from Soviet

Russia about the disastrous consequences

of rapid industrialisation and collective

farming practices: 'It was the catastrophic

winter after the first wave of

: ollectivisation of the land; the peasants
~ ad killed their cattle, burned or hidden

v.eir crops and were dying of starvation

and typhoid; the number of deaths in the

Ukraine alone is estimated at about two

-id ions. Travelling through the country-

: . ie was like running the gauntlet; the

;
: a nons were lined with begging peasants

- ::h swollen hands and feet, the women
: 1 ding up to the carriage-windows

: rr.ble infants with enormous wobbling
‘ aa is, stick-like limbs, swollen pointed

rabies. ... The electricity supply in
k n a :kov had broken down; there was no

c r : :n the town, and the trams

: coned only for an hour or so a day to

a < a the workers to the factories and back,

hhe seemed to have come to a

- tar is till, the whole machinery was on
a verge of collapse.'

MALCOLMBALDWIN

We now know that some twenty

million people died in the struggle for

development in Soviet Russia, and

millions more suffered enforced labour,

deprivation and brutal State control of

everyday life. The twin engines of

Communist ideology and Stalinist

totalitarianism had mobilised a peasant

economy into a superpower in less than

sixty years, they put the first man in

space and dominated world politics for

decades. The crucial question now
remains—was it worth it?

In China we may never know the

sum total ofhuman misery caused by the

ideological fervour to develop into a

modem industrial state. Some observers

estimate that as many as fifty million

people may have died in the turmoil of

this century. Even the Chinese authorities

admit that thirteen million people

perished in The Great Leap Forward' of

1958 and millions more suffered famine

and impoverishment. To its credit, the

Chinese revolution cannow boast that

22 per cent of the world's population is

adequately fed on only 7 per cent of the

total cultivable land, and it stands on the

brink of being an industrial giant with

massive resources of cheap labour.

However, personal freedoms have been

crushed under the weight of state-

dominated ideology, and China's abysmal

record ofhuman rights violations

continues unabated. The crucial question

keeps arising—has the rush to

development in this most violent of

centuries actually added much to the sum
total ofhuman happiness?

Development:
Western Style
Since the fall of the Berlin Wall, the

western model of economic and social

development has become dominant in

world thinking. The principal purpose of

economic activity is to raise standards of

living so that individuals are able to

consume more goods and services. In turn,

this creates employment, poverty is

reduced—eventually wealth trickles down
to all members of society. Within certain

limited geographical boundaries, this

model has proved enormously successful

in material terms. Advances in

technology which put people out of work
(e.g. mechanised farming or robotic

production lines) can be counterbalanced

by economic growth of around 3 per cent

each year. This means that production will

double every 25 years, keeping wealth in

circulation and constantly raising living

standards of welfare. Much of the
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industrial north can now boast that its

people are housed with electricity, and

mains water. Most of us have televisions,

telephones, refrigerators, washing

machines and cars. We travel abroad for

holidays and can even afford to feed our

pet cats twice as many calories as

individuals from the poorest fifth of

humanity. Moreover our surplus wealth

pays for education from infancy to

university; we have health care from the

cradle to the grave, and in times of

hardship andunemployment, the state

provides minimum standard of welfare.

The problem is that all these

achievements have been won with

appalling social and environmental costs,

not only within our own borders but at

the expense of other so-called developing

nations. The industrial North with 20 per

cent of the earth's population, consumes

80 per cent of its resources. As the human
species becomes wealthier, so the

biological systems which support all life

(and most economic activity) become

increasingly impoverished. Holes in the

ozone layer, global warming, loss of

species, oceanic plunder, deforestation and

desertification—all point to resource

depletion at a crucial time when the

world's population is increasing by some

ninety million people each year. The track

record of wealth trickling down to

alleviate poverty is not good either.

The word 'development' came into

common usage after the second world war

when the optimism to rebuild and

increase global living standards was high

on the agenda. Some fifty years later, we
now know that the western model of

development which has materially

enriched the minority North has had little

impact on the wealth of the majority

South. When around one fifth of humanity

now lives in dire poverty without access to

adequate shelter or drinking water, when
35 thousand children die each day from

preventable hunger and disease, when
economic underclasses are being created

even in the wealthy North, is it not time

to question whether our model of

development works very well?

In addition, it seems that economic

growth heralded by most politicians as

being the leading indicator for happiness

in any given population is essentially

flawed. A recent survey in Britain

revealed that in spite of being materially

much better off than thirty years ago, the

majority of people questioned believed

that perceived levels of health, happiness,

peace of mind, standards of behaviour,

honesty and knowledge were all

deteriorating. Such experience is repeated

in the US where there is a new movement
of people who are downshifting

—

exchanging material wealth and social

status for clean air, tranquillity and

involvement in a small community.

With economic globalisation daily

gathering momentum, unfair trading

systems plundering fragile resources in

the majority world, and the monocultures

of western industrialism threatening

cultures which have survived for

centuries, should we not begin to adopt a

new model of development which is more
socially and environmentally benign.

Some Ideas for a New
Development Model
The current economic model is clearly

unsustainable. Even with a modest growth

rate of 3 per cent per annum, in two

hundred years we would be consuming in

one day more than is currently consumed

in a year. With the earth's life-support

systems already showing signs of

breakdown, one certainty in this uncertain

world is that we cannot continue as we are.

The first thing we have to recognise is that

a healthy environment is a precondition to

a healthy economy. There is an urgent

need for a new accounting system which

balances the number of fish on the

quayside with what is left in the sea.

Industrial processes producing goods and

services all add to gross national product,

but the by-products of water pollution, the

creation of toxic substances unknown to

nature, and contributions to global

warming cannot be found in the accounts

ledger. Thus the first priority is to get the

sums right, and develop a proper

accounting system which accepts the living

biosphere not as a mere 'externality' but

the central focus of any economic system.

The next step is to move industry

from a linear to a circular mode. At the

.Al recent survey in

Britain revealed that in

spite of being materially

much better off ...

perceived levels of health,

happiness, peace of mind,

standards of behaviour,

honesty and knowledge

were all deteriorating.

moment, the model we have is mindlessly

wasteful of finite resources, and exploits

renewable resources like forests to

extinction. Anyone who sat down and

deliberately designed such a destructive

and socially divisive system would be

taken away to the nearest State home for

the bewildered, and yet according to most

politicians we live in the best of all
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rossible worlds! The system works by

exploiting natural resources (mining,

rorestry, agriculture, fishing) and convert-

:ng these into goods and services for

consumption within the marketplace. The

residue is called waste.

The new model is different. Instead

of the linear pattern of present consump-

tion, we would create a circular model of

supplying people's needs and aspirations.

For example, a company manufacturing

television sets would rent them to

consumers-—rather like the rental system

which exists on telephone handsets at

present. When the televisions needed

replacement or had been superseded by

technological innovation, then they would

be taken back, all the components

recycled, and used for new manufacturing

processes as appropriate. Such a system

would recognise the fundamental law of

nature that substances from the earth's

of Asia and Latin America for a variety of

political and social reasons, but the

driving force behind this movement is

usually a cycle of debt, and inappropriate

development. If people in the majority

world choose to 'develop' (and it is by no

means certain that many traditional

cultures either need or want western style

monoculture then it must be a system

which helps people from the bottom up.

Millions of people who have had so-

called 'development' forced upon them

have simply made the transition from a

self-sustaining lifestyle into the the

world's burgeoning slums. This is because

their 'poverty' has been measured in only

in terms of western monetary values.

When it is seen that their per capita share

of gross domestic product is below a

certain level, then they are deemed to be

poor, and in need of development. Often

the fact that a very healthy non-monetary

million people live without access to

adequate food, shelter or clean water).

This sorry process is an inordinately

complex mix of political mismanagement,

misunderstanding, corruption, exploita-

tion, and social and environmental

degradation. In the long term, it will

probably cause more, human misery than

any system yet devised in history. If

development is to take place at all, then

money must be put directly into the hands

of the people who most need it. Funding

for small scale hydro-electric schemes is

far more appropriate than a large dam
project. Modest development of

education, sanitation and healthcare in

Mumbai or Mexico City will have far

longer term benefits than hi-tech

industries producing fashion footwear.

Money for small farmers to increase their

sustainability will create more local

wealth than agribusiness geared to fast

crust do not systematically increase in economy may exist

nature. In addition, the

circular model of consump- 175 607 O 70H6 NfiY
tion would ensure constant _ . . t

technical innovation by “TO “TR/CKL£ DO/VM (
the manufacturers in order i

to maximise profits with fewer

Development for the
Majority World
This is a huge subject to be /

dealt with here in a few / /

words. Until now, the /

processes of so-called / /

development' in the J
I

South has often proved
j

hugely destructive of A r

Me environment and . ViU r

Traditional culture.
j j

In r
Millions ofpeople Jjn I

h ave been driven / / II
nj 1

r :o the slums /
' KBI

j

is not taken into

consideration. Middle

class (and often

corrupt) elites within

any country can then

apply to the World

Bank for development

loans to fund a large

dam project, mecha-

nised agriculture, an

airport or some other

form of totally

inappropriate invest-

ment. In this process,

the elite minorities

consolidate their

wealth and power

while millions of

others are driven into

the abyss of dire

poverty. (ItisnowT

estimated that one

thousand

food outlets,

The newmodel is

different. Instead of the

linear pattern of present

consumption,we would

create a circularmodel of

supplying people's

needs and aspirations.

Additionally the majority world is

uniquely poised to leapfrog the old

polluting centralised industries and take

advantage of the new sustainable decen-

tralised technologies which benefit the

many rather than enrich the few. Solar

technology, advances in the

understanding of sustainable food

production, biological pest control, and

sensible management of water resources

are just a few of the ways in which people

can truly develop without this terrible

reliance on central state control, spiralling

debt and structural adjustment.

Moreover, it has been noted by many
historians that we shape our technology,

and it, in turn, shapes us. Therefore it

seems logical to suppose that benign,

small scale, low impact decentralised

* technologies will democratise society by

placing power in the hands of the many

where it belongs.
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Local Markets
Possibly the surest way to achieve fairer

distribution of wealth is to develop local,

economic bio-regions which aim at self-

sufficiency before trade takes place. We
have an absurd situation here in Europe

where economic growth based on free

trade leads to extremely wasteful

practices. Lettuces grown in Spain are

imported to the UK and in turn we export

lettuces for sale in Spanish markets. Such

examples can be multiplied with alarming

regularity, and it is not uncommon for the

food on European plates to have travelled

in excess of ten thousand miles. Clearly

such trade is not only a logical absurdity,

it is wickedly wasteful of time, labour and

transport costs. Modem economic studies

are revealing that small regional markets

are not only more efficient, but benefit

more people than the global marketplace.

It also makes economic and ecological

sense to generate energy close to home.

Modem technology is becoming

increasingly sophisticated at exploiting

different sources of power whether they

be solar, wind, tidal, hydro or biomass

burning. If energy and food are produced
close to home, wealth will gradually be

created within the local community
instead of the vain hope that a slum
dweller in Rio de Janeiro may someday
benefit from the strength of currency in

Japan.

Restoration
The 'buzzword' amongst green thinkers

has become restoration. As many of the

earths fragile eco-systems begin to spiral

into decline we may have a huge job of

restoration ahead—such work would be
development in the truest sense of the

word. This is the first generation alive

who have not only to recognise a totally

new set of problems for continued

survival, but to devise new strategies for

coping with fairer distribution of wealth

within an expanding population. Our
evolutionary adaption has made us

remarkably efficient at seeing animals

amongst the trees and ignoring the forest.

Now for the first Home in history, we are

adapHng to the possibility that our fierce

and beauHful home may need

refurbishment. Undoubtedly the human
mind will make ingenious responses to

such challenge, but there is no reason

why forests should not be replanted,

deserts reclaimed, fish stocks reinstated

and a human population which places

nature at the centre of all economic

activity. Maybe I’m dreaming, but it is

just possible that such a model of

development might even add to the sum
total ofhuman happiness^

Malcolm Baldwin is a gifted teacher,

writer and environmentalist. Born in the

UK, he has a B.Ed degree from the

University of Sussex. He has worked in

theatre and as film editor mainly for BBC
productions. He is deeply committed to

organisations such as Greenpeace,

Friends of the Earth, Environmental

Investigation Agency and has produced

environmental educational material.

Malcolm lives in Devon, UK.

with best wishes from

BASF INDIA LTD.
Rhone Poulenc House

S. K. Ahire Marg,
Mumbai - 400025
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FOUNDATIONS OF INDIAN CULTURE
BY SRI AUROBINDO

A COMMENTARY BY

MAKARAND PARANTAPE

The Foundations ofIndian Culture is a text made up by collecting three series ofessays by Sri

Aurobindo which originally appeared in the quarterly Aryafrom December 1918 to January 1921. The

series consisted of three themes: Is India Civilised?, A Rationalistic Critique on Indian Culture

and A Defence of Indian Culture. Another essay, Indian Culture and External Influence,

published in the Arya ofMarch 1919 was also included in the book. The book was first published in

1953 by the Sri Aurobindo Library, New York.

Whatfollows is an edited transcript ofMakarand Paranjape's talks on the book, delivered at Sri

Aurobindo Ashram, New Delhi, during the Sunday satsang. All quotations arefrom the SABCL
facsimilie edition published by the Sri Aurobindo Ashram, Pondicherry.

In this the 125th birth anniversary of Sri Aurobindo, THE EYE will serialise Paranjape's

commentaries on the subsequent chapters of the book.
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PART 1, SECTION 3

In Section 1 of Part I, Sri Aurobindo

described the cultural conflict which had

engulfed India, and which continues today

—the conflict between a rationalistic,

materialistic West and an essentially

spiritualistic India which has been

weakened by waves of invasion and

colonialism. He further stated that in this

conflict, India's culture will either be

overwhelmed, destroyed, lost and

defeated or that she will be able to stand

on her own feet.

But, in order to do that, just a defence

of Indian spirituality is insufficient. Rather

than merely trying to defend something

that existed in the past we need to move
forward. This is the idea he elaborated in

Section 2 of Part 1 where he said that a

static defence of the past will only lead to

cultural chauvinism. That is exactly what

we are going through today. The more we
are threatened by modernity,

globalisation, and a certain universal

culture which seems to engulf us, the

more reactive we are becoming in a

chauvinistic way.

Aurobindo says this will not work,

ultimately, because the Time-Spirit moves
on, moves forward; so you cannot

continue to live off what he calls the

cultural capital of the past. That, he says,

will only lead to bankruptcy. So we need

to continue to create capital instead of

living off what we have earned in the past.

Therefore, what is required is a new
creation. He tells us more about how this

new creation is to be effected in this

section.

Aurobindo takes us beyond the

present cultural conflict and tells us that

there must be a different way of

evaluating ourselves. He describes the

possible ways in which we can measure

ourselves. One way is to see ourselves in

comparison to the West. By that

comparison we all know that in many
ways we are doing very badly by the

indices by which the world goes—per

capita income, life expectancy, quality of

life index, etc. which are the standard

yardsticks of judging 'development/ the

buzzword of the last forty or fifty years.

Today, we have got to a point

where, in the last ten years, people have

started talking about the end of

development, not only in the sense of the

goal of development, but also in the sense

of the stoppage of this project of

The Forbidden Double - Magritte

T
JL he way to do a self-

assessment is to measure

ourselves against our own

past. When we compare

contemporary India with

her past, we definitely see

a terrible decline.... Most

of the things we see today

in our culture have lost

their original inspiration

and exist in a distorted

form.

development. People have realised, more
and more, that development leads to

enormous damage—ecological, cultural

and economic. But if we look at the

prevailing indices and compare ourselves

with the West, then we are, certainly,

much worse off than they are.

Aurobindo argues throughout that

we need not take this comparison at its

face value. He keeps telling us not to be

enamoured by or carried away by the

West's own perception of itself which

leads it to believe that every other culture

in the world should become like itself.

The basis of this arrogance is twofold.

One, it is certainly ahead of everybody

else, so everyone must become like them;

but it is also assimilative in some sense.

Already, we have come to a pass

where the 'advanced countries' see

themselves as repositories of all that was
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: :-:c ;:cur the past, other cultures and

: hisations. There are over a hundred
~ useums in Manhattan which believe that

: the world were to be destroyed and only

' Manhattan were to be preserved, then, on

:~e basis of these hundred museums you

;ould recreate the entire past of humanity.

This is the kind of arrogance that

Aurobindo talks about in the last section of

Is India Civilised ? He says, 'Therefore

Europe labours to establish unity by

accomodation of conflicting interests and

the force of mechanical institutions; but so

attempted, it will either not be founded at

all or will be founded on sand" (p.38-9).

The museum, ultimately, is a

mechanical institution—it is dead. When
you museumise something, you are

already assuming that it no longer exists.

But in India, the past exists, it is a part of

our daily lives. It is not museumised; it

continues into the present. Aurobindo

continues: "Meanwhile, she wishes to blot

out every other culture, as if hers were the

only truth or ail the truth of life and there

were no such thing as truth of the spirit"

(p.39). We can see that what we are faced

with when we compare

ourselves with the

West is an

actual and

objective

fact of its

material

alternative yardsticks of the kind Sri

Aurobindo suggests are simply not

available. Of course, every now and then

you find an autocritique which comes

from the West. There are films like A
Clockwork Orange which is based on a book

by Anthony Burgess where a kind of

civilisational decline is shown. A film

called Falling Down starts with a man
caught in a traffic jam and there's a fly

buzzing inside the car. Suddenly,

something happens to this man and he

walks out of the car, leaves it there .... It is

a symbolic gesture—in some ways he is

opting out of what that world has come to.

But it is symbolic in many more

ways too, like the way the fly is trapped

inside the car. The man just wants to go

home, but the sad thing is he has no home
to go back to— his wife has divorced him

after he lost his job. It is his daughter's

birthday and all he wants to do is to spend

some time with his family just as he used

to. But, through a court injunction, his wife

has brought a restraining order on him

preventing him from coming within a

hundred yards of his former house on

account of his supposedly

violent tendencies.

superiority, its higher achievement

in terms of technology, science, military

and economic development. We cannot

deny these—and on top of that and

possibly because of it, one also has an

enormously powerful, media-

generated self-image of the West

which blots out competing images.

In other words, what we begin

to believe about the West is how the

West wishes to project itself on the

rest of the world. Because the

media is so

rowerful,

alternative

conceptions

of the West

based on

e need to

absorb our

civilisational heritage

from the past; absorb

what modem
civilisation offers us;

and then go forward to

meet the future.

As the film unfolds, we find that

this supposedly simplest of simple things

for any human being, to go home to his

wife and his family, to spend his

daughter's birthday together becomes

impossible. This whole film, in some ways
is an internal critique of what has

happened to the West. Families have

broken down as have their systems and

they cannot handle all that stress. It all

ends in the hero's death, but before he dies

he tells the cop—look, I've done

everything right, I've paid my taxes, I've

been a loyal citizen, I haven't broken the

law, I've not asked for anything ... and

look what's happened to me! This is the

kind of anger common people in America

have begun to experience, because the

world they were brought up to believe in

has collapsed. So there is an internal crisis.

What Aurobindo is suggesting is

that we cannot take Europe or America at

its own self-evaluation, we have to go

beyond that. When we do that, we will

basically start applying other yardsticks.

We may apply a spiritual yardstick, and

then we will find that same civilisation

which seems so glorious to be lacking. It

doesn't give us basic things. As long as the

deepest part of a human being is not

satisfied, there will be no happiness.

Further, Aurobindo says that we
have to go beyond criticising them and

take in their best. We cannot reject

everything, we have to accept—just as the

West is trying to assimilate us, we have to

assimilate the West. We have to

understand the source of their

development and prosperity, and see to

what extent we can accept some of those

things and learn from them.

The other way to do a self-

assessment is to measure ourselves

against our own past. When we compare

contemporary India with her past, we
definitely see a terrible decline, unlike the

contemporary West which finds itself

superior when pitted against its past. Most

of the things we see today in our culture

have lost their original inspiration and

exist in a distorted form. A good example

is the 19th century practice of sati in

Bengal and the dowry deaths of today. The

ancient scripture Manusmriti lays down
norms for the conduct of marriages, but

says nothing about dowry as such. What
we see today is a total travesty of all that.
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T a.King of distortion, one of the

i-j-.gs Aurobindo condemns

unequivocally is the kind of caste system

that was there at the beginning of the

century when he was writing. He says: "A
solution which condemns by segregation

one-sixth of the nation to permanent

ignominy, continued filth, uncleanliness of

the inner and outer life and a brutal

animal existence instead of lifting them

out of it, is no solution but rather an

acceptance of weakness and a constant

wound to the social body and to its

collective spiritual, intellectual, moral and

material welfare" (p.35).

So, he says, when we compare

ourselves with our past, we see betrayals

of our own ideals. But, he says, there is

another yardstick which can take us out of

this present state of cultural conflict into

something different.You can compare

yourself to the future, because the final

yardstick is the yardstick of the future. In

that sense he definitely subscribes to the

notion of evolution.

In fact, his whole thought is

evolutionary. He says that if one

has faith that whatever is

happening to humanity is

not accidental, but a part

of a larger plan then we
will compare ourselves

with the future and

find the present

inadequate. So, what

do we do? We need

to absorb our civilisational

heritage from the past;

absorb what modem
civilisation offers us; and

then go forward to meet

the future.

Despair, says

Aurobindo, is inevitable as

we go through all this.

When we look around, we
see everything going

wrong. So, how do you

explain that? Even the

darkest night has a few

stars, he says, quoting

Kalidasa. In a broader

perspective, humanity

d oes not progress in a A
steady upward curve or 7
graph. There are ups, /
downs, or spirals. We
may go down in

order to go up again.

So, present distortions, difficulties, failures

and drawbacks might actually point to a

more glorious future.

Similarly, in his book, The Human
Cycle

, he talks about the different stages of

human evolution, where there is a motion

from a symbolic society to a typal society,

from there to a conventional society and

then to an individualistic society, which is

where we are now. Individualism, when
magnified, projects some terrible

outcomes.

Individualism has reached such a

level that despite all the freedom around

us, we are not happy. This is the terrible

paradox. Instead, one encounters people

who are neurotic and stressed out, looking

for escapes. Unlike the West, in India, we
still have support systems, we are still

community oriented, lessening

the extent of neurosis which

is apparent in countries

hey go frpm

course to course -

it's aerobics for

six months,

° then

i\< pranayama

for another

seven

months,

then it's

vipassana ... it is

like a leaky

bucket, you keep

patching it up but

it keeps springing

another leak.

Ultimately, we

not going

anywhere.

where people are living only for

themselves. Neurosis makes all

relationships transient, causing extreme

lack of stability. However, when
individualism overreaches itself and

becomes a curse, then Nature provides a

corrective. New Age movements in the

West are this corrective to breathe new life

into a materialistic and individualistic

society. It has begun to look to other

cultures for sustenance, imbibing Reiki,

Yoga, Zen, self-hypnosis, Deepak Chopra,

etc.

The danger is that some of this is

quite superficial and very tied up with

consumerism. You pay a fee and learn a

course. Everyone is into 'self-help
7

and

everyone is teaching the other, saying, "if

you do this, you'll find happiness." They
go from course to course—it's aerobics for

six months, then pranayama for another

seven months, then it's vipassana ... it is

like a leaky bucket, you keep patching it

up but it keeps springing another leak.

Ultimately, we not going anywhere.

In this context, Aurobindo suggests,

that perhaps it is now time for our culture

to provide the corrective by formulating

'a greater outward expression of spiritual

and psychological oneness' (p .38), a task

India is specially qualified to undertake,

because the real spiritual unity of mankind
is something which 'the West sees only in

idea, but cannot achieve because it does

not possess its spirit' (p.38). India

possesses this spirit because its culture

'proceeded on the principle of a concert

that strove to find its base in a unity and

reached out again towards some greater

oneness'(p.38). But at some point this

concert became 'static and limited' losing

its 'force of aggression,' its 'power of

assimilation,' and its plasticity. 'It drew a

magic circle of safety and shut itself up in

it for good' (p,38). But this only brought in

decay, and it lost the power to keep

colonisation at bay.

What we have to achieve in the

future is 'a concert, a unity with the rest of

mankind, in which we shall maintain our

spiritual and our outer independence'

(p.38), a cultural statement of synthesis

which comes from strength, not from

weakness. The kind of synthesis we see

today is a synthesis which comes from

weakness. And from this position of

weakness we are accepting the West and
we are saying that we are doing it

voluntarily.
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- -
' : r:r do says that this is not

-
- ' ~ l::. what he holds is that if we

- :::e spiritual ideals that India

-

'
: - -

-'
---v valid, then synthesis is not

- -.'—we have to actually lead the

-hr. j that we can do by embodying
. .reals, by moving forward, by

-

‘

' - va about this new creation; and that

- ’ w --.ytdiimna of India, the swadkarma

every trJIuk. This is how Section 3 of

b Is India Civilised? endsB
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whatwe have to

achieve in the future is 'a

concert, a unity with the

rest of mankind, in which

we shall maintain our

spiritual and our outer

independence' (p.38), a

cultural statement of

synthesis which comes

from strength, not from

weakness.
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The Amalgamate Management
Once a little ahead in the present, the world faced a strange

dilemma, God outpaced everything. All the time. It was
frustrating. The Ego, in abundant supply across the planet, was
miffed. So the Management offered a challenge to God in the

form of a seminar. Their plan was to first somehow extract God';

secret and then show Him his rightful place in the Universe.

However, even their best laid plans were constantly foiled.

77

Miss World
From India, was employed by the Management
to act as a spy and find out God's secrets. She

did. It was a special Speed. But since

the Management was slow to react ^Bm
when she returned and generally *

missed the whole point, both

Miss World and the secret ^^^B
slipped through their M B
fingers and disappeared. M B
When they realised m B^^—
their mistake it was too

*
late and so a frantic hunt

began

I *
lod

'

s BWf Nachiketas
Immortal souls as we know, have a

^B free passport into life whenever they

m want. Nachiketas, the young hero

Jr of the Katha Upanishad, who
once earned three boons

S from Yama, the God of

S J^B Death decided to return to

earth. He landed in

B m a Calcutta and began life

B jB as a newspaper vendor.

He read about Miss World's

M encounter with the God(s) and

B M was intrigued. He wrote to her.

B Bf They met, became friends. With

m B his help, Miss World took a trip

^ through the Vedas and Upanishads,

[
encountering several ancient and

modern seers, which helped her

understand God's speed better. In turn she

brought Nachiketas upto date with Star

TV, Internet and the search for the God
Particle. However, since the Amalgamate

Management was after Miss World, both of

them had to be on the run.

God
Singular or plural. Both or none according to

demand. Having masterminded all the events,

they watch the play of the world unfold. They
act in various ways. They offer effective, though

unconventional consultancy to Miss World. They

even arrange things so that Nachiketas can help

her further. At the same time God makes sure

that the discontent of the Amalgamate
Management is well fanned with furore, so that

they never give up their search. Because God
has a plan for them too . .

.

n

ANU MAJUMDAR
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The Story ofEpisode 2

THEALLIANCE

Miss World quietly left the Security Council

: nbers after an unsuccessful meeting with the

. ncil members. The members had refused to

xe sense of the note which the Gods had sent

: rough her explaining the secret of their speed,

n: departure went unnoticed by all except an
' vapid reporter who was working on a timely

o -off from somebody who called himself

' :God ! Within half an hour the top secret story

: out her encounter with the Gods was splashed

::oss the media.

Meanwhile, during his temporary tenure

: earth, Nachiketas had taken up position at the

ssing next to Ghosh Babu's Sweets and Snacks

' :ne proprietor of a newstand. He was the only

'
- to notice the increasing weariness in Miss

r'Id's eyes, even as the media was going crazy

at her. He decided that the time was ripe to

-vO contact with her and sent her an invitation

: vend the Saturday eveningadda session to be

on the steps of Ghosh Babu's Sweets and
:

.s . M iss World promptly accepted his kA .

’

action.

At thcadda which boasted an attendence of

c reds, Miss World answered questions

ng from whether God was a woman, to the

. : eehind God's speed. She explained to the

-

: : her abilities, what she had understood

speed. "... it is a special speed. Notunlike

t .ocity of our rockets but it is made of a

- rent substance, let's say, it's grown from

: s .And further, "... the best way to grow it

: sparing a sort of access path inside, by

: r :he Gods can enter and generate this speed.

: :
”

t a ccess them, they access you, do you

... this inner path, is like a highway for

: -is. Even to build it requires tremendous

. : it is like the fire of Nachiketas.". . ."When

urs the fire of Nachiketas he thrusts away
•

.m the meshes of the snare of death", she

We NDTV crew covering the 'historic' adda

. : me scoop on the late evening news. It also

- e d lines on the next day's newspapers.

MISSWORLD GIVES ILLEGAL~ VIEW!CONCEALS SECRETFROMTHE
_ - vG L\1ENT!TREASON!' b . . MISSWORLD

: : EAR BEFOREGLOBALTRIBUNAL
7ATEFUL, SAYS CIA CHIEF!'

‘ reading the newspaper, Nachiketas

understood God's plan and Iris own role

. : s. charge of the situation and along

G Vorld decided to disappear from the

t mvbody came to their senses.

were last seen at the foothills of the

w c riding towards the Saptarishi.

Fnisndp 3

STRATEGIC SUMMITS
Miss World disappears completely. The Management steps up

operations without result. God grants an interview and generally

keeps track. The allies are lost in the high mountains. Does
Saptarishi really exist? The Management hits on a strategic plan

all very secret, until a Baul bursts into song.

,
-'/V

_

Next morning the world awoke to read the
’

news anxiously. Miss World had not been
s
;
en or heard

A fTTOV ^s
S«. ' Aa ' for over a

-W'_ / fMf\ X k- • week. The

'TVvw 1 * J Jif \ \ mounting concern

/ f J \ \ over her disappearance

J y \ ; \ began to take on a variety

X t V Gkolours as conflicting

\ ffyc m reports flooded the front

/G \ ifj -Ty '

y
’ pages each day. Only one

A Bring was certain—no one

l i : • J : knew what was going on.

J 1
. \ \ TheAmalgamate

jz yf ;
\ Managementhad

t df "+ \ \ stepped up their

A i J V y operations as

V\ / Jr yT promised. Miss

\\ t i World nowhad a

f \ ’N price on her head.

J f \ A generousreward

jC
\

/ waspromised to

X
; \ anyonewho could

\ ; \ offer substantial

\ evidence. Airports were under tight security . She was not in the

/ Andamans, not in Afganisthan and definitely not in Pandara Road.

\ People and places were searched. Ghosh Babu had been questioned

‘.repeatedly. He was thrilled to say the same Brings over and over again.

Nachiketas Babu had gone on Iris annual pilgrimage was the only truth he knew. Did he

go with Miss World ? "Definitely not", said Ghosh Babu, whohad said good-bye to

Nachiketas in front of his Sweets and Snacks, "but I wish he had", he said loyally. The cops

dismissed him as tedious. The beauty contest organisershad also been asked a lot of ugly

questions, but unlike Ghosh Babu they took offense and filed a lawsuit.The
Management began to see red.

Lt. Gen. Param Vir Singh's (retd.) house in Defence Colony, New Delhi was under

^constant surveillance and heknew it. Sowhen the police arrived to search the house he

didn't flap a hair. His brave moustache remained calm as he watched them turn over the

mattresses, go through the cupboards and open out all the drawers inhope of finding his

daughter there. All Bris was reported in the papers. What was not reported was that while

these special operations were underway, Mrs. Singh was in the kitchen making tea and

reading a recipe for alu paratha in her recipe file. There was nothingwrong with this. But if

one turned over the page, one would discover that itwas in fact, a fax. Obviously the
famous daughter trusted herparent

7
s guts. The cops leftblushing crimson after theywere

graciously served tea.

Meanwhile, news began to leak about serious differences between the Secretary

General and the Management over the handling of the affair. There were rumours that the
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SecretaryGeneralhad withdrawn from the case

'temporarily'. This, was strongly denied by the

Management for a few days, only tobe followed by

an official announcementby the SecretaryGeneral

acknowledging the facts before leavingon a vacation.

It sent thunder-purple tremors of

embarrassmentdown the ranks of theManagement.

No onewas available forcomment.

The next morning a small

interview made the world sit up. An Indian

Times reporter claimed tohave spoken toGod at

Daryaganj, whenhe was outbuying cigarettes at the

street comer. Luckilyhe was carrying his tape

recorder.

God when areyou chaps going to come

tothepoint?"

I.T.: "How do youmean sir?"

God: "Well seehow they run,my son. They

are chasing aimlessly. At this rate they will never

find her, for Miss World is always with me.

And I am right here, see?"

(Here the reporter is said to have cast a quick,

sharp look all aroundbut confessed not tohave seen

anything tosupportGod's statementand concluded

that it was possiblyan esoteric remark.) God carried

on: "Your Secretary General is right. You are looking

in the wrong direction. Has anyone bothered to,

checkwhat was said in thatnote?" He smiled slightly,

"It looks as though youneed some help." And so

saying he stuck out his thumb in the traffic. A car

pulled up promptly, and he was gone. There wasno

time for photographs.

In fact thatnote had notbeen found. The

cleaning lady had been fired for doing her job.

Only the Secretary General read thenews

with satisfaction as he lay on thebeach at an

undisclosed location. He picked up the slim volume

lying next to him in the sand. Itwas a book he had

found in the library at theUN headquartersjust

before he left. The Is/lfl Urnttishad— the

reference they had all forgotten. He
decided tobe fairwith his colleagues. He pulled

himselfup from the sand andpaddedback to the

hotel where he had the eighten verses photocopied

and faxed to the headquarters inNew York. Backon

thebeach he read it again from the beginning. He
was sure that thewhole answer was there, only, he

couldn't decipher it yet.

'All this is for inhabitation by the Lord,

whatsoever is individual universe of

movement in the universal motion . By that

renounced thou shoulds't enjoy

"Wow!" said the Secretary Generalwith

feeling, amidst the crash ofwaves and looked as far

as the sea would lethim.

At thatmomentGodhad also concealed himselfin

the sky. From his wideblue hide-outhewatched two

figures trudging along a quietmountain road. One ofthem was wearingheavybifocals

and pigtails. The otherwaswearingavery small ponytail and a two-day beard. God
extended hismicrophone towards thebend in the road that they were approachingand

picked up the followingconversation:

like a standardmap at all. "But obviously the road that hasbeenmarked here doesn't

exist." He pointed to a little black blot.

"Where did youbuy this lousymap?"

"Oh, er . . . Ihad it. From before ..." Nachiketas folded it quickly and stuffed itback

into hispocket

Miss World shrugged. "We'lljusthave to asksomebody".

"Good idea" said Nachiketasand turned tolookdown theemptyroad thathadbeen

empty for the last six hours.

"Nachiketaswe are lost!" yelled Miss World.

'Toldyou so."

Miss World's silence could have shattered the mountain rock.

Nachiketascoughed to camouflageGod'samused chuckle.

MissWorld stared thoughtfully in front.A line ofwhite peaks reared theirheads

behind the next range and looked at her questioningly through a veil of mist.

"Ah ...
", said MissWorld softlyand turned to Nachiketas again. "Tell me,why did

youchoose Saptarishi?"

"So thatwe could get lost,"

"Butwhy?"

"Because that's the bestway to get found. It's a mortal failing Aditi. Onlywhen

P
eople are lost do they make an effort to find out what it's all about.

verythingyou were told aboutspeed atMcDonald's is only a fraction ofknowledge. All

tatwas theory,now its time for practice. Let's go."
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"Wait a minute . . .You'll have to tell me
:

- = more thing."

"Granted mortal..."

1

"Does Saptarishi really exist?"

"Not in the only way that you can

- agme," he said looking around. "Now we are

r ring to take a short cut," said Nachiketas and

aid off the road and down the mountain. "Come

jCL"

Exactly at that moment on the other side of

:he earth, a crowd of stars had gathered in the

night sky, directly above theUN headquarters

where a very important meeting was in progress.

God had concealed himself in all the stars and

was watching. The Special Intelligence Committee

SIC) appointed by the Amalgamate Management

would have been appalled to learn this. The

meeting had been called in order to do some

strategic thinking and get their act together. God

had obviously gone too far. Thelndinn Times

reporter had to be discredited for publishing

nonsense. The chairman of the

group felt that apart from Miss

\Vorld they would also have to

nay attention to God's

whereabouts,

lust

:hen God knocked the door

disguised as

a secretary

and handed \A
over the fax that „ \
had come in from

me Secretary

General, On the top

of the page there was

a hand- written note—
I will be glad if you

gentlemen take this

raper seriously. Verse

*No.4.is the

information we received

earlier. Please look at

me whole thing with

attention/

After the chaos

subsided the paper was

read out aloud. All

e
:

ghteen verses. It made

absolutely no sense. Time was

r unning out and they were at a dead

rtad again....
^

'This is an emergency ! Lets call that

Guru," said one.

Two days ago a little man had appeared at

the building demanding to meet the SIC. Of

murse this was refused. Undeterred he wrote

: own his name and address in the receptionist's

rook. He said that he was a Guru who

srecialised in emergencies.

si

i

The man was found and hustled up to the

meeting. Totally unfazed by the proceedures of

entry, he greeted everyone profusely.

"Have a good day," he said to everyone in

the middle of the night.

He was asked: "Mr. Guru, can you read

the following and tell us what it means? The

Guru took one look at the paper and broke into

sing-song.

"Nothing to tell, all is told.

Without experience, all knowledge is

old."

There was a sound of teeth gnashing. Ten

pairs of eyes growled at the little self-content

man. They tried once more."What, for instance,

does it tell us about God's speed Mr.Guru? Can

you be a little more precise?"

"It tells— Speed is the absolute Breath!

The Supreme Effulgent Light! The power that

outreaches death!" He paused. "Notmy song, a

Baul man's song. I am learning from him in the

mountains."

"Speed of light!" yelled one

member excited.

"Definitely not," said Mr.Guru.

"Mountains!" yelled

another."We forgot the Himalayas.

That's the place infested with

gods."

Mr. Guru smiled with

pleasure."Very Good!" he said. "But

remember, speed of light is

peanuts, yes?

" X
You

must try

harder. The

world

manufactured

by our brains,

yes? But by

God, no?

Different trade

mark sir.

Therefore! You must

know Supreme
Light, okay?
Terr-ri-fic

Speed! Way to go!"

They nearly threw him

However, when they wanted him

back for another round of questions, an hour

later, he was not found at his address. After some

questioning it was also discovered that such a

person had never lived in that apartment block.

God had removed his calling card.

But this time the Management did not

make a mistake. They sent two top commandos

disguised as tourists to the Himalayas. Their

mission was to capture Miss

World at any cost and get her

there for questioning. It was a

total secret. Absolutely no one

else knew of this plan

.

Except a lone man,

wandering along a mountain

path, with an ektara in his hand,

singing. He was going towards

the little village tea shop where

Aditi and Nachiketas sat

warming their hands around

glasses ofhot tea. How could a

wandering minstrel possibly

know the SIC secret? If you

were to ask him this question he

would say, "The world is a

mystery."

Interest in the Miss World

story began to wane as the days

went by. There was nothing

new. The papers switched back

to the regular fare. War and

scandal. Earthquakes, refugees,

rape. The stories hadn't

changed down the centuries

despite the heavy boast of

progress. If at all, things had

accelerated. The tables were

turned. Whatwas God doing

about all this? Was he out there

just to enjoy himself? In which

case, what kind of a God was
he? Soon the complaint box was

full with entries on lack of

justice, lousy karma, chicken pox

and income tax. The world

relapsed oncemore into deep

grouch.

But some people began to

question. Why had the

solutions never been found?

What was the point that they

were all missing? Was there

something that they had

forgotten? At the village tea

shop, Nachiketas read this in

the paper. From the comer of

his eye he watched a man
walking casually towards the

tea shop, singing. He knew that

Baul from once before...

"Hari, Hari!" The man
held up his ektara in greeting as

he came ducking through the

low doorway and sat himself on

the bench next to Nachiketas.

"Arre bhai, Krishna Baul!"

exclaimed Lakhan, the tea shop

owner in happy surprise.
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"I wasn't expecting you till much later.

Have some tea."

Tea was passed to Aditi who passed it to

Nachiketas who passed it to Krishna Baul who

said "jai Guru!" and gulped it down.

Something was passed back. Aditi looked

at it with surprise. It was a pair of braces. She

put it away quietly.

"Tell me, what are you doing here in the

tourist season, or did you have a change of

heart?"

Krishna Baul smiled and twanged his

ektara. He closed his eyes, shook his head and

pointed towards the temple down the road, where

more and more pilgrims arrived each year.

"Look at that now Hari!" Twang! "At first

people would walk miles to get here. Prepare

their minds and prepare their hearts for God.

Then they walked less. Then they came on ponies

and then then came in buses right upto the

temple door." Twang! "Look at these ready made

(

jilgrims Hari! This instant noodle

)hakti." Twang! "They get off the bus and

ine up in a rush, littering the road as they go.

And what do they ask you Hari?" Twang!

"Promotion, marriage, dowry. Money and

money. Slwnti, slianti, shanti, Oml" Twang!

Krishna Baul stood up, "I came here to

meet Nachiketas. It is not everyday that

Nachiketas passes by." He looked at the two

sitting on the bench "Come with me, I will show

you What you must see."

Nachiketas and Aditi joined the throng

moving towards the temple, along with their

friend. They began to walk on plastic cups, rotten

fruit, decayed flowers and dung.

As the path neared the temple, it was like

walking through a garbage dump. Loudspeakers

blared in the breeze as stridently as the smell of

rot.

Krishna Baul twanged his ektara several

times and held up his hand and stopped,

" Listen Hari ! See how they worship you

now

,

with rotten flowers and garbage galore.

How will you give alms to the poor ,
Hari,

when poverty , is of the soul?"

People began to gather around and listen.

"Where there is no fire, Hari ,
where there is

no will

,

They only sign you big, fat cheques and get

on with the swindle.

And when things don't go their way, Hari,

they cry and complain

Yama puts out the complaint box, if you

look, its all your fault again".

The crowd was increasing.

"So much progress, so much progress,

Hari

!

Your mountains grows like a trash-can as

we pray for peace .

But people, step easy, God's real action

now begins

Earth can be a paradise, a playground

or a prison.. .

‘

Aditi ducked her head

quickly and put on the braces.

When her head came up,

Krishna Baul smiled broadly

and went on singing, swaying

gently now.

"We are watched 1

people, we are

hunted; Han will never
]

leave us in peace.

Until ruefind the secret, until we

reach that perfect speed . .

.

"

Two men knitted their

eyebrows in alert suspicion and

glanced around darkly.

"So let us leave now, let us go

Toward the Saptarishifrom whom

all knowledgeflows,

Like the shining river of the

gods..."

Nachiketas and

Aditi ducked into

the crowd and

slipped away as

Krishna Baul

swirled with

his eyes closed

and waltzed up

slowly towards

the two men.

His voice

wafted over as the two

allies ran.

GoSwie,go—cohere the mountain

cracks aTdawn

And the sun bends with the river,

into the heart of the Lord ..."

They reached the river-

bank panting.

"We mush find the

paash." Miss World whispered

urgently through her braces.

"Thash where the mountain

cracksh.."

Bravo." said NachiketaS|

Krishna Baul pointed into the To be continued.

crowd as he sang. He tilted his head around and Episode 4: OfRunningAnd

looked at Nachiketas. He pointed out again and Standing

went on singing. Nachiketas looked . There were

two men in the crowd where the Baul had

pointed.

They did not look like pilgrims. And most

likely they had been asking questions at

Lakhan's tea shop. He nudged Aditi sharply in

the rib and whispered, "Careful, people are

looking for us!"

Anu Majumdar is a

dancer-choreographer,

poet and writer. She lives in

Auroville.

illustration^: Rustam Vania
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Let us see how we look at water

water

it is like the mind,

one can see

the inside and the outside

water carries

the light on top

and the heavy depths.

water

water is like the mind

it shines in light

and dies in shade.

It is like the mind.

The politics of water

people die for water

people die without water

Reflections on Water
The deprived of water see

their image in whose tears?

Life continues in polluted water

polluted tear drops

fail to flow

over the dry edge of the eyelid.

We do not shed tears

Worlds of water

and bottles of mineral water

surround our life

machines, machines

to purify water

All rivers flow for us.

The rusted tube well

isyourimage

Enjoy its shape!

Creatures live in water

creatures live on water

man divides water

we get light, you get darkness

in which water do we see

our image?

This poem by Soman underlies

the theme of a larger sculpture

exhibition by him on water.

It has come to our notice that quite often, copies of THE EYE go astray in the mail. If this

happens to you, please write to us. While writing to us, please quote your Subscriber Code No. - this

helps us locate your record quickly.

It is also possible that we have an incomplete or incorrect address on record. Let us have your

full name and address (with PIN Code, please) in block, so we can check on it.
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^ * s sa *d that an ounce of sense contained in the
Panchantantra is better than a ton ofscholarship. Most of
us arefamiliar with itfrom our childhood as 'once-upon-

i ^ Ji I |
jH / . M mfg 1 I it is the beauty, wisdom and wit ofthe

f[M f ft
Krf™ mm |/l k}

verses which lift the Panchatantra

^ mischievous and profoundly sane. The
word, Panchatantra' means, the Five Books, the Pentateuch. Each ofthefive books are independent, consisting

ofa framing story with numerous, inserted stories, told by one or another of the characters of the main narrative.
The device of theframing story is familiar in oriental works, as in the Arabian Nights. The large majority of the
actors are animals, who have, of course, a fairly constant character. Thus, the lion is strong, but dull of wit, the
jackal, crafty, the heron stupid, the cat, a hypocrite. The animal actors present far more vividly and shrewdly
undeceived and free of all sentimentality, a view, that piercing the humbug of every false ideal, reveals with
incomparable wit the sources of lasting joy. And this is how it happened ...

One Vishnusharman shrewdly
gleaning

All wordly wisdom’s inner meaning
In these five books the charm
compresses
Of all such books the world
possesses.

In the southern country is a city

called Maiden's Delight. There lived a king

named Immortal Power. He was familiar

with all the works dealing with the wise

conduct of life. His feet were made dazzling

by the tangle of rays of light from jewels in

the diadems of mighty kings who knelt

before him. He had reached the far shore

of all the arts that embellish life. This king

had three sons. Their names were Rich-

Power, Fierce-Power and Endless-Power

and they were supreme blockheads.

Now when the king perceived that

they were hostile to education, he
summoned his counsellors and said,

"Gentlemen, it is known to you that these

sons of mine, being hostile to education, are

lacking in discernment. So when I behold

them, my kingdom bringsme no happiness,

though all external thorns are drawn. For

there is wisdom in the proverb:

: sons unborn, or dead, or fools,

iborn or dead will do’.
.

iey cause a little grief, no doubt.

and again:

To what good purpose can a cow
That brings no calf nor
milk be bent?
Or why beget a son who proves
A dunce and disobedient?

Some means must therefore be
devised to awaken their intelligence."

And they, one after another,

replied, "O King, first one learns grammar,
in twelve years. If this subject has somehow
been mastered, then one masters the books

on religion and practical life, then the

intelligence awakens."

But one of their number, a

counsellor named Keen said; "O King, the

duration of life is limited, and the verbal

sciences require much time for mastery.

Therefore let some king of epitome be

devised to wake their intelligence. There is

a proverb that says:

verba! sciences

no final end,

, life is short, and

Qcles impend, ,

:entral facts be picked and

|y fixed
it
u

"Now, there is a Brahmin here
named Vishnusharman, with a reputation

for competence in numerous sciences.

Entrust the princes to him. He will certainly

make them intelligent in a twinkling.".

When the king had listened to this,

he summoned Vishnusharman and said,

"Holy sir, as a favour to me you must make
these princes incomparable masters of the

art of practical life. In return, 1 will bestow
upon you a hundred land grants."

And Vishnusharman made this

answer to the king, "O King, listen. Here is
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r : r .am truth. I am not the man to sell good
- : - :r.g for a hundred land grants. But if I

: : r : : in six months' time, make the boys

: ; ; _ ainted with the art of intelligent living,

ml give up my own name. Let us cut the

short. Listen to my lion roar. My
r esting arises from no greed for cash,

resides, I have no use for money; I am
s.ahty years old, and all the objects of

ssr sual desire have lost their charm. But in

: :ier that your request may be granted, I

ill show a sporting spirit with reference

w artistic matters. Make a note of the date.

1: 1 fail to render your sons, in six months'

-me, incomparable masters of the art of

intelligent living, then His Majesty is at

liberty to show me His Majestic bare

bottom."

When the king, surrounded by his

counsellors, had listened to the Brahmin's

highly unconventional promise, he was

dumbstruck. He entrusted the princes to

him, and experienced supreme content.

Meanwhile, Vishnusharman took

the boys, went home, and made them learn

by heart, five books which he composed

and called

(i) The Loss of Friends

(ii) The Winning of Friends

(iii) Crows and Owls

(iv) Loss of Gains

(v) Ill-considered Action.

These the princes learned, and in six

months' time they answered the

prescription. Since that day this work on

the art of intelligent living, called the

Panchatantra, or the Five Books, has

travelled the world, aiming at awakening

:he intelligence in the young.

The Story of the Last Two Episodes

The wicked ocean had stolen the plover's eggs, A wise gander, responding to the

grief of the bird community, took their case to Garuda, disciple of Lord Vishnu and king

of all birds. Garuda beseeched Vishnu to chastise the ocean to surrender the eggs. Vishnu

told the ocean, " Villain, give the plover his eggs. Else I will reduce you to dry land". The

ocean had no choice than to relinquish the eggs.

Meanwhile, Victor and Cheek, the crafty jackals, counsellors to Rusty the Lion,

were plotting and planning to wreck the friendship between their master and Lively the

Bull. They foresaw their own advantage in it. They told Lively that if he perceived Rusty

lying down with his limbs relaxed, his tail drawn in, his four paws bunched up and ears

pricked up, he can be sure that the latter had treachery in his mind. Moreover, if Lively

died, he would provide the jackals with good nourishment. Victor told Cheek

conspiratorially, that anyone pursuing a line of action for a selfish end, must necessarily

keep his plans a secret. Whereupon he told him the story of Smart the Jackal. Here is the

story.

Smart the jackal, Meat-Face, a wolf and Spike-Ear, a camel, were counsellors of a

lion named Thunder-Fang. Seeing that there was no food, Smart, true to his name, plays

a dirty trick on Spike-Ear, making him offer his body to the king as food. Not happy with

just that, he ends up deceiving his master and Meat-Face, so that he can devour all the

meat.

When Victor was gone, Lively thought to himself that Rusty would spare his life,

if like Spike-Ear, he too would offer himself as a suppliant. As he approached Rusty, he

saw him lying down in the posture described by Victor. Both Lively and Rusty sensed

treachery in the other and began to gore each other to death. Cheek, the jackal, on seeing

this bloody scene, was very disturbed, and in an infuriated manner, chastised Victor for

his wrong understanding of statecraft and accused him of falling to the lowest depths of

behaviour. Cheek saw his master's pitiful condition and pondered upon how monarchs

can also be the greatest fools and resort to poor and sychophantic counsel. Indeed, there

is much sense in the story that can be

summed up thus:

"How was that ?" asked Victor.

And Cheek told him the story of

Strong name was

He won the favour of h is kino-Heburned the naked monk with

THE MONK WHO
JLn the Koshala country is a city

railed Unassailable. In it ruled a king

r.amed Fine-Chariot, over whose foot-

stool rippled rays of light from the

iiadems of uncounted vassal princes.

One day a forest ranger came

with this report: "Master, all the forest

Kings have become turbulent, and in their

midst is the forest chief named
Vindhyaka. It is the king's affair to teach

mm modest manners." On hearing this

report, the king summoned Counsellor

Strong, and despatched him with orders

to chastise the forest chieftains.

IS BODY
Now in the absence of the

counsellor, a naked monk arrived in the

city at the end of the hot season. He was

master of astronomical specialities, such

as problems and etymologies, rising of

the zodiacal signs, augury, ecliptic

intersection, and the decanate; also stellar

mansions divided into nine parts, twelve

parts, thirty parts; the shadow of the

gnomon, eclipses, and numerous other

mysteries. With these the fellow in a few

days won the entire population, as if he

had bought and paid for them.
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Finally, as the matter went from

mouth to mouth, the king heard a report

of its character, and had the curiosity to

summon the monk to his palace. There he

offered him a seat and asked, "Is it true,

Professor, as they say, that you read the

thoughts of others?" "That will be

demonstrated in the sequel," replied the

monk, and by discourses adapted to the

occasion he brought the poor king to the

extreme pitch of curiosity.

One day he failed to appear at the

regular hour, but the following day, on

entering the palace, he announced, "O
King, 1 bring you the best of good tidings.

At dawn today I flung this body aside

within my cell, assumed a body fit for the

world of the gods, and, inspired with the

knowledge that all the immortals thought

of me with longing, I went to heaven and

have just returned. While there, I was

requested by the gods to inquire in their

name after the king's welfare."

When he heard this, the king said,

his extreme curiosity begetting a feeling

of amazement, "What, Professor! You go

to heaven?" "O mighty King," replied the

fellow, "I go to heaven every day." This

the king believed—poor dullard!—so that

he grew negligent of all royal business

and all duties towards the ladies,

concentrating his attention on the monk.

While matters were in this state,

Strong entered the king's presence, after

settling all disturbances in the forest

domain. He found the master wholly

indifferent to every one of his

counsellors, withdrawn in private

conference with that naked monk,

discussing what seemed to be some

miraculous occurrence, his lotus-face

ablossom. And on learning the facts,

Strong bowed low and said: "Victory, O
King! May the gods give you wit!"

Thereupon the king inquired

concerning the counsellor's health, and

said, "Sir, do you know this professor?"

To which the counsellor replied, "How
could there be ignorance of one who is

lord and creator of a whole school of

professors? Moreover, I have heard that

this professor goes to heaven. Is it a

fact?" "Everything that you have heard,"

answered the king, "is beyond the

shadow of doubt."

Thereupon the monk said, "If

this counsellor feels any curiosity, he may
see for himself." With this he entered his

cell, barred the door from within, and

waited there. After the lapse of a mere

moment, the counsellor spoke, "O king,"

he said, "how soon will he return?" And the king replied: "Why this impatience? You
must know that he leaves his lifeless body within this cell, and returns with another, a

heavenly body."

"If this is indeed the case," said Strong, "then bring a great quantity of firewood,

so that I may set fire to this cell." "For what purpose?" asked the king. And the

counsellor continued, "So that, when this lifeless body has been burned, the gentleman

may stand before the king in that other body which visits heaven. In this connection I

will tell you the story of

THE 61RL WHO MARRIED
A SNAKE

Xn Palace City lived a Brahman

named Godly, whose childless wife

wept bitterly when she saw the

neighbours' youngsters. But one day

Brahman said, "Forget your sorrow, mother dear. See!

When I was offering the sacrifice for birth of children, an

invisible being said to me in the clearest words,

"'Brahman, you shall have a son surpassing all mankind

in beauty, character, and charm/"
?

When she heard this, the wife felt her heart

swell with supreme delight. "I only hope his

promises come true," she said. Presently she

conceived, and in course of time gave birth to a

snake. When she saw him, she paid no attention

to her companions, who all advised her to

throw him away. Instead, she took him and

bathed him, laid him with motherly

tenderness in a large, clean box, and

pampered him with milk, fresh butter,

and other good things, so that before

many days had passed, he grew to

maturity.

But, one day, the

Brahman's wife was watching the

marriage festival of a

neighbour's son, and the

tears streamed down her

face as she said to her

husband, "I know
that you despise me,

for you do nothing

about a marriage

festival for my boy."

"My good wife,"

answered he,

"am I to go to

the depths of the

underworld and

beseech Vasuki

the serpent-
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king? Who else, you foolish woman,
would give his own daughter to this

snake?"

her attendants and

returned to his own
place.

But when the

people of the country

beheld her incomparable

opulence of beauty, her

supreme loveliness and
superhuman graces,

their eyes popped out

with pleasure, and they

said to her attendants,

"How can right-thinking

persons bestow such a

pearl of a girl upon a

snake?" On hearing this,

all her elderly relatives,

without exception, were
troubled at heart, and they

said, "Let her be taken

from this imp-ridden

creature." But the girl

said, "No more of this

mockery! Remember the

text

bo once, once only
- these three things
°nce spoken, stands the

of kings^ The speech of saints

A n,„;w
n° Carriage;

d « given once in marriage.

And again

One day he was resting on the
palm of great Indra's hand, his body
thrilling with delight at that contact, and
was reciting a variety of authoritative

formulas, when he caught sight of Yama,
Lord of Death, who had come to pay his
respects at the appointed time. Seeing the
god, the parrot edged away. And all the
thronging immortals asked him, "Why
did you move away. Sir, upon beholding
that personage?" "But," said the parrot,

"he brings harm to all living creatures.

Why not move away from him?"
Upon hearing this, they all desired

to calm his fears, so said to Yama "As a
favour to us, you must please not kill this

parrot." And Yama replied: "I do not
know about that. It is Time who
determines these matters."

They therefore took Blossom with
them, paid a visit to Time, and made the
same request. To which Time replied, "It

is Death who is posted in these affairs.

Pray speak to him."

But when they did so, the parrot
died at the mere sight of Death. And they
were all distressed at seeing the

occurrence, so that they said to Yama,
"What does this mean?" And Yama said
"It was simply fated that he should die at

the mere sight of Death." With this reply
they went back to heaven.

"And that is why I say:

But when he had spoken, he was
disturbed at seeing the utter woe on his

wife's countenance. He therefore packed
provisions for a long journey, and
undertook foreign travel, all for the love
of his wife. In the course of some months
he arrived at a spot called Kutkuta City in

a distant land. TTiere, in the house of a

kinsman whom house he could visit with
pleasure, since each respected the other's

character, he was hospitably received,

was given a bath, food, and the like, and
there he spent the night.

Now at dawn, when he paid his

respects to his Brahman host and made
ready to depart, the other asked him,
What was your purpose in coming

hither? And where will your errand lead
you?"

To this he replied, "I have come in

search of a fit wife for my son." "In that

rase," said his host, "I have a very
r-eautiful daughter, and my own person is

yours to command. Pray take her for your
sen." So the Brahman took the girl with

All fated happenings, derived

From any former state,

Must changeless stand: the very

gods

endured poor Blossom's fate."

Whereupon they all asked in

chorus: "Who was this Blossom person?
J

And the girl told the story of

Ail fated happenings
...

and the rest of it.

Furthermore, I do not wish my
father reproached for double dealing on
the part of his daughter." When she had
said this, she married the snake, with the

POOR
BLOSSOM

C7od Indra once had a

parrot named Blossom. He
enjoyed supreme beauty,

loveliness, and various

graces, while his

intelligence was not

blunted by his extensive

scientific attainments.

permission of her companions, and at

once began devoted attendance upon him
by offering milk to drink and performing

other

services.
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One night the serpent issued from

the generous chest which had been set for

him in her chamber, and entered her bed.

"Who is this?" she cried. "He has the

form of a man." And thinking him a

strange man, she started up, trembling in

every limb, unlocked the door, and was

about to dart away when she heard him

say, "Stay, my dear wife, I am your

husband." Then, in order to convince her,

he re-entered the body which he had left

behind in the chest, issued from it again,

and came to her.

When she beheld him flashing with

lofty diadem, with earrings, bracelets,

armbands, and rings, she fell at his feet,

and then they sank into a glad embrace.

Now his father, the Brahman, rose

betimes and discovered how matters

stood. He therefore seized the serpent's

skin that lay in the chest, and consumed it

with fire, for he thought, "1 do not want

him to enter that again." And in the

morning he and his wife, with the

greatest possible joy, introduced to

everybody as their own, an

extraordinarily handsome son, quite

wrapped up in his love affair.

After Strong had related this

parallel case to the king, he set fire to the

cell that contained the naked monk.

"And that is why I say

:

Thecou^llop^^^

and the rest of it. Poor fool! Such

men are true counsellors, not creatures

like you, who make a living by a mere

pretense of administrative competence,

though quite ignorant of the ways of

statecraft. Your evil conduct demonstrates

an inherited lack of executive capacity.

Surely, your father before you was the

same kind of person. For

The character of sons

The father eer ref lects;

Who, from a screw-pine tree.

An emblic fruit expects?

"While in men of learning and

native dignity, an inner weakness is not

detected even with the lapse of time. It

remains hidden, unless of their own
accord they cast dignity aside and display

what is vulnerable in their minds. For

Did not the silly peacock wheel
In giddy dance at thunder's peal
What peering effort could reveal
His nakedness?

"Since then, you are a villain, good

advice is thrown away upon you, As the

saying goes

No knife prevails against a stone;

Nor bends the unbending tree;

No good advice from Needle-Face

Helped indocility."

"How was that?"asked Victor. And
Cheek told the story of

THE UNTEACHABLEMONKEY
(To be continued)

In 1924, Arthur W. Ryder, the well

known American Oriental scholar

translated the Panchatantra from

Sanskrit to English. It is one of the best

of existing translations in any foreign

language. The text translated here dates

back from the year 1199 ad. We are

happy to serialise and present the

Panchatantra, interspersing verse and

prose as translated by Ryder and

published by Jaico.
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sat at the computer a

long long time this time,

thinking about this issue's

Curly's Notes. If you don't

believe me, you are all welcome

to drop by any weekend to our

Los Angeles apartment, and

inspect the deep indentation in

my computer swivel chair over

dinner. I mean, what could I

write about? Here I was,

graduated a little over a month

ago, now working full-time as a

lighting designer in a

humungous firm, making

outdoor eating and parking

areas belonging to Burger King

and Pizza Hut brightly-lit at the

minimum possible expense.

Who would possibly want to

read about that?

And then I got the letter

describing to me what the

theme this time was all about.

'... Development ... broadly

includes Environment,

Technology, Livelihood and

Culture under it.' These are

issues I haven't dealt with in

quite a while now, ever since I

last attended grad school as a

regularly enrolled student, and

that was way back in January! I

did a Master's in Architectural

Technology, which had

environmental, technological as

well as cultural issues thrown

into it, and when was the last

time I heard those words being

tossed about with more

seriousness than the discussion

of day-old news?

I guess it was the e-mail

that first jolted me into

consciousness, out of my
blissful post-thesis pre-new-

career stupor. It was from

Murray, my advisor and one of

the only three professors (all

emeretii) heading the

Technology program at

UCLA's architecture

school. 'Meeting to

decide the fate and

possible future of the

Technology program ...' was

how it roughly began, and since

I had been disassociated from

the School ever since my thesis

began its second quarter, I was

rudely and painfully taken

aback by the message. Fate?

Possible future? This was a

program I had rejoiced in for

over a year; a program

dealing with a vast canvas

of environmental and

technological issues; a

long-standing program

attracting more

students from around

the world —

especially India— than any other

graduate program in UCLA,
with the possible exception of

World Arts and Cultures. Los

Angeles has always been a city

reviled for the way the smog
obscures the sun most of the

year, the way the traffic never

moves on the freeways and the

earth always does, for its lack of

architectural integrity. But three

wise, tired and aging men had

managed all these years in this

city of chaos to maintain and

uphold a program of excellence,

in order that future generations

might make a better L.A., and

perhaps a better developed

world....

There's Dick, with his

stubby fingers and scratchy-

looking beard, and almost

always incomprehensive

mumbles

Reflections
and Beyond

which pass off as lectures. But

look behind those sleepy yet

friendly eyes, and you will find

a brain that is razor-sharp and

perhaps as intelligent as

Nostradamus. For as long as

I've known him, I've never

known him to get more than

four hours of sleep, and even

now he's probably on some red-

eye flight back to L.A. from

some sustainability conference

or design charrette. You see, he

took this idea -a naval base

located near some wetlands had

of designing a tiny little visitor'

s

center so people could come

appreciate the seals on their

protected beach, and twisted

and turned and enlarged it with

a bunch of dedicated students

and a lot of opposition. Now the

little idea is a massive soon-to-

be-realized project designed by

his students, of a wildlife-

appreciation and wetland-

interpretation center located on

the seashore, to protect the

coastal heritage, fully funded by

the Navy. By the way, his

e-mails are as incomprehensible

as his mumbles.

There's Baruch, who
looks like everybody's favourite

grand-uncle and acts like a

happy kid most of the time. Talk

about natural ventilation and

sunshades and his eyes light up;

mention hot climates and

evaporative cooling or cold

climates and trombe walls and

he starts rubbing his hands with

glee; show him projects across

the world where passive

heating and cooling issues have

been dealt with sensitively to

produce better living

environments, and he

practically starts hopping

around the room like a bunny

rabbit in his ecstasy. Try to deal

with the same issues in your

designs, whether they be in

India or Ireland, and he might

just hug you if he likes it. He did

that to me once, and I walked

around in a rapturous state for

days.
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And there's Murray,
vvhose door is a sticker

• * says 'I'm Walking on
" ~ -i.-^ne!'. All the world's facts

1

"
: -igures about natural and

: ~— ial heating, ventilating and
^-::nditioning, lighting design,

"T-gy-efficient construction,

are etched in his white-

.^ned head and on the tips of

5 fingers. He lives and
:

_

=athes the many user-friendly

: : mputer-based energy tools
"

? s been developing and
rromoting for students,

^ -chitects and lay users, and the

mergv tools website he's

munched from which you can
download any of these

programs for free.

Murray called me up at

office a few weeks ago. I hadn't

been able to make it to the

meeting, and although he hadn't

replied to my many messages on
his answering machine before

this time, I knew he must have
been preoccupied in trying to

straighten things out with the

bigwigs and the design top brass

of the architecture program.
Would you like to develop a

users manual for one of the

energy programs we've created,

he asked. 1 work 9 am to 6 pm
five days a week, travelling 30
miles each way to work and
back, and my weekends are my
only free breathing time. But I

said yes unhesitatingly. I think

we've got some funds to be able

to pay you for your labor, and
I'm sure you could use the

money right now, he said . He
was right, I could use the extra

money, but not for the world
would I take it from a program
which needed all its funds to

bolster it back up. So I insisted

on doing it for free. Six Indian

students had joined the

Technology program last Fall;

Murray then told me that they

were planning on starting an
energy and environment
website geared towards
solutions for Indian

communities, and would 1 like

to help? Would I! Again
unhesitatingly, I said yes. I then

asked him about the meeting,
and what was happening.

Apparently, the new dean of the

architecture school did not think

the Technology program was
important enough or money-
making enough in order to keep
it running. She felt that all the

funds should be poured into

Architectural Design; for her,

architects were artists, not

scientists. Murray noted with
just a trace of bitterness -she's
a historian and theoretician, she

has no sympathy for the

environmental aspects of the

discipline.

In my mind, the

unspoken question rang: are we
down? But I guess the three sets

of soon-to-be-gnarled hands
must have been working
overtime as usual, for Murray
somehow read my unspoken
question, and I could sense the

smile in his voice as he replied:

Yeah, we're down, but not out..H

illustrations: Ripin Kalra

INDIA’S QUEST had announced
an All India Photography and Essay Competition

on the themes of the project.

The winners of the Photography Competition are :

First prize

Mr. Rakesh Misra

Ahmedabad

Second prize (the best entry in each theme)
Parmeet Bhatt

Chandigarh

Anitha Balachandran

Mumbai

Raoui Juneja

Gurgaon, Haryana

Anusua Datta

Purulia, West Bengal

Anil Kumar
Neelamperoor, Kerala

CONGRATULATIONS!
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Dam and the Nation:

Displacement and Resettlement

in the Narmada Valley

Edited by Jean Dr&ze, Meera

Samson and Satyajit Singh

Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1997

ISBN 019 564004 7

350 pages, Rs. 495.

Though millions of Indians have

been displaced by development projects

since Independence, less than 25 per cent

of them have been rehabilitated. By

focusing attention on displacement and

resettlement in the Narmada valley, the

editors of The Dam and the Nation have re-

emphasised the need for a national policy

on rehabilitation. This collection of essays

and reports is based on papers presented

at the Narmada Forum in 1993. While

most of the essays are based on detailed

field level research, some of them address

the broader issues of a national policy for

Resettlement and Rehabilitation (R&R).

The essays cover a wide range of issues,

presenting pro- and anti-dam

perspectives; anthropologists who have

studied issues of tribal identity in the

valley and the changes in tribal lives due

to resettlement, as well as activists who

have looked at the role of the state in

forcing tribals to resettle. What results is a

graphic description of the trauma of

resettlement that tribal communities

continue to face and the amazing

insensitivity of the state to their problems.

The book begins with

Parasuraman's comprehensive article on

how the anti-dam movement has

compelled the Gujarat government to

reshape its rehabilitation policy. He
examines the possibility of this policy

being translated into a national policy on

rehabilitation and discusses the

concomitant problems. Patel, a proponent

of the dam, discusses the role of

ARCH-Vahini in shaping the R&R policy

of Gujarat. He raises the issue of tribal

identity and questions like 'what do the

tribals actually want?'. Joshi joins Patel in

criticising the notion of tribals as

indigenous populations. While these

questions are undoubtedly of importance,

their stand shows a poor anthropological

understanding of adivasis, a term more

appropriate to the Indian condition. Their

view also does not recognise the critical

differences between tribal and non-tribal

lifestyles. Baviskar, in her study on the

Bhilalas, places the debate on tribal

identity in the context of the history of

exchange between tribals and dominant

states and markets. She argues that the

political mobilisation of adivasis has

widened the choices available to them and

democratised the process of

decision-making. Joshi's assertion that Tet

the tribals decide' while high on rhetoric is

poor on content. With forced evictions, as

Bhatia points out in her article, and

Hakim's study on the tribal attitude to

change, she finds that the community

perceives independence and mental

security as far more important than 'extra'

facilities offered to them at the dam sites,

it is a moot point if the tribals would ever

have wanted to move if they had a choice.

The situation becomes even more

complex if one takes into account the

experiences of R&R of the first few Project

Affected Persons (PAPs). The three status

reports of Gujarat, Maharashtra and

Madhya Pradesh show that there is indeed

little hope for future oustees. Bhatia looks

at some of the new sites and comments

that the land given to them is of poor

quality, often uncultivable; land records

more often than not do not exist; problems

relating to water, fodder and fuel are

endemic; and communities have been

broken up. She pertinently raises the point

that if this is the quality of R&R after 14

years to resettle just 4500 families, what

would be the fate of the 40,000 persons yet

to be rehabilitated in Gujarat?

In his introduction, Satyajit Singh

concludes that the rehabilitation problem

has been largely unsolved and that there is

not much hope within the existing policy

framework. He mentions three radical

options, a national policy which will

ensure that substantive compensation

measures are introduced, legislative

reform, and displacement based on

'voluntary resettlement', but unfortunately

does not discuss them. The book

highlights, albeit indirectly, the need for

institutional change in the way we address

our problems. It is a sad commentary on

our policies that they continue to be based

on colonial laws like the Land Acquisition

Act, 1894. In comparison to such

moribund laws, the Tribunal Award

seems revolutionary and allows for

statements, a la Bhopal, made to victims of

development like, 'do not protest, because

you could never have had it so good'.

Dam or no dam, our modes of conflict

resolution cannot be based on such

pathetic laws and tribunal awards.

The book is not without

shortcomings. There is a lot of repetition in

the articles, especially those relating to the

policy package for resettlement. Inspite of

an appendix listing the rehabilitation

packages in various states, no attempt has

been made to refer to it in the text. The

ordering of papers seems faulty. Rather

than an article that describes it at the

outset, a description of a national policy at

the end, based on the experiences of the

three states would have been more in

order. It is indeed unfortunate that no map
has been provided which could have

helped the reader have a mental picture of

the dam, the submerged areas and the

resettlement sites. While the Narmada

Bachao Andolan has been referred to and

criticised in more than one article in the

text, it would have been useful for the

reader to have got the views of the

Andolan as well. Inspite of these

shortcomings the book is indeed a useful

addition to the existing literature and will

benefit policy makers, researchers and

citizens alike.

C. Shambu Prasad is a research scholar

working on khadi in the Department of

Humanities and Social Sciences at the

Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi.
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The Ecology of Commerce: A

Declaration of Sustainability

Paul Hawken

Harper Business, Harper Collins

Publishers, 1994

ISBN0-88730-704-3

265 pages, $ 13.00

Paul Hawken has an unshakeable

relief in the 'market'. So powerful is his

belief that he feels 'free-market capitalism

is now largely unchallenged as the

economic and social credo of just about

every society on earth'. Yet he is conscious

that 'there is no polite way to say that

business is destroying the world'. He then

offers a seduction, messiah-like, through a

vision of a 'Restorative Economy', which

'unites ecology and commerce into one

sustainable act of production and

distribution that mimics and enhances

natural process', but without questioning

the 'sanctity of the free market'. Hawken

lands himself squarely in the eye of the

storm
—

'sustainable development',

proposing solutions, without ever really

entering into the polemic of the discourse.

Can the inherent contradiction in an

'ecology of commerce', really be resolved

merely by locating solutions within the

same economic and political systems,

without linking ecological destruction to

these systems themselves? If the market

economy thrives by reducing the earth to a

resource, to be priced and consumed, can

it ever lead to sustainability, as in nature,

without questioning the power structures

that exist within it? It is like pulling oneself

by one's bootstraps. The solutions

suggested in the book essentially

encompass three areas: a) to produce

without creating waste, which (waste)

reflects an inefficient use of resources, b)

to change from non-renewable to

enewable energy, and c) to incorporate

'a' ithin commerce a restorative behaviour,

• here the focus shifts from profit

rptimisation, to 'constructive changes in

Hts] relationship to the environment,

Transforming business itself into an ethical

act' imbibing the 'interwoven, complex

rnd efficient models of natural systems'.

'‘•Tale the first two lie within the oft stated

areas of costing for environmental

: e-gradation through Pigouvian taxes, it is

c e third reflection which is really

H : wken's baby. 'If the book has one main

purpose, it is to imagine and describe the

ways in which business can act in manners

that are restorative to society and the

environment.'

Hawken's vision seems to be plain

wishful thinking. Will a business based on

profit, ever be sustainable on its own,

without simultaneously including the

victims of environmental degradation in

the decision making process? Hawken's

suggests that the 'imposition of green taxes

must come from the people through their

government'. But he fails to appreciate that

governments and businesses are not

mutually exclusive forces but an outcome

of a social hegemony, not necessarily

working for a common good but often

driven by conflicting class interests. So

where are the democratic mechanisms

through which such influence can be

exerted? For example USA, the largest

exporter producer of hazardous wastes, has

consistently refused to sign the Basel treaty,

an international agreement to prevent the

transboundary movement of such wastes to

developing countries such as India, owing

to industry lobbying and despite pressure

from large NGOs like Greenpeace.

Hawken however, does have an

understanding of current environmental

problems, and to some extent attempts to

incorporate macro Third World

perspectives. 'Having served on the board

of several environmental organisations', he

confesses that the 'rate and extent of

environmental degradation is far in excess

of anything I had previously imagined'. Be

it the most current debates on toxicology,

renewable energy, loss of bio-diversity,

technology driven unsustainable

agricultural practices, the creation of

hazardous wastes and their disposal, clear

cutting of tropical forests, the problems of

persistent organo-chlorine pesticides, etc.,

Hawken realises them at basic levels. For

example he contends that the 'disposal of

hazardous wastes is not the root problem,

rather it is the root symptom'. He also

makes connections between the capitalist

market system and all that is happening.

'When you buy a television today, you are

purchasing some 400 chemicals, 500 and

600 grams of lead, and an explosive

vacuum tube'. He believes, like Gandhi, in

the sustainability of the small enterprise

and local production, positing it against the

'world-wide homogenisation' and 'hyper-

industrialisation' of treaties such as GATT,

and the power of multinationals.

What he then proposes, seems to be

a surrender to the inevitability of

commerce and the free market. But the

question of social equity is neither

addressed by Hawken nor can it be done

through the institutions he has such firm

belief in. His largely macro understanding,

leads to seductive homogenising

solutions, rather than more realistic and

disaggregated ones. For example, while

linking consumption in the North to

resource depletion in the South, he fails to

address the question of 'who' in the South.

By not examining the reasons why one-

sixth of the human population remains

deprived, Hawken obliviates the necessity

of any debate on the concept of the market

itself as an institution of universal

happiness. Can any human being earning

less than five rupees a day, ever influence

a 'restorative business', for his personal

good. Is not then the market-as-god

seriously flawed, even if business does

take up an environmental agenda;

Hawken hopes 'business will (need to)

integrate economic, biological, and human
systems to create a sustainable method of

commerce'?

The book relates to a contemporary

Indian debate in many senses, even

though it is placed largely within western

concerns and notions of the environment.

The Indian industry, the government as

well as international aid agencies are

offering solutions to environmental

degradation which almost mirror

Hawken's proposals. Internalising

environmental costs into demand /supply
mechanisms, minimising waste

generation, recycling, using renewable

energy (so much so that there is now a

Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy in

India), and adopting 'Corporate

Responsible Care' a phrase now common
with businesses wishing to look green.

However, like Hawken they fail to address

basic issues of granting an agency to those

communities, for whom environmental

havoc translates into a loss of life, and

livelihood resources like land and water.

Also is his 'restorative economy' enough

to challenge the power of new world

orders such as GATT where India has

recently been taken to task for delaying the

decimation of its import restrictions by a

couple of years?

Even if one were to accept the

inevitability of the market, sustainable

development only has meaning, if
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communities and peoples groups, entities

not part of market driven development,

find an integral role in it. Any effective

agenda for change must address ways of

reviving, revitalising and indeed

empowering them. Relying merely on

business to reform itself, will, like

recycling, only serve to postpone a

pending ecological and human disaster,

not premptit.

Ravi Agarwal is an environmentalist. He is

the Chief co-ordinator of Srishti, a Delhi-

based NGO.

A Carnival for Science: Essays on

Science, Technology and

Development

Shiv Visvanathan

ISBN 019 563866 2

Oxford University Press, 1997

258 pages, Rs. 395

If we were to write a history of

post-Independence India, then we would

in effect write a history of development.

Independent India began its life with an

ode to science and technology, and this

has in ways determined the contours of

the nation.

In the first chapter 'A Carnival for

Science
7

,
Shiv Visvanathan takes us

through a journey from an enchantment

with science to a growing sense of

disillusionment and finally to an

alternative understanding of the 'magical

words of our childhood—nation, science,

secularism, development, reason,

progress'. He does this by taking us from

the construction of the Bhakra Nangal

dam under Nehru to the Emergency in

1977 to the controversy regarding the

Narmada dam. He tells us that 'if

democracy is to be sustained we must

revitalize the dialogue around these

words. The older notion of democracy

which relied on this thesaurus of words

won't do. They need to be defined and

redefined through continuous

conversation'. This book then is a step in

that direction.

In the essays that follow, Professor

Visvanathan delineates what underlies

the notion of the modem state—the

conception of science. Science needs to be

understood as a mode of violence or

tyranny. Visvanathan writes that science

could encode a structure of domination

and violation, its violence is not a

pathology confined to the fringes but

residing in the banality of everydayness.

Science being hegemonistic would

interpret any act of protest as 'an

insurrection of little knowledges'. A
modem discourse on development would

also follow the same thought pattern.

Development as we know it, should be

considered and treated as a scientific

project. In 'On the Annals of the

Laboratory State' four stages of the

development project are listed: 'the

Hobbesian project which is the conception

of a society based on the scientific

method; the imperatives of progress

which legitimises the use of social

engineering on all those objects defined as

backward or retarded; the vivisectional

mandate, where the "Other" becomes the

object of experiment which in essence is

violence and in which pain is inflicted in

the name of science and the idea of triage

combining concepts of rational

experiment, obsolescence and

vivisection'. Development then is not

about progress but about genocide.

Modernity demands a monolithic

worldview in which diversity is

unacceptable. Difference is first sought to

be incorporated into this monolith, failing

which it needs to be wiped out, for,

rational thought has deemed it

unacceptable for entry into the modem
world. The next three essays in the

collection illustrate Visvanathan's thesis

on development, to this end he focuses on

three sites of modernity—gene diversity,

modem medicine and atomic physics.

The last two essays 'The House of

Bamboo' and 'Reinventing Gandhf

besides making a statement on

development as we understand it, teases

us into looking at other possible ways of

understanding development and science.

But more importantly he tells us that it is

possible to be both academic and playful.

And that seriousness of an issue is not

cloaked in its weighty words.

Professor Visvanathan asks us

through this set of witty, earnest and in

ways personal essays to rethink the

manner in which we understand science,

technology and most importantly

development. He forces us to face up to

the reality of what development has

meant in real terms and asks to work out

the relationship between the categories of

traditional and modem while questioning

these very categories. Shiv Visvanathan

tells us the story of development as it is,

and the the picture he paints is not a pretty

one.

Urmi A. Goswami is Associate Editor of

THE EYE.

Controlling Pollution: Incentives

and Regulations

Shekhar Mehta, Sudipto Mundle,

U. Shankar

Sage Publications, New Delhi, 1997

153 pages, Rs. 250

Thi, attractively produced work

sets out to 'arrive at definitive judgments

about the efficacy of incentives vis-a-vis

physical regulation as policy instruments

in pollution abatement'. In other words, it

poses the age-old carrot-or-stick dilemma

in deciding how to control pollution.

Should polluters be made to clean up their

acts by threats of legal action or should

they be left to the dynamics of the market?

Eventually, the authors-conciude that

'further work and experimentation on a

pilot basis are needed' because the 'choice

must ultimately be made on the basis of

actual experience'. Which is a neatly

academic way of saying that the answers

are not too clear. The question, then, is

how far does this book help us to

understand the ways in which the choice

could be made?

It begins promisingly by examining

the status of the stick-administered

pollution control regulations; how

standards have been enforced by applying

to individual polluters. Looking at some

trends in the filing of cases under the Air

Pollution Act, the authors come to the

conclusion that while more cases have

been progressively filed and relatively

fewer are now pending waiting for

decisions, the strike rate for the Pollution

Control Boards has fallen. At the same

time, they compare the pre-Act scenario in

1978-81 to the post-Act situation of 1987

and 1990 to show that there has been a

significant impact of regulation on air

quality and this is increasing over time. So

we are breathing safer air, thanks to the
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law. The same positive results are visible

for water pollution, but the impact is

limited.

What the authors argue, however, is

that this policy of abatement has not paid

any attention to the efficiency of achieving

control: what have been the costs incurred

in comparison to the benefits accrued and

could the same benefits have been gained

at a lesser public expense? In order to

examine this question they turn to the

experience of the Developed Countries

(the OECD) with what are called

'externalities' and 'market-based

instruments' (MBls). Externalities are

essentially expenses which do not appear

on the balance sheets of production units

until they are placed there through

deliberate action. Thus, a factory which

earlier may have been 'freely' emitting

smoke into the air becomes conscious of

the externality when it is forced to invest

in equipment to control the smoke. The

pressure may either come through

'command and control' (CAC) policies

—

essentially an official body breathing

down the polluter's neck—or through

MBls such as taxes or permits or fiscal

incentives.

The 'menu' of possible options of

the carrot-based approach that the authors

offer are: a) abatement charges with

government clean-up operations;

b) abatement charges with third-party

clean-ups; c) tax subsidies; and

d) tradeable permits. All these are self-

explanatory but what needs to be pointed

out is that all the measures are based on

the enlightened self-interest of the firm,

i.e. the ability to see which path would

cost the least and make the maximum
profits in a situation where the pollution is

no longer socially acceptable. This is what

;s called a 'Standards and Incentives'

-egime. In other words, standards are set

*o codify what is publicly permissible (at

:hat moment of time) and then incentives

ere offered to industry to meet those

standards.

Next the authors examine in some

retail the case of waste water treatment

the sugar, distillery, and paper

"dustries to illustrate how economic

.ncentives are related to the cost of

rratement. Taking their data from
' 'ormation supplied by the National

In vironmental Engineering Research

- =::tute for twelve units and the response

: a questionnaire sent to nine other units,

~ ev calculate the costs that would have to

be incurred by these units to conform to

the Minimum National Standards

(MINAS) stipulated by the Central

Pollution Control Board. The expenses of

the middle performers in these units are

then used to set the pollution-related

charges that should be levied on the

industry as a whole. The logic is that if

these charges are set prudently then the

various units will do their own cost-

benefit analyses and begin to invest in

abatement measures because they will

become 'good investments'.

In concluding, Mehta, Mundle, and

Shankar uphold the merits of mixed

regimes. Thus, they do not advocate a

single measure but advise that a package

should be designed after further research

has been conducted into the costs of

abatement. Nevertheless, they are firmly

of the opinion that MBls are superior to

CAC policies because: a) less information

is required; b) abatement costs are

minimised; and c) signals are sent out

about true social costs. These conclusions

are, of course, backed up by a good deal of

intricate econometric analysis—which is to

be expected from scholars who come from

sound economic backgrounds. So there are

any number of formulae and derivations

and regression coefficients which give the

book an elegant look, while at the same

time distancing it from the lay reader.

Unfortunately, all those abstract

formulations do more than distance, they

also cloud the issue. There are several

points which are either glossed over or not

given due emphasis, and therefore, a

biased picture is given scholarly validity.

For instance, data on legal cases under the

Air Act for six years can hardly be called

sufficient to undertake trend analvses,

particularly when they are from different

regions and most of the air pollution is

from vehicles and not industry. This

applies even more strongly for the data on

water quality, which spans eleven years,

but the monitoring points steadily increase

from 9 to 228. Clearly, the initial points

chosen must have been at the most

polluted spots and the range would have

grown much wider in later years. The

'trends' therefore, have little or no

meaning unless they are backed up with

qualitative data or case-studies.

There is also a disjunction in using

experiences from the developed countries

to apply to conditions in India. For

instance, the fierce competition within

industry to capture markets and appeal to

the consumer is largely missing here. Even

if consumer awareness is slowly growing

amongst the affluent middle class in India,

there is almost a total absence of tort law

which gave such a powerful impetus to

citizen action on environmental issues in

the West. The poor and powerless victims

of pollution in this country, on the other

hand, do not even have accegs to fora of

justice, leave alone such measures as the

Right to Information Act. This is in great

contrast to the USA and Europe where the

drive for abatement was fuelled by

enormous public pressure and organised

green movement. Consideration of such

issues lies completely outside the scope of

thebook.

This neglect is even more disturbing

when one considers that the present

worldwide impetus for MBls to control

pollution is being pushed by the World

Bank through its reform measures, using

the experience of the US Environment

Protection Agency, without reference to

the social crucible in which 'externalities'

became manifest and the sword of control

was tempered. In other words, the public

mobilisation which forced clean-up

actions in the West is sought to be avoided

through pre-emptive action by an

institution which represents the biggest

moneylending interests globally. As a

consequence, the externalities will remain

localised and their linkages will not be

examined. Thus, the economic benefit-cost

ratio of profitably treating distillery

effluents will be emphasised so that the

social benefit-cost ratio of drinking

distillery products is concealed. This is

very much in harmony with current

advertising policy which glorifies the glass

but not the bottle, the spirit of freedom but

not the cancerous smoke.

It is not that such social processes

are not evident in the experience of the

developed nations. It was through MBls

that the automobile industry captured the

transportation market and dismantled the

railway system in the OECD—thus

supplanting the public with the private,

and adding hugely to pollution loads

everywhere. The market compulsion to

provide Californian cities with enough

water to meet their rising per capita

demands (and corresponding per capita

pollution levels) prodded the logic

whereby farmers in Sacramento were

given $600 per acre in subsidies to reduce

water use as against the $300 per acre that

would have been required to cultivate
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paddy. One of the classic cases of market

economics was exhibited when a

concessionary at the Yellowstone National

Park was given a lease in order to promote

tourism in the Park, he began selling

rotten hamburgers and Congress had to

cough up $ 2.5 million to buy him off.

Many years ago Ralph Nader—the

man who brought Ford Motors to its knees

when he forced them to recall the Mustang

on grounds of inadequate safety, one of

the first demonstrated cases of

'externalities—had also shown how
government-aided effluent treatment

plants only increased the pollution loads

as private industry began to throw more

and more muck into the drains on the

grounds that they were paying for the

treatment facilities. The same logic holds

for emission controls in automobiles. As

'cleaner' engines are produced by the

giant auto-manufacturers they also step

up their marketing drives so that more

vehicles crowd the roads and total

pollution loads keep increasing. Thus, the

market eventually succeeds in passing the

'externalities' on to society unless vigilant

citizen's action forces a control on this

'freedom'.

True liberation requires an

awareness of the falsehoods that project

themselves as freedom. This is only too

apparent in the fiftieth year of the nation's

independence as multinational

corporations compete with each other to

exploit the free market and link it to

emancipation. What could be more ironic

than soap and talcum, haute couture and

tobacco leading the nation on the road to a

new colonialism of the mind? Freedom

shrinks around us and we are not even

conscious that there are those who
legitimise its packaging in fancy jackets.

Just as the provisions of the Indian Penal

Code were diluted first by the Water

Pollution Act and then the Environment

Protection Act, and still we believe that we
have progressed far on the path to a

wholesome life. Is it by design or by

default that the book under review ignores

all these social trajectories? Eventually, the

tragic result is that pollution controls us

rather than the other way around.

Dunu Roy is Director of The Hazard

Centre, New Delhi, and is also the Dean of

Research at the People’s Science Institute

at Dehra Dun.

The Rise and Fall of Economic

Liberalism: The Making of an

Economic Gulag

Frederic F. Clairmont

The Other India Press and Third World

Network, 1996

ISBN 81-85569-29-0

356 pages, Rs. 150

Economic Reforms and The

People

C.T. Kurien

Madhyam Books, Delhi, 1996

87 pages, Rs. 30

Economic reforms through the

market oriented route is the subject matter

of both these books. Frederic Clairmont's

book questions the basic philosphy of

economic liberalisation while C.T. Kurien

tries to chart an alternative course from

the one being followed via 'reform and

liberalisation' in India.

Post Second World War prosperity

enjoyed by the developed countries of the

west had made neoclassical theory of

market-led economic development quite

popular from the sixties. The developing

countries, however, reposed their faith on

a socialistic model of development which

gave pivotal role to the state and to that

extent moved away from play of market

forces. That planning for economic growth

had its origin in the communist ideology

and was practiced in erstwhile Soviet

Union did to some extent make it suspect.

The break down of the Soviet Union and

failure of the countries following a state-

led development to reach anywhere near

their target has now made market-led

development the only option. New
economic thinking that now dominates

postulates that governments must take a

back seat in the process of economic

development. It is contended that

deregulation, privatisation, free trade and

market force will ensure economic

development. Basic assumption behind

this wisdom is the ability of free

competitive market to ensure best possible

result all the time. This in turn assumes

that no single player can change the rules

of the game and 'the invisible hand' of free

market will ensure best result for all. Mr.

Clairmont clearly demonstrates that

competitive free market where no player

can change the rules of the game is a

utopia. What has happened in reality is

emergence of big corpoations capable of

changing the rules of the game. These

groups have used the machinery of the

state to further their interest. Often interest

of these groups have been projected as the

interest of the state. Now after two

centuries of capitalist development what

has emerged is a group of Transnational

Corporations capable of dictating their

terms. This Mr. Clairmont has termed as

the 'Economic Gulag'. The TNCs have not

only used the state machinery for their

own purpose often in international

relations their interest have played a

decisive role. Mr. Clairmont clearly

demonstrates how international

institutions like the IMF and the World

Bank are influenced by the TNCs.

Competition amongst the members of the

'Gulag' or change in the composition of

the group does not in any way affect the

end result. That the development model

based on the concept of free play of

market force may not yield the desired

result is being recognised slowly.

Experience shows that private capital

favours small number of countries and

many others despite significant free

market reforms have failed to attract

private capital. Protagonist of these

reforms are likely to argue that reforms

carried out may provide necessary

conditions for development which by

themselves may not be sufficient. So

emphasis is likely to shift to creation of

institutional framework that will ensure

free and unhampered run of market

forces. This line of argument however

overlooks the basic fact that the market

economy can no way correct the distortion

arising out of initial differences in

endowments. That carefully considered

action is required for this is often

disregarded.

Another point that is often

neglected by the proponents of free

market economy is the basic tendency of

the system to produce more and more

with less and less and at the same time

hope to see the production being absorbed

by consumers. As the system treats labour

at par with raw material and capital its

effeciency requirement cuts into its

comsumer base which exposes it to

cyclical instability. Is there a way out? To

quote Mr. Clairmont 'There is no
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t el,there is no precedent whatsoever

. twenty-first century humanity can

v grasp and say this is the Holy
'

-'i- H there is no reason to loose hope

-J' v.:. Ciairmont correctly points out:

- : mprehensive economic and social

r 1 anning to face upto humanity's basic

demands is one of the grandest

^novations of all times; and so it must

remain one of the prime imperatives of the

mrushing century. For several complex

reasons, not all apparent, it has been

eclipsed as a humanist mechanism of

development. As we move into the next

millenium it no doubt will be resuscitated

as an institutional dynamic. What specific

class, political and ideological mix it will

assume, nationally and internationally, is,

however, beyond the realm of forecast at

this juncture'.

Mr. Ciairmont feels that the

inexorable march of the TNC arising out

of the concept of economic liberalisation

needs to be confronted till an alternative

model emerges. He finds a way for this in

the theories of Frederich List, the German

economist. List advocated essentially use

of the power of the state in helping

domestic industries to stand up to foreign

competition by extending protection to

them. One problem in using List's

philosophy that Mr. Ciairmont overlooks

is that industries so protected when not

becoming inefficient would use the state

for furthering its own interest rather than

that of the state. The TNCs of today did

(and still do) the same in their turn.

The chapter 'The Indian Dossier'

sums up how exploitation of Indian

resources laid the foundation of industrial

economic structure that has come to

dominate the world now. Mr. Kurien's

book Economic Reforms and The People

examines the impact of the policy of

liberalisation that is being followed in

India since 1991. On examining the result

of this policy Mr. Kurien rightly concludes

that it has not produced the desired

resultThere is probably not much
disagreement in this respect even amongst

the supporters of the policy. Disagreement

is about the next course of action.

Mr. Kurien is of the opinion that more
reforms will not do, the state has to play a

positive role in 'drawing the mass of the

people into the productive activity'.

Recent rethinking in the World Bank on
the basis of examination of past policies

indicate that Mr. Kurien's doubts are not

unkmn&e&.TtvaY’tae &

catalytic role in economic development

particularly in the context of the

underdeveloped countries is being re-

recognised now. Next debate should

therefore be on the appropriate role of the

state in the process at the same time

ensuring that maximum benefit can be

reaped from the optimal resource

allocation that market forces are capable

of bringing about.

R.P. Goswami formerly a diplomat is a

freelance writer

A Field of One's Own: Gender

and Land Rights in South Asia

Bina Agarwal

Cambridge University Press, UK, 1994;

South Asia Edition, Foundation Books,

New Delhi

ISBN 81-85618-64-X

xxi+572 pages, Rs. 195

This book provides an incisive

account of gender as a key structuring

element in the allocation of resources in

South Asia. While feminism became the

only true response to sexism, gender

carried this debate to a higher level. It

would not be out of place to suggest that

gender without a feminist perspective

deradica Uses and marginalises the whole

project of empowerment, of emancipation

of women, as a community. Credit is due

to the author and the perspective she

espouses that we do not find any trace of

an argument essentiaUsing the very

position of women and men. The

qualitative and interdependent character

of women's position vis-a-vis men's in a

given socio-cultural- ecological milieu

provides the very basis of gender and

development approach.

The issue, therefore, is not just

problematising women, but rather of

women and men and the relationship

between them. Given the fact that

agriculture is the mainstay of develop-

ment in the South Asian context, it follows

that man provides coUateral security.

Therefore, the material bases of gender

have been subverted by the ideological

basis of prevailing patriarchy. This book
highUghts the chief features of

ideology as it interweaves

with the given 'natural system" of land

inheritance and control.

Bina Agarwal argues that

empowerment of women in South Asia is

dependent on legitimate access to landed

property. It is not enough to inherit land

but it is equally important to control its

use. This view challenges the staid

assumptions of public policy that men are

breadwinners and women are

dependents. Such arguments were used
to undercut gender-progressive personal

laws. While households are inevitably the

unit of analysis, 'intra-household gender

dimension' has been neglected. Here Bina

Agarwal expands the notion of women's

economic status beyond employment to

include property rights. Thus land being

the most significant form of property, is a

primary source of economic security,

social status and political power. It is

argued here that providing land titles to

women can enhance productive

efficiency. A woman's bargaining

position vis-a-vis males, both within and

outside the rural family is linked to the

strength of her fall-back position. In

comparison with patrilineal communities,

women in matrilineal and bilateral ones

are better-off in economic terms. At the

same time gender-progressive legislations

have given greater rights of inheritance to

women. No doubt, social, administrative

and ideological barriers continue to

restrict effective implementation of the

laws.

There is evidence of a structural

mismatch between contemporary laws,

granting greater inheritance rights to

women and the customary norms and
practices governing matrimonial alliances

outside the village. A clear north-south

divide is evident—northern states are

averse to entitling daughters, wives,

widows with land rights, largely due to

the lack of reciprocal economic benefit.

Thus, women tend to forgo their shares of

land for the sake of potential economic

and social support from brothers, (uncles,

cousins, etc.). Male bias which pervades

the functioning of administrative and
legal institutions works against women
staking their claim to their rights.

Agarwal clearly delineates the gap
between legal and actual ownership

rights as also between ownership and

effective control. She identifies a clear cut

regional variation in the degree of
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constraints faced by women.

There are regional differences in

the established social acceptance of

women's land claims. These obstacles are

vivid in northwest India, Bangladesh and

Pakistan and least in south India and Sri

Lanka. This calls for strong collective

pressure from the women affected. The

author asserts that Tand rights are

unlikely to be granted to women by most

communities, on any significant scale

without women collectively demanding

and agitating for them' (p.477).

The fact that gender inequalities

have been entrenched through historical

processes calls for strengthening women's

bargaining position in the community and

the household. Thus to establish

'women's effec tive land rights calls for

removing existing gender inequai ities in

the law and to ensure that these laws are

imple mented. It will need strengthening

women's ability to claim and retain their

rights in land as well as their ability to

exercise effective control over it'.

Reforming laws of inheritance,

reinterpretation of dowry versus

inheritance is an effective suggestion

made by Professor Agarwal. She makes a

persuasive argument that dowry and

inheritance cannot be treated as

equivalents. That in some bilateral and

matrilineal communities dowry is a

specific form of post-mortem inheritance

transfer to women. However in the north,

dowry takes on a coercive character

divesting women of all rights.

No doubt the positive features of

this outstanding work are very

comprehensive, yet a few caveats need to

be ad dressed in the larger academic

interest. In the first chapter while

introducing 'gender' (p.ll) Professor

Agarwal relates gender and development

approach to women in development

literature which is untenable theoretically.

Women in development (WID) examines

gender baises in economic devel opment.

Indeed, WID approach was concerned

more with the documenting, factual,

empirical information about women on a

global basis. Here issues of inequality of

welfare, of race and class were

highlighted. Thus, WID in particular

described women's distinctive roles in the

economy and critiqued established male

perspectives for ignoring the sexual

dimensions of social change or for simply

asserting that economic modernisation

and westernisation would liberate women.
The WID believed that benefits of the

western model of development have

accrued only to men. The basic postulate

being that women are insufficiently

integrated into the processes of economic

modernisation. Hence the slogan was
integrate women into development.

However, the problem in this approach is

that it focuses only on the onward

manifestation of sexual inequality. On
the other hand gender and development

(GAD) approach goes beyond this to

identify the qualitative and

interdependent character of women and

men's position in society. These relations

are based on power, dominance, of

cooperation and conflict. Here gender is

the unit of analysis rather than women
per se.

Again while discussing bargaining

ap proach (p.54) negotiations at the

household/family level is no doubt

'subject to the constraints set by gender,

age, type of relationship (Kinship

association)', but also by the sibling

hierarchy. Location of women in the

sibling order of their natal family as also

in their marital home becomes critical to

their ability to bargain. Research on

women in urban labour markets has

shown that this positioning is significant

when we try to estimate the importance

that is attached to women's earnings in the

household. Working women in spite of

having access to property and shares, face

discrimination in their workplaces. At the

same time woman's own valuation of her

working status and contribution to the

household suggests contradictions

between traditions and the desire for

economic independence. Intra-household

gender inequalities calls for greater

appreciation of both women's perception

of their self interest (which are denied)

and the constraints to their realising them.

Given that gender is an important

basis of inequality along with age (p.63

f.n.26) however, women's life cycle has

important bearing on their bargaining

position in the household as well.

Again despite the fact that women
work, their financial independence is

rather low. This then impinges on their

ability to be heard within the household

(p.67and p.71). Traditional attitudes to

work and home do not allow for a

sea-change in households position

towards women's needs and rights

(Kumar 1991). Thus gender ideology

affects bargaining (p.73).

Bina Agarwal offers a new
paradigm for predicting changes in the

position of women vis-a-vis-men. Unlike

the Blumberg paradigm where relative

economic power between the sexes is

important, here it is the access to land and

the right to control and use it, which is

significant strategically. Given the

cognitive map of this book the question is

how should the public policy be

structured, ordained? Should household

as the unit of policy be jettisoned in favour

of individual? No doubt men will resist a

la Goode unless policies have a

transformatory potential. Bina Agarwal

does well to highlight such a potential.

M. Satish Kumar is Assistant Professor at

the Centre for the Study of Regional

Development at Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi.

Environmental Policies: People's

lives and Development Choices

Sumi Krishna

Sage Publications, New Delhi, 1996

ISBN 81-7036-550-3

Pages 302, Rs. 350

Development has arguably been

the biggest project undertaken by various

countries in this century. And out of its

many layered and varied experiences

emerged the awareness of the

environment as a delicately balanced

organic whole. This awareness was not

given its due till about the mid-seventies

when the 'development at all costs'

attitude gave way to an awareness of the

costs of development, including concern

for the environment. While

environmentalism evolved, like the

growth of any other-ism, its path was
strewn with red herrings. For example,

initially forest cover depletion was
attributed to fuelwood consumption by

peasants while all along it was commercial

consumption that was responsible for it.

The author who began her career in

academics moved to activist journalism,

and now as a thinker-writer is far too

perspicacious to indulge in an arm-chair

romantisation of the environmental

problem, instead she provides some
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-j -r nosed perspectives. Environmental
'

: . nes begins with a detailed discussion

:
* :*e three chief strands of

er .'.ronmentalism in India: the popular,

- nagerial and progressive approaches,

f - mi Krishna rightly points out that the

er* -aronment is not a site for Grand

“heory. A case by case, incremental

approach is preferable to seeing each case

: " rough the lens of overarching

-ameworks, since none of them

adequately address the critical questions

:t demographic pressure, technological

choice and socio-political structures.

Krishna points out: 'Theoretical positions

on crucial issues such as the curbing of

excessive consumption, the integration of

ecology and economy, the democratisation

of community management of resources

and so on cannot substitute for practical

answers to the problem of how this is to be

done'(p. 43).

Krishna draws from her wide

journalistic experience to elucidate this

simple yet elusive point. Giving the

example of Bastar she points out that

while there is the upsurge of feeling for

tribal skills and their potential for

exployment: land alienation is a critical

problem which environmentalists have

scarcely noticed' (p. 59).

Environmentalism is a rapidly

evolving set of ideas with enormous policy

implications. Krishna's book is a timely

intervention which decidedly sets our

sights straight, away from the blurring of

vision caused by the spatial gap between

conception and implementation or the

tendecy to trace the source of .deep

ecology and concern for nature in myths

and legends. Krishna has hard realities

and hard decisions to offer. It would be

risky to ignore this book.

Dipankar Das is a research scholar in the

department of history at Jawaharlal Nehru

University, New Delhi

REVIEWS

Oceans Omnibus

Mamata Pandya and Meena
Raghunathan

A Centre for Environmental Education

Publication for Vasant J. Sheth

Memorial Foundation, 1996

48 pages

A dead ocean means a dead

planet'. While the Sojourner trudged a

lonely path on the rugged surface of Mars,

the global community was agog with

excitement at the possibility of water

existing there. It almost gave truth to those

fantastic stories about UFOs and martians

—the existence of water presupposing

life. Closer home, however, on our own
planet, few of us realise the significance of

living on the only 'watery' planet in the

solar system.

The Oceans Omnibus by Mamata
Pandya and Meena Raghunathan, a Centre

for Environmental Education (CEE)

publication, provides a colourful insight

into the fascinating and mysterious world

of oceans and seas. Commissioned by the

Vasant J. Sheth Memorial Foundation

(VJSMF), it aims to kindle interest amongst

children about the seas and the various

professions associated with it . Bridging

the gap between dull informational text

books and pure fiction, it is encouraging to

see books like the Oceans Omnibus. The

book attempts to fulfil the twin demand of

promoting an understanding of the

shipping industry and creating an

awareness amongst children about our

marine environment.

However the target readership for

this book remains unclear. For instance,

the colourfully illustrated cover,

suggesting a primary school readership, is

at complete variance with the title Oceans

Omnibus which would be beyond the

vocabulary of most primary-school

children. This ambiguity persists right

through. Contents range from the

definition of tides, oceans and seas to the

essence of the United Nations Convention

on the Law of the Seas—UNCLOS (p. 30).

The book stands out for its

imaginative layout and good quality of

illustrations. The language for the most

part is simple, and easy to follow.

Packaged interestingly, the book comes

with inserts in the end which give

information on the different aspects of our

seas in a compact and attractive manner.

In the form of maps and games,

these inserts can be used for play or as

posters.

In spite of the fact that the book
aims to educate the young about the

shipping industry as well as the oceans at

large, it suffers from an overdose of trivia

about the industry ('container ships have

holds designed to carry 20 feet

containers../; The Great Eastern launched

in 1858 . . . had a double iron hull', etc.).

At times the book gets too technical to

interest most children. For example in the

very first chapter entitled 'What makes an

ocean?' a table giving the Beaufort scale

for wind speeds appears in considerable

detail . One also comes across intriguing

facts like
—

'Cargo ships do not carry

passengers, . . . ships designed to carry

crude oil . . . are called crude oil carriers,

etc'. One of the reasons for the

contradictory nature of the contents,

ranging from the facile to the technical,

could possibily be an outcome of the fact

that the it has been commissioned by the

VJSMF, started in memory of Vasant

Sheth, founder of the Great Eastern

Shipping Company Limited, the 'largest

private shipping company' in India.

Incidentally half a page (p.33) is devoted

to how this company got its name!

There is an urgent need for good

quality publications in the field of

environmental education in our country.

As one of the very few organisations

working in the field, CEE publications

could go a long way in filling the existing

lacunae in the field of children's

publications. Educating children about the

menace of pollution and other ecologically

harmful activities which are damaging

the delicate marine eco-system is the first

step towards preventing it. Recent threats

like shrimp aquaculture and the entry of

commercial organisations in the fishing

sector which are endangering not only the

fish population but the livelihood of

traditional fishing communities have also

been highlighted in the book.

The first chapter quotes Walt

Whitman: 'To me the sea is a continual

miracle. The fishes that swim, the rocks,

the motion of the waves. What stranger

miracles are there?' Ultimately the

promise of that unfolding miracle remains

only partly realised.

Indrani Sen is Associate Editor of THE
EYE.
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People and Protected Areas:

Towards Participatory

Conservation in India

Edited by Ashish Kothari, Neena

Singh and Saloni Suri

Sage Publications India Private Ltd,

1996

ISBN 81-7036-593-7

Pages 276, Price Rs. 350

To some, the conflict between

human rights activists and wildlife

conservationists may seem almost ironical.

Isn't environmentalism a quest for making

the planet safe for human habitation? And

preservation of wildlife crucial precisely

for maintaining this balance in nature? As

it turns out, one of the most serious

conflicts of our times is threatening to pit

man against nature.

As Ashish Kothari sums up in his

introductory chapter, while

conservationist policies have managed to

check unbridled urban and industrial

growth, these measures are alienating the

same people who have traditionally been

the strongest preservers of natural

habitats.

The issue was discussed at a

workshop on 'Exploring the Possibilities of

Joint Management of Protected Areas in

India' in September 1994. This book is a

compilation of papers presented at this

workshop. The contributors include

activists, forest officials, scholars and

wildlife experts. The specific sites

discussed include the following parks and

sanctuaries: Keoladeo National Park,

Ranthambor National Park, Melaghat

Tiger Reserve, Bhimshankar Sanctuary

and the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserve.

If urban industrialisation is the

main culprit, why are local communiites

being displaced in the name of

conservation of protected forest and

natural habitat areas? The explanation

proffered is that local communities are

themselves no longer maintaining eco-

friendly patterns of living. They have been

colonised by development ideologies and

by falling on the fringes of the market

framework, are constantly facing assault

by rapacious colonisers.

A classic example of a formerly

sustainable practice beginning to cause

degradation is shifting cultivation. Once a

highly biodiverse system of agriculture

best suited for areas which could not

sustain settled cultivation, shrinkage of the

total available habitat and local

population rise has cut down shifting

cycles to obviously unsustainable levels.

Local community rights in such cases lose

their importance.

It is obvious that the elitist and top-

down approach to conservation is being

exposed for its limitations. The conflict-

ridden measure has to yield place to a

conciliatory path, encompassing a respect

for diversity. The concept of joint

protected area management is being

floated so that local communities can be

involved in wildlife conservation.

In his paper G. Raju analyses the

experiences of the states with a policy on

joint forest management since 1990, to see

how this could be applied to protected

areas. He concludes that people are keen

to protect and manage forests and are

most aware of their forests and the species

found in them. S. C. Dey feels that

protected areas should be treated as

inviolate and support of local

communities can be enlisted by educating

them about the services that forests and

wildlife render towards their sustenance

in the long run. Buffer zones in and

around the protected areas could be used

for extracting bio-mass resources, for the

benefit of local communities.

Some form of benefit sharing is

essential, all the contributors agree, to

facilitate local people's cooperation in

conservation activities. Bittu Sehgal for

instance, stresses that controlled grass and

fuel cutting should be allowed as rights

within the Rajaji National Park. He goes to

the extent of saying that the park

authorities should ensure employment to

local people.

Renee M. Borges illustrates how an

integrated conservation development

project, on the lines of similar rural

development programmes in Maharashtra

can help generate biomass and jobs within

the Bhimshankar Sanctuary.

Bharat J. Pathak puts forward his

alternative view when he argues that

societies having great economic disparities

tend to become more exploitative of

natural resources, manifested in the

wasteful over consumption by the rich and

the non-sustainable direct use of natural

resources by the poor. Management

options for natural options, therefore,

necessarily call for a proper integration of

the natural and social sciences.

Participatory management models

so far tried in various parts of the country

are at an experimental stage and their

wide acceptability is doubtful, he stresses.

Under such circumstances, proposals and

activism for participatory management

would lead to unrealistic expectations

among the local communities. In fact the

genuine needs of the people should be

addressed before there is discontent

.

Participation by the local people

should be introduced in a gradual manner.

Social forestry and community forestry

programmes introduced during the

eighties were to be handed over to the

people. But so far the responsibility of

raising plantations for meeting local needs

and their maintainance till they are

established, has remained with the forest

department. Degraded permanent

pastures managed by local bodies reflect

their poor performance. It would therefore

be more desirable that participatory

management is tried first in local

degraded ecosystems, which in the

process would help in evolving eco-

friendly attitudes among people, he

concludes. This book provides a

comprehensive view of the problem as it

incorporates a very wide ranging

perspective. The legal and policy aspects,

the institutional and procedural angles, the

specific proposals for specific protected

sites as well as experiences in

participatory management from around

the world, all these go to make the book a

must for all environmentalists.

Alpana Varma is with The Times of India,

Delhi.

Daughters of the Ocean:

Discovering the Goddess Within

Shobita Punja

Viking, Penguin India, 1996,

ISBN 0-670-87053-6

312 pages, Price Rs. 300

All religions and religious

philosophies are ultimately attempts at

finding out the nature of the perceptible

world—-and of ourselves who perceive

it—the process of the world's

manifestation, and the purpose of life, so

that we may discover the means of
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.r z cur destiny. Mythologies are a

:

• representing transcendent or

: : - r - r :.r. states of Being conceived of

: :
- es : r rerceived as symbols.

Hinduism is, in fact, an immense
-
--osis deriving its elements from a

a zHrerent directions, and

: : ; :c::nc every conceivable motive of

r. : r In India, mythology is not merely

• _
:
-e:: of antiquarian research and

:
- : _ isition, here it still permeates the

-
: r cue of people as a controlling

-

. ..er.ee. And it is the living mythology,

*
. :o passing through the stages of

: mentation of successive cosmic

: -
: :ess and assuming definite shape

- ereafter, has become a powerful factor

- :he everyday life of the people.

'There are many books about Indian

mythology and Hindu goddess(es)

-./rites the author in her preface, 'my

interest lies in reflecting on what these

mvths say to me today at the end of the

".ventieth century— the beginning of

mother era/ Out of the somewhat

/ewildering mazes of Indian mythology

me author has selected three principal

zoddesses, Lakshmi, Saraswati and Durga

and woven them with the myths of other

zoddesses such as Sita, Sati, Uma and

"’arvati who have dominated Indian

mythology as strong shaktis (energies). In

:he words of Vivekananda, The Absolute

is formless, but energy is female. When

energy takes form, it is called Mother.

Mother is the Moving Power, disturbing

into waves the watercalm of the Absolute.

The Samufan/aiahari of Adi

Shankaracharva is essentially a poem of

intense devotion. Hymn 5 is evocative of

all qualities of Shakti as: 'Oh! Mother your

dance is tender with love towards the

Auspicious One (shringara), full of

aversion to the others ( bibhatsa ), angry

towards Ganga (raudra), full of wonder at

the third eye of the Lord
(
adbhuta ), fearful

of His snake ornaments (bhayanaka),

valiant as the the creator of crimson colour

in the lotus (r/m), smiling towards

companions (linsya), and compassionate to

me (kariina).'

The author has succeeded in

cringing out some of these aspects

associated with Mother goddesses. Again,

/. a ter is the most signigficant symbol in

Indian mythology, denoting the life giving

; nergv that also swallows all creation in

we end. It is the creativity of Vishnu and

: .so symbolizes the goddess. Like water,

the myths associated with goddesses

demonstrate subtle stabilizing forces. True

mythical symbolism, apart from being

invented by man, springs from Nature

(prnkriti). The whole of Nature is but a

symbol of higher reality. The formless

infinite becomes finite in diversified

creation due to shakti, the Kinetic Power.

To quote Arthur Avalon, Tower implies a

Power-Holder. The Power-Holder is

Shiva. There is no Shiva without shakti and

no shakti without Shiva. The two, in

themselves are one. They are each Being,

Consciousness, Bliss', Indeed there is no

Hindu god without his shakti.

Man might well be thought of as

an animal symbolicnm. Human mind

fortified with symbols, comes to retreat the

physical world in its own symbolic image.

The ancient mythmaker, who also created

relevant symbols were artists exploiting

their individual sensory qualities and

experiences in an effort to understand the

central puzzle of their society. These

myths and symbols have fascinated some

very scholarly contemporary minds.

German philosopher Ernst

Cassirer described the peculiar world of

this symbolic animal (An Essay on Man ,

p.25) : 'Physical reality seems to recede in

proportion as man's symbolic activity

advances. Instead of dealing with the

things themselves, man is in a sense

constantly conversing with himself. He

has so enveloped himself in linguistic

forms, in artistic images, mythical symbols

or religious rights, that he cannot see or

know anything except by the interposition

of this artificial medium. He lives in the

midst of imaginary emotions, in hope,

with fears, with illusions, in his fantasies

or dreams.'

Claude Levi-Strauss, the

distinguished French philosopher and

sociologist discusses myths at great length

in his M:KhWoyinue (4 Volumes, 1964-71).

He had another agenda. In addition to

making sense of mvths in their own terms,

he was intent on demonstrating that one

could analyse the experiences of the

senses in a logical way. Noting that the

standard scientific approach has been to

ignore the qualitative aspect of experience

as much as possible and to focus upon

measurable qualities, Levi-Strauss sought

to create a logic that will capture and

retain the particular qualities of

experiences. Mythologique may be thought

of as a massive experiment to determine

whether science can elucidate qualitative

and aesthetic phenomena.

Myths are a most valuable treasure

bequeathed to us by our ancients. They

appeal more to the imagination and strive

to realise the spirituality and abstraction of

a superterrestrial sphere. Not only have

they been able to sustain the interest of

people in general but provided enough

material for the creative impulses of the

people in the field of literature and arts

which have become our proud possession

and heritage. Now that we are on the

threshold of a new millenium these myths

need to be interpreted freshly in the

context of a fast changing environment.

The book under review is a refreshing step

in that direction. Punja has endeavoured

to relate myths with the practical aspects

of life at a purely existential level. The
book is not a journey. ..It is not a search. ..It

has no intended purpose, no heights to

scale.
.

yet it is an honest piece of work,

immensely readable and educative. A
valuable contribution.

Prabhakar Begde is an architect, writer

and critic. He is the author of Ancient and

Medieval Town Planning in India (1978),

Forts and Palaces of India (1982), and

Living Sculpture (1996). A prolific writer on

Indian art, architecture and culture, he is a

visiting faculty at the TVB School of Habitat

Studies, New Delhi.
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Justice for Women, Personal

Laws, Women's Rights and Law

Reform

Edited by Indira Jaising

The Other Indian Press, Mapusa, Goa,

1996,

ISBN 81-85569-26-6

356 pages, Rs. 160.

Subversive Sites: Feminist

Engagements with law in India

Ratna Kapur and Brenda

Cossman

Sage Publications, New Delhi, 1996,

ISBN 81-7036-552-X

352 pages, Rs. 200.

Justicefor Women,
Personal Laws

,

Women's Rights and Law Reforms is a

collection of assorted essays, dealing with

the nature of the impact of legislation on

the depressed status of Indian women. A
redeeming feature of the otherwise

exhausting and unimaginative treatment

of the manifold wrongs done to women in

the tedious pages of a rather long book, is

that it is exhaustive, or tries to be. There

are seven sections, the first dealing with

personal laws, two others holding forth on

marriage and divorce, the fourth locking

horns with the weighty question of

maintenance, custody and guardianship,

the fifth on matrimonial property, the sixth

and seventh on the actual processes of the

law through the courts and legislation. The

book, one has to admit, is politically

correct in the most important chapter, the

Introduction. Therefore, the Uniform Civil

Code receives a knock on the head in the

name of 'gender justice' (cheers), the

much touted claims of the Hindu Law in

advancing the cause of women gets a

bashing (applause), and the Bharatiya

Janata Party's insufferably holier-than-

thou attitude towards Personal Laws of

minority communities—read as

Muslims—gets the short shrift it deserves

(deafening applause). Personal Laws of all

communities are discussed, and the

language of patriarchy stands unveiled,

bathed in relentless light as it were, in

essay after essay.

Unfortunately, the later essays in

each section tend to drag on interminably,

as the relevant points have been made

earlier on. One example will suffice,

though the book abounds in such

repetitions. Gail Omvedt, in her essay,

Towards a Non-Sexist "Civil Code'" (pp.

9-13) argued for a 'Bharatiya Code', after

dismissing the strident secular claims for a

'Uniform Civil Code' by the BJP, a claim

treated as a political strategy to comer the

Muslims. Omvedt displays a deep disdain

for the term 'uniform', which she

dismisses as 'vacuous'. However, she fails

to clarify the difference she obviously

perceives in principle between 'Bharatiya'

and 'uniform'—surely both the terms have

a homogenising intent? Still, the essay is

full of practical suggestions, like a

registrar in every village to ensure the

compulsory recording of marriages, as

countless women can never prove their

marital status. Omvedt also looks at the

family as an integral component of the

dominant patriarchal ideology. So far, so

good. But then, in rapid succession, three

essays, 'The Politics of Personal Law' by

Indira Jaising, Gail Omvedts's own

analysis and Heera Nawaz's 'Towards

Uniformity', all deal with the same theme.

Result—unadulterated tedium.

Problems relating to marriage,

divorce, maintenance, guardianship,

property, etc., of tribal, Christian, Muslim

and Hindu women jostle with each other

for space, in a crazy mosaic pattern. And it

seems that some of the essays in the book

stumble into the same stereotypical

notions about women it has accused

patriarchy of persisting in viewing women

from within the parameters setby

patriarchy through Personal Laws which

positions women within the domestic

sphere. Some essays question the role of

Law and State, but in a fragmentary form.

One such rudimentary critique seems to

be developing in Rishi Reddy
7

s article.

'Maintenance Provisions Under Personal

Laws', but the role of the state in

regarding such cases with indifference is

not really examined. Besides, the display

of 'correct' attitudes in some of the essays

in the book occasionally suffers from

lapses - lapses that place women within

'nature', thus emphasising the social

construction of women as biological

beings, an attitude which the legal

discourse also adopts. A good example is

a quote from Shimona Khanna's article,

'Challenging the Unequal Position': 'From

the birth of the child and during its

childhood' the mother is the primary

caretaker, guardian and custodian as a

result of natural division of labour

between the sexes' (p. 226). Apart from

these shortcomings, the book is a mine of

information and is an excellent handbook

for those women who seek to be legally

aware of their rights.

The second book, Subversive Sites,

Feminist Engagements with Law in India, in

its treatment of the same area, emphasises

analysis rather than information. The

perspective is also set squarely against the

current nature of the structured legal

discourse 'which operate to sustain and

naturalise unequal power relations' (pH).

Family as an institution, with its moral and

social underpinnings, is identified across

the board as the most important agent in

prescribing gender-based roles for both

men and women. The legal discourse, as

the section on Women, Legal Regulation and

Familial Ideology argues strongly, dovetails

into the familial discourse on the

subjugated position of women (pp. 87-

172). The economic regulation of women,

constituting women as dependents, forms

the third factor in reinforcing the

subordination of women within the social

framework. We have seen how even

feminists fall into this trap of the biological

construction of social differences. Women

are therefore seen by both men and

women to be 'weak, biologically inferior,

modest. .
.' (p.23). This attitude of

'protectionism' is different from the notion

of 'equality', which attempts to penetrate

beyond the assurances carried by the letter

of law to the ideological assumptions

behind the interpretations of law.

Fundamental questions have been raised

as to the reason behind the passage of

legal reforms supposed to benefit women,

yet which do not make any dent on the

actual socio-economic inequalities women

suffer. The third approach is to view the

law and the legal discourse 'as an

instrument of patriarchal oppression', and

so 'based on male norms, male experience

and male domination'(p.29).

The book then proceeds to

examine the ways in which the law can be

subverted in the interests of women, and

the manner in which the law can be used

to balance the gender inequalities present

in the social framework. Awareness of the

dangers of the different discourses

hijacking the demands of women for

gender justice, like the BJP stridently

demanding the Uniform Civil Code, and
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r _ r forcing homogenisation on women's

. i - as are also discussed here, as in the

- rook, But in Subversive Sites the

i-^vsis does not stop there. There is a

: Ymssion of a possibility of bringing

:rc ut reform in Personal Laws, instead of

: re-ssing for uniformity: there is thus an

: -empt to creatively engage with the law,

a riding the thorny issue of a Uniform

I.vd Code, and using the law

: instructively to refurbish the slightly

r iered Personal Laws to the demands of

r e present (pp. 330-40). The book also

er unds a warning note about the dangers

.rherent in the legal reforms that are

err bedded in 'the rhetoric of individual

rights', as that might induce a false note of

expectancy and complacency as to the

legal functionality of such reforms.

Subversive Sites has an intellectual

breadth of vision, but perhaps the time has

come to re-evaluate a vision which

forcibly tries to insert women in the centre

of the social framework to the exclusion of

all other social categories. Maybe women's

problems and feminist goals should be

seen alongside the problems faced by men

in the transitional period when major role

adjustments are taking place.

Anindita Mukhopadhyay is Visiting

Associate Fellow (Committee for Cultural

and Global Choices) at the Centre for the

Study of Developing Societies, Delhi.

Wisdom of the Ancient Seers

David Frawley

Motilal Banarsidass, Delhi, 1994

ISBNS1-208-1159-3

275 pages, Rs. 115

Wisdom of the Ancient Seers

comprises translations of selected hymns

from the Rig Veda . Frawley, in another

book, writes that its grammar is distinctly

different from that of the other three

Vedas. It is written in metrical verse,

whereas the others are not. This makes the

task of translation, which anyway is one of

gigantic proportions given the vast

difference between the Vedic Sanskrit, the

man trie language—as Frawley calls it

—

and contemporary English, even more

difficult. The author states that he does not

wish to violate the ancient language by

filling the meanings artificially with

modem English words. He adds that one

can only indicate the current of the 'stream

of archetypal sound-symbol-meaning' that

is the mantric word. As such, he has

sought the etymological meaning of the

root in both its abstract and concrete

senses, with the inner sense

predominating. He offers the theory that

the Rig Veda is a spiritual document, a

body of profound universal symbols for

the understanding of the Self. The Gods,

he says, are not superstitions of primitive,

retrogressive thought, but the hidden

powers and forces behind the workings in

the cosmos. The ancients grasped in their

world-view all the mystery and wonder of

the panorama of creation and stood before

it in awe and reverence, and worshipped

it. This was regarded by modem
scholarship, for the most part, as a

barbarian cult, a profane and pantheistic

savagery bereft of any concept of

civilisation and incapable of profounder

ideas. Frawley refutes this view with his

comprehensive commentary on the hymns

translated in this book. He does it with an

exactitude and precision and competence

that points to the dignity and holiness with

which he has performed his labour. His

knowledge of the inner meaning of the

Veda is astonishing both in terms of

perception and vision. It can only indicate

an assured experience. He has steeped

himself in the myth and poetry of die Rig

Veda, lived in the presence of the seers,

and chanted their sacred hymns. He
speaks to the modem, those uninitiated to

tradition from the depths of his own
illumined clarity. He stresses the

significance of the Vedic concept of

sacrifice, its direct relation to and its

repeated returns upon the workings of life,

and consequent transformation effected.

Frawley has pointed out that creativity is

the source and sanction of all life. He

seeks to stir our awareness to the meaning

and beauty inherent in life. With

provoking emphasis, he dwells on the

consciousness that constitutes the secret

core of life, which leads to its inherent

Being. And he illuminates its workings

primarily through commentaries on

hymns to four principal godheads, Surya,

Soma, Agni and Indra. Additionally he

translates hymns to the Goddess in some

of her pre-eminent forms such as Sita and

Saraswati. He starts the book's hymnal

itself with hymns to the Heaven, Earth and

Dawn.

It is interesting and revealing that

throughout the book Frawley uses the

word divine with a capital 'D', thus

stressing that all the deities, whether male

or female, are manifestations of the One.

For those who are unfamiliar with Sanskrit

he has given a glossary of Vedic Sanskrit

terms.

Frawley declares 'All human life

rests upon a fundamental aspiration to

know the truth' (p.56). His work is

pervaded by an eager youthfulness in the

midst of joyous revelation. And he strives

to be poetic. A beautiful and sweet

soliloquy.

Gautam Haridas volunteers at THE EYE

The God of Small Things

Arundhati Roy

India Ink, New Delhi, 1997

ISBN 81-86939-00-8

pages 348, Rs. 395

Now that some months have

lapsed since it was published, we can,

perhaps, take a more dispassionate view

of the book, shorn of its wispy-curled

glamour and hype. Those who have read

it have done so with awe and admiration

and accorded it wholesome praise. There

are others who began reading it, but gave

up the exercise some pages later, blaming

themselves for their poor literary

sensibilities. Overwhelmed by the hype,

perhaps, they expected too much, or did

not know what to expect, though we must

grant the author for forewarning us that

this is a book of 'little events, ordinary

things' which are 'imbued with new
meaning'. In fact, in this rather unusual,

highly imaginative (though often

whimsical) book, the reader is enticed into

an intricate and contorted web of a tale

where the little events' and the main

characters are juxtaposed with a

refreshing lyricism and a somewhat

eccentric play of the written word.

The important 'little events' of the

book are mentioned at the beginning, but

with deliberate selectivity, through an

ingeniously designed lattice opening to a

dark room, as it were, only revealing an

unclear picture, much as a mystery writer

would, holding back the 'real events'.

(This is the reason, perhaps, that some
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readers get bewildered in the first few

pages and give up.) Soon as the novel

opens, we witness the funeral of Sophie

Mol, who died when she was only nine

years old, on her visit from England to

spend her Christmas vacations in

Ayemenen, a village in Cochin, with her

Syrian Christian family and her dizogytic

twin cousins, Rahel and Estha. But we are

not told why Sophie Mol died, just as Roy

does not divulge what dreadful event

affected the twins, or why Inspector

Mathew of the Kottayam Police tapped

Ammu, the mother of the twins, on her

breasts with a baton and refused to take

her statement, calling her a veshya.

These events take place in the past,

in December 1969, when the twins were

seven years old, and now Rahel, the

female of the pair, 31 years of age, comes

back to Ayenemen on a rain-drenched

day, having learned that her brother has

been 're-returned' to the village. The entire

novel moves with slow smooth shuttles

from the past to the present on a

wandering track, studying the main

characters in the light of their eventful

pasts, using powerful imagery. We have

Baby Kochamma, the twin's great aunt, at

the age of eighteen, trying to seduce Father

Mulligan, a young Irish monk, with

'weekly exhibitions of staged charity' and

turning a Roman Catholic to somehow be

near her loved one. But unable to compete

with the Senior Sisters who had 'biblical

doubts more sophisticated than hers', she

grew unhappy in the convent, writing

plaintive letters to her father, the Reverend

E. John Ipe. The Reverend's son, the twin's

grandfather, Pappachi, unable to

overcome his rage at not getting a rare

moth he discovered named after him,

beats his wife, Mammachi, every night

with a flower vase. And will not assist the

practically blind Mammachi in her pickle-

making business because it was not

befitting a high-ranking ex-Govemment

official, preferring to slouch around the

compound in immaculately tailored suits.

When Pappachi died, Mammachi

inherited his sky-blue Plymouth, in which

the family travels. The Plymouth carries

on its roof a four-sided billboard

advertising Paradise Pickles & Preserves , the

name given to Mammachi's pickle

business by Chacko, Ammu's brother, and

the Oxford-returned father of Sophie Mol.

Through the rolled-up windows of the

Plymouth, the twins and the family see

Ayemenen's history slip by, like

Murlidharan, the level-crossing lunatic,

counting his keys as he watches the trains

come and go and governments rise and

fall. But Roy is really not interested to

analyse for us the big events of the time,

how communism flourished in Kerala Tike

weed', or how 'Christianity arrived in a

boat and seeped into Kerala like tea from a

teabag'. Rather, she is concerned with

'human history, masquerading as God's

purpose, revealing herself to an under-age

audience'. It is a history of a darker and

foreboding kind, with a sickening smell

like 'old roses on a breeze', which lurks

forever in ordinary things. As Chacko

explains, history is Tike an old house at

night', to understand it, we have to Took

at books and pictures on the wall. And

smell the smells'.

Nonetheless, there are images in the

book that are reminders of our colonial

past. At one point, the novel wanders to

Assam, where a young and cheeky

Ammu, married to an alcholic planter's

assistant, flees to her parents in

Ayenemen, unwilling to give in to her

husband's suggestions that she give in to

his English manager, Mr. Hollick's

amorous intent in order to assist his

transfer. 'Pappachi would not believe her

story—not because he thought well of her

husband, but simply because he didn't

believe that any Englishman, would covet

another man's wife.' The twins are fed on

a diet of Kipling, Classics Illustrated

comics and Charles and Mary Lamb tales,

under the tutelage of Baby Kochamma

who inflicts the English language upon

them relentlessly. Kerala'shistory is

viewed, by and large, through the eyes of

the Anglophilic family of Syrian

Christians, 'the wealthy, estate-owning

(pickle-factory running) feudal lords, for

whom communism represented a fate

worse than death'. But the die-hard

Marxists will neither accept the narrator's

explanation of why commusism 'crept into

Kerala' offering a 'cocktail revolution. A
heady mix of Eastern Marxism and

orthodox Hinduism'. Because while the

novel offers characters such as the

accomplished carpenter and communist

revolutionary, Velutha, the self-

proclaimed Marxist Chacko and Comrade

Pillai with a son named Lenin, there is

little sense one gets in the book of the

peasant struggles and land reform

movements which gave Namboodiripad

so much success. However, Roy does

manage an interesting juxtaposition of

images of the past and present to reflect

the persisting influence of the West. While

Estha wearing an 'Elvis puff' and Rahel

holding her hair up in a Love-in-Tokyo

band go to see Sound ofMusic, years later,

Kochu Maria, the cook, switches channels,

watching Prime Bodies and Wrestling Mania

shows.

But the novel is not meant to be a

mere commentary on Kerala's social

fabric. Roy is far more ambitious as she

speaks of universal eternal truths, of

nature and beauty, of love and terror. Its

strength is in its emotional content, its

depiction of the primal needs and deeper

passions of men and women, as they cross

into forbidden territory and 'tamper with

the laws that lay down who should be

loved and how'. As the novel nears the

end, she brings in a passionate sensitivity,

intense, gripping, terrifying, magnificent,

seeking the support of the mythological

past, Radha and Krishna, Kama and

Kunti, and the dance of the Kathakali men.

Throughbut the book, she delights in her

use of images form nature, the small

creatures, the rat snake and the frog and

the baby bat, and the moth and the

butterfly, a reminder of the small things.

With these images she tries to hold the

book together, even if it means forcing

little events to take place. (One chapter

ends with the Plymouth driving into a

cabbage-green butterfly to make way for

mounted butterflies in Pappachi's study in

the next.) While she is at her best in her

use of visual imagery, she makes

inventive and recurrent use of the other

senses, the reverberations of sound (the

clicks of a suitcase), and smells ('the

dinner smell climbed off the curtains and

drifted through the Sea Queen windows to

dance the night away on the dinner-

smelling sea'), and repeated phrases

('Locusts Stand I'). Roy also provides us

ready amusement with often irreverent

wit. Baby Kochamma's father, seeking

blessings from the Patriarch as a seven-

year old, applies his terrified lips to the

Patriarch's ring, 'leaving it wet with spit'.

As Estha's mongrel, Khubchand, lies

dying on his cushion, a bird in flight gets

reflected on 'his smooth purple balls'.

While we do not understand the purpose

of such events and images, they certainily

ease our meandering jouney to the end.
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It is this mix of a multitude of such

n; gnificant and the more important main

: ents and images, of the sacred and the

:: crane, that make up this book. If this

:cok must be faulted, it is in its slowness

race, a drift, that almost tries the

•eader's patience, a conscious

dberateness, conceaing the mysteries to

r e end, inveigling the reader to carry on

• ith its undoubtedly superb imagery and
- ewness of language. Even so, there is

much in this decidedly charming work to

commend, and much that will allure the

reader to fall prey to.

Ranjan Kaul is General Manager of

Response Books a division of Sage

Publications India Pvt. Ltd.

Aryans and British India

Thomas R. Trautmann

Vistaar Publications, New Delhi, 1997,

ISBN 81-7036-642-9

280pages, Rs. 350

Recent years have witnessed a

renewed interest in the Aryan Problem,

perhaps on account of the appropriation

of the Aryan theory for the construction of

identities to suit political purposes.

Scholars are engaged in a fresh appraisal

of the nineteenth century construct with

reference to the combined testimony of

archaeological, linguistic and textual

evidence. Opinions range from an outright

rejection of the concept to more careful,

sober assessments. It is, however agreed

that the earlier interpretation was

apocryphal and that there is a need to

discard such history. Thomas R.

Trautmann's Aryans and British India is a

significant contribution to this discourse.

The making of the Indo-European or

Aryan idea (subsequently the slide from

language to race and deriving from it the

emergence of the racial theory of Indian

civilisation) which radically changed

European notions of world history and

ethnology, its implications for Indian

society and relationship to the British

Sanskritists who contributed in various

ways to the formation of the concept

constitutes the central focus of the book.

In spite of his opposition to the

nineteenth century construct, which

immensely influenced and curiously

continues to cloud theoretical writings on

early India, Trautmann carefully sketches

the emergence of the theory, in which the

search for India's past also had a part to

play. The author makes a distinction

between the knowledge produced by the

Orientalist scholars on the one hand and

the European representations of the Orient

on the other, in this project devoted to the

understanding of Indian society. The shifts

in orientation from the later part of the

eighteenth to the end of the nineteenth

century are meticulously researched. The

discussion begins with the origin of the

theory of an Indo-European language

family that arose from the British

acquaintance with Sanskrit. The

accomplishments of scholars such as

William Jones, Charles Wilkins and

Henry T. Colebrooke among others, their

love for India and the associated

intellectual entusiasm in the first phase of

Orientalist involvement in the production

of knowledge and the subsequent hostility

towards the Indian past and the attack by

Charles Grant and James Mill constitute

the subject matter of the next two chapters.

The shift from 'Indomania' to 'Indophobia'

is exemplified by England welcoming

more Orientalists than she produced on

her own. Max Mueller is perhaps the most

celebrated example and his career at

Oxford makes the general point about the

changing fortunes of Oriental renaissance.

While the statue of Jones in St. Paul

Cathedral (where he is shown resting his

hand on his translation of the Manusmriti,

a Dharmasastra text) to borrow the

author's expression, illustrates

Indomania's brief moment, the sexual

politics of the empire which promoted the

observance of racial endogamy depicts the

shift in orientation and explains the

consequent denigration of the

achievements of Indian civilisation.

Trautmann instead of seeing the

change in terms of novelty and

enthusiasm making way for contempt and

disinterest tries to analyse the content of

the shifting attitudes with reference to

contemporary historical forces. The focus

is on the complexities inherent in the

ongoing developments. Indian

participation in the production of

Orientalist knowledge, though by no

means as equals and without any control

over the end results, the dialogic process

and the British paradox of the inverse

relation between colonialism and the

production of Sanskritists contest the

thesis of Orientalism being a monument of

imperialism and tend to problematise

discourses on orientalism.

In the competing claims to

authority between the comparative

philologists and Sanskritists and the

advocates of race science the latter, partly

helped by new discoveries (including Max
Mueller's work on Sanskrit and Vedic

studies) and a particular reading of the

material, increasingly advanced with more

dangerous consequences for the narrative

of Indian history than the unfavourable

comparisons of Indian and European

civilisations by the Evangelicals and

Utilitarians. The terms of discussion

changed. The race doctrine became an

explanatory framework for everything,

from language groups to castes.

The study concludes with the

making of the race theory of Indian

civilisation and urging for the recognition

of the fact that the significance of the

fragile Vedic evidence was overstated and

therefore generalised by people like

H. H. Risley to provide a racialising

interpretation. The term Arya was used by
early Sanskrit speakers to refer to

themselves as against the others from

whom they differed culturally. The basic

attributes of Aryan identity were language

and religion and it did not have physical

or racial connotations. The argument for

the common origins and kinship of

Indians with Europeans/ Britons carried

the germs of future trouble. The projection

of a certain interpretation into the past so

as to legitimise the present was the work
of the protagonists of race science and

Sanskritists, who despite their mutual

opposition collaborated in this venture.

The race theory, to use Martin Bernal's

language, was a tool for colonialism and
British hegemony.

Trautmann's eclectic perspective

comes through in this insightful, well

argued treatise. The politics of knowledge

is recognised in the making of the

strategies of domination; for example, it is

said that Indophobia was not bom, it was
made. However, it is not allowed to

exhaust the other possibilities. Romila

Thapar's perceptive foreword carries the

story forward and demonstrates its

implications for our times, with a focus on

its appropriation by different groups for

various purposes, and argues for the

rejection of the spurious construction.

Bhairabi Prasad Sahu is a Reader in the

Department of History at the University of

Delhi.
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Rights of Women in Islam

Ashgar Ali Engineer

Sterling Publications, New Delhi, 1997

ISBN 81-207-1906-9

196 pages, Rs. 95

Equal rights for women is one of

the prime concerns before democratic

movements. In this fight one of the main

hurdles is religion as handed down to us.

Ashgar Ali Engineer has developed a

rather innovative and radical

interpretation of the place of women in

Islam, all the while remaining squarely

within the injuctions of the Quran. He

does this.by introducing and then working

through a key analytical distinction

between those statements which are

normative and those which are contextual.

Let us for reasons of space look at three

issues—polygamy, women's evidence

having half the weight as against that of

man, and the superiority men have over

women— which are the most hotly

debated ones and are used by the

conservative and fundamentalist forces to

keep women enchained.

In the same way that the Quran did

not abolish polygamy but severely

restricted and hedged it with

qualifications, it did not abolish slavery

but did the same with it so that slaves

were treated with kindness. On slavery

Quran preferred that you free them if that

is not possible then it enjoined elaborate

instructions on how treat them. With

polygamy Quran did the same; the

preference is with monogamy but if that is

not possible, given the items and the

context, rigorous instructions were placed

before one could go for more than one

wife. The important point here is that both

of these are mere permissions and that

there is nothing in the Quran to show that

these are prescriptions.

Even a cursory reading of the

history of Islam shows us that permissions

can be allowed to lapse because these are

based only on contextual justifications.

Hazrat Umar, the second Caliph of Islam,

did so with a number of these; for instance

on certain provisions of Zakat (p.9) ; even

conservative interpreters of Islam like Ibn

Taymiyah or Shah Waliullah approved of

this way of doing things..Now the

important thing to note is that the

permission to keep slaves was abolished

(p.ll), there never was any hue and cry

anywhere in the Islamic world. The

question therefore is: why the permission

for polygamy is unalterable? The logical

basis of both these permissions are similar.

The feudal privilege is now being used by

patriarchy to control the work, body and

sexuality of the women. Engineers

arguements here are very important to

persue.

There are eight verses in the whole

of Quran which deal with the question of

evidence. The author shows (pp.62—70)

citing verse after verse that in seven of

these the Quran is categorical that the

evidence of both men and women is of

equal worth. There is only one long verse,

cited in full, (pp. 62—63), in which there is

reference to the evidence of two women
being equal that of one man. Here

Engineer insightfully shows that this is one

verse deals with questions of financial

contracts and there is no mention of

contracts of any other kind; this Engineer

shows convincingly was due to the lack of

experience of most women in financial/

business matters, latching on to this and

following the examples of South Arabia

(the prison house for women), Zia ul Haq

in Pakistan framed the entire Hudud

(punishments prescribed by the Quran)

laws which still remain on the statute

book, a source of torture for women.

There are only two statements in the

Quran which have been conventionally

used to establish the superiority of men

over women. The first one where he said

Allah has made some of them excel over

women. Given the age where only men

had the chance to accomplish anything

this hasd been read to men excelling over

women. Engineer shows citing authorities

(p. 51) how this can be read very

differently to include both the sexes. The

other verse where it said that 'men are a

degree above them in a just manner', but

this is preceded by the statement 'and

women have rights similar to those against

them in a just manner. All of this in the

context of the difficulties women have of

pregnancy, menstruation' etc. , which go

with their sex, (p.53) . Engineer reading

this together with other verses, which are

categorical about the complete equality of

the sexes, shows that the reference is only

in terms of the physical 'edge' men have

over women.

All the important issues, in the book

cannot be discussed 'let us end with an

observation on divorce. When aaman came

to the prophet and said that he had

divorced his wife by saying the talaq thrice

in one sitting, the prophet observed: 'do

not ridicule the book of Allah when I am
among you' (p.160) Should this not settle

the controversy over triple talaq? There is

also a verse in Quran which talks of 'due

recompense' after divorce and

consultation with 'one another' about the

child's future (p.55). Doesn't the

controversy around Shah Bano sound so

misplaced in face of this?

To conclude one can say that

Asghar Ali Engineer's book is an

important intervention of a radical kind in

the contest for equal rights to women. It is

a must for the intelligentsia, activists and

all those concerned about the

emancipatory struggles being waged all

over the world.

Javeed Alam is Visiting Senior Fellow at

the Centre for the Study of Developing

Societies, Delhi.
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Whose News ?

The Media and Women's Issues

Edited by Aramu Joseph and Kalpana

Sharma

Sage Publications India Pvt. Ltd., 1994

Price: Rs. 295; Extent: 335 pages

ISBN: 81-7036-380-2

This important book analyses press coverage of five issues

related to Indian women and critiques the portrayal of

women on prime time television between 1979 and 1988.

The five issues are: dowry related deaths; rape; the right to

maintenance of Muslim divorcees, the misuse of sex

determination tests such as amniocentesis; and the re-

emergence of the banned practice of sati. The first part of

this book examines the response of the English language

press to these five issues. Part two analyses their coverage

in the Indian language press represented in Hindi, Tamil,

Gujarati and Bengali. The development of 'women's

programming' on Indian television and the ideology of

some of the 'women oriented' serials telecast in the mid-

eighties are covered in the final part.

Touch me Touch-me-not:

Women, Plants and Healing

Shodini

Kali for Women, 1997

Price: 150; Extent: xiii + 222 pages

ISBN: 81 85107-85-8

Concerned about vast vanishing local health traditions,

Shodini, a network of women's health activists came

together in search of a women-centered approach as an

alternative to the prevailing dominant systems of health

care. Touch me, Touch-me-not is the result of their research.

A unique compilation of plants and their medicinal value,

the remedies in this book are the result of over eight years

of treating women across the country.

Traditional Folk Media in India

Shyam Parmar

Research Press
,
1994

Extent: 164 pages

ISBN: 81-7314-010-3

No communication can exist in a cultural vacuum,

Traditional norms and attitudes of the people act as a vital

force. One cannot afford to ignore these sensitive elements

in planning communicative strategies. This book presents

a detailed analyses of the appeal that folk media

command in rural and urban audience situations and

explains how they can be exploited as communication

tools. It recommends the integrated use of folk media and

mass media in education, enlightenment and

entertainment.

Speaking Out:

Women's Economic Empowerment in South

Asia

Edited by Marilyn Carr, Martha Chen,

Renana Jhabvala

Vistaar Publications, 1997

Price : Rs, 250; Extent: xiv + 238 pages

ISBN: 81-7036-635-6

This book documents the experiences of seven NGOs in

India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka who have been

successfully working with rural and urban poor women to

evolve strategies for bringing about women's

empowerment. The contributors draw lessons from these

vivid first hand experiences to show how women are

gaining increased access to and control over economic

resources and how this in turn, has led to far-reaching

socio-cultural and political changes at the level of the

individual, family
,
community and the market place. They

also show how women are building organisations which

are becoming even more autonomous and seif -reliant.

This book provides ample evidence that women's

empowerment is actually taking place on a significant

scale in South Asia and that this is having a noticeable

impact on levels of poverty and well being.

Globalization and Third World Trade

Unions^

The Challenge of Rapid Economic Change

Edited by Henk Thomas

Madhyam Books and DAGA Ltd., 1996

Price: Rs. 140; Extent: xi + 261 pages

ISBN: 81-86816-03-8

This study is the outcome of a series of original

investigations into the deep crisis in which the organised \

labour movement in the South now finds itself. This crisis

is the result of several factors; changes in the global

economy that have eroded trade union membership,

structural adjustment policies that have reduced the

capacity of the state to address inequality, and a decline in

public acceptance of unions' effectiveness in protecting the

interests of working people.

The inner eye

is the centre of

perception and

enquiry, ever

alert in the

pursuit of what

is true.
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